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ABSTRACT

In recent years pLanners and urban designers have

looked upon the "sense of placett as a desirable environ-

mental quality which may be attained by integrating the

"human dimensiontrof space into the planning and design

process. However, extensive research in human being built-

environment relationships has indicated a complexity and

obscurity in the definition, conceptualization and

creation of the "sense of placerr.

For establishing the necessity of the I'sense of

pLace" and exploring it as a human and socio-spatial

phenomenon, this thesis first critically analyses the

ímpact of development policies on the villages in lran and

the spatial characteristics of the traditional residential

areas of Isfahan. The outcomes of these case studies are

then used for a theoretical argument to define and concep-

tualize the "sense of placettand to establish community

involvement as an appropriate planning and design process

for its achievement. Later in the thesis, the proposed

pLanning and design process is evaluated and its compon-

ents are elaborated in an historical situation, by

analysing community involvement in the Collingwood Housing

Estate Redevelopment, Melbourne.

vll



The thesis concludes its argument for achieving the
ttsense of place, by stressing the necessity for a conÈin-

uous

the

and

dialogue to synthesize, in an identifiable situation,
personal and Èhe societal involvement in the planning

design process.
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INTRODUCTION

For the past two decades, it has been strongly

suggested that the "sense of place", an environmental

quatity attributed to the relationship between the human

being and the environment, is crucial to the creation of

the successful urban milieu. Its absence as a spatial

quality has been observed to be a main source of todayrs

urban planning and design criticism. Therefore, dêfinlng

the I'sense of placerr and its parameters, integrating it as

an objective into any urban planning and design process and

formul-ating future policies to achieve it, is now looked

upon to be hi-ghly desirable.

This thesis initially studies two different magnitudes

and categories of exiSting human-made-environments. By

Iooking at the spatial characteristics and the tt¡¡eds¡¡!l

development plannÍng policies for villages in three regions

in Iran and the traditional residential areas of Isfahan'

the thesis has chosen case studies to identify and

crÍtically analyse, oñ different scaleS, certain features

of the relationship between the human being and his/her

made-environment, bearing in mind that planning and design

are decision-making proceSSeS, implemented to accommodate

the desired future physical change. It will be an attempt

to identify, in general terms, certain important components

of the rrsense of placerr, and thus establish an argument for

its desirabil-ity as an aim in planning and design. It is

XI



en'u¡isaged that a certain foundation wiIl be proposed to

fcr'mulate ar\ alternative general theory of the humari beÍng

built-environment relationship, the rrsense of pJ-acerr and a

planning and design process that considers the former ancl

manifests the latter.

Hov¡ever, one has to stress here that due to the

complexity of the subject and the scope of the thesis,

further research studies are necessary to evaluate, negate

or' reinf or'ce v¡hat is formulated here. In other words, the

author is far from proclaiming the exhaustion of the

subject. The author hopes that the subject and argument in

this thesis will generate interest and encourage others to

critically analyse his claims.

It seems far from being coincidental that similar

criticisns are made of research and methodologies in both

the social sciences and planning. Some challenges are made

to their foundation because, irr both fields, knowledge is

based on positivism aclopted from natural science to give

scientific legality reductionism (e.g., Gregory, 1'9'/8;

Cul-1en , 1984; Thorns, L976) . Since the early l-970s, when

the complexity of the urban environment in a capitalist

society and the necessity for a close association between

sociaf science and planning was realized, this criticism

has become more vigorous. It indicates the inappropriate-

ness of general model theory, founded on positivism and the

classical free market economic theory that may be thought

to establish a causal and functional relationship between

XI]-
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the buil-t-environment and the human behaviour (i.e.,

environmental determinism) . Furthermore, it shows that in
pJ-anning seen as a means to reduce the imperfection both

politically and economical-Iy in a free market society the

impact of the human being as a knowledgeable and active

agent is assumed to be negligible. In other words, up until
now planning methodologies, similar to social science, base

their oFeration on:

2

the application of the positivistic rules of natural
sciences;

reductíonism which considers human behaviour a unit that
can be handled mathematically;

inductive ancl/or deductive formulated models, where
human behaviour is generalized and functionally related
to a certain physical reality;

the cfassical economic theory, assumed to suggest
str'ongly the causal relati-onship between the market
forces and spatial location; and

finally the theory of ecological system analysis.

,)
J

The new direction in sociological thoughts and

theories, however, indicates the limitation of positivism

both on the personal or microscale (e.g. , Heidegger, 1,96'/;

Habermas, I97B; Gadamer, 1-976) and the societal or macr.o-

scal-e (".g. , Althusser, 1969; Thorns, 1976). The former's

emphasis on the personal knowledge, àctive agent and

purpresive conduct of the human being, rejects the notion of
hlrman activity as being the result of only the unconscious

(cognition) and the for'ces beyond his/her control and

comprehension. While the latter sees human behaviour and

xiii
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conduct in terms of ideology (i.e., Marxism) or signified
rules (i.e., Levi-Strauss). However, they all see a

fundamental- role of language and symbolism to explain the

meaning in human conduct. Moreover, Kuhnr s (ßZq) theories

that cast doubt on the empiriclst philosophy of natural

science (e. g. , the concept of paradigm in scientific
investlgation), have had a profound imptication for the

social sciences (Barnes, 1-982).

Further criticism of the appropriateness and Iimit-
ation of positivism is explicit in Giddens' (1984) theory

of I'structurationrr : the synthesis of the human mi croscale

with the societal macroscale. Contrary to the functionalist
theory of Parsons ( 1966 ) , Althusserrs Marxlsm and Levi-

Straussr structuralism, he argues that societal properties

should not be consldered only as a constraint, but also a

continuous generatj-ve means of human conduct, produced and

reproduced by human interaction. This synthetic conception

further stresses the human aspect, hÍs/frer involvement and

thus casts doubt on the planning methodologies that are

based on universal models and the constraint of the

classical free market economy where the human agent is
problematic.

By exploring the anti-positlvism arguments, one there-

fore may question the appropriateness and limitation of the

current practice of planning and urban design, âs a

constraint, to adjust and eliminate the imperfection in the

free market, and for defi-ning and conceptual-izi-ng the

xrv



'rsense of placerr and its manifestation. Since in the new

direction in social science, the human being as a know-

ledgeable and conscious person has taken a central

position, it is paramount to study these arguments and

consider them, if possible, the foundation for an alter-

native planning and design theory. With an emphasis on the

recent social theory of Giddens (tOlO; I979; L984), this

thesis will explore this new trend and:

Jr attempt to formulate a theoretical basis to support the

critical analysis of the human being buil-t-environment

relationship and the rrsense of placerr, noted in the two

case studies: the spatial characteristics and the

rrmodernrr development policies ín three regions in Iran

and the traditional residential areas of Isfahan, and

propose a foundation and a basic argument for an

alternative planning and design process that may achieve

the rrsense of placerr.

¿

In the finat section of this thesis, the community

i-nvolvement planning and design process for redeveloping

the Collingwood Housing Estate, Melbourne, wj 11 be critic-

ally analysed. This study, comprising the upgrading of

high-rise flats, terraced housing development and the

redevefopment of walk-up flats, will partially test some

aspects of the formulated theory, conception and planning

and design process and indicate some of the mai-n important

constraj-nts and generative components of the operation.

XV



However,thepurposeofchapteroneistoformulate

the aim and objectives and outline the methodology of the

thesis. It witl define the terms of reference,' state an

argumenttoindi-catethenecessityforanalternatÍve
planninganddesignprocessthatmayaccommodatethehuman

dlmensionbyachievingthe|'Senseofplace|'andreviewSome

ofthemainpurposesandinclinationsinthetheoryof

humanbeingbuilt-envlronmentrelationshipingeneraland

the "sense of placerr in particular'

xvr
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BACKGROUND REVIEW, THE AIM, OBJECTIVES
AND THE METHODOLOGY OF THE THESIS

. This chapter attempts to lay down the foundation for

the argument in this thesis. At the initial stages, after

defining the terms of reference and the purpose of planning

and urban design, ãî effort wlll- be made to indicate

explicitly the necessity for the human dimension in

planning and urban design and Some of the proposed alter-

natives that would integrate the human dimensÍon into the

planning and design process. It will also show the

importance of the human being built-environment studies for

defining explicitly the rrsense of place'r. Therefore this

background wilI be the basls to formulate the aim,

objectives and methodology of this thesis.

I. THE TERMS OF REFERENCE

At this introductory stage, the definition and

assumption of certain fundamental terms of reference Seem

necessary. AtI through the thesis other definitiàns wiff be

supplemented to support the relevant arguments.

A. ENVTRONMENT AND BUILT-ENVIRONMENT

In recent years a number of definitions have been

given to the environment. Briefly, they are based on the

biological definition of eco-system and cybernetics.

Margalef (l-968) sees ecology as the study of systems where

I

L
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-/tncrrvlouars \e.g., human beings) or whole orgañisms (e.g.,

human societies) are. considered elements of interaction

either among themsefves or with an organized surrounding

known as the environment. l/hiIe cybernetics is the self-

organi z|ng, two-wa¡r control-ling and communication system

formed by the interaction of the living organisms and their

surroundings; most important of which are artefacts, to

achieve a state of persistence and equilÍbrium (lsfrby,

1957). In a cybernetics system, the future state and

pattern are founded on the present state and pattern, the

bearer of information. Therefore, because of the feedback

operation (i.e., interactlon) between the human being and

his/her surrounding, today's environmental information is a

EIlerl knowledge for future situatigns.

\,l/ithin this contextual framework ( i ' e' , biological

science) Ittelson (tg74) saw the environment as a surroun-

ding situation cognized as a set of mental images' a

function of an unconscious cultural background and an

ecological system interacting physically and psychologic-

a1ly with the human being. In this context, he defined a

human being as a rrpassive product" of the environment who

not only has an innate pattern of behavlour, but also a

goal, motivated deliberately and self-consciously to act

upon and be influenced by the environment. He saw the

attitude towards the environment as a product of the needs

to set a rrsecure and meaningful" place in it (fttelSon,

I974:1-B).
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Saarinen (1976) took hi-s definition from The American

Heritag e Dictionarv. He viewed the envj-ronment as an

ex-ternal' situation which influences the 'rgrowth and

development of organismsr'. His cOnception was afso based on

functionalism and the eco-system model of a homeostasis

relationship.

Lawton (fgZg:+f) also conceived the environment aS an

eco-system that consisted of:

1. the individual;

2. the physical environment, either explicit or implicit.
It included the spaces between the human being, other
objects and the resources of that environment;

3. the personal environment. He saw this to be the world of
others who are important in controlling individual-s.
Here he included the family, friends, authority figures
and small grouPs;

4. the Supra-personal envlronment. He defined it as the

environmental- characteristics of the spatially clustered
groups;

5. the social environment. It consisted of the institutions
that exist lndependently of the indj-vidual-'

However, Lawton in his definition has greatly expanded the

notion of the environment. By stresslng the importance of

the supra-personal and the social environment, he has

inclucled the economic, political, cultural and social

str-uctures of the situation as major components of the

envlronrrient and the nature of the communication channel

( i. e. , cybernetics system) . Therefore, this definition has

surpassed the limitation given to the environment by the

biological and ecol-ogical sciences. Here the environment
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has taken a more general Sense to include societal nature

and structure.

Rapoport (1977) deflned the environment as a series of

ordered and patterned spatial retationships among efements

and people. Being ordered and patterned it could not be a

random juxtaposition of things. He then observed that the

environment could be a restraint or could facilitate the

relationship between the human being and the environment.

Barker (1-978) saw the environment (i.e., a behaviour

setting) as a function, directing human behaviour to

establish, through a feedback process, a rrfittingl and an

ecological equi-librium.

The above

tions of the

environment to

are but some

environment.

be:

definitions and concep-

seem to indicate the

of the

They

1, In terms of the subject of the thesis, the conception of

the environment seems to be meaningless unless it is

with reference to an organism (i.e., the human being).

To interpret human being, Ittelson (tglq:gt) stated that

one needs to know:

a
L
U

a person(s) basic motivation;
whether the basic motives, desires and other
properties are "1nnate1y d.etermlned or'largely a
product of social and cultural learningrr;
the nature of the processes underlying such
tenclencies.

c

Idhi 1e Gi ddens

considered the

took a more subjective attitude. He

being to be a PurPosive agent, who

his/her activities and can elaborate

( rga¿) ,

human

both has reasons for
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¿

and conceptueLj. ze these reasons. Apparently this negates

Ittelsonts and Barker's conceptions of human being. l{hiIe

Barker and Ittelson assumed human being to be an innate

product of certain cultural norms, Giddens proposed a new

active and sub jective one. The implication is 'that the

environment is not only an ordered component of the

eco-system and the socio-economic and cultural sltuation

that generate, function and direct the behaviour of an

inert human being, but more so a phenomenon that contin-

uously changes due to human purposes and daily routine.

The environment, as a surrounding external phenomenon,

is j-nterrelated with the human being. People in

accordance with their goal motivated action, act upon,

revise and use the environment as a resource and

restraint to achieve future action and social inter-

action. Assuming human action is continuous, the

environment in terms of social interaction becomes a

diachronic process.

Due to the diachronic nature (i.e, a dial-ectic synthesis

of historical development and future action), the homeo-

stasis assumption (i.e., equilibrium and certain

relation of part to the whole: the characteristics of

the eco-system) is debatable. It seems then that an

alternative system has to be modell-ed and its character-

istics identified.

D 1s t ingui shlng b e tween rrac t ionrr and

apparently necessary. Glddens defined

rrinteraction" 1s

"action'r as rrthe
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Strearn of actuaf or contemplated causal intervention of

being in the ongoing process in the world'r (tgl9:75). This

seems to indicate egocentricity, seÌ.f-reallzation and the

awareness of possible courSes of action. He also stressed

that rractionrr is purposive and a rational conduct for the

application of knowledge to achieve a certain outcome or

quality. He finally concluded that rrthe action is caused blr

an agent's reflexive monitoring of his intentions in

relation both to his wants and his appreciation of the

demand of the outer worldrr (p. B ) .

Al-fred Schutz, on the other hand, defi-ned rractionrr as

a conduct known in advance. In hís definiti-on the term

"conductrr referred to behaviour and comprised all the

subjectivity and meaningfulness of experience (Michelson,

1e75).

Parsons ' ( 1966 ) conception of rractionrr , adopted by

Barker, fttel-son and Michelson, was based on functi-onalism.

I'Actionrr was consi,dered a defined and patterned system by

which human being forms meaningful intentions and more or

Iess Successfully implements them in concrete situations.

Parsons implicated rractionrr meaningful, because it is

cultural- and the meaning and intentions concerning human

acts are in terms of symbollc systems. Parsons went on to

sâV, I'both the organism and the cultural System involve

e ssential. el-ements which cannot be j-nvestigated at the

individuat Ieve.l- ( 1966:6 ) , Parsons therefore ignored what

Gicldens stressed aS an eSsential cOmponent of 'raction"

( i. e. , egocentricity, self-realizatlon and purposive
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"action" ) . He also referred the human specles and their

behaviour to the environmental conditions. In other words,

Par.sons Sew "action[ only aS an Outcome of'human behaviour,

directed by the environment, and in a cultural context

(i.e., c.onstraints).

It is therefore apparent that rraction'r evolves:

intentionality

creativity;

the formation of an idea, hence

2. purpose formulation of aim and objectives;

3. motivatlon the goal directed nature of human

behaviour;

4. rationality that elaborates the possible courses of

action;

5. the choice of alternatives;

6. being the idea of self-realization.

Interaction, which is continuous, 'temporal and spatial
(i.e., diachronic), refers to future production, constraint

and revisions, in the light of subsequent knowledge,

experience and situation. Communication (i.e., production

anC reproCuction of spatial, social and temporal meaning) ,

mutuality of orientation, creatÍvity, ski1ls and intention-

ality, ru1es, resources and moral and power relation
( "structure" ) ( Giddens , Lg'|9; Layder , L981) , are all

necessary for an interaetion. In an interaction there is a

ce.rtain system of meaning and rrstructure", characterized

and assessed by certain norms and standards of reasoning

1
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and.rationalitY. The

creates and re-creates

system through a diachronic process

i tsel f.

During the course of this

advanced that the human being

ship is that tYPe of sYstem;

currently assumed.

thesis the argument will be

built-environment relation-

not the eco-sYstem that is

The spatial and temporal setting that is continuously

pr.oduced and reproduced to accommodate in space and time

human,,actionrrandrrinteractionil is assumed to be the

buitt-environment. Through its meaning and rrstructurerr it

establishes, both consciously and unconsciously' approp-

riate situations for socio-economic and cultural

interactive processes. The built-environment, since it is

cr.eated, constrained, revised in meaning and rrstructufg",

through an interactive process, will differ conceptually

from the natural environment where the pre-existing

eco-system is dominant.

The meanlng and "structureil produced and reproduced in

the course of peoplers interactive life is due par'tly to an

attempttocomprehendorexplainthemeaningforthem-

selves. social Iife of which these attempts ar.e parts, rris

produced by its actor(s) precisely in terms of their

active constitution and frames of meaning whereby they

organize their experiencesrr. It implies a certain context

of meaning and "structure" (i.e., culture) tfrat specifies

an assessment of spatial and temporal conduct and a

standard of reasoning in sPace
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B. PLANNING AND BUILT-ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

In the traditional sense of the term, Planning is

definecl as a process of applying a ratj-onal method for

formulating future policies to achieve certain aims and

objectives in the allocation of Scarce resources. Planning

is an approach to attain better declsions in human inter-

action. Through mathematlcal models and simulations it has

become a modern declsion-making and policy-formulation

science. As a result, preference is given to quantifiable

or . partially quantifiable problems (Dror, 1968; Saafy,

1985) rather than to descriptive ones.,

Pfanners, through their necessary knowledge, tools and

the synthesizing nature of their processes, tend to think

of themsel-ves as social science engineers. Through their

practise, they Seem to have great Soclal, economic and

political impact, even though their aim is to optimize the

scarce resources and recommend objectivelY, to the politic-

ians, âlternative policies. Even though in reality it may

be otherwise, their relationship with the decision-makers

(i.e., the politicians) is often presented as that between

servant and master, operational researcher and manager'

system analyst and military staff (f'atuOi, L973) -

1. The built-environmental plannine

Built-environmental

process and method for

policies to accommodate

planning is defined as a rational-

formulating spatial and temporal-

in space and time human rractionr'.
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This also includes the spatial impact that may stem from

other types of planning operations or inter-actions (".g.,

economic ancl sociaf ) . \¡/henever the resources util ized are

part of the built-environment (e. g. , land, buildings,

communication system, etc.), or the aim.is to achieve a

cer'taÍn spatial phenornenon, or propose alternatives in

meaning and/or rrstructurerr in space, the built-envir:on-

mental planning may be said to be in operatlon.

In the above definition it has been noted that

whenever planning

ces and policies,

how much, where

is applied, especially to public resour-

it is political in nature. Answers as to

and to whom to allocate the scarce

resources and which future policies to adopt, tend to be

potitical in nature. The use of numerical methods for the

optinri zation of future policies ( i. e. , economic optimiz-

ation), the nature of the planning methodology (e.9., the

intensity of public participation) and the geographic

moclels, which may be based on free market economy and

minimizatj-on of cost, hây tend to be biased against some

underprivileged people who have neither the political will

nor economic power. Aims and policies of control , revi-sion

or future built-envlronmental change, ffiâY favour, iri space

and time, one group of people more than another. A.llocating

resources for short-term policies and political gains

(e.g., certain resource allocations prior to an election),

may prejudice future commuÀities (e.g. , today's budget

deficit may set an economÍc burden on future communities).

Hence an attempt to bring about an appropriate decision in
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any built-environmental planning i.s subjective and Iiable
to continuous interpretation. This seems to imply that the

whole planning theory as an objective science of decision-
making is problematic. It al-so seems necessary to integrate
it with a ceriain theory of justice (i.e., ,rstructure,,)

that is commonly acceptable.

Here the term rrstructutê", as Giddens ( 1984) and

Layder ( f gAf ) analysed, is with reference to a generatlve

mechanism which gives rise to certain observable manj-fes-

tations . Layder classif ied the rrstructure " i-nto two

distinguishabl-e terms: rrcontextual structurerr and "inter-
action structure " ( l-981,:94) . Whi Ie the former is external

to the interaction, setting the parameter (e.g., political
power, concept of justice, cultural values, spatial
characteristics outside the setting), the Iatter is within
the situation as the creativity and skills of the actors.

This definition of rrstructureil does not denote an

observable franlework or a patterned relationship between

elements as is defined in system analysis.

2. Design, urban design and city deslgn

In the above definition of the built-environment an

attempt was made to establish the importance of the

inclividual, society and their nature. Emphasis was placed

on the interactive relationship between human being and

human being ( in terms of an individual or a group with

certain common characteristics), human being and other

objects and the relation of two or rnore objects in terms of
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the human being. It was also assumed that people drew, from

the buil-t-environment, part of their knowledge to carry out

their production, reproduction, conduct and achieve a

desir'ed future situation. All these are spatially manifes-

ted in space and time and continuously change due to the

diachronic nature of social interaction.

The built-environmental design is then the process of
configurating these spaces, in time, into settings that may

accommodate, appropriately, certaln future situations of
hunran production, reproduction and conduct. rnternarry and

in relation to their settings, their spatial erements are

organized into a certain order and patterns (character-

istics) to give meaning andrrstructure'r to the spaces in
terms of an identified culture and because of social
change. The meanings are communicative and have symbolic
properties expressed in the spatiar erements (corour, form,

space, texture, surface and, most important of all,
"pracs''¡ and their relationship. since social interaction
is dlachronic, one may conclude that built-environmental

design is also diachronic. In other words, it is not a

product, but a process to be integrated into built-environ-

mental planning and social reproduction. Note that

production and reproduction stress both stability and

change in society (Cicl¿ens, L979), and in its spatial
manifestation and characteristlcs. The human being is then

related to traditional val-ues, routine activities and rate

of change. This relationship further indicates the commun-

icative value and the importance of the spatial meaning and
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"structurerr. As such it provides the basis for argument in

any built-environmental conservation process.

In this thesi-s the concept of urbanism is dichotomous

to the rural settlements. Urbanism, as the sociologists
attempt to identify it, is related to the complexity of

social dÍfferentiation (¡otfr external and internal) and the

nature of the production and reproduction of the social
organization ( i . e. , the intensity of the synthesis and

social change). It therefore identifies certain character-
istics to be observed, spatially, itr the meanlng and

rrstructurerr of the human being built-environment relation-
ship.

\,Vhereas the community of a village is based (Spykman,

in Burgess (eA.¡, 1g68), on face to face contact, intimate
relationship and spontaneous accommodation within the

group, the urban area is looked at in terms of a secondary

contact: less immediate and spontaneous social restrai-nt; a

new form of social control and relation by the Iaw;

specialization and differentiation.

The city seems to be a more difficult concept to
define. \,{hile urbanism is explicitry iclentified in terms of
socio-spatial criteria, the city may be vaguely described

as a geographical manifestati_on, It is assumed to be a

spatial system dependent (i.e., a dependent variable) upon

other orders for its definition (e.g., socio-spatial,
function, human density and spatial distribution) (Carter,

1_e81) .
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Urban buitt-envj.ronmental design (or urban design), is
therefore a conti-nuous process that attempts to achieve

appropriately an urban spatial manifestation, organization

and expression of an urban setting to accommodate contin-

uously for human production and reproduction, in space and

time, the desirable future meaning and rrstructure'r . Since

meaning and 'rstructurerr are conceived by the human being

and are the outcomes of each culture, urban design is both

creative and contextual (or rrcontextual structure").

II. THE GROWTH OF MISTRUST AND CYNICISM
IN URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN

To appreciate peoplers attitude towards modern plan-

ning and urban design, one has to look back and study the

development of planning since the Industrial- Revolution,

when the need for the profession was reaILzed. In this

study one may have to elaborate and understand the post-

\dorl d V/ar II conception of planning and people I s

expectation as to what it could achieve in the rebuilding

of war-torn Europe. However, a detaited analysis and

descrlption of this historical process is far too complex

and beyond the scope of this thesis. But, for' a stronger

argument that shows the importance of the human dimension

of space and the I'sense of placetr, a brief description of

the above subject is necessary.

rrModernil planni-ng and urban design are the genesis of

the intellectua1, physical, social, economic, scientific

and political changes that occurred in the 19th century due
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to the Industrlal Revolution ( Sutclíffe, 1981 ; Cherry,

1,974). The Industrial Revolution not only changed the means

of production, consumption and distribution but also, in a

very short period of time, made the European population

urban. In the industrial cities it generated housing,

health, social and economi-c problems. They were new

hj storical phenomena, needi-ng for their confrontation and

solution, nèw philosophical and practical approaches.

The 19th century was also marlsed by considerable

intellectual activities in art, architecture, sciences and

humanities. The new scientific discoveries afflrmed posit-
ivism, €ffipiricism and reductionism which j-n the previous

century were argued to be the bases for a scientific
methodology. A great number of urban activities generated

tremendous enthusiasm for ne\^r things that spatially needed

new urban dimensions (e.g., the steam engine) and socio-

economic adjustment. Later all these became the ground upon

which the industrial countrÍes reformed their socio-

economic and pol-i-tical activities
modern states into the 2oth century.

to say that rrmodern[ town planning,

to be an essential part of a modern

is based on the reactive response to
philosophy, ideology and culture
Industr'iaI Revolution.

and thus advanced as

It is therefore safe

noted by Cherry (1,974)

and democratic state,

the urban conditions,

generated by the

The philosophy, culture and urban situation of the

19th century caught the imagination of people such âs,

Robert Owen, Raymond Unwin, Kropofkin, Ebenezer Howard,
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CamilIo Sitte Baumeister and many others. In most cases

they proposed utopian built-environment and visions of
human settlements to accommodate communities protected from

disease, vice and lgnorance elements generated in the

urban centres because of the means and mode of industrial
production. Their work, carried out through the first part

of the 2oth century, became the first body of literature

and the foundation for modern town planning (SutcIiffe,

1eB1- ) .

Therefore, one may conclude that the rrmodennrr town

planning profession has its roots in the Industrial Revol-

. ution. Its shaped is moulded by:

1. the intellectual movement in the 1-gth and early 2oth
centuries;

2. the new scientific methodology which was later adopted
in planning for data collection, identification of
problems and proposing solutlons;

3. the rapid urbanization of the industrial society and the
degradatlon of the socio-economic and physical con-
ditions in the inner urban areas;

4. the reaction of a number of vislonaries and philan-
thropists to the ravaged condltion of the lndustrial
urban areas. Their utopian proposal was to eliminate the
houslng, hêa1th and social- problems created by

industri aLl-zati-on;

5. the new architectural movement.

The above factors were not only apparent in the initial

planning legislation (e.g., the clty beautiful influence in

Ar¡erican metropolitan planning and the first British plan-

ning Iegislation in l-909) and plannersr endeavours in the
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principles upon which post-World \dar

Europe was planned (Cfrerry, 1,974).
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they also became the

II reconstruction in

During l{orld hiar II the status of the physical

planning profession was raised to a publicly-acceptable,

profound pr'ofession. The planner was Iooked ,poÁ as the

person responsible and sufficiently competent to rebuild

Europe into a place where peace, would be everlasting and

the quality of life sustained. This was expressed very welI

in Barlowrs report.

In short, after the war, the planners started re-

br-rilding European cities with a note of professional

confidence. In England, for example, the post-war Ìabour

government passed a very important piece of legislation to

build new towns and redistribute industries, based on the

utopian spirit of Raymond Unwin, Kropotkin and Ebenezer

Howard.

The planning process with which Europe was going to be

rebuilt l¡¡as conceived during the war. The methodology was

based on the notion of having a comprehensive survey and

thus collecting data on the existing situation (i.e.,

positivism and empiricism). The idea was to build up a

comprehensive knowledge, believing that the ful1 range of

objectlve facts would reveal both the problem and the

solution. This again seems to be a notion inherited from

the forefathers (e.g., Patrick Geddes) of the profession.
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Hovrever, in the early 1960s aIl this euphoria about

the planning profession and what it could achieve changed

into r'ea1ism, frustration and cynicism. PeopIe who after

the war .saw planning as a profession that had something to

offer society, changed their attitude and started seeing

the planner as just another facel-ess bureaucrat. In the

195Os the continuous failure to attain the high expectation

of planning became more than a disappointment, both to the

people in the industrial world and the professionals

(Crrerry , t9'/4) . It was apparent that planning is more

compl-ex than the utopian notion their forefathers had

(Fishman, L977), and exceeds much more than the car.rsal

process that was formul-ated before and after Vforld hlar II.

Yet since the early 196Os many articles and research

papers in the planning journals have indicated explicitly

the growth of mistrust and cynicism toward planning, what

it stands for and what it can achieve. Newman (tglq), for

example, indicated the rel-ationship between housing, plan-

ning and design and urban crime and vandalism. Harrison

(1983) ln the U.K. analysed and found that major factors

contributing to the dereliction of Hackney, aIl lnner urban

area of London, were shortage of funds and lack of

government planning policies for appropriate housing and

built-environmental development. Similar conditions fay

behind the rlots in Toxteth and Brixton. There, the

politicians and planners could not agree on the appropriate

policies. Thls resulted in an urban planning decision that

further accelerated the problems of bad housing and

dereliction (Lomas, L982) .
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In the devel-oping countries where scarce resources

were needed for economic development and the cultural
context was different from the ü/estern one, it was observed

that multi-storey dwellings to overcome the urban housing

shortage for the poor and for the rural migrant was alien
and inadequate. Concepts other than those based on h/estern

standards and technology (tfre preference of the planners

and bureaucrats) were necessary. Places such as'the metro-

politan region of Cairo (Jenssen e! "!., 19Bl-) and Ankara

(Feral , ]-982) whlch needed a more economic solution,
for'mul-ated policies based on community self-help and

appropriate technology.

It is interesting to note here the work of John

Habraken and his contribution to mass housing. As far back

as the early 196Os, Habraken, real-Lzing the shortfall of

the post-\nlorld War IT design and planning system., attacked

standardized housing: a deterministic design based on

functionalism, and a bureaucratic dream looked upon as an

appropri ate solution for housing the lciwer, and lower-

middle, classes. His aim was therefore to reformulate the

design and construction system so as to accommodate in each

sitr-ration the desires and needs of the occupants ( i. e. ,

"actionrr). It aIl ended up by proposing the "Stichting
Architecten Researchrr (SAR): a flexible, modular concept

that returned, through owner involvement, the control of

housing to the user. Thus Habraken rejected functionalism

and reformulated his design system on the basis of each

individual subject: deslres, intentionality 'and needs.
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Since 'ì;hen, the concept has been elaborated and used with

some success in several countries (e.g., Ho11and, i¡/o1ien

I4organ in Austria, PSSHAK in London, T.E.S.T. in Califor-
nia) (Hatcfr, 1984).

It is afso interesting to note Peter Smíth's comment

in his article: rrHuman Right in Architecturerr - The Planner

(December L974) on a comprehensive town centre redevelop-

ment, unveiled at a public meeting in Rotherham. Having

noticed the schemers disregard for the old town pattern, âs

he noted to be the case.in many other old cities, Smlth

remarked, I'wherever there is redevelopment there is in-

varj-ably a sharp decline in the incidence of visual

interest. The modern aesthetic is pure as laundered

sheets and just as dull An increasing quantity of town

centre buildings are positively anti-urban" (p.953) . By

observing that today's architecture and urban planning paid

little attention to human beings, especially their psycho-

logical and aesthetic needs associ-ated with the meaning

of historical and traditional places, he l-aid an open

"indictmentrr against the fallure of contemporary architec-

ture and planning.

In a similar wây, Paddy'Kitchen in her book: A Most

Unsettling Person (l-975) noted, rrOver the last twenty years

we have seen what happens when planner-economist Gullivers

push over o1d town centres and their peripheral acres of

terrace housing without properly respecting the history,

folk-Iore ancl community-sense inlaid into the old fabricrl

(p.20).
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Similarly, Pier Luigi cervellati, iÍr his 1-969 master

plan for Bologna, ItaIV, stressed the i.mportance of urban

historical preservation in the city centre, its process and

poIlticaI implication in the city council: ruled by a

communist municipal government (Hatcfr, !984:238-256).

Against the main forces of development and speculation, who

Saw the city core aS a Source of wealth, he succeeded in

indicating the concept of conservation not as a preser-

vation of monuments, but as a cgmplex urban index of human

and social- exi stence ti-ed to specific places and activities

to establi-sh an j-ntricate pattern of social structure.

The above are but a few comments which further

indicate the shortfall of, and reaction to, the post-V/orId

l{ar II urban design and planning philosophy, system and

practice. However, this does not mean that all the schemes

visualized. after the war fa.iled. The above note is only an

attempt to point out the naivety and misconception as to

what can be achieved. \^/lthout knowledge of thp complexity

of the whol-e generation and the components involved,

especially the human dimension in each situation, urban

planning and design may create spatial characteristics that

are alien to the human being and inappropriate to accommod-

ate spatially and temporal-ly human rractionrr'

Lincoln All-ison 1n his article: rrffirat is urban plan-

ni ng?rr , Town PI anninq Review (January 1986), attempted to

sum up the reason f,or the current growth of mistrust and

cynicism towards urban planning and design. His argument

asserted that the current attitude towards planning was due
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to the rj-se of a conservative ideology, world economic

recession, budget deficit and inflation. Apparently these

economic conditions redefined government economic policies
to discourage the allocation of public resources and

encourage private investors to develop the urban built-
environment. Besldes, the new conservative ioeology was

seen to be averse to urban planning and design mechanisms

and more in favour of market economic forces. Hence, the

conservatlve icieology conceived urban planning and design

only as an explicitly stated development control that

encourages private devel-opment. However, the conservative

view of planning and urban design practice (i.e., explicit-
ly stated policies) seems appropriate only if in a highly

exp anding and lucrative marke t the status _quo and an

incentj-ve for private investment is desired. In other

terms, pfanning and urban design becomes only a tool to

encourage investment in land as a commodity.

Atlisonrs observation was supported

Shirvani who saw todayrs urban deslgn as an

I'seeks to develop the policy f ramework-

physical designs are createdr' ( tges: Z ) .

further

activity
within

by

that

whi ch

Therefore by being mainly a control of development,

Allison saw a limitation had been put on urban planning and

design objectives. This control was far from being a

mechanj-sm for allocating resources for future situations.

Moreor¡er, the preferred comprehensive or I'incremental-rl

planning whose aim was to give more flexlbllity and hence

accommodate more appropriately future situations, had
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encouraged the new conception and fitted adequately as a

mechanism to support, through development control- and the

glatuÊ quo the new ideology and economic policies.

If Allisonrs argument is applied in the context of the

recent controversy over the 1986 pLan of Adelaide it would

unmask the basic reasons for the architectsr and develop-

ers' reactions to the p1an. The plan proposed conservation

and limitation on buitding height (i.e., more control) for

enhancing Lightrs original savannah p1an. !/hen the plan was

displayed for public comment, developers, because of the

recommended limitations, saw a decrease in their margin of
profitability. They then took advantage of the national

economi-c situation and high unemployment in the Adelaide

erea and threatened the City by stating, in the public

media, that they would transfer their capital to other

cities unl-ess the proposed planning limitations were

removed. Therefore, one notices that the developers with

their ne\¡,¡, conservative ideology , joined by some

architects, took advantage of the economic situation to

exert pressure for maintaining the status -Wg and thus

securing a better margin of profitability. In other words,

they wanted planning, âs a physical control policy, to be

flexible and deregulated in accordance with their conser-

vative ideoJ-ogy of a free market economy.

One main factor that Allison did not point out, was

the previously noted observations for the failure of

planning and design, made by Habraken, Smith, Cervellati,

etc. It is the notion that the urban plannlng and
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design process did not consider appropriately the human

being built-environment relationship. However, since the

late 195Os, the human being built-environment relationship

the main subject of this thesis - has become an important

mul-ti-disciplinary sub ject for research.

III. SOME ALTERNATIVE URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN
PROCESSES THAT ACCOMMODATE THE HUMAN DIMENSION

Ever since l-958 , when Herbert Gans ( l-968 ) evaluated

the Boston 'vr/e st End slums , the inadequacy of p lanning ,

because of its disregard for social phenomena, has been

real i-zed.. Since then effort has been made to make planning

accountable to both the aspects of physical control, and to

problems that originated from allocating resources. It

incluCeC personal, social, psychological and cultural

factors and their impact on the planning and design of the

urban built-environment.

Slnce Ganst work, a nevr conception of planning which

incorporated rapid technological advancement and change,

and the socio-psycho-cultural diversity and dynamism (i.e.,

the human dimension) has been seen to be necessary if urban

planning and design is to achieve its purposes. Public

participation has been proposed and in some, cases intro-

duced as an alternative solution to take into account the

human dimension and to better implement the \destern concept

of the democratic process (e.g., Skeffingtonrs report on

public participation in planning carne about in l-968 )

(Thornley, 1,977). Even though it was a noble gesture and
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since then some notable successes have been observed (e.g.,
public consultation in the redevelopment of the London

dockland and (eventually aborted) the Byker housing estate

in Newcastle-upon-Tyne), one cannot but noti,ce in the

current planning Iiterature the increasing number of dis-
appointments (Duckworth, L976; EditorlaI: Town and Country

Pl anning , Augus t I9'/9; Wiener, l-976 ) . It; is apparent that

bureaucratic procedure, political implications, lack of an

appropriate communi'cation system and cynicism that result
in lack of enthusi-asm, are but some of the main reasons for
the public to be disappointed with participation. This aII
implies that there may be a need to explore alternative
processes of urban planning and deslgn.

Besldes Skeffingtonrs notion of public participation,

other urban planning and design processes are used to
involve the community. Normally, they are classified into

two categories: the communication and educational approach

that advocates gaming simulatlon techniques (Sanoff, L978,

1979, 1981 ; Behesht ( ed. ) , l-985; Hatch, 19 A4) ; and the

political actlvist planner, known as rtadvocacy planning" 1n

the U. S. and 'rplanning aidil in the U.K. In the former, the

users, designer and local authorities become invol-ved

systematically in the planning and design process. The

plannerst and designers' ro1es are to encourage the partic-

ipants to reach a decision and to formulate policies of

action. In the l-atter, the advocate planners give their
professional skil1s as a political resource for the people

who seek their advice. Their primary aim is to otganize and
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establish a political power and understand

procedures in the government institutions.
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so that they can

the bureaucratic

The above alternati_ves to public participation

recogni-ze the existence of conflicting interests among

people. Furthermore, both can be traced to the grass roots

democratic theory (Caste1ls, 1983) and social constitution

of communities (Suttles, t972). However, gaming sees the

solution to the built-environmental problems through

negotiation and consensus, the political àctivists through

political confrontation. Moreover, both indicate the

inportance of public education and the necessity for

understanding the urban planning and design process.

Furthermore, both systems of participation, due to their

decision-making processes encourage the feeling or Sense of

community. Since in ganring the users explore and state

their personal- needs and which policies are necessary to

attain them, one can conclude that the technique is

creatlve and predictive.

Another alternative direction for solving the human

dimension and the probfems of urban planning and design

takes its basis from the historical analysis of the

profession. LateIy some planners have implied that the

ideas of the founders of modern urban planning (i.e., Toni

Garnier, Patrick Geddes, Ebenezer Howard, etc.) may be a

source of insplration and guidance to the direction and

conception that today's planning has to manifest itself

(Maskrey, L9B2; Kitchen, 1975). Their argument seems to be
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based on the notion that these founders place the community

and human being as the foundation of their planning ancl

design schemes (Xitcfren, Lg75i MelIer, 1,979; Simpson,

1s85 ) .

Experiences in the developing countries for example,

Turner in Peru (Turner, 1976), the British firm Clifford
Cutpin and Partners in Egypt (Davidson, 1981) further
support the importance of community involvement and self-
help as an alternative direction. Having shown certain
success 1n the squatter settlements of the devel-oping

countries, self-help is now proposed and applied on a

llrnited scale to accommodate housing for the lower income

groups in the industrial countries (Xinghan, 1-981; Cowan et

àI. , January 1981 , Ma1,/June 1-981- ; \,riard, P. L982; \,rlard, C. ,

February L976). Currently it is seen as a possible solution
to: the problems in the inner urban areas (Lomas, L9B2;

McKean, 1978). However, due to the political and economic

isolation of the participants from the rest of the econom-

ical activities, its implication has been criticized by

both the Mar'xists and those who favour a capitalist economy

(l¡/arO, 1982).

Probably the most influential work that explicitly
indicated the importance of the human factor in planning 1s

in the research done by Kevin Lynch and Donald Rppleyard.

Lynch's pioneer work in the Image of the City ( fgSg )

explored a new area of human studies before many of todayrs

theories of human being built-environment were formulated.

In fact there 1s reason to bel-ieve that his research
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methocology became the basis for many of the moders in
environmental psychology. Appleyard ( i_976 ) later adopted

and used that technique in his plan for Ciudad, Guayana. He

therefore showed its relevance to the urban planning and

design process.

Lynch and Appleyardrs work was a catalyst for peoplers

participation. It strongly suggested the necessity of
incorporating peoplers built-environmental meanings and

geographical interpretatlons (i.e., comprehension) into the

urban planning and design schemes. However, their method-

ology for obtaining the inhabitantst knowledge and

valuation of the urban built-environment was only with
reference to thq existing situation and if necessary

certain proposals for the retention of the desired approp-

riate meani-ngs (Lynch, 1959). It further showed, in Ciudad,

the difference in points of view between the planners and

architects and the local inhabitants (Appleyard, l-976). It
did not give an overriding mandate to implement one policy

or the other. AIso it did not explicitly show how this
lnformatlon could be used to indicate future preference.

It seems that one main reason for the above limitation
was that Lynch and Appleyard took the visibl-e human

attitude and behaviour as a result of existing physical

settings and culture, and aggregated the individual to

identify societal attitudes. Their rrimageability" was a

function of a cultural background and the built-environment

whose characteristics established the behavioural roIe.

Therefore in their methodology there was no room for a
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group to negotiate, state any personal intentions
intention) and future desirability.

The above alternatives are but some of the main

efforts made to integrate the human dlmension into the

planning and design process. They all seem to stress the

i-nrportance of the human being as a component to be directly
associated with the built-environment. This however

requir'es a better unclerstanding of their rel_ationship at

the personal and communal leve1s. Moreover, it is necessary

to identify a theory that synthesizes both level-s and thus

establishes a holistic system for the study of the human

being built-environment relationship.

IV. THE STUDY OF THE HUMAN BEING
BIJILT_ENVIRONMENT INTERACT ION

An historical overview and a detailed comprehensive

analysis of the modern conception of the human being

built-environment relationship is a very complex and

difficuft pursuit. Probably detailed knowledge in all

fields of environment and social sciences is necessary.

Reference has to be made to persons and works such as

Freudrs theory of psychoanalysis, Engelsr and Marx's social

theory, Weberrs analysis of the city, Carl Sauerrs 1,925

paper rrThe morphology of the landscaperr, Febvrers book

Geographicaf Introduction to Histgry, Gestaltrs theory of

psychology, Park and Burgess and the Chicago school of

human ecology and many others who contributed to the

foundation of that field of knowledge. Such a study is

beyond the scope of this thesls. However, sufficient
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el aboration and analysis wiIl be glven to acquire familiar-

itl'and knowledge for critically analysing and proposing

certain necessary initiatives in urban planning and design

to achi eve the human dimension in space.

Probably one of the important scientists who initially

contributed to the human being built-environment rel-ation-

ship studies, was Skinner (1-938, 1953). In his earlier

book, The Behaviour of Organism (fggg), he described his

observation of a laboratory experiment in which a rat

reactecl and behaved in a repetitive manner in response to a

particular stimulus in the environment. His analysis gave

him reason to suggest that the environment acts as a

stimulus that determines human behaviour.' Skinner defined

behaviour as'rthat part of the function of an organism

which is engaged in acting upon or having commerce with the

outside world. By behaviour then I mean simply the movement

of its parts in a frame of reference provicied by the

organi.sm itself or by various external objects of field of

forcesrr ( rgsg:0 ) . Sklnner therefore disassociated behav-

iour, goa:.s and action. Rather he associated behaviour and

its meani-ng as a consequence of past similar behaviour

( l-953: BO ) . The reason was to give credit to empiri-caI

observation.

The human being built-environment relationship that

Skinner (fg3e, 1953) conceived and anticipated was to some

extent based on functionalism, determinism and was causal

in nature. Even though he acknowledged creativity, he

statecl that behaviour is not motivated by the human being.
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In his writing, he very much attempted to set a scientific

law of human behavlour that is compatible with natural

science. He assunred that a slmilar methodology can

estabiish 1aws, orders and models, as is the case in

natural science. Yet at the Sarne time he Sa\^/ that the

trad.itional philosophy of human nature is not in error. He

therefore realizeð. the fact that human behaviour is

extremely complex, but not an unsolvable problem (Skinner,

1es3).

One may safely assume that only since the late 195Os,

with the work of people Iike Barker (l-963), Ittelson

(rgoo), sommer (rgsg), canter (rgor) and Gans (1961), the

new studies of the human being built-environment relation-

ship took a defined shape. Later, it devel-oped both

laterally to include: psychologists, sociologists, anthro-

pologists and environmental designers, and 1n depth in each

of these fields of specializatLon. Rarely could one notice

a study that synthesized all the knowledge in these

speciali-zed fields.

A well known psychologist who contributed to the study

of the human being built-environment relationship was

Ittelson. His notion, d.eveloped during the 195Os and

outÌined in his book Visual Sp ace Perception (1960), took a

different vlew from the one made by Skinner. In his work,

he attempted, through experimental ps¡rchologY, to define

perception in terms of the creative process carried out by

the human being ( i. e. , the I'o'rganiSm" ) . He appropriately

assuÍìed that the individual acted in any situation in terms
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of the way he perceived that situation. For him perception

became "a crucial process intimately involved in the

effective functioning of the individual" (1960:6) and that

the 'tindividual structures the world through his ex-

perience" ( 1960:7) . He thus proposed the idea of the

two-way functional rel-ationship between an individual and

his environment. It was conceptualized as perceiving and

acting whenever the action was both initiated by the

envir'onment and was the consequence of certain goals

identified by the perceived environment. Perception

pr'ovided both 'rthe framework on which action is based and

the channel through which consequences of action are

experiencesrr (l-960:B). This was the reason for him to state

that the environment is a functional- conception.

Ittelson in his definition of perception and action

suggested that:

interaction is a two way system between two systems:
the individual and the environment;
action is attributed to the perceived and the exper-
ienced existing environment ;

the term perception is the subject matter for
inquiry.

His rractionrr and rrinteractionrr Iacked certain components

that this thesis previously considered in the terms of

reference. This is due to the nature of experimental

psychology and its methodologies which only considers the

existing situation as the appropriate empirical data (i.e.,

positivism). One cannot deny the importance of perception.

But the other previously stated components of rractionrr and

rrinteractionrrare aS important to iCentify an appropriate

I

¿

*l
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process. Furthermore, the diachronic process and the
rrstructurerrof interaction seem to be disregarded. Hence

Ittelsonrs notion of interaction as a component of

functional relationship and perception is debatable.

Perception, âs defined by Ittelson, is basically to

identify peoplers interpretation and attitude towards the

e>:isting environment. hlhen integrated into the urban plan-

ning and design process it may be for the retention of some

of the desired existing characteristics. It may also

indicate the attitude of dif ferent individua]s. But si-nce

the value of the communit¡r is different from the sum total
of the value of individuals (Hofliday, 197'/), it would be

er'roneous to mathematica1ly add perception to determine

attitudes of different communities. Furthermore, it lacks

the pr'operty and predictive mechanism to indicate future

proposals and preferred community alternatives.

Gutman and Gansr research into Boston Viest End, the

suburban culture and the neighbourhood of middle class

Anrericans (Gutman and Popenoe (eds), L97O) not only

questioned the urban planning and design process, but also

strongly suggested the importance of psycho-cultural

factors and the collective reaction to spatial conditions

of life that identify a community. The housing standards,

upon which the low income housing of Bostonrs West End was

classified as slums and thus identified for demolition,

were a reflection of the values of middle class profession-

als. They could not dlstinguish between rented housing and

sl-ums (Gans, 1968). The devotion that the \dest Enders had
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to their houses and streets, the stability of the neigh-

bourhood, friendship and kinship and their behavioural

spatial pattern (prieO in Gutman and Popenoe (eds), 1-970)

were rnisunderstood and overlooked. The high density, lack

of privacy and stair-climbing were Seen by the- American

middte class as harmful. In reality the character:istics of

the lriest End were reflections of the European villages frorn

which the residents came (Gutman, 1-968).

Gans, in his research, showed explicitly that the

human being buil-t-environment was not a causal relation-

ship. Nor was it deterministic. Other factors (i.e., social

environment and cultural environment), were also a signif-

icant part of that which its totality may contribute to

human behaviour. Hence a new dirnension, different from

Ittelson's was stressed.

Since the work of Skinner, Gans and ItteIson, exten-

sive research has been undertaken to further elaborate on

this new fiel-d of studies. The psychologists have taken the

view that each individual perceives the world around

him/her (i.e., the environment) in a unique way- The

perceived and the objectivè realities guide peoplers action

and the satisfaction they hope to achieve. As part of this

process, it is paramount to know how the human being makes

any sense of the surrounding environment (i.e., cognition).

In this wây, some psychologists (eetf and Tyrwhitt (eds),

L972) beca¡ne interested in the environment as a stimulus or

a meaningful setting (tfris depends upon which school of

psychology is followed) that affected human perception,
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cognition and response (i.e., behaviour). Besides, the

knowledge of these psychological processes was viewed to be

important to determine (in a probabilistic way) tfre spatial
patterns of the setting (Barker, 1-978). Different method-

ological models were formulated to identify attitude,

needs, values, intensity of simulation (i.e., what makes an

environment confusing or boring) and behaviour patterns in

different settings. It resulted in conceptual-i-zing certain

psychological phenomena, such as:

+ Mental map

personal,
experiences
atic order
individuals
and trying
establishes
proposed by

(Gou1d and White, L974): They are the
subjective and distorted environmental
(i.e., cognitions), set mentally in a system-

unique to each person. By extracting from the
within a group the common characteristics,
to mini-mize their internal differences, one

the communal mental image, similar to the one

Lynch.

* Territoriality (Brower et ãL. , 1-983; Pastalan, 1-978 ) : Any

individual person needs a d.efined space for himself/
''''ñerself to function, survive and establish certain

psychological satisfaction. Human being defines a

particular spatial boundary so that he/she may have

control and thus achieve in a defined space, control over
their behaviour.

Identity ( Ittelson, I9'/4): A personrs sense

is created by personal orientation, spaces

that ate important to himself/herseIf. Once

loss of val-ue and/or an involuntary removal
tinie from a familiar setting, one tends to
identit,y.

of ioentity
and things
there is a

for a long
Iose self-

Ae-sthetic quaf ity (Kap1an, I974): The experience of an

aesthetic quality depends on the interrelationship
between the perceiver and the situation of which he is
part. It tends to vary for each individual 1n tinte,
culture and intensity of stimulant.

J+
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Canter (t)l+a, Ig74b, tgTT ) defineA the "sense of
p1ace" as a psychological and hence a scientific phenom-

enon, a mental- map and a mental cognitive system (i.e., a

system that exists 1n the mind) containing information

which may be distorted - about the arrangement of places in
space. It was conceptuaLized, similar to Lynch's rrimage-

ability", âs an integral part of the interaction between

the human being and what the environment defines. Canter,

llke many other psychologists saw the environment as

functj-onal: defining and guiding the role of human being,

its meanings, purpose and aesthetic qualities.

According to Canter the 'rsense of placerr, as a

cognitlve system may be explored by observing the human

behaviour, describing the relevant spaces, and mapplng the

lmages similar to the ones made by Lynch. As a phenomenon

of knowl-edge, it does not contain information about human

lntentional-ity and future rractionrr, as defined in this
thesis. Therefore Canter's rrsense of placerr is only an

ordered and systemi-zed notion of experiential knowledge and

behaviour in a physical setting. Hence, environmentaf

cognitj-on is necessary but not sufficient knowledge for the

human being to set up an appropriate future course of
flactionrr and establj-sh a rrplacerr.

ParalIetr to the work of the environmental- psycholog-

ists at the societal 1evel, a considerable amount of
re search i¡/as undertaken by sociol-ogists and anthro-

pologists. From the tlme of Engels, sociologists and 1ater,

anthropologists, attempted to analyse the urban socio-
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spatial and cultural patterns (castells, i-993; Basham,

1-978; Gutman, r97o) using different notions and social
theories to outline social phenomena.

Since the notions of cultural meaning, norms and

vafues were not identified, the traditional theories of
urban sociol-oglsts ( e. g. , Park and Burgess ) were mechan-

istic and deterministic (rrving 1n Herbert and Johnston

(eds), 1978). Later, when some anthropologists introduced

the cultural dimension (ttalI, i_956 ) , new components for
identifying the urban socio-culturat phenomena were estab-

lished.

Hall deflned culture as the way of life of a people,

for the sum of their behaviour patterns and attitudes. He

based his definition on the notion that it is "a bio-basic
rooted in biological activi-ty" (Hal1, l_g5g:43). Even though

Hall recognized the J-mportance of curture, his definition
has proven to be erroneous. Today, Hannerzrs definition: "a
collective system of meaning" (l-gBO:ZBZ) is seen as more

appropriate by socj_a1 scientists.

As was stated before, anthropologists and urban

sociologists saw the patterns of socio-cultural behaviour

quite differently from psychologists. They saw the whole

society as a subject for their study. This holistic
approach is based on the assumption that society forms an

integrated social system. Its culture and spatial manifes-

tations may be analysed apart from any individual_ (Suttles,

1972; Caste11s, 1-983;. Hannerz, 19BO; Basham, 1,978). In
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other words, sociologists and anthroporogists lndicated
that the guidelines for spatial organi zation in space,

time, meaning and structure exhibited a regurarity that was

associated with an identified set of cultural ru1es. Rather

than basing their theories, models and research methodorogy

on the individualts perception and environmentar stimuli,
they recognized tlnat the characteristics of the individuals
are deter'mj-ned by the culture.

Theref'ore, spatial and social_ clustering, Iocation,
definition of domain (Sutt1es, LgTZ), and the ,,sense of
pIace" (Hannerz, 19BO), took a different approach and l_evel

from the theories formutated by psychologlsts. They became

in ter'ms of a different set of criterià (i.e., race, class,
ethnic origin, occupation, etc.)

It is interesting to note Hannerzrs model of rrsense of
place". He started by defining the I'sense of placerr in an

anthropological term of reference: rrllfe in a particular
bounded space has characteristics different from those

prevailing elsewhere, and used this as a meaningful frame

for' observation and interactionrr (fggO:90). He assumed that
social life comprised rrsituationstr where people performed a

standardLzed 4ode of rrpurposive behaviourrr, calIed rrrolerr.

I'Rolerr is equated with conscÍousness, situation and resour-

ces. Peop1e,. h€ argued, have many ttrolesrr . Their totality
in a major social unit (i.e., household, kinship, provis-

ioning, recreation, neighbouring, traffic), was a rrrole

inventor'yrr. The rrrole" of each individual to carry out the

daily activities he called "ro1e repertoire".
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trn a hierarchic mocìel people were then recruited into
I'situationsrr and particular rtrolesrr on the basis of what

Hannerz called 'rrole discriminatory attributes". They were

the constraints; culturally defined characteristics of
-lindividuals (race: Çex, âB€ group, etc ... ), apart from

par'ticular situations. They were assumed to be arnong the

factors determining the "roletr access of each individual.

'vVhat Hannerz did, was to set a deterministic model in

which personal behaviour was a component of certain

cultural constraints (Oiagram I-1). It was a systematic and

a hierarchic way of locating and identifying spaces as

rrplacesl whose spatial characteristics wefe identified not

by the human being as an individual, but by certain

societal norms. He therefore implicated a model of the

built-environment where human rractionrr, aS defined 1n this

thesis, had. little impact.

One therefore may conclude that an attempt should be

made to syntheslze the personal and societal conceptions of

the human being built-environment relationship, if an

approprlate theory is to be formul-ated. Hence, both the

psychological and the socio-cultural studies seem to be

necessary for contributing to the urban planning and design

process. This, âs it will be indicated, generates a

different set of problems rooted in the terms of reference

and the research methodology that the thesis will attempt

to solve. It also establi-shes the complexity of formulating

a holisti-c model for the h,tuman being built-environment

relationship.
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Therefore, the main goal is to attempt both at a

societal and a personal J-eve1, a systematic study of the

two-way relationship between people and their environment.

The objectives of scientists and philosophers are to set up

experiments, collect empirical data and build a whole body

of theory to identify:

the way people form and transform their built-environ-
ment;

the impact and the extent the built-environment affects
people;

the mechanism that activates the interaction between
people and their buil-t-environment;

the cr'itical stage beyond which the interactive process
has transformed the spatial configuration into a good
I'sense of placerr;

the methodology that integrates this knowledge in,urban
planning and design to achieve the rrsense of placerr.

The search for identifying the above and contributing
to the solution of the problems raised, from lack of the

human dimension in the planning and design process, is the

motive of this thesis.

One person who contributed significantly to this new

fleld of study and attempted to achieve the above objec-

tives is Michelson (197O). In his work, h€ suggested

breaking the urban form into components, and then revlewing

systematically the interaction of city for'm and social

life. He divided urban social life into five social

dimensions: life style, stage in life cycl-e, social status,

value orientation and personality. In each dimension (or
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Michelsonrs theory of the relationship between the

human being and the built-environment was based on the

Chicago schoot of urban ecology (i.e., human ecology),

outlined by Park and Burgess (rcZg) and their behavioural

scientists, and Parsons' (l-966, L97L) sociat theory. The

theory of the former was formulated on the assumption that

urban residential groups, depending on political, econom-

ical and ecological factors, are located in concentric

circles around the city centre ( Stewart , 1,9'/2) . It was

further argued that people set an ecologj-caI balance or

equilibrium with the built-environment. CIearly Park and

Burgess' basic ecological and deterministic assumption was

simil-ar to Skinnerrs.

context) he analysed how

envlronment, and the way

built-environment shaped

within it.

However, Iike

that deterministic

he said, rrnever

social science and

reasons were:

people responded to the built-

the physical form of the urban

the social Iife of the people

many others, Michelson did not accept

theory without criticism. Human eco1ogY,

studies the interrelationship between

the physical environmentrr ( 1-97O:L7) . His

I

¿

"incompÌete conceptualization of the environmentrr. In
human ecofogy, space was used as a medium rather than a
variabl-e with a potential effect of its own ( same

suggestion as Skinner) ;

'tfixation of aggregaterr. His argument was that
aggregates may change from one community to another.

"Restriction of the study to just certaln forms of
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aggregation may have served to limit the kind of
environment i-nvestigated to which structural adaptation
has been made as well as to the kind of adaptation to be
analysed" (Michelson, 1,97O:1-9 ) ;

establishing a disciplinary boundary and formalization
of human ecology into a unique discipline;
recent acceptance of intervention by different people
and authorities to the interrelationship between the
human being and the built-environment.

4

Michelson (L97O) revised the theory of human ecology

in accordance with the theoretical work of Parsons, known

as the "behavioural organism systemrr and the environmental

system. The outcome was a new system, to be found in
cities, cal-1ed the rrman-made physical environment" system.

His new system was to demonstrate the relationship of
variables within an i-dentified framework or context. It was

therefore a justification of his résearch methodology.

His new approach

his congruency model

built-environment.

and system became the framework

between the human being and

for

the

The model I suggest is not determinism or dominance
of one system over the other, but rather of con-
gruence of states of variables in one system
co-exi-sting better with the states of variables in
arrother system than with other alternative states. It
is an intersystem congruency model.

(Michelson, L97oz26).

This concept of congruency between two systems later

became associated with the rrsense of placerr . Simi lar to

Parsons it was a conception that integrated both the

psychological behaviourism into socio-cultural context. Its

main characteristics were :
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a blological system to achieve equilibrium with its
environment;

the variables in each system were taken on their oi^/n

terms without prior: determlnation of the mode of
influence on the variabl-es in the other system;

like all ecological systems, the model suggested homeo-

stasi s ;

One important feature of congruency was based on the
ioea that a human being thinks and imagines. He/she

visual_izes the built-environment both in their minds
(i.e., a mental map) and the physical world. Therefore
both "mentalrr and rrexperimental" or empirical congruency

were necessary, while fundamentally they were different,
Michelson saw them complementing each other. "AlI
studies that set out to discover what peopJ-e want and

why they want it are concerned with mental congruency

Experimental congruency deals with how well the
envj-ronment actuatly accommodates the characteristics
and behaviour of people.rl

It is apparent that Michelsonr s theory of congruency

has in it the objective and the attempt to conceptualize

the I'sense of placerr: since both the cognitive mental map

and the physical world were related to a mental and spatial

quality attributed to the human being built-environment

relationship. However, Michel-SonrS congruency is a method-

ological model to achieve a certain equilibrlum, while the

I'Sense of placerr iS that quality of space that one may aim

to achieve between the human being and'the built-environ-

ment.

Therefore Michetson may be criticLzed on his basic

arguments:
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the simplification of social dimensions in an urban

buil t-environment ( i . e. , Iife style , social status,
value orientation and personality) ;

2. the appropriateness of the eco-system (homeostasis);

3. the rrmental congruency", which is to ldentify future
existing stimuli and perception;preference on

the behaviourism he used ignores human ilactionil as

defined in this thesis. Rather he uses parsons' concep-

tion.

4

5 the societal
re f ationship

Ievel of the human being built-environment

is considered a contextual constraint.

Barker (f gZA), also usi-ng the eco-system and parsons,

theory, but with a different terminology, attempted to
define the rrsense of placerr, or what he called 'rbehaviour
settingrr, in terms of the characteristics of the behaviour

pattern of people (i.e., the human component) in that
particular place and the rrmilieurr to which the behaviour is
attached (i.e., the physical component). rrThere is often a

fittingness between the pattern of behaviour and the

attitude of place things and time context to which they are

anchoredrr (Barker, 1978:1,3). He went on to say that the

frbehaviour settingsrr as a phenomenon, are both ecological

and a pre-determined programme by which a conformity

between the events and the unity of the settings are

established. Therefore, in "behaviour settings" people are

the components and as such they behave in accordance with

the requirement of the "behaviour settingsrr, their needs

and ability.
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Even though Barker is a psychologist, it is quite

obvious that he strongly suggests the existence of a

contextual structure that shaped the settings and within
which a person can satisfy his motives. rrBehaviour settings
impose obligations on their occupants, too. These oblig-
ations are consequences of the intrinsic structure of
behaviour settingstt (1-9'/Bz22O). As was stated before, it is
a notion he adopted from Parsonsr socj-al theory to give the

settings a function and a cultural context. Therefore the

order of the settings is considered the source of the

feedback, transmitted to control the personal behaviour and

maintain the settings in a state of ecological equil-
ibrium.

The above are but some of the overviews to indicate
explicitly that, more and more urban planning and design

has to depend on the research work done by the social
scientists. It further implies that urban planning and

design's aim, objectives and policy formulations, have to

rely more on social- sciencers epi-stemological assumpti-ons

and analytical methodology. However, the latter (i.e.,

analytical methodology), due to its fragmentary nature,

seems to be contrary to the synthetic methodology of urban

planning and design. \,r/hile the recent uncertalnty of the

former (epistemology) is argued by philosophers and social

scientists who are questioning and looking at the limit-
ation of positlvism in social science (Thorns, I976;

Bleicher, 1982). Their argument is based on the idea that

social- sclence cannot substantiate its knowledge only by

adopting positivism, which defines as rrscientificrr the



knowledge which is induced from the events in the

and tangible environments and rejects completely

exploration of unobservable entities.

46.

vi sible

aII the

Therefore, the thesis sees it necessary to look at

those who argue and assert the l-imitation of positivism in
the human being built-envi-ronment rerationship. Hence those

who object see positivism as a restriction imposed on them

so as to make it impossible to investigate the ilun-

observabre entities": exploration of the social actors'
rrsub jective meaning'r and explorat ion of the , structure " or
rrinstitutional form of social rife, (Hekman, i-983:2). As

indicated previously, if this new argument overrules
positivism, its implicatlon in the current practice and

research in urban planning and design and human being
built-environment rerationship, will be dramatic. Most

important of all, it will explicitly show the rimitation of
all those theories and concepts that use positivism to
def ine the rrsense of place" ( e. g. , behaviour psychology ) .

Furthermore empiricism, the most fundamental component of
positivism is also challenged because it only considers the

observabl-e worrd of facts. rt cannot telr the hldden

theoretical-, human and unobservable mechanisms through

which the vlsible world was brought about.

The limitation of positlvism can be identified in the

planning activity ltserf. The activity of prannlng, whlch

is making decisions today to accommodate tomorrow's built-
envi-ronment, brings a futuristic world view to bear upon

todayrs interpretation. such fundamentar activity is
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directly associated with the subjective aspirations and

purposeful rractionrr of the human being. The empirically

observed things in this worl-d are not sufficient for
conceiving the desired future situation. UnIess its sub-

jectivi.ty is considered, the future world will be

meanlngless. All this indicates the inappropriateness of

the plannlng which uses positivism and empiricism as its
data-collecting technieue, rather a methodology which is

subjective and sympathetic to the subject is necessary.

Very recently, some prominent human geographers, urban

planners and architects saw the new approach as a step 1n

the right direction. They redefined therrsense of placerl

and attempted to contribute to the solution of many of the

urban ptanning and design problems (netpfr, I976, 1981;

Seamon and Mugerauer (eds), 1-985; Gregory, L97B; Norberg-

Schulz, L974, 1-9'/9; Broadbent et aI. (eds), 19BOa,b). They

used the philosophy of humanityrs existential situation and

meaning, drawn by people such as Heidegger, Gadamer and

Habermas, as a foundation for their critique of the current

approach, models and techniques. Their epistemological

debate, whether in phenomenology or hermeneutics was to

indicate the idea that situations are not universal but

locational, and places are qualitatively different in that

they are formed in our memories and affections through

repeated encounter and complex association with their

meaning.

One of the epistemological al-ternatives that currently

is achieving momentum arnong human geographers, architects
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and planners, is phenomenology (Hekman, l-983). By identify-
ing the importance of the subjective meaning of the objects

Edward Relph sees it as a process of allowing things

manifest themselves. It is a way of thinking that enables

people to clearly see the meaning of things that are

obscured from us (netpfr in Seamon and Mugerauer (eds),

1985 ) . Relph therefore considers important, the meaning

which the actor bestows upon his actj-on in the process of
interactlon ( i. e. , both social and environmental ) . Hence

the task of social science and any research in urban

planning and design is to explain how meaningfulrractionrl

of the actor is constituted in the built-environment. This

seems to i-ndicate that the alternative is the invol-vement

of the actor in the urban planning and design prooess.

Hermeneutics and phenomenology are also seen as tools

for aesthetic critique (Gadamer, L976) . They are used as a

means for revealing, bV the peoplers effort of interpret-

ation the symbolic meanings to comprehend any work of art.

Gadamer, therefore, acknowledges the notion that it is not

possible to separate the aesthetic form from the culture:

the source of symbolic meaning.

Urban design, which this thesis defines in terms of

configuration of spatial elements into organized and

ordered patterns to give communicative meaning, mani-fests

itself lnto an aesthetic criterion whose interpretation and

creation is in a cultural- context. Relph ( L976 ) and

Norbert-Schulz (1-979) acknowledge this argument in their

attempt to define and elaborate the rrsense of place'r.
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Furthermore, it questions today's bureaucratically formul-
ated standards and design cr.iteria, and encourages an

alternative that is culturally involved (e.g., Cullen,

Tov¡nsca e, 1-961; Anderson (eO. ) , LgTB),

Therefore, both Norberg-Schulz and Relph attempted to
deflne the I'sense of place" by stressing the phenomenolog-

ical rneaning. Relph, however, questioned the uni_versality

of e.n explicit definition, even though in his analysis he

outlined sonle of the criteria. He, horn¡ever, êXplicitIy
inclicated that therrsense of placerri-s an aesthetic quality
of a space that derives its meaning from experience at one

end and abstract thought at the other extrenre (l_976:10).

THE COMPLEXITY OF THE HU}ÍAN
BEIN(; BTJILT-EN\¡IRONMTII\IT STUDIES

The above overview indicates the complexity of the

probrlems which exist in achieving a comprehensive and

systenratic study of the hunlan being built-envlronment

r'eiationship and identifying rrthe sense of place'r. They are

related mainly to the fragnrentary nature of the study

itseJ-f , the nrethodology of research (i.e., epistemofogy)

and the disagreement between social- scientj.sts in defining

the role of human rractionrr ancl societal institutions. Each

social sclentist is studying and working on a different
l-evei and concept, to contribute more knowledge to his//her

speci al i zed f iel cl.

I,tIhile the psychologists consicler the human behaviour

anci cognition as a function of space on the personal 1evei,
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the sociol-ogists and anthropologists take societal
constraints as the deterministic components within which

space f orms rrplacerr . Furthermore , Parsons I social theory

and system of "actiontris noted as the dominant argument to

lntegrate the personal into the societar revel. Besides,

the humanists by arguing the rimitation of positivism and

empiricism have explicitly indicated the importance of the
purposive rractionrr and intentionality of the sub ject. They

therefore formul-ated their own methodotogy of knowledge

that is, phenomenology, hermeneutics, ethnomethodology

for the human being built-environment relationship.
Moreover, since Parsons disregards the humanists' subject,
his followers rarery consider and systematicalry integrate
the subjective human component into the creation of the
bullt-environment. Therefore this thesis sees it necessary

to outline a hol-istic system and propose a theory that
synthesizes those fi-elds that contribute to the human being

built-environment relationship studies and the definltion
of the I'sense of place il .

These complexities also rai_se certain doubt on the

appricabltity of the human being built-environment
relationship in the urban planning and design process. 

.The
collection of necessary and sufficient data for each urban

scheme may be impractical and also beyond the capacity of
many planners and designers who are tooking for a feasibl-e

and economical sotution. Therefore, achieving appropriately
the rrsense of place" may be frustrating and hence ignored,

or, as Shirvani (1-985) suggests, vague and thus is a minor

aim. One therefore can conclude that in today's human being
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built-environment rel-ationship the folrowing are some of
the main problems observed:

1. The studies, currentry made in pranning and urban design
to achieve the objective: the 'sense of place,, stress
the existing visible situatior¡. Their projection into
the future seems to be inappropriate for achieving the
human rractionlr, defined in this thesis.

2. The current attempt to achieve objectives 1n the human

bei-ng built-environment relationship Ís analytical ,

while the urban planning and design process 1s synth-
etical.

3. current studies on the human being buirt-environment
relationship are basicarly fragmented, while urban

plannlng and design takes an holistic approach.

4. Since human interaction is continuous, one has to

consider a system that accommodates its dynamic nature
( i. e. , diachronic nature ) .

5. Except for the theory of Parsons there seems to be no

binding mechanism 1n the fragmented contribution that
each field of social and human science has made to the

human being built-environment relationship.

6. A special emphasis and an explicit definition are

necessary for the role of societar institution and

organization as a generative mechanism (i.e., ilstruc-

turerr) who continuously use the rules and re,sources 1n

the human being built-environment relationship.
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being built-

of the rrsense

Õ The planners and designers take the nature of the human

rractionrr as the first stage of the planning and design

process (i.e., formulating the aim and objectives) for

establishing the appropriate built-environment, while

the social scientists, due to the process of rrscien-

tific'r research, look at the characteristics of the

built-environment as the first stage to iustify the

hypothesis and understand human action. In other words,

the planning and design operation is opposite in

direction to the research procedure carried out by the

social scientists.

VI. THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS

The aim

knowledge of

the theory,

placerr. This

of this thesis is to contribute to

the human being built-environment

and achievement of thedefinition

is pursued:

the body of

studies and

I'sense of

A Through a crltical study of the human being built-

environment relationship, the spatial characteristics,

the pl_anning and design polieies and their implemen-

tation in:

the villages in three geographical regions of
Iran, and
the traditional residential areas of Isfahan'

1,

2
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through this study the thesis will attempt to identify
certain important components of the rrsense of placerr.

They are noted to be the necessary objectives (¡ut not

sufficent ) of the planning and design process so as to

accommodate the desirable human needs.

Chapters

the mai-n components of

B. The outcome of rrArr wilI then be used as the foundation

to

1. argue and propose an alternative notion of the human

two and three will outllne and propose some of

the rrsense of placerr.

2

J

being bui It-environment

define and attempt to
'r sense of p Iacerr , and

propose an alternative
design process that
placerr.

rel-ationship,

formulate a theory for the

approach to
may achieve

the planning
the rrsense

and

of

C

This will be argued in chapter four.

The proposed planning and design process will then be

partially tested in chapter V by critically analysing

community involvement in redeveloping the Collingwood

Housing Estate, Melbourne.

This thesis by no means has exhausted its subject. It

i-s important to note here that further theoretical and

experimental work is necessary to verify, support or negate

the subject and the argument carried out in thls thesis.
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II. THE BUILT-ENVIRONMENT AND THE IMPACT OF
RURAL POLICIES ON THE VILLAGES IN IRAN

I. INTRODUCTION

Up until now the thesis has not defined explicitly the
rrsense of placerr. However, its different conceptions,

stated in chapter one, show that it may be understood as

the human dimension of the bu1lt-environment, and that 1t

is associated wlth space and its characteristics on two

main human levels: personal and societal. Chapter one has

also established that, oh the personal leve1, one has to
consi-der both behaviour and rrcognition'r, which is a

function and experience (i.e., imageability) of the spatial
setting, and human I'actionrr, which is intentional, purpos-

i-ve , creative , motivational and rational . \rrlhi 1e on the

socj-etal- 1evel, one has to understand the cultural norms

and institutional organizations (i.e., rrstructure"), their
rules and resources and the mechanism they use as a

constraint to create any spatial characteristics. Fina1ly,

chapter one indicates the necessity for a thêory and a

mechanism that synthesi-zes these two levels of human

dimension for explicitly deflning and creating the rrsense

of placerr.

in this chapterBy identifying

the human dimension

certain components of

is envlsaged that the

of placerr will be more

a spatial phenomenon

of space, it

of the rrsenseabove implicit

explicit and

notion

its necessity as
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study will exPlore the

the human dimension into

vrlithout underrating the personal level, the analysis

in this chapter wiIl consider mainly the societal level of

the human dimension of Space and its significance in

manifesting the spatial characteristics that are founded

wlthin the "SenSe of placerr. Thus emphasis will be placed

on culture, social institutions , àIlocation of resources

and their organizations. They are noted to be part of the

mechanism ( i. e. , rrstructure" ) that interacts with human

"actionrr at the personal 1eve1 and contribute to the

creation of an appropriate built-environment and the "senèe

of place", âs will be theoretically argued in chapter four.

Note that in the next chapter, the personal level of human

rraction" wilI be expl-ored, in the context of the societal

leve1 (i.e. I'structure'r).

In the prevlous chapter, it was stated that the choice

of the case studies in this thesis, were to examine the

importance of the human being bullt-environment relation-
ship and the rrsense of place'r at a variety of scales and

places. It is therefore essential to note that plans for
large geographical- areas that may contain cultural-

diversity planning on the national scale may require

explicit strategies that will accommodate the existing
human and envj-ronmental dlversity that characterizes the

interactive process in these regions.
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An attempt i-s made here to critically analyse on the

societal- Ievel the factors and the processes that contrib-

uted to the formation of the characteristics of the

built-environment of the villages in Iran before the

rrmodernrr rural- development. Later this study w111 expl-ore

Iranrs modern rural- development, the related policies

outlined in the third, fourth and fifth national develop-

ment plans from 1,962-1977, and their repercussion on the

built-environment of the viIlages. Therefore this chapter

will analyse:

The built-environment in three geographical regions of

Iran. By considering the climatic, topographic and

resources 1n three regions of Iran, this section will

attempt to indicate explicitly some of the main contex-

tual factors that contributed to the spatial identity

and components that were attributed to the creation of

the rrsense of placerr in the villages before the advent

of modern rural devel-opment policies.

The socio-economic organizatíon of the villages and its

relationship to the buil-t-environment. It is to estab-

lish further the societal level, its rules and resources

(i.e., rrstructurer') as contextual constraints and

generative mechanism that contribute to the creation of

an appropriate built-environment and the 'rsense of

placerr.

The rural- and national development plans: the policies,

implementation and the impact on the viIlages. In this
section an attempt will be made to establish the

2

aJ
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necessity for the contextual (i.e., cultural) stability
and continuity to create the "sense of placerr.

The contribution the'rsense of placerrmakes to the

planning and design process. An effort is made to assert
the necessity for integrating the components ( i. e. , the

contextual- components ) that establish the t'sense of
placerr, as alms into the planning and design process.

In thjs case study, the major data and analysis is
descriptive. It is based mainly on the authorrs personal

and practical research and experience es an architect who

for ten years practised and travelled extensively in rran.
Moreover, the arguments, wherever seems necessary are

supported by data from rran's Ministry of plan organization
and studies made by planners and social- scientists who

contributed or critlcally analysed the rural and national
planning policies of Iran from 1,962-L977. Note that since

the L979 revolution, and because of the disruption in the

government structure, it is very difficult to obtain
different sources of data that can be compared and critic-
alJ-y analyseC.

II. TERMS OF FEFERENCE

To achieve the above objectives reference has to be

made to the br'ief definition of "structure" in relation to

the societal leveI and social interaction. \^/ith reference

to Giddens ( fgA¿ ) and Layder ( fgAf ) , in the previous

chapter, rrstructurerr r¡/as defined as a generatlve mechanism

which creates certain observable manifestations. They were
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noted and classif ied into rrcontextual structure I' artd

rrinteractive structurerr . Layder argued that any social

interactÍve process occurs in a hierarchic order and refers

to a pr'econstitutecl institutionalized rrstructurerr. This

implies a specific a priori, identified by socio-cultural

components, which influence and restrain the human being

built-eni¡ironment relationship.

According to Layder, the rrstructurerr is known to be

contextual because it is outslde the individualrs charac-

teristics. It is born in a society which already has an

established and definite organ:-zation and a conception of

spatial manifestation. It may be rrmater'iaIrr (economic

rel-ation of production and consumption) , "ideal" ( 1aw,

linguistic 1tems, cultural knowledge) and/or "power"

( rgel: 95 ) .

The 'r interactive structurerr is concernecl with the

creative capacity and autonomy of the human being to

participate in his own rractionrt. It enables him to fashion,

or.ganize the spatial elements to achieve the spatial

characteristics in which he can carry appropriately his

rractionrrand his ability to formulate purposes, negotiate

meaning and plan for that "actionrr.

Anthony Giddens (L979, t984) elaborates much more on

the notion of I'structuretr. He argues that 'ractionrr and

rrstructureil are dialectically related in interaction. In

his argument rrstructure'r refers to the rules and resources

or.ganized as the properties of the Social system. However,
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social system is composed of humantractionrrand "struc-
turerr, and "actionrr, itr time and space, "is continuous in
the production and reproduction of the social systemrr.

Furthermore, his theory indicates that rrstructurerr is not

only a constraint but also a resource for the trans-
formation of the actor ancl society. In other words all
rractionrr exi-sts in continuity with the past which supplies

the means of its initiation. Any transplantation may

therefore disturb the interactive system. Hence certaj-n

continuity has to be carried from the past, through the

present ancl to the future (drawing II-1-).

Other
S truc ture

Human
Act ion

I
Othe r

Structure
Human
Act ion

Structure

Human
Act ion

Human
Act ion

Structure I\ x x _+x

BUILT_ENVIRONMENT LINE

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

Drawing I1-L. The concept of the built-environment continuity from the
past, through the present, to the future.

Bearing the above definition of rrstructurerr and inter-

action in mincl, and since fran is a developing country, it

seems quite necessary to define in the Same context, the

notion of rrdevelopmentl and unclerdevelOpment in order to

assocÍate development with ? certain built-environmental

quality. In recent years, the idea of rrdevelopmentrrhas

created a complex body of theorles and models for a

pr.ogressive tra,nsformation of society in the unindustrial-

x
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ized nations, known as The Third World countries or the

developing countries. The conception of development today

seems to indicate a process of identified policies that
create a large scale change in a preconceived direction,
utilizing the resources available. In many countries, this
process is expressed in the national development plan, and

followed by an institutional organizatLon for achieving the

desirecl socio-economic changes formulated in that p1an.

Henc.e, in Third Worl-d countries the plans for development

have acquir'ed great political significance, âs is the case

in buiilt-environmental planning. This is reflected in the

al-location of resources, the process of development and the

related national institutions (e.g., the Ministry of

Planning, Department of Statistlcs, bureaucratic power). In

other words, rrdevelopmentrr and its related institutions

seem to be part of therrcontextual structure'r in the

interactive process.

The socio-economic problems in many Third World

countries further indicate the complexity of the subject.

It has crea.ted academicalIy a new field of social science,

known as rrD.evelopment Studies" . Basically, similar to

built-environmental planning, its theories comprise a

synthesis of economics, built- and natural environment,

political theories, sociology, anthropology and psychology,

al-1 set in the context of an historical process. It is

therefore an interdisciptinary approach that cuts along

several- professional boundaries. Its theories are of great

interest but, for the purpose of this research, they are

considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis.
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However, it is important to note that in development,

like built-environmental planning, there is the notj-on of

allocating scarce resources and a value judgement that

comprises the overcoming of malnutrition, poverty, and iIl

health through appropriate housing, social services,

justice and man1¡ other factors that are related to the

quality of the built-environment. Note that the latter two

(i.e., social- services and justice) are important compon-

ents of the 'rstructLtrert. They identify the rules and social

amenitj-es ancl scarce resources, how, in what proportion and

for whom they are aIl-ocated so as to establlsh a built-

environment in which one can accommodate oners I'actionrr and

upgrade oners quality of Iife. For example, in many

developing countries the squatter settlements, inhabitecl by

the poor and argued for their approprlate human being

built-environment relationship (Turner, I976), a,re located

nea-r the city centres where employment for the unskilled is

available. However, because of the economic value of land

in the city centres, and the desire to establish a

prosperous, yet cOSmetic appearance, Some ggvernments,

clalming that they are providing housing for the poor'

destr.oy these squatter settlements and relocate their

inhabitants in unaffordable, monotonous and envlronmentally

improper housing estates on the outskirts of their cities,

where land j-s cheap and public transport is not avallable.

Therefore, these governments not only destroyed the unlque

human built-environmental relationship in the squatter

settlements, but also prevented access by the poor members

of society to their main source of employment.
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Thus,integratingbroadbuilt-environmentalpolicies

anC spatial characteristics into the national development

plan is recommended by those planners who Iook at the

quality of the built-environment as an essential part of

development. Besides, in any rural policies, âñ attempt

should be made to achieve the approprlate built-environ-

mental characteristics (i.e., design) to accommodate the

'raction', of the inhabitants. Hence, tfì'e interactive process

between the ,rstructure" ( including the buil-t-environment )

and hunan nactionrr has to be considered to accommodate, in

a rural setting, the appropriate spatial characteristics

for. hurnan ilactionrr. such an objective has to be explicit

and added to the economic ones, formulated in a national

development Plan.

Itisthereforequiteessentialtodistinguishbetween

development and economic growth. The latter seems to define

the terms of reference that indicate ? monetary value and

volume change of certaln economic parameters in the context

ofagiveninstitutionalcondition.Itisaquantitative
pr.ocess comprÍsing the extension of an existing economic

situation or change to an alternative, more appropriate

mode of production. The latter (i.e., development) strongly

suggestsapositivequantitativeandqualitativesocietal

change in all socio_economic, political and built-environ-

mental asPects.

The idea of a continuity of social inter'action'

implies that development is to be conceived as a continuous

hr stor.í ial process that identif 1es the '-reasons and cures
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for. uncierclevelopment. The distinction between development

and underdevelopment points out the means to achieve

dialectically the transformation of a given historical

process from underdevelopment to development. The relation-

ship between the human being and the built-environment is

embociied in thls transformation. This strongly suggests an

opposition to a statlc situation of underdevelopment where

society is removed from its historical context and the

d.evelopment process is imported and transplanted. The

transformation further denotes the necessity for knowledge

of the historic reatity of development and underdevelopment

in a certain definecl context.

There is ample evidence to indicate that today's

historic conditions and the Third WorId context are

Cif ferent from pre-industriat 'r¡/estern society. Tt is

therefore apparent that any models and theories of rrmodernrl

Social- science, established by analysing the European

Inclustrial Revolution and socio-economic transformation,

have to be questioned prior to their application in Third

'vriorld or developing countries. In other words, different

social science theories and built-environment criteria have

to be formulated for each of the Third \,rrorld countri-es. The

applicability of the models that are developed in a h/estern

paradigm and employed as self-regulating mechanisms (such

as mar'ket forces), have to be challenged for their approp-

ri_ateness. In fact, these models, which seem to aspire to

universal validity, disregard the critical distinctions

between different sociaf organizations and characteristics
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of different historical processes and periods. All this

indicates that, for a devel-opment process, similar to the

human being built-environment relationshlp, space, time and

the paradigmatic dimensions of the situation are , to be

considered.

In this chapter a term that is relatecl to the design

of the built-environment of a rural social organizati-on

seems necessary. Rural design refers to the process of

spatial configuratlon in time and space of settings that

accommodate the social production, reproduction and conduct

of a rural social organLzation (aicfrotomous to urban).

Furthermore, a village is to be definecl as a geographical

manifestation of a rural social organization. Its spatial

char'acteristics reflect the meaning and rrstructurerr and are

related to the I'actionrr of that particular human otganLz-

ation and 1ts historical evolution.

III. A BRIEF PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF IRAN

To understand the rural planning policies in Iran,

both in substance and context, it is necessary to draw an

overafl view of the country. This, even though it may be

quite general, will give certain background information to

this study.

Iran, or Persia, as it is known to many people in the

\l/est, is a vast, diversified tableland between the undersea

level shores of the Caspian Sea in the north to the Persian

Gulf in the south. The 'country, ribbed by mountain ranges
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in al-most all directions, compri ses mainly a vast central

plateau 3OOO to 5OOO feet above sea level, and two mountain

ranges: Alborz in the north and Zagross in the west. Having

an approximate area of 630,OOO square miles, it is known to

be the fourth largest country in Asia, or equal to twice

the area of New South Wales. Therefore, âûy national policy

has to treat Iran as a subcontinent with many diversified

r'egional characters.

The latest 1-986 Census shows fran to have a. population

of about 48 milli-on, half of which ate rural. However due

to the increase in rural-urban migration and higher birth

rate in the urban areas, the proportion of the rural

population is continuously decreasing.

The most distinctive geographical character of Iran is

its di.versity. High, bare mountains covered with snow most

of the year, deep, green va11eys, rain forests on the

Caspian Sea, a vast, flat inland plateau and arid inhosplt-

abte deserts are known to be the main features. AJ-though

the whole country lies in the temperate zone, its climate

shows extremes of temperature, humidity, rainfall and wind.

However, oh the whole , Iranr s climate can be easii-y

general ized as semi-arid, except on the Caspian Sea

( average annual raj-nfall L00 cm. ) and the western mountain

ranges. In fact, the central plateau, comprising the

deserts Dasht-e-lut and Kavir-e-Iut, is generally dry, with

a shar'p variation in daily and annual temperature (see

maP).
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The geographlcal variety is reflected in the vari-ety
of soir. The central region Ís barren and the narrow strip
on the shores of the caspian sea, the Khuzestan plains and

the centrar zagros Mountains are extremery fertile. More

than half the country is desert and wasterand, L7% pastures

and forests and only 30% is suitable for culti-vation, harf
of which Iies fallow (Amuzegar, L97T; Fisher (ed.), 1968).

IV. THE
AND

GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES
VILLAGE CHARACTERISTICS

The natural geography, ,water resources and vastness of
the country contributed to the spatial characteristics and

design of vilrage settrements. Most settl-ements are

observed to be rocated where a certain amount of water is
available for irrigation and domestic use. They were

therefore created:

a) aJ-ong mountain ranges;

b) in the valleys or plains between mountain chains;

c) along the slopes that descend to the plateau or the sea;

and

d) near the scarce rivers.

In the mountalnous areas, due to the severe winter
climatic conditions, settlements were set on the southern

slopes (e.g., Massuleh Village) (Mozayeni, LgTB). It seems

therefore that water resources and climatic conditions were

two of the main factors in choosing the site of a vj_llage.

They refated the village to the natural phenomena (i.e.,
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water, climatic condltions and topography) which contrlb-
uted to the sense of orlentation (drawlng II_4).

Vil lage Vi I lage Moun ta in
Mountain Moun ta in

a

Ri Vi 1 lag

Vil lage

c

Drawing II-4: Different possibilities of settlement location. Nore' that site preference, due to availability of \^rater
resource, has related the settlement to natural
phenomena, contributed to settlement orientati.on and
geographical co-ordination.

Availability of water l-imited the irrigated tand and

the size of the settlement. rt is quite interesting to note
here the traditlonal system of irrigation: the quanat

b

d
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(Kamiar, 1983) (drawing II-5). It is one of the pri_ncipal

el-ements that contributed to the spatiar characteristics of
those villages which are Iocated on the plateau. At the

foot of the mountai-n, a shaft is drilted to reach the water

table. Then a horizontal channel is dug underground to

carry the water to the designated place. At certain
intervafs along the channel, a vertical_ shaft is drilled
for ventilation and removing the earth. Even though this
type of irrigation system needs skill-ed l_abour (known as

moghani ) , is expensive and requires contlnuous maintenance,

it has been found to be very suitable for the country.

Water Ioss, through evaporation, 1s marginal . The eco-

logical system is undisturbed by engineering works. The

valuable top soil is preserved and the underground water is
neither polluted nor drawn in excess to Iower the water

table ( drawing II-5) . Maintenance of this system and

water-sharing has made a major impact on community co-

operation and the survi-val of the settlement in Iranrs
harsh climatlc conditions.

SHAFT

CHANNEL
f.-t¡ _

\,.IATER

Drawing II-5a: Quanat system in Iran.
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Drawing II-5b: Aerial view of. the quanat system. In many villages on
the Iranian plateau, the quanat system is used for
supplying rnrater for domestic and agricultural use.
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Up until now, the quanat is considered to be one of
the main systems for carrylng water for irrigation and

domestic consumption in the arid regions of Iran. It is
especially suitable in areas where mountains and tablelands

are combined. The mountains are used for tapping the water

through precipitation, while t'he tableland is used for
cultivation. Sometimes two or more of these quanats are

constructed for quite a long distance to supply sufficient
water for one settlement. It is explicitly observed by the

traveller who flies over Iran, and sees the ventilation
shafts in the landscape resembling a string of doughnuts

from the foothills converging on the villages ( drawing

rr-6 ) .
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Drawing II-6: Typical diagrammatic plan of a village in the arid
region of Iran.
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On the central plateau the culti_vated lands around. the

settlements have created green, cool and inviting human

spatial settings in contrast to the predominant brown, arid
and inhospitable , yet subl ime and majestic desert ( i. e. ,

green belt). All through the history of these villages, the

scarce water resources had been not only an economic

constraint, but also a factor used creatively to establi.sh

certain ordered patterns of spatial el-ements (e.g., water,

cultivation, Village form) in space. \,rlater management has

been used to generate an order between the built-environ-
ment and the natural topography. They are mainly: a harmony

in contrast between the cultivated built- and the arid,
natural environment; orientation due to the constraint in
the location of villages and symbolically expressing the

notlon that the built-environment is being subdued and

under the power of the natural. forces. Here one experiences

that .the human being has not conquered nature, but lives
harmoniously with it. These qualities have been, throughout

the history of lran, a source of asserting the symbolic

meanings that signify certain cultural cr'iteria for,arL
ideal quality of the built-envi-ronment (Ardalan, 1975 ) .

They are consciously experienced by travellers who pass

through the desert and reach these settlements. In the

Australi-an I,Vomenrs V/es-ry- (Uaf co1m, October 25, L9'/B) a

description of Tabas (a town on the fringe of the desert)

seems to be an appropriate expression of the e>lperience of

these qualities:

In the years I was living in Tehran , . .. we wer'e
invited to a remote desert place in the north-east.
\¡/e travelled in two four-wheel drive vehicles. If you
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break Cown on the Dash-e-lut so much feared in
Alexander the Greatrs disastrous return march from
India. where he probably lost 60,000 of his army anO
camp followers no-one may pass for many days.
Even for modern travellers the remoteness of Tabas,
500 kilometres from another town of any size, is
impressive. Mud-walled villages ..., sand howls
through ruined caravanserais, smal1 groups of tribes-
men move slowlf-f-rom nowhãre to nowhere with their
camel s.
Our party included a novelist and a mining tycoon, âñ
art historian and an Irani-an cabinet ministerrs wife,
but we were nomads too tents, flatwoven Persian
rugs, waterskins cooled by evaporation were more
inrportant than the distant comfort of Tehran.
Dusty, exhausted, we rolled into Tabas i'n the violet
eveni-ng light. Its mud-brick walls were gilded by the
setting sun; the deep shadows were cool and welcom-
ing; friendly words came from passers-by. Tabas is
not on the tourist map rco to Tun and Tabasris a
Persian way of saying rGet lostr . But it was a
paradise in the desert
The mayor welc.omed us with the luxury of a visit to
the hamam, the tiled bath house.
Then we rested on a precious carpet in a cool-
unclerground summer living room A sofrg, oF a
highly woven cover, was spread on the carpet and
traditional dishes were brought for our delight
That night we slept in the mayorrs garden, b€side a
tinkling fountain, heady with the scent of orange
blossom and the muslc of the nightingales

From the above experience, it is quite explicit that

the green belt and the spatial contrast have formed the

differential spatial- quality between the secured'rinsiderl

and the arid rroutsiderr environment, or between rrhererr and

rrthererr. The quality of rrhererr, in contrast to rrtherer', i-s

reinforced by the setting of the settlement that manifests

the sense of orlentation to create for the inhabitants and

travellers, personal and communal security. Therefore, one

rLay conclude that the spatial characteristics of a village

are to create for the human being a securerrplacerr. In this

case it 1s expressed through contrast, internal unity and

ori entation.
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Other important features that created further security
in the settlements, were the means of protection. 0n the

Iranian plateau, which was frequently invaded by hostile
tribes, the villages were strongly fortified by a thick
mud-brick wal1. The internal arrangements were often a

cluster formati-on accessible to a main street that started

at the gateway and ended up at the village square, where a

shop, a mosque and a bath were sometimes located, depending

on the sLze of the vi11age. However, due to the present

security in the 1and, many villagers see these fortific-

ations as unnecessary. Therefore they Iet the walls dis-
integrate to become monuments of the past. Moreover, in the

settlements whose populations have increased or prospered,

their inhabitants look at the wall-s as restrictions on

their expansion. Therefore, one observes that in many

places the wal1s are removed to give the inhabitants the

opportunity to build outside the vilIage.

The fortified village cluster of. the Iranian plateau

(gal'aþ) is a square-like settlement. It contains internal

cour'tyard houses, a central public square, a boundary wall,

corner towers and a single gateway (drawing TI-'/a). The

houses are juxtaposed along the outer wall to create a

honeS¡comb pattern of sol-ids and voids.

However, in some p,laces, one observes a linear village

created along the water pathway. The direction of flow

determines the streets and the communal part of the village
(Ardalan, 1975). The water whi-ch is the maln element that

char'acterizes the vi1Iage, continuously passes in and out
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The village of Sehkunj near Kerman.

Source : Ardalan, N.
1915.

The Sense of Unity,

water path

Some of the villages in the arid region
of Iran are linear. The settlements
foIlow the path of the water, determining
the spatial characteristics of the
village. Hence the unity of the sett.le-
ment is created by the r^rat.er it se lf .
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Most of the villages in the arid region of Iran are fortified clusters (i.e.,
gal'ah).

Drawing II-lz The main village patterns in the arid region of Iran.
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of the enclosed courtyards to reinforce in a chain-like
manner the unity of the village and create a much more

hospitable internal envi-ronment, in contrast to the outside

terrain ( drawing II-7b ) .

Villagers on the Iranian plateau use mainly local
materials, such as mud-brick and tractitional technology to

create appropriately their built-envíronment. This

material, even though it needs contj-nuous maintenance, has

proven to be a good insulator that moderates the internal
environment of the dwelling. Similarly, it is also used to

construct the vaulted and domed roofs. Using the local
material ( i . e. , harmony of colour and texture ) , the

traditional technique for building ( i . e. , the walls and

roofs) and the layout have created a sense of unity in the

vil-1ages, manifested in the simplicity, purity and harmonic

relationshlp of the surfaces, forms and spaces.

Therefore, if one has to look at the buil-t-environment

of the villages in the arid deserts of Iran, one notices

the earth-col-oured profile, texture, form and the skyline

of a settlement, which is changing direction upward, to

form different sizes of domes and vaul-ts. It is essentially
nothing more than the continuation of nature and the

hori zon. The skyline is dominated by the minaret and dome

of a mosque that, through their sociaL and religious

meaning, manifested by the symbolism of their dominant

forms, have generated a centripetal force to bind the

community spatially and sociall-y. \¡/hile the surrounding and

integrated cultivation and the cluster form of the vi11age,
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A scene from the north-
eastern Alborz region.

The Alborz and
Iran. In these
s Iopes , leaving
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Zagross Ranges are the trnro main mountain chains
mountains the settlements are usually located on
t.he valley floor for cultivation.
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A village in the Alborz on the road from Tehran to Chalouze.
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Drawing II-8: Settlements in the mountain region of Iran.
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Massuleh in the Alborz Mountains. It
terraced slopes of the mountain.

is a village built on the

Drawing II-9: Sketches of Massuleh by H. Seyhoun.

Massuleh is a village vernacularly created in harmony wiÈh its natural
setting and the need of the inhabitants. The horizont.al lines created
by the terraces and roof tops are the continuation of the mountain
s lopes .
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In spite of different functions,
the buildings in Massuleh have the
same spatial characteristics. Thus
a house and a mosque look alike
and the bazaar is a continuation
of the terraces and roof tops.

In Massuleh no building stands by
itself , each building is a part of
the whole composition. This contin-
uity and unity is very well
expressed in the facade treatment
and the juxtaposition of the roofs
and terraces.
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have hurnanized the harsh cl-imate and created a contrast to

reinforce the internal unity and distinguish it from the

harsh arid climate of the desert. The internal unity and

contrast have therefore created a tranquil and harmonious

rrplacerr, orlentated and controlled by certain natural

phenomena, that iS, water, mountain, climatic condition and

other regional geographic features. Hence in the villages

of the plateau, the natural resources are both constraints

and a source of inspiration for the creation of the Spatial-

characteristics and regional identity.

fn the mountainous regions (e.g. , Alborz Ranges), the

villages take different formations to create somewhat the

same conception (i.e., security, harmony, orientation and

identity). Settlements ar.e located on the slopes, espec-

ially the southern ones, and rising above the valley floor

to keep the precious fertile valley for cultivation

(drawing II-B). These SlopeS a¡e Sometimes terraced and

roughly divided by means of dry Stone wall-s to create where

possible terraced gardens (e.g., in the volcanlc region of

Damavand, north-east of Tehran).

Here too, the conception and limitation of the terrain

have been a source of inspiration to create the orientation

and co-ordination to the surrounding natural form. The

dwellings and circulation form (drawing II-9) ar'e made to

humanize, through scale, the buitt-environment and sup-

plement the rugged natural mountäin slopes. In fact,

looking at these settlements from a distance ' one cannot

but see the buildings, like blocks of Stone regularly piled
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and laiC, side by side to create an internal unity and the

necessary harmonic contrast with the surrounding nature.

Even though the netting of the built form is generally more

loose than that of the central plateau, an ordered pattern

through a different type of clustering can be observed. It

is highlighted by the picturesque vista that one experien-

ces when viewing the.whole settlement from the facing slope

or from somewhere along the access road where, suddenly and

dramatically, the whole village is experienced. It seems'

then, similar to the vitlages on the plateau, but different

in manner, a contrast between the built and the natural,

and between the arid and the inhabited has been created to

establish, through contrast, a harmony with nature. Through

the interrelationship of the spatial elements of the

settlement (i.e., between the spaces' form, texture and

material) an internal order has been established to signify

a collective meaning and a unity of the whole settlement.

Marry of the ri tual activities that give cultural

meaning to the inhabitants, are due to the geographic and

climatic condition and the collective experience of the

panoramic view of the subli-me, rugged mountains. To the

inhabitants, the mountains and their seasonal change from

the freezi-ng snowy winter to the welcoming spring and its

festivities (tfre beginning of sprlng is lranian New Year:

Now Rooze, celebrated by the Iranians to mark the creation

of nature ) and the dry summer, gi-ve the necessary change

for the reallzation and co-ordination of their positions

with respect to the natural forces that shape the mood of
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the mountains. It seems to be

experience that contributes to

and harmony wÍth nature.

another potential conscious

the sense of communal unity

Here too the inhabitants utilize the local materials

and construction techniques to form the sarne notion of

unity in their built-environment and harmony with nature.

lVhile those on the plateau use mud-brick and vault and dome

construction, the mountain people use mud-brick, stone and

timber and flat and recently sloped roof construction. It

seems, then, that different regions use different local

material-s to create different characteristics and achieve

similar spatial qualities.

In this region, buildings have. taken different forms

and shapes. The interior court dwelling of the plateau is

seldom made. The slope of the mountains and the need for

shettering animals during the winter, have frequently led

to the construction of rather complex buildings. Two

storeys, the ground floor for animal-s and the first floor

for living quarters, seem to be quite common. Other places,

barns, stables and two-storey dwelling unlts are construc-

ted around a courtyard. StiII in other settlements, where

stabling near the dwelling is impossible, separate areas on

the outskir'ts of the village are constructed as animal

shel ters .

Another, different organizatíon of settlements can be

ob'served along the Caspian Sea. Due to the abundance of

rain, the ri-chness of the soil in the plain between the sea
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and the rain forest mountains, and the coastal access road,

most of the settrements have either taken a linear shape

para11el to the sea-shore or roosery-knit scattered
buildings between the rice flelds (drawing rr-10). Here

too, one observes the sa:ne idea of preserving the precious

soil for cultivation (rice is the main crop of the region).
Due to its elimatic condition, however, in the past two

decades or so, many modern tourist vi]lages and vilras for
rich people were constructed along the coast as summer

resorts. This has introduced a new economic factor and has

mace a dramatic change in the spatial configuration of the

region.

The linearity and the loose netting of the settl_ements

are due to the necessity for proper cross ventilation so as

to reduce the effect of high humidity: a climatic feature
of that region. As a result, a different settfement

characteristic is observed along the Caspian Sea.

It is observed that the sarne notions, known to exist
in other settlements, also prevail_ here. By constant

experience of the rather lnhospitable, but impressive rain
forest and mountains, and integrating the loosely netted
settlement with the natural environment (drawing II-j_O),

harmony with nature has been created. Note that instead of
contrast, harmony is created through integration. Moreover,

the mountains, being parallel to the coast, the natural
phenomena necessary for the orientation, control and in-
spir'ation for the creation of the settlements are realj-zed.

It seems that here too similar notions that are seen as
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A Èypical house in the Ylazandaran region of lran.

In the villages in the Caspian region, the climatic
condit.ion and resources have contributed to the means
for self-expression in space. Due to the abundance of
rain, the shape of the roof has become a main
architectural feature of the region.

Territorial boundary and self-expression is defi
by the area the roof shelters. The loosely
defined wa1ls have taken a secondary position to
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*iÈ:t$^the private inside from the public outside.
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Drawing II-11: The building characteristics in the Caspian region.
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pararnount in other regions, are achieved through different
spatial elements and characteristics. These notions are

mainly the sense of internal unity, security, regional

identity, orlentation and harmony with nature.

The above notions are further reinforced by the

utilization of l-ocal- materials and building techniques. On

the plateau mud-brick is used and in the mountains a

mixture of stone, mud-brick and timber, here the pre-

dominant materia] is wood. Hence, by using the local

materials, which have a specific texture, colour and

pattern, other spatial characteristics, typical of the

region, are explicit and have supported the desired built-
environmental conceptions.

The bullding techniques on the Caspian Sea, are the

resul-t of the regional- materials and climatic conditj-ons.

For accommodating the humidity, the buildings are elevated

to create better cross ventilation and prevent floor

dampness. \,r/hi1e for the heavy rainfal1, a high-pitched

roof, made from terra cotta or rice straws is constructed.

The result 1s a spatial characteristic identifiable with

that particular region of Iran (drawing II-l-1-).

The above study strongly suggests the diversity of the

spatial characteristics that may achieve the same built-

environmental conceptions for different regions of Iran.

Different local materials, climatic and geographic

conditions and features, are observed to be both the

limitations and the resources for a creative inspiration to

achieve differently, harmony, unity, order, identlty and
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orientation. Therefore ldentifying human comprehension and

knowJ-edge of the rocal resources and rules that determine

the spatial- characteristics is paramount for establishing
an appropriate buirt-environment. such knowledge necess-

itates a certain amount of understandlng of the regional
resources, techniques, technology and, most important of
all, the symbor systems that over- time became embodied in
their vernacular architecture and are used by the rocal
inhabitants in their socio-spatial production and re-
production. However, in the terms of reference of this
chapter, it was stated that socio-spatial production and

reproduction are the outcome of a continuous soclal inter-
action between human rractionrr and rrstructure',. ,structurerr,

related to the societal rules and resources, was defined as

the generative mechanism which creates certain manifes-

tations. Furthermore , human ' rractionrr and il structureil are

l-ocated in a historlcal situatlon and a process. Therefore

unclerstanding regional context implies the necessity for
understanding the historical situation and process of the
rrstr'ucturerr - that is, the social context.

THE SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXT AND ITS IMPACT
ON THE VILLAGE SETTLEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Because of the arldness and vastness of the lranian
plateau, a unique geographical- phenomenon has emerged. The

city-country dichotomy and relationship, âs defined in the

European geographical sense to differentiate two dlfferent
types _of land use, is inapplicable. The European geo-

graphical notion of country usually implies the lands that

V
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are not part of a city boundary and are usually inhabited

by rural people. Therefore, the country begins where the

city ends, whil-e the vast deserts and saline Swamps in Iran

have established barren Iand and nothingness between

isolated Settlements. In other words, human activity ends

and begins only in and around the settlement where water is

available. This has created a different dichotomy noted

between the village and the city. Its size, status and

diversity of population depends more on the abundancy of

water than land use. It is for this reason that most

settlements are noticed to be Iocated in the north, west

and south of lran.

The vast emptiness has led each settlement, whether a

city or villâB€, to develop and grow into a unique

sub-cultural identity. UnIess it is accessible and very

often visited, the sub-culture has evolved historically

with a limited external influence. The isolation has

generated a certain inter-social unity and communal

co-operation, reflected in their resource allocation'

spatial and soci-al- management. The more the settlement is

isolated, the stronger the internally uniting force and

greater its difference from the outside worl-d. However, one

observes that due to geographic location, abundance of

water and manufacturing industries, Some of these settle-

ments (i.e., Isfahan, Yazd, Kirman, Shiraz) grew to become

urban in character. They over-dominated the nearby villages

to form a network of intra-refated settlements and develop-

ed a regional identity. Others had their opportunity for



growth or regeneration curtailed

tive invasion. These settlements,

years remained isolated. Even

contact with the outside world.
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as a result of a destruc-

due to their location for

today some have minimal

Sincetheearlyl-g6os,thegovernmenthasseta

certain criterion to classify the settlements. At present

atl settlements with less than 4999 inhabitants, have a

village status, while those above that are noted as urban'

This classification ignores the usual socio-economic and

cultural criteria that usually differentiate the rural from

the urban, and village from city.. Furthermore, there Seems

to be no sub-classification between the different villages'

Infact,thisclassificationstronglysuggestsitisa
bureaucratic standard to identify the necessary services

and the responsible institution that iS, the Ministry

under which it has to be managed. Note that all urban areas

aîe under the Ministry of Housing and urban Planning, while

the villages are at present under the Ministry of Agric-

ulture,butpreviouslyandupuntiLL9TTthevillageswere

under the Ministry of co-operatives and Rural Development'

This bureaucratic classification gives 60,ooo settle-

mentsinlranavillagestatus,ofwhich48,o0ohavea
populationofunder25o.Manyofthelatterareapparently

unproductive, unclerdeveloped and very much isolated'

Furthermore, under this classification about 50 per cent of

Iranrs poPulation is rural'
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Modern lran is populated by a variety of races,

cultures and life styles. During its long history,
di fferent people at different times j-nvaded different
regions. In crucial periods, such as the devastation caused

by the Mongol invasion, people left their settled areas and

chose the nomadic life sty1e. In the period of internal
peace, the nomads who had a relatively healthy life style
and j-ncreased more than their economic base could sustain,

found themselves obliged to settle and form villages (Oe

Planhol, 1968). Later these new settl-ements attracted those

who saw themselves alienated from their own tribe. Note

that thê central government usually encouraged settling,
for the collection of more taxes, and put pressure on the

nomads to choose the alternative fife sty1e.

De PIanhol (l-968) saw a difference between the settle-
ments occupied by the nomad tribesmen and the earlier
peasants. He observed, as is the case of the Turkamans in
Gurgan, that the availabil-ity of water. was not the

criterion for choosing the site. Later studies indicated

that thi s was an exception to the rule. In fact, Idhyte I s

(L974 ) study in Lurestan, states explicitly, that the

tribal village location was very much refated to the

availability of water.

Besídes the cllmatic, geographic condition and ethnic-

ity, the central political power had a great influence on

the spatial configuration of the villages. The historical

development, of the social- organizatLon, laws and economic

distribution of resources in the Iranian vill-ages, are well-
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documented by Lambton (1953) in her book Land Lords and

Peasants in Persia. She thoroughly argues the relationship

of the village spatial organizat:.on, political system, land

ownership and avail-ability of water since the Islamic

invasion. The classification of society into the powerful

landlords, peasants and the smal1 land ownership was

attributed to the taxation system, the type of land

ownership and their historical evol_ution. Never in the

history of Iran, has the country had a stable landed

aristocracy that transmitted an estate in its entirety from

generation to generation. The reason is due mainly to the

Islamic Iaw of inheritance the nature of the society and

its development, repeated anarchy and dynasty change and

ownershi,p change because of the economic situation.

For those who are interested, it is important to note

that La.mbton (1953) thoroughly elaborates on the develop-

ment of Islamic Law of land ownership, water, agricultural
produce and taxation. She has made a lengthy analysis,

dlscussing the Isl-amic CiviI Code under the Shirah School

of Law, from which the modern civil code of 1and ownership

in rural areas and the relationship of the means of
production are derived. V/hat is essential to note here is
that pr'actical reasoning, the idea of share-cropping and

traditlona1 customs played an important role. In other

words, the right of each individual and community is
established by the historical situation and the process of
thg development of the socio-spatial organizatí-on and

production in a framework as defined by the spirit of
Islamic Law¿
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The laws of ownership and management of land and water

are very much documented in the Islamic tradition. As a

Law, water and pasture land belong to the whole Islamic

conrmunity. It is a tradition generated and reformed by the

culture, the climatic, and geographic conditions of the

situations. However, the existence of private property is
also well documented, recognized and approved of. Land has

to be with a permanent tenure and transferable to heirs. In

fact uncler the law, there are different types of ownership.

They are mainly: the privately owned land by individuals,
the land which the j-mam (or government) holds on behalf of
the community and the awgaf: the land whose benefit goes to

the whol-e community or to a charitable organi zation.
However, there is a law which states that a person loses

his right of ownership, if the land 1s left for three years

uncultivated or undevel-oped. Moreoever, the one that
develops the land has as much right as the owner of the

1and. Therefore there are many mechanisms 1n the system to

encourage development of fallow land.

Similarly, there are traditional laws for water

management and ownership. According to Islam, water j-s

divided into three general categories: rivers, weIls and

springs. Even though in general terms, water is owned by

the whole community, the rights and management of these

water categories, depending on the place and abundance of

water, are based on certain 1aws. Water channels, for

example, belong to those who have dug and maintained them.

Therefore they have the right to buy and sell the water
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channel. As far as the right to use the water that passes

through the channels, there are Islamic laws for water

distribution. These laws of distribution are usually based

on daiJ-y or hourly rotation of water usage, shares in the

dams constructed along the channels or outlets to smaller

irrigation channels. Thus ,water distribution, ownership and

management are subjected to traditionally regulated rules
formufated for that particul-ar situation (i.e., place of
scarce water resources) and are part of the societal
institution and organl zatíon (lambton, 1953) .

All these traditional laws and rights to resources

(1.e. , land and water) were part of the Islamic I'structurerl

prior' to Iranian land reform. They were the mechanism that

interacted wlth human rractionrr to establish an identifiable

means of agricultural production and 'vilIage spatlal

characteristics. Tn other words, thesei l-aws were evolved

and formulated hlstorically and traditionally to create

societal and individual rights and responsibilities for

certain situations in space. Therefore they were the means

for security: a pre-condition and component necessary for

the creation of rrplacerr.

I¡/hat is also important to note is that prior to the

1,962 land reform, land and village management was communal

(Lambton, 1953). Its development can also be traced to

pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods. Communal organíz-

ation and dealing with communities rather than individuals
wa.s seen, àt that time as an administrative convenience,

especially for coll-ecting taxes. Note that taxes were
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collected from both the peasant and landl-ord. Early Muslim

institutions regarded highly, agrì-cul-tural prosperity. They

realized that if the peasant had some lnterest in hÍs land

and some degree of local autonomy, he would be more 1ike1y

to cultivate better, produce more and afford to pay more

taxes. \,Vhatever the initial reason for this preference,

this corporate and communal societal and spatial admin-

istration passed down in Iran through time to reach the

period before the 1,962 Iand reform. One therefore may

conclude that vi1lages, from early time have adopted a

communa.l system. It also became, through t1me, the social

organization in which the basic rlght of an individual and

the community were explicit, and thus the framework for
soci-al, economic and political interactions was estab-

Iished.

However, it seems that the system and history have

brought with them certain changes to the organization of

the village. Apparently the taxation system has placed a

b,urden and unjust demands on the peasants. It made them

more dependent on the rich and powerful, who came to play

an important authoritative role in the village production.

:n" rich and powerful also saw themselves as being protec-

tor's of the peasants, vis-à-vis the provlncial and central

government and as responsible to carry government policies
(Lambton, 1953). These rich eventually became the powerful

Iandl-ord class in the Iranian pre-L962 parliament (i.e.,

Majlis).
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Before the 1962 Iand reform, most of the landlords
were absentee (Katouzian, 1-981- ) , residing in provincial
capitals, and part of the urban af fluent cl-ass. Their

agricultural land was not hereditary nor untransferable, as

was the case in Medieval Europe. Agricultural land was

bought and sold in the market like any other commodity. In

fact, during the years, some of the urban merchants became

big agrlcul-tural landlords. Furthermore, the religious
institution order, which managed the awgaf, came to own a

recognizable percentage of the agricultural land. It is
interesting to note that this phenomenon is many times

misuncLerstood by some social- scientists and intellectuals
who try to find similarity between Iran and the pre-

Industrial Revolution society of Europe or the powerful

landlord of Latin America. Their misconception is explicit-
ly indicated 1n their attempt to analyse, through a

mechanistic model- or a Marxist model, the Iranian tradit-
ional- socio-economic and political rrstructurerr. It is also

important to note that due to the landlord urban status,

some of the agricultural surplus.in the village used to go

to support city dweIIers. Keddie (1-978) saw that, âs a

r-eason for lack of capital accumulation and why capitalism

did not develop in Iran. The fact that the rural social

organization, the possibility of land ownership and the

residency of the landlord in the urban area was different
from the Medieval European one, Keddie's deCuction of Iran

social transformation t f"or Medieva1 to Capitalism seems

debatable.
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The village socio-economic organi-zation, before the

1,962 Iand ref orm , was generaÌ ly based on the peasants

holding either plough land or a share of the water. Both

were the bases for share-cropping. The former, known as

juft, means either a yoke of oxen or the l-and that can be

cultivated by a yoke of oxen (l-ambton, 1953; Keddie , LSTB;

Katouzlan, 1981). One of the most important rights attached

to JgI! or plough land was the right for all peasants to

use the pastures and to collect in them, scrub for fuel.

This right applied to both the peasant and landlord lands.

It encouraged the communal organization in villages, and

identified the individualrs right within the communal

rights: a principle noted in the Islamic traditlon.

However, âs Lambton indicated the right for collecting

scrub was later weakened by the power of the landl-ords.

Another significant communal criterion can be observed

in the redístribution, at certain periods, of the rented

tands of the Iandlords. As indicated in the study under-

taken by MiIler (1964) in the village Hossein-abad and

observed by Lambton (ross) and Craig (fgze), prior to the

1962 land reform, every three or four years the l-andlord's

representative ( i. e. , Katkhodah) used to redistribute the

rented Iand. Those who previously haci rented unproductive

land were now able to rent productive and richer ones. I¡/ith

hard work and a little bit of luck, they hacl the opportun-

ity to raise their income and standard of Iiving. Thi s

seems to be a mechanism integrated into the Socio-spatial

organizat,ion of the community to somehow redistribute the

wealth among the peasantq.
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The communal rrstructurerr can also be traced to the

responsibilities of the landlordrs representative; KatS-

hoCa! and the village elder: reesh-safid. The former,

beside redistributing the landfordsr Iand, used to collect

the dues, b€ resporrsible for order, call the gendarmes (the

rural or country police) whenever necessary, s€ttle local-

di-sputes and call upon the peasants for any communal work

(Craig, 1,978; MilIer, 1,964). After the 1,962 Iand reform,

the Katkhodahrs power was reduced and somewhat replaced by

the representative of the central government: reesh-safid.

However, in most villages, the Katkhodah was reassigned as

a reesh-safid and thus became

the landlord and the central gov

the representative of

ernment.

both

In appreciating the communal spirit and organization

that has developed through the centuries, one may also look

at the psychological development of the Iranians and their
relationship to the spatial configuration. Even though it

may"be quite difficult to explicitly prove, there seems to

be some r'eason to imply that the atrocities of those who

invaded Iran (e.g., the Mongols and Afghans) and the

despotism of many of its rulers had a certaln psychological

effect on its people. Some have speculated and said that

the anarchy and cruelty during these invasions made the

people more individualistic, and fragmented the nation into

closely held together communities. These potitical events

were also seen as a main reason for having much

mysticism in Iranian philosophy, art and literature (Haas,

1,946; Ardalan, l-975) .
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The above description does not mean that there was no

social stratification in the vii-lages. In fact land owner-

ship among peasants, cultivation and sharing of crops and

water were seen to be the bases for socio-economlc

stratification (uifler, L964; Keddie, 1978). Among share-

croppers, social stratification was in terms of the

organized work team, h€aded by an oxen owner ( gavband). The

top cIass, whose income was from supplying a factor of

production and heading the work team, was the gavband.

However, the majority within the village, who supplied only

their Iabour, had the lowest income and social status

(xeddie, 1,978; KatouzLan, L9B1- ). Similarly, the abyar

(water assistant) had a share in the crop and a social rank

in the village soci-al stratification. Note that because the

landlord was urban, h€ was never considered part of the

village society.

Pre-1,962 land reform crop distribution followed the

communal production system (Katouzian, 1981), cal-Ied buneh.

Generally the crop was divided into five parts according to

flve inputs: Iand, labour, water, animal and seeds. Those

who were entitled to a share of the agricul-tural output,

were the ones who had put one or more of the above

agriculturaf inputs lnto the village communal production.

There is reason to believe that the above social

stratification did not mean that class distinction with an

identified class consciousness, based on mode of production

did exist. HaIIiday's (fgZg) implication of a ruraf prolet-

ariat in Iran, is yet another erroneous synonymity between

Iranian and European society.
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One therefore may conclude that prior to 1962, the

geographical- features, availability of resources, the

socio-political organizatj-on, sharing of mode of produc-

tion, the right of the individual and community and

ethnicity, àII contributed to regional differentiation and

a diversity of soclal and spatial characteristlcs. In each

region an appropriate spatial configuration seems to be

achieved through an historical situation and a process of

pr'oduction and reproduction in time. In other words, in

each l-ocale, different social components and built- and

natural environmental elements were interacting differently

with human rractionrr to form a unity, personality, re gional

identity and harmony of rrplacerr. As welI, each semi-

independent village made its own choice on how to use the

avai-lable resources and rules ( i. e. , I'structure" ) , as the

mechanisms, to achieve the aims that were integrated into

the personal and communal "actionrr. One then can conclude

that each village used the contextual and self-generated
rrstructurerr that is, the resources, socio-political

organization, sharing the mode of production, individual

rights and ethnicity as both a constraint and a source of

creãtivity for interacting with human rractionrr to achieve a

spatial quality identified by the personal and socio-

spatial factors in an hlstoric situation ( i. e. , para-

digmatic dimension).

This does not mean that all Iranian villages shared a

devel-oped life style. Studies indi-cate that under-

development was quite common (feaOie, I978; GoIabian, 1'9'/8;

Miller , 1-964; Lambton, 1953; Katouzi-an, 1-981) . Lack of
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social and health services, lack of investment, poor soil
and seeds, scarcity of water reseurces, inefficiency of
agricultural practice and substandard housing were but some

of the factors indicating underdevelopment. High mortality
rate, illiteracy and disease were very common. However,

suppression by a certain cl-ass and al_ienation by another

seems rarely recorded prior to 1,962. Only some individual
moneylenders, âs the ones observed by Mil-1er (1964) in
Hossein-abad, and Keddie (rclg) recorded in his research,

and shopkeepers, who sold with inflated prices certain
essential commodities to the peasants, were seen as the

village suppressors. Any development process, therefore,
requires a mechanism that will make available the necessary

services, improve agricultural technology and accessibility
to capital investment to the peasants, bearing in mind the

-human 'f actionrr, "structureil and the historical- situation.

VI. NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF IRAN

Current theories of development see capital accum-

ulation, âs a major factor for the provision of resources

for the process of development, industrializati-on and

economic growth. Since they may contribute to the increase

of urban consumption, as is the case in lran, a certain
part of the scarce capital has to be allocated for

supplying that consumption demand. However many of the

developlng countries, initially, cannot supply the

necessary commoditles with domestically manufactured goods.

Supplyi-ng these goods i s usually done by importing the
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consumer pr'oduct from the industrial countri_es, until a

domesti-c replacement industry is established both in the

urban and rural sectors. I¡/herever natural_ resources are

abundant ( i. e. , oi1 ) , sufficient capital, in the form of
hard currency is obtained to import commodities and

establÍsh some of the manufacturing replacement industries
very often linked to the multi-national corporations. In

Iran, for example, it was thought that if the replacement

industries are planned properly, a sound economic rrtake

offrr may be achieved (Katouzian, 1981). Furthermore, it is
paramount to look at the rural sector as a potential market

and resource for those l_ocal industries. Therefore, an

j-ncrease in the purchasing power of the rural population is
necessary. Thus, in the theories and models of planning for
development, the rural- sector is considered a catalyst,
usually activated by the abolishment of traditional land

holdings and introduction of a technology that considers

the socio-economic, cultural and geographic conditions
( i . e. , appropriate technology) .

Before any brief look at the Iranian national develop-

ment plans, under which land reform and rural trans-
formation occurred, it is important to briefly note the

philosophy under which the planners and politicians
formulated the aim and objectives of the plans.

Prior to l-and reform agriculture contributed 28.7 per

cent to the gross domestic product (emirsadeghi , 1,977) and

about 50 per cent of the labour force was engaged in rural
activity (Looney, 1977). This indicated an uneven distrib-
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ution of economic activity and income. The planners, who

were \destern educated elite personnel (Zonis, tgTL), saw

the soluti-on for overcomi-ng lrant s social- and economic

plight, was to become industriaLized and to develop its

economy and society along the Viestern concept. To achieve

that, they assumed that due to climatic and geographic

conditions, Iranrs advantage was not in agriculture, but in

industries. Furthermore, they thought that the country

could always import rel-atively cheap food from the world

surplus (Amuzegar, 1,977). It was not until the 197Os, when

the bitt for imported food took a considerabl-e share of the

petro-de11ars, that they realLzed their mistake.

The planners, in their attempt at \¡/esternizatl-on saw

the old communal society aS an unsuitable socio-economic

organization for their ideal industrial order. A social

transformation that generates a unifled labour force and a

social consciousness similar tO its WeStern counterpart was

seen necessary (Katouzian, 1981- ) .

By increasing the urban industrial output and giving

l-ow priority to agriculture, based on the communal mode of

agricultural production, the government sought to increase

urban employment opportunities, encourage rural-urban

mi gration (\,,ieinbaum, 1,977 ) and change the social organiz-

ation of the rural population. These objectives were seen

to be important for achieving industrializati-on and

1.{esternization. However, evidence indicated it was a trans-

plantation of a I'structuren developed historically in a

European context. In fact, â similar h/esternization aim was
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adopted for the system of education. Newmark ( L976)

criti cízed. how Western science and technology was being

transplanted without any consideration for the traditional

context, developed historically through the ages. The

outcome of this was that Some policies created a 5:1 lncome

per capita, difference between the urban and the rural, and

accelerated migration to reach in L973 an average of eight

per cent of the rural population (Weinbaum, L977).

Some critics saw the national plans of Iran as a

political process (Katouzian, 1-981-; Halliday , L979 ) gener-

ated by the government aS a mechanism to consolidate thei-r

centrally based power. Both Katouzj-an and Halliday tried to

show that these policies were an attempt by the central

government to create middle and Iabour classes. It was also

seen by many critics, aS an effort to reduce and transform

the communal social organization into a capitalist one'

because the elite that supported the government adopted

Western models and argued that the traditional society is a

cultural deficiency and the main factor for uncler-

development.

With the idea of hlesternization and industrialization

in mind, the planners sat down, iñ tg62, to draw the

national plans, bearing in mind the necessity for better

statistical information and the advanced training of elite

personnel. It mâY, however, bê important to note that many

cr'itics of the political system in Iran doubt the govern-

ment statistical figures. They seem to imply that the

c
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Bureau of Statistics was an institution created to

the government policies.

There are strong suggestions that modern comprehensive

development in Iran started in 1-963, with the third
development plan ( fg0g-1-967) . It was the first time

explicit objectives, based on reliable statistical infor-
mation, were formulated. The plan projected an investment

of $S.f billion from the public sector and $Z.f billion
from the private sector (Amuzegar, 1,977). The expenditures

were known to be:

- Transportation and communication

- Agriculture

- Fuef

- Industry and mines

- Education

- Health

- Social- Services

25%

22%

L3.5%

LO.9%

e.o%

7.O%

1.2.r%

Loonel' (tglZ) attributed the success of the plan, 8.8

per cent annual- growth in GNP (Amuzegar, L977), to the

planners' recognition of Iranrs Iimitation, 1ts emphasis on

the smal-ler projects, that were capable of ylelding a high

rate of return, participation of the prlvate sector and the

increase of the share in oi1 revenues.

However, the 22 per cent for agriculture was divided

into fishery, forestry and rural development. Hence rural

devel-opment received less priority than other sectors. In

other words, 50 per cent of Iranian poputation (i.e., the

rural population) received substantially less than 1ts

urban counterpart, even though land reform was part of the
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plan. It was one of the reasons that the rural sector grew

only three per cent, urban-rural- income per capita ratio
increased and rural-urban migration was generated.

Similarly, in the fourth plan ( 1968-L?TZ ) fittte
attention was glvgn to rural development. The $fO.B billj-on
investment, 55 per cent public and 45 per cent private

investment (Amuzegar, L977), generated industrial and

mining growth of 1-3.8 per cent while agriculture was only

four per cent, even though during this plan further Iand

reform was done by setting agricul-tural corporations and

agri-businesses in many parts of the country. The increase

in urban industrial growth, accelerated the growth of urban

population and the demand for consumer products. Since the

rural sector could not supply these consumer products,

their import from other countries was sought. By the early
l-970s the dramatic i-ncrease 1n price of imported goods,

made the planners reformulate their aim, stressing the

development of the rural- sector and the necessity for
increasing Iranr s agricultural produce.

The fifth plan (Lele-L977) was set in accordance with

a twenty-year national strategy for development. The objec-

tives were:

a) to raise as much as possible the l-evel of knowl-edge,
cul-ture, health and welfare of the society;

b) to attain a more equitable distribution of national
income, with special attention to increase the living
standard and welfare of the underprivileged and lower
income group;

c ) to maintain the rapid and sustained rate of èconomic
growth parallel to relative price stability and
balance of payments;
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d) to provide productive employment in all regions of
the country at a Ievel that would absorb all the new
manpower joining the Iabour market and substantialty
reduce concealed or seasonal unemployment;

e) to operate fully the established production capac-
ities built under the prevíous development p1ans, and
to raise productivity and efficiency in the supply of
goods and services in the public and private
sectors;

f) to improve the administratíve order, iñ keeping with
the lofty national aims and objectives, and to
strengthen the countryrs defense capacity;

g) to protect, improve, and revitalize the living
environment;

h) to increase TranrS share in the international trade,
particularly in the manufactured goods.

( Looney , t9'/7 :23)

This p1an, according to Amwzegar (tgll), gave a

special priority to agriculture. More expenditure was

al-l-ocated to advance agricultural technology, raise the

production of foodstuff and increase the raw material for

industries. As we11, community based developments, ai-med at

solving local problems by using local resources and

talents, were encouraged. Moreover, it sOught trtO expand

and coordinate basic community services to upgrade overall

level of literacy, technical competence and to create local

employment by utilrzíng lndigenous material'r (Amuzegar,

L977:1_69). FinalIy, the plan r¡/as to allocate $¿.S billion

to agriculture with a proiected seven per cent yearly

expansion in crops and 8.5 per cent in livestock ('¡ieinbaum,

1,977). Amuzegar argued that finally, the planners had

formulated the appropriate policies for ruraf development.



TabIe lI-1: Sectoral Revisions in the Fifth Five-Year Plan
(value added in billions of 1972 ríaIs)

Orieinal Fifth Plan Targets Revised Fifth Plan Tarqets

t91 2 191 7 r91 2 t91 1
Average Annual
Growth Rate

Average AnnuaI
Growth Rate

Agrícul ture

0i1

Industry and mining

Manufacturing and mining

Construction

I¡'Iater

Power

Servi ce s

Gross domestic Product

R.E. A Development strateev for Iran Through the 1980s. Praeger Publishers, t911-

203 .0
(16.6)

317.0
(25.e)

240 .5
(1e.6)

165.0
(13.s)

56 .0
(45 .1)

2.7
(0.2)

16.8
(13.7)

465.s
(38.)

L226.O

265.O
(72.6)

554.0
(26.3)

489. O

(23.2)

336 .0
(1s.o)

103 .0
(48.8)

4.1
(0.2)

45.3
(21.s)

802 .0
(38.0)

2110. 0

5.5

11.8

15 .0

15 .3

13 .0

12.o

22.O

15. 5

7t .4

207.r
( 18.1)

216 .5
(19.s)

282.1
(8. o)

77 t2 .O
(48.7)

7.0

51.5

18.0

16 .4

25.9

27 4.4
(24.1)

445.8
( 40.1)

1110.8

s66 .0
( 16. 1)

953.9
(21.1)

3514.0

Source: Looney,

\q
\o
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However, the observed evidence indicates otherwise. In
the first two years of the plan, agrrcultural growth was

below five per cent. Furthermore, since L973 the rural-

urban migration had averaged above eight per cent of the

rural population and was increasing, and the average per

income of the urban to rural had grown to more than 5:1

ratio ( \,r/einbaum, L977 ) .

The sharp increase in oil- pri-ces 1973-74 brought with

it an increase in the national income of Iran. This \ÀIas

then seen by the government as a great opportunity t.o

accelerate development. The fifth plan was revised (ta¡te

II-1) and the allocated investment was j-ncreased from $SS

billion to $ZO billion after one year of its implemen-

tation. In the winter of I974, it was rushed to the

parliament to get the usual approval. 'r¡/hen it was implemen-

ted, the country coufd not absorb this huge investment. The

infrastructure could not efficiently and appropriately

service the activities generated from this investment.

Shortage of the basic material generated a sharp inflatj-on.

Bottlenecks in ports prevented the imported goods from

reaching their destination on time. Cargo ships were kept

waiting for months to increase their surcharge. All this

further accelerated lnflation. As a result after just over

one year of implementing the revised p1an, it had to be put

aside and many of its objectives were to be integrated into

the sixth plan (Graham, 1979).

see a relationship between

rural- development: ref lected

From the above, one

investment and fallure of

may

the



in the rural-urban migration, growth and income per capita

ratio. This deduction seems however to be mechanistic in
nature. Other factors, related to the transplantation of
the hlstorical situation, the socio-spatial and political

objectives and policies are noted to be important for
identifying more explicitly the reasons for the failure of

the agricultural policies in the plans.'This is observed in
the following analysis of land reform and rural development

policies from 1,962-1,977 and

the vlllages in Iran.

the impact the policies had on

VII. LAND REFORM AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES FROM 1.962-L977

Previously, it was noted that the approach to rural
development, âs is the case in Iran, often carries with it

the polity of the central- government. Many times, Marxist

or capitalist ideologies, theories and models, often noted

to be reductionist and mechanistic in nature (Bernstein,

1,976), are imported by hlestern educated el-ite and pre-

scribed for land reform and agricultural development. In

other words, a rrcontextual structurerr, based on a different

historical situation, is transplanted and related to

another specific situation, Iocale and human rractionrr. As

was noted before , the traditional ( or indigenous ) life

style wlth aIl its impllcations was looked ãt, as the

reason for underdevelopment, while deve.Iopment u/as seen as

synonymous with l¡/esternization. Therefore V/estern planning

strategies and models were formulated and imported on a

national scale without any consideration for the para-



digmatlc dimension. Hence, Iand reform,

cultural transformation were looked at

rural deveJ-opment.

mechani zation

as the tool- s

L02

and

for

These impositlons ( i . e. , l,rJesterni zatLon synonymous

with development, the necessity for cultural transformation

and economic growth as development) were seen betweerr

1,962-1977 to be the criteria for generating development in
rural Iran. They had, however, a great repercussion on the

village development in general, and village spatial config-
uration in particular. A critical study of them seems quite

necessary to identify more explicitly their contribution to

the human being built-environment relationship and the

necessity for achieving the quality of the rrsense of
placerr.

One can safely assume that rural development in Iran

started with the L962 land reform. It was embarked upon by

the Shah just before the third development plan. Katouzian

( fOaf ¡ argued that its primary aim was a political

manoeuvre to consolidate the central government, to under-

mj-ne the power of the aristocrâcy, to create a strong

indepenclent rural- cl-ass allied to the Shah, to modernize

Iranrs rural economy along Western lines and to show the

wor'ld that Iran was a progressive country. As was previous-

ly indlcated these policies were supported further by the

bureaucrats and technocrats who formulated the third
development p1an. They argued that Irants rural problems

were due to the quanat system of irrigation, the primitive

mode of the agricultural system, the distribution of rights
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and the communal social organization - that is, the

that, through the hÍstorical process, created the

characteristics and the rrstructuretr in the village.

fac tors

spati aI

The first land reform was therefore carried out by

transferring the titles from the absentee landlords, thus

reducing their political power, to those who were known to

be cultivators. The reform gave priority to the peasants

who had an instrument of production (i.e., oxen), rented

the land and to the heads of work teams (feOaie , L978). The

policies excluded share-croppers who only gave their

labour. Hence about BOO, OOO families benefited ( i . e. , 20

per cent of the rural population) (t¡Ieinbaum, t977). One

therefore can conclude, that only a Iimited number really

benefited. The rest either received a scattered, dislocated

and uneconomic (¿ue to sLze and place) piece of land or

ended up with nothing (Miller, 1'964; Keddie, 1,9'/B; Craig,

L97B) . Therefore, this phase of the reform replaced the

power of the landlord by placing it in the hands of a few

newly created landholders. They became, due to holding the

means of rural productlon and wealth accumulation, the

vilJ-age capitalists. The rest ended up as labourers, to

compete in a free market. This points out that, without

l-ooking at the historical si-tuation and process, the

traditional communaf rrstructure't was scrapped rand a

\,r/estern-styIe capitalist one was transplanted and imposed

to interact with the human "action'r in the Iranian

villages. The transformation occurred. through the bureau-

cratic institutions and the power of the central govern-
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ment. Thus

environment

destroying the traditional human being built-

relationship.

Further support for the political lntentionality of

J tfr" central government for transforming the rrstructurerl

into capitalism, is explicit in Katouzianrs (1-981)

analysis. He argued that the capitalistic nature of the

objectives and the political connotation of land reform and

rural development could be observed in the bureaucracy's

absofute rejection of the alternative ruraf development

plan, proposed by Arsanjani: the Ministry of Agriculture

prior to land reform. BasicalIy, Arsanjanirs strategy'

based on the traditional village communal structure' was to

remove the landlords and give land to the peasants without

going through the process of nationalization, àItering the

village land allotment and the tradltional socio-economic

organi zation. The technocrats and bureaucrats strongly

objected because they did not accept it as a solution for

reducing and finally eliminating the 35 per cent village

unemployment and underemployment: an unemployment figure

that Katouzian questioned in terms of its reliability'At

the Same time the landlords Saw Arsanjanirs proposal as a

means of eliminating their vital economic resource' As a

result both the landlords and the bureaucrats undermined

the Minister and his proposed village Development Plan and

blocked its passage through parllament'

There seem to be several reasons to present the

that the government encouraged rural-urban migration

the formation of a mobile labour force to accommodate

VICW

and

the
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capitalist mode of production along a \,{estern soci-a1

system:

a) the opportunity that the new landowners had for govern-
ment loans. (ffris was experienced by the author in the
1970s while working as an archltect in the Industrial
and Mining Development Bank. );

b ) the opportunity that the government gave the absentee
l-andlords to invest their compensatory money in buying
shares in nationali.zed industries or build urban
industries that demanded labour, supplj-ed by the rural--
urban migration (Katouzian, 1981-; Halliday, L979);

c ) the bureaucrats and technocrats undermining Arsanjanirs
Village Development Plan;

d) the studies, such as Keddie's ( l-978 ) which indicated
explicitly the surplus Iabour from unemployment and

underemployment in the villages in Iran;

e) the allocation of insufficient resources in the third
development plan for the rural sector.

Parallel- to the land reform, the central government

changed the traditional communal system of justice 1n the

villages (uir1er, L964; Craig, L978). In 1965 the Katkhodah

and the community headman were removed and the village

court was introduced. h/ith this act, the government brought

all the villages under the national iudiciary system. I,Vhere

for years the Katkhodah settled all l-ocal disputes through

ar'bitration, this change made the village court, with its

bureaucr'atic procedure (i.e., paperwork, keeping records

and files), handle aIl cases that did not pertaln to

criminal assaults or debts exceeding certain flgures. Note

that members of the court were also the village police and
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whenever necessary they called upon the gendarmes for
help.

After some time, however, Craig (L978) noticed that
the new judiciary system broke down in some villages and

the communal system calne back. It seems that in many cases

the genclarmes, when caIIed upon, abused the viltage inhab-

itants (Craig, L97B; Mil-ler, 1-964). Besi,d.es, no-one

unCerstood the explicit aim and advantage of having these

courts.

The second stage of land reform was to gather these

small holdings a product of the first tand reform - that
were unproductive and gave litt1e opportunity for mechaniz-

ation. Co-operative farming was created under mlnisterial-
control, to assure a socio-spatial formation in accordance

with the central government frame of reference. The

peasants, who owned smalI fragmented arabl-e 1and, were

expected and forced to become members of these co-operat-

ives. Under this new order, planners sought to provide

technical assistance, capital investment and subsid,íze färm

input. In general the co-operative societies had to:

a) arrange the transportation of its membersr crop to the
market;

b) encourage co-operative farming;

c ) provide ferti:i-zer, tools and equipment which the
government supplied;

d) arrange local sale of foodstuff;
e) maintain village public area;
^\î ) provide low interest foans

(Craig, L978; Amuzegar, L977; V/einbaum, L977)
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Amuzegar (1977) stated that by early 1977, rural co-operat-

ives under the guidance of the Ministry of Co-operatives

and Rural Development, had 2.7 million members in over 2B7O

societies.

Since the peasants saw that it was their right to own

land, they initially avoided affiliation, and membership

was rather limited. However, the government by disadvan-

taging those who refused, forced many peasants to

reconsider thelr membership and join the co-operatives,

thereby losing their right to decide for themsel-ves as a

community or as individuals.

The success of these co-operatives was very limited.
They were mismanaged and could not live up to their
expectations. They could not overcome the shortage of

storage, transport and marketing facilities. Most co-

operatives were poorly funded (Weinbaum, L977). Their

borrowing term was so restricted that they were forced to

approach the traditional village moneylenders, who charged

very high percentage interest, or the landlord for credit.

Besides, the government used to pay low prices for their
produce and thus transferred the urban subsidy to the rural-

population

The government claimed that these co-operatives were

modelled in accordance with the traditional communal organ-

ízation. Actual Iy , that seeme'd not to be the case . ldhi le

the communal organizatíon was a traditional structure,

developed 1nterna1ly, historically and through social
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interaction, the co-operatives seemed to be ,another trans-
planted and imposed contextual mechanism for political
control of the vlllage populatlon by the central govern-

ment. In the traditional- communal society, the villagers,
in accordance with their traditional rules, resources and

their fractlonrr, used to identify, organLze and create their
own intentionality and purpose, while the new co-operatives

the government controlled externally the rules, resources

and the vlllagersr personal needs. Hence the peasants were

more restrained in identifying, organi-zing and creating
their own i-ntentionality.

There is, therefore, â strong indication that the huge

government controlled mechanj_zed co-operative farms were

intended to reorganize the traditional village and its
socio-spatial organizati-orr for a political reason. The

destruction of the communal and the transplanting a new

inefficlent rrstructurerr seems to be a reason for the slow

growth, and the increase of income per capita difference
and the acceleratlon of rural-urban migration.

Under increasing pressure to raise agricultural
proCuce, in the early 1-97Os, planners sought other alter-
native means to reorganize the unproductive small farms. A

third stage in Iand reform was therefore formulated.

Minimum 2OO0 hectare corporatlons were seen as a sol-ution

to introduce ratlonaLized sharlng farm equipment and agric-
ul-tural practice. In this scheme, farmers gave their l-and

1n exchange for stocks in a corporate company. Peasants

then had the choice, either to become ernployees of the
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corporations, or seek employment elsewhere (i.e., mlgrating

to the urban areas). A study made in 1,976 (V/einbaum, Lg77)

indicated that most of these companies were hardly success-

fu]. It was observed that:

a) the peasants saw they are losing a traditional and
meaningful means of land ownership to an invisible and
incomprehensible stock ownership ;

b ) the wages for management and labour was so low that it
did not attract the appropriate staff;

c) it was under-financed.

It is qulte interesting to note Soltanirs ( L978 )

research in the relationship between farm stze and farm

production in Iran. He explicitly indicated that in many

small farms yield/hectare was greater than large farms,

provided they were mechanized and used appropriate tech-

nology. However, due to labour and rent on machines, costs

were higher in small farms. Therefore, net i-ncome on large

farms was greater, but small farms were much more

efficient. As a solution the author proposed, for any

increase in rural economy, diversity in land use.

ParalleI to the corporations, the government also

planned huge agri-busineSSes. Farmers, as an alternatlve to

corporations, were given the choice of selling their land

to establish agri-businesses. Just after \¡/orl.d l,{ar II, in

Khuzestan, south-west of Iran, àfr initial study was done to

utilize the fertile soil. The government invited the

Development and Resources Corporation of New York (Stephan-

ides, 197L) to study the possibility of tapping the water

resources of that region and developing its agrj-cultural

potential. The study, known to be the first reglonal plan
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in lran, and. completed in 1'957, proposed 14 dams to be

constructed on the major rivers of the region. It was

envisaged that these dams could irrigate about 1.2 million

hectares of land and generate 6600 megawatts of electricity

that might be used for industrialization and service the

settlements of the region. The aim of this regional study,

however, was to establish agri-businesses geared for the

export market. Later, similar schemes \^Iere implemented in

other regi-ons of Iran ( e. g. , Dash Moghan, north on the

border with Russia).

Under the fifth development p1an, these agîí-

businesses were to account for eight per cent of all rural

land in production. They were intended to serve as a model

for both crop experimentation and highly mechanized

operations and also to give opportunities for local and

multi-national- companies to participate. In Khuzestan, for

example, four companies were formed: Iran California Co.;

Iran ShelI Co.; International Agri-businesses; and Business

Corporation of Iran.

\^/ith this scheme traditional village land, that v/as

not 
, 
af fected previously, was confiscated and the j-nhabit-

ants relocated aS labourers in agri-business centres.

Virgin land was reclaimed after constructing the dams.

Tribes were forced to sell or have their land nationalized.

Huge tracts of land were then formed to suit high tech*

nology and the cash crop production. It seems that the

agri-businesses were geared for the export market (Stephan-

ides, 197I), while shortage of food was felt in lran.
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In these corporations, the decisions and management

were undertaken by the foreign multi-nationals. They drew

high salaries, while the Iranian peasants were employed on

l-ow wages and treated like coolies, as is the case in
plantation economy. Besides, the cultural- barrier between

management and local peasants was so great that communic-

ation was very difficult.

As h/einbaum (L977) found out, after five years the

performance of the agri-businesses was disappointi_ng in
Khuzestan. In fact in many cases, the Iranian government

had to buy the shares of their foreign counterparts.

i¡/einbaum saw the failure due to:

a) the cost of levelling for fietd irrigation;
b ) the foreign companies expected earty substantial

re turn;

c) the stockhotders were asked constantly to bear in the
increase in cost;

d) being capital intensive, 1t absorbed a limited number of
unski I Ie d di sp l- ace d pe asants ;

e) lack of commitment from managers;

f) the alteration of peasants' life style;
g) and 1ocal resentment.

In fact in 1-976 it was observed that many of these

agri-businesses were going bankrupt.

The latest rural planning pol-icies (just before the

revolution) broadly outlined a scheme that will displace

many of the villages in Iran. These policies were in-
tegrated into regì-onal development plans. In general, the
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plan allocated 1-5OO to 2OOO (Cota¡ian, 1'978) regions or

agricultural poIes, each of which, depending on the

resource available, had between 8000 .to 12OOO hectares of

ar'able land ( GoIablan, f 97B ) . Under this new scheme,

villages that are scattered, unproductive and too small to

be economj-calIy feasibl-e for social services and rural

inclustries (i.e., villages less than 250 persons), were

denied government assistance and their population was

forceC to move to the newly proposed economic units. It

seems that for the new scheme to materi alize, massive

capital investment was necessary to develop the land, build

housing, roads and infrastructure and develop the water

resources. Besides, much of the rural population,

especial ly those tiving in villages around the desert,

would have been displaced and transplanted to other

places.

Besicles the envisaged increase in ruraf agricultural-

procìuction, the outcome of this regional policy, both

sociol-ogicalIy ancl geographj cal1y nlay have had e quite

Cr.amatic outcome. The impact, due to the change in the

built-environment, the formation of a new Soclo-Spatial

order and the reor'gani zation of the rural population in

each of the proposed agricultural poles, ffiâY have created a

cultural diversity that generated social and spatial dis-

harmonies. However, people of different cultureS, develop

his'r;or.ically to form different social. ancl spatial identit,y

ancl understand, uti1j-ze and personalize differently the

spatiai char.acteristic of the built-environment. Therefore
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any peasant, historically and spatially displaced, hây have

had a hard time to relate appropriately to the new

built-environment, unless the new built-environment was

produced and based on his/her familiar culture and histor-

ical situation. As a result the proposed rural plan either
had to accept within the proposed settlements a diversity

of spatial characteristics and the rrsense of place", or,

attempt to create a harmonious social organization that

would achieve spatial unlty and harmony in the built-

envíronment of the proposed settlements.

Note that the new order was expected to displace the

villages that are inefficient in agricultural production,

or Iocated around the desert fringe. However, the latter

observed to be quite essential for restricting desertif-

ication and thus contributing to the environmental

conservation. Therefore, once the populations of these

villages located around the desert fringe \^¡ere displaced,

further capital would be necessary to invest in soil

preservation and the prevention of desertification.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This study explicitly indicates that one of the

reasons for the shortcomings of rural development planning

in Iran was due to the planners refraining from consj-dering

the inrportance of the regional geographic identity, the

local resources, the socio-cultural situations and their

signifi-cance in social interaction and spatial otganiz-

ation. The slow growth in the rural- devel-opment was not
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only due to lack of proper investment and adequate data,

but also due to the imposition of the hlestern model-s and

capitalist mode of production and organization on a

peasants' communal society whose features ( i. e. , 1aws,

resource management, buitt-environmental characteristics

and symbol systems) have been continuously developed

through the ages to establish a certain identifiable

historlcal situation ( i . e. , paradigm) . In each of the

regions discussed in this chapter, the historical- situation

has formed a uni-que I'structurerr ( i. e. , a contextual

generative mechanism for spatial manifestation) to interact

continuously with humanrractionil to create unique built-

environmental characteristics for each region. The planners

incomprehension of the spatial characteristics and the

I'structurerrof each region, contributed to the resuft of

the development falling short of the expected growth. This

strongly suggests that it is necessary for the planning and

design process to be aSsociated with the historical

situation (i.e., with the local socio-spatial identity) and

the process that created that situation (i.e., with the

process that created the underdeveloped situation).

By viewing the historical situation of the rrstructurerl

and the process that created that situation, one estab-

Iishes the components that identify the contextual

mechanlsm that interacts with human rractionrr to produce the

appropriate spatial characteristics. In this chapter it is

observed that the existing built- and natural environment,

the availabitity of resources, the local and central
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institutional power, the traditional communal organizati-on,

the traditional laws and mode of production are all parts

of the mechaniSm that interacts with humanrraction'r to

produce and reproduce the spatial characteristics. These

components are not only constraints, but also vital

generative factors, utilized to establish spatial unity,

harmony, identlty, personalization, security and familiar-

ity of the built-environment. The limitation, management

and the rights of the whole society and each person within

this society are noted features of the communaf socio-

spatial organi zati-on. The traditional communal socio-

spatiaJ- organi zation, developed and created through an

historical process of Social interaction, identifies the

means and outcome of spatial desi gn that create and

reinforce the personal human situation in therrplacerrand

the Societal identity in the rrplacerr. Hence in the Iranian

villages, one observes that the usual socio-spatial notion

(i.e., the "Sense of pIace") is achieved differently in

each region. The vlllages of each region (tfre plateau, the

mountains and the Caspian Sea), ift accordance with their

historical a¡d geographical situation, resources and social

organization organize differently the spatial elements, to

create different spatial characteristics for establishing

the sarne socio-spatial notion. SimiIarly, the capitalist or

\destern Social organi zatíon creates different spatial

characteristics from those created by the communal social

organi zatLorr, to achieve the socio-spatial notion known as

the "sense of placer'. Transpranting \'r/estern social otganiz-

ation and models on the communal Society in the villages of



Iran disregards the historical context

that created and identified the spatial

each of the described regions (i.e.,

dimension).
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and the mechanism

characteristics in

then paradigmatic

This chapter points out that the social organization,

the mode of economic production, the human utilization of

geographical conditions and the existing socio-spatial

situatlon and process have a significant impact on the

spatial characteristlcs. Therefore some of the main compon-

ents of the human being built-environment relationship, àt

the societal leveI, are established. It is quite explicit
that societal rules, allocation of resources and societal

historical identity (i.e., situation and process) are

essential for defining and creating the "sense of placerr.

The transpl-antation of a capitalist mode of produc-

tion, such as having stocks in a co-operative company, did

not have the symbolic meaning of security, identity and

understanding, âs was the case in traditional land owner-

shlp, production and distribution. The new order, due to

its mode of production, created different l-and subdivision

(i.e., vast tracts of land suitable for mechanization were

needed). AIso, it created a social and communal- relation-

ship based on the ownership of means of production which

was different from the traditional communal one. Because

the new order needed much more water than the quanat could

provide, artesian wells were dug and a new system of

irrigation was laid out without any attentlon given to the

cultural significance of the traditional system and the
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climatic and geographic conditions of lran. As a result, in
many places the water-tabIe came down, scarce water was

lost due to evaporation, the quanat and the traditional
means of cultivation ceased to exist. Thus a basic element

of the communal structure (i.e., distribution of water and

tand) in Iranian villages \^¡as disrupted. Moreover, because

of their socio-economic and cultural sltuation, the

peasants could not organize themselves as a labour force to

compete in a capitalist mode of production and establish
for themselves the spatial organization and social security
( e . g. , housing, ed.ucation, il€dical care , etc . ) needed as

part of their I'contextual- structure'r that would inter.act

with their rractionrr. AlI this resulted in a gradual

degradation of the built-environment that finally contrib-
uted to the decllne of the villages in Iran.

The new socio-economlc order had a profound infl-uence

on the settlement pattern and form. The vast arid tracts of
communal land that surrounded the village and expressed the

antithesis of the villages, were given to the co-operat-

1ves. The irregular and smal-l subdivisions that followed

the natural terrain and water sources were replaced by

regular ones that were approprlate for the transplanted

technology. The traditional and vernacular forms and

structures were replaced by prefabricated ones suitable for
housing the new agricultural- machines. All these re-

structured and transformed the spatial characteristics of

the settl-ements into a new configuration which was

dislocated from its histor'ical context and identity.
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To understand better the significance of the societal
level- in the creation of the rrsense of placerr, the thesis
assumes that one has to look more closely at the relation-
ship between culture, âs symbol systems and the spatiat
char'acteristics of the built-environment. Furthermore, for
achieving the I'sense of placer', the importance of personal-

ization of space as part of human rractionrr also has to be

explored. Therefore prior to the definition and the

theoretical study of the rrsense of placerr, the next chapter,

will be looking at the traditional residential areas of
Isfahan to study the relationship between cul-tural symbol

systems, personalizati-on of space and the rrsense of
placert.
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I]I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE TRADITIONAL RESIDENTAL AREAS OF ISFAHAN

AND THE MODERN PLANNING POLICIES

T. INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter discussed rural development in
Iran and identified certain societal components that are

associated with the human dimension of space. The organiz-
ation of scarce resources, the communal organizati-on, the

laws and the realization of the regional topographic and

historical situatlon were observed to contribute to the

spatial characteristics of the buil-t-envir.onment in the

villages of Iran. It was concluded that these societal
components were not onJ-y constnaints, but also the generat-

ive mechanisms that gave each village its existential-
identity.

This chapter will further explore the societal- compon-

ents and their relationship to the human dimension of

space. The culture, the socio-economic and political

organization of the Islamic society will be critically

analysed in a histori-caI situation to establish its

contribution to the formation of the spatial character-

istics in the traditional residential areas of Isfahan: a

provi-ncial capital in Iran. This study will- include an

overvi-ew of the meaning, the Islamic culture and ideology

have given, to the notion of an appropriate built-environ-

ment and the spatial characteristics that establish the
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define, in the context of the Islamic tradition,

of placerr.

r20

attempt to
the trsense

Besides the societal- components, this chapter will
also attempt to establish the significance of the personal

level of the human component in shaping the spatial
characteristics. The relati-onship between the family, as

the basic Islami-c societal unit, and the pattern of the

dweltint unit wil-l be explored to point out the importance

of the personal meaning in the conception of the private
personal spaces and the I'sense of placerr.

Fina11y, this chapter will analyse the dramatic modern

industrial changes, the modern planning policies of Isfahan

and their impact on the traditional residential areas of
the city. This study will be mainly an evaluation of the

objectives of that master plan and the dramatic change that

occurred due to the transplantation of hiestern spatial
concepts in the residential areas.

It is important to note that the arguments given here

are based mainly on information previously coll-ected for a

research study conducted by the author for a M.Phil. thesj-s

submltted in 1981 to the Department of Urban Design and

Regional Planning at Edinburgh University. Other important

sources are l-isted in the bibliography.

Furthermore, it is essential to point out that this
crltical study is outside the hleStern context of quality of

spatial characteristics and urban design and plannlng
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evaluation rationare. The rerevance of ideas such as those

given by Lynch (e.g., node, vista and district) anA Cullen
(argued in h1s book Townscape), proposed for enhancing

British and American urban built-envlronmental quality,
wil-1 therefore be questioned. critical comments such as

those made by Rapoport (1,977) that the rslamic architecture
in Isfahan rris reversed and inside outsidê", and Grube (in
Michell (ed.), L97B) who states, ilIt is non-tectonic'r and a
rrnegation of architecture'r, seem to be doubtful physical

comparative analyses based on European spatial quality and

cr'iteria. Apparently, both want to explain certai_n spatial
symbol systems by using a \,{estern paradigm. In other words,

in some \,r/estern studies of Islamic buitt-environmental
design in general and Isfahan in particul_ar (MichelI, L9'lg;

Hoag, Ig77; Scerrato , L977) , certaln misunderstanding 1s

observed. rrActionil interacti-on and built-environmental
quality instead of being analysed in the Islamic cultural?
context and symbol systems, is analysed with reference to
Western cultural patterns and mechanisms. Hence in this
chapter it will be indicated that paradigmatic trans-
plantation may be a refutable approach for a methodology

for critically analysing Islamic archltecture in general

and the spatial chanacteristics of Isfahan in particular.

Therefore, by critically studying the socio-economic,

political and cultural- context an attempt will be made to

icientify the paradigmatic dimenslon associated with space-

time. An effort will- then be made to outline the relevant

symbol systems that contribute to the desired quality of
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the spatial characteristics that establish the I'sense of
p l acerr .

II. THE TERMS OF REFERENCE

A prerrious definition in this thesis assumedrrculturerr

to be a priori and a framework of meanings and symbols.

ff Culturerr was noted to be involved as a rrstructurerr in the

interactive process to give meaning to the production and

reproduction of the spatial organizations that accommodate

human rractionrr . Culture can then be assumed to be the means

and outcome of the interactive process. For any study of

spatial configurations it is therefore necessary to under-

stand the culture and its symbol systems.

Since Isfahan is a city developed under Islamic

culture and tradition, it seems necessary to elaborate and

identify the Isl-amic cul-ture and civilization. A comprehen-

sive study is, however, quite laborious and far beyond the

scope of this thesis. Only some main general ideas that are

apparently important for the description of the paradigm,

the symbol system and the spatial configuration will

therefore be given.

I n. THE DEFrNrrroN oF TRADrrroN

Nasr (Foreword Ardalan, L975, 1981 ) explicitly 1n-

dicated Islamic culture and civilizatLon, in its Persian

context, âs traditional. He defined !rtraditlonrr not as a

custom, habit, inherited pattern of thought or a mode of

economic production, but as a principle and '1dea whose
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essential element is a religion in its universaf sense. He

further went on to say that any civili-zatíon or cufture

moulcied by religion to convey and unveil in all its
manifestations a principle of the Divine Origin, R€ality
and Truth is traditional. Tradition here carries in its
essence the idea of transmission of a form of knowledge

related to the Divine Knowledge. Thus tradition is the

prevailing and dominatlng idea in identifying the.whole

Iife styl-e, law, social- structure, art, architecture and

symbol systems of that particular people. This indicates

that in Islamic culture certain unchangeable religious
principles and ideas, which have dominated the whole

civilization, have prevailed. Furthermore, these principles

and ideas have identified the rractionrr and the appropriate

rnechanism (i.e., "structure") to be used in the production

and reproduction of the characteristics desired for any

socio-spatial organization of elements in space. Hence

Islamic art, architecture, .urban design and planning are

means and reflections of this tradition.

Therefore, it seems necessary to comprehend the ideas

and principles of Islamic tradition if a real understanding

of the societal generative mechanism and its spatial

manifestations is sought. Apparently, Islamic tradition is

an important component of the historical situation (i.e.,

paradigm) that gives meaning to the components, conceptions

and patterns used in the urban design of. Isfahan in general

and the traditlonal residential areas in particular.
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B. THE DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS AND THE SYMBOL SYSTEMS

In any study of a culture one has to understand its

symbolic systems. Eco ( in Broadbent et âl . , 1-980 ) fras

hypothesized that all cultural phenomena are in reallty

systems of signs that find themselves in each cul-turers

spatial design. Furthermore, the symbol systems that are

expressed by a spatial organizatLon have to signify a

certain notion and functlon and be eligible to those who

aîe in that particular cul-tural context. Eligibility seems

to indicate comprehension of the meaning of the symbols.

Therefore, it implies that some knowledge of the theory of

communication and semiology may be necessary. This again is

an interesting field of knowledge that is associated with

linguistic studies and which is beyond the scope of this

thesis.

However, it is important to note that any under-

standing of symbolic meanings, functions and their

historical proceSSeS of change creates the intellectual

awareness of certain cultural realities and ideals: a basis

for an argument necessary for any urban conservation.

Sometimes however these ideals and realities are forgotten.

They can be discovered only through a study of the

historical process and the cultural patterns. Furthermbre,

a userrS (or actor's) awareness and understanding of the

symbols, make the symbols a means of interaction and

comprehension of the meaning of the spatial character_

istics. Therefore, àAV spatial organizat:-on is conceived in

terms of a subject-object relationship. Hence spatial
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settings are internalLzed as part of the subject and uni-ty,

harmony and the rrsense of placerr are in view of the actor

and his/her rractionrr. It is therefore important to study

the symbol systems as part of an historical situation and

process.

The application of the theories of symbolizati-on and

semiotics to architecture and urban design seems to stem

from Ogden and R.ichard's ( 1966 ) theory and study of the

science of symbolism in languages. Semiotics assumes that

the symbolizers are the spatial elements (i.e., form,

space, volume, surface, texture, colour, etc. ) and 'the

symboLized are the notions or ideals identified by the

culture of the actor. The meanings of the symbols are

expressed in space by the spatial characteristics, and

produced and reproduced by the actor through the process of

social interaction. Therefore to comprehend spatial

characteristics one has to understand the human rractionrr,

symbols and culture in an historical situation.

III. TRADITIONAL ISLAMIC CULTURE

Traditional Islamic culture is based on the MusIim

definition of religion and the experience that identifies

that religion. Briefly, it Ís alI those principles which

are revealed by God, through the prophets, to humankind to

bind the human being to his/her Origin. Islamic culture is

considered to be the application of traditional principles'

human experience, perception of the universe and the place

of the human being in relation to that Universe. These
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principles and applications are revealed in the Quran - the
I'containerrr which holds the Message of God and the

prophetic sayings: the Hadith. These provide the laws that
govern all aspects, guidance and framework for a Muslim and

the Islamic society (ef-Ommah).

In the Quran, there are three types of Messages: the

Divine Laws (et-Snari'ah); the form of Reallty and the

position of a person in relation to that Reality. lVhile the

A1 Shari'ah defines the framework for all the laws and the

socj-o-economic and political organizations, the meta-

physical latter two are the source of the symbolism

manifested in the built-envj-ronment (Ardal-an, L975; Bakh-

tiar , I9'/6; Burckhärdt, 1-976).

lltith the Islamic invasion the highly stratlfied
structure of pre-Islamic society disintegrated. In its
place calne a new social order which stressed a very mobile,

flexible and somewhat classless society. The most prominent

members of the new social order were the l-earned people

(Ufama). Because of their knowtedge and interpretation of
the Quran and the prophetic sayings the Hadl¡ft, they became

the spiritual, lega1 and political advisers and leaders 1n

the Islamic communlty. The Ulama in Iran became so powerful

that they could lnfl-uence the Shah and the autocratic

institution (Avery, 1965).

This appeared to be the case in Isfahan at the time of

the Safavid Dynasty (t+99-1736). Since that period and up

until the present day, a strong government brought the
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mostly the bazaar merchants,

the political institution was

the monarchy and the people,weak and a gap existed between

the ll_l-ere

rebellion
emerged

( Hourani ,

as organlzers

1970 ) .

of protests and even

In the Sharirah, which must not be changed either by

time. or the historical process, the rofes of the individ-

ual, family, society and the political institution are

determined (Nasr, I979). Each Muslim generatÍon as

individuals and a socj-ety - has to conform to the framework

and the teachings of the Shari.'ah, and apply its spirit and

substance accordingly.

The idea of constancy in the sociaf order has an

explicit notion and spatial manifestation in the urban

built-environment. The unity that exists in the Islamic

social order (41-Ommafr) has created an ideal, predetermineC

by the religion itself. This, however, does not mean that

the same space generative mechanism prevails everywhere.

Certain regional variations, due to the climatic condition,

geographic features, Iocal material, inter-cultural commun-

ication and, most important of all, the regional historic
process are observed. Thus one notices certain differences

in spatial characteristics between North Africa, the Middle

East and Iran. In Iran, for example, a dominant architec-

tural feature the Ly-an, âD interior court, originated in

the pre-Isl-amic Sassanian era, while the Middle East and

Turkey are very much influenced by the Byzantine architec-

ture.
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The Shari'aþ outlines explicitly the Iaws for human

behaviour. Simplicity in external self-re a:.izatron, famiJ-y

bonds, the importance of the local community and profess-

ional occupation integrity seem to be some of the major

features of the Sharirah. Apparently it is for this reason

that, in an Islamic urban pattern, one does not notice

geographical segregation of residential areas between the

rlch and poor. l{hether the non-existence of spatial class

segregation el-iminates some of the economic externalities

on Iand value seems to be an important subject for

research.

As stated before the Sharirah identifles the individ-

ual as a member of Islamic society (¡,t-Ommafi). It therefore

gives more rights to the community than the individual.

A1so, the individual is enclosed withln the basic social

unit that possesses property and identity; that is, the

family (Hourani, 197O) . Thus a person, whether man or

woman, gets his/her identity from the predetermined

position, relation and rights in the family. The right of

the family to live undisturbed in an enclosed private place

is then a major law that identifies the spatial notion of

the residential an^ea. The famlly's right to privacy has

been a main reason for the inward-looking concept of

dwelling and cluster where everyone is related either by

blood or marriage and can Iive, develop and die withln the

basic social unit of an Islamic society. In other words the

social- hierarchy in an Islamic society is based on the

family unit.
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fn an rsl-amic society one has to conslder the col-rec-
tive intentionalì-ty and purposive,actj_on, of the family as

the personal human dimenslon in space. The identity of each

person can be identified only within the family's self_
expression in space. Thus any personal j-zation of space is
created by the internal central court and the famiry room

(i.e., andaroun), not by the individual sleeping room.

To turn to another aspect of the rslamic society and

its hierarchic residential pattern, one has to look at the

classification and organization of trades and guitds in the
bazaar. The loazaar is defined as the spatial socio-economic

organization of traditional, urban rsramic society. Each

member who belongs to a trade (i.e., guild) occupies a

specific l-ocation in the loazaat and l-ives among his ferl_ow

tradesmen (i.e., merchants, master craftsmen, craftsmen and

students) in the sarne neighbourhood (Avery, 1965). rn the
past the duties of these guilds consisted of specific
social as werl as commercial activities such as pricì_ng,

standard of manufacturing, inspection, competition and so

on (Avery, 1965).

For years the politicar and social organizations of
guirds have been stratified in a hierarchic order. At the

top of thls order are those guilds that contribute signif-
icantly to the urban economy. Their political and economic

power is reflected in their hierarchic l_ocation in the
bazaar and the traditional residential-areas. Therefore the
powerful guilds have their residential areas nearer to the
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city centre, while members of the least powerfur guirds are

situated at the periphery of the city.

CLUSTER - FOR EXTENDED
FAMILY

DI/¡ELLING
UNIT - ONE

FAMILY

NEIGHBOURHOOD TO
ACCOMMODATE A

GIVEN GU]LD

(

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t

I
)

ZJ

Drawing III-1. Social hierarchy of a typical tradítional residential
area.

The basic social unít is a family living in a private
house where the man and \^7oman f orm the unity of the
household.

Several related families form an extended family that
have the right to a private domain (i.e., cluster).
Different size of extended families generates different
clusters.
Several of these clusters are economically and socially
associated to form an identified trade, guild or an
ethnic minority. Starting from the city centre, rheir
residential location is ordered hierarchically in
accordance with the economic power of their guild.

Based on the metaphysical messages in the Quran, Is1am

has indicated that all aspects of life and all cosmic and

universal- manifestations aîe governed and united by a

single Universal Principle: the unity of all' cosmj.c

elements and rel-ations into a slngle order. The unity is
based on the realization of the relationship between the

human being and tlie Universal- Order, and the nature of

things, particularly the Divine Nature. It is deducted from
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the main princlple of Islam, - Unity, ( er-t awhi d ) expl1c-

itly indicated in the A]-Shahadah which states: rrThere is

no divinity if Ít be no Divinitytt (La-I-Laha Ill-a-Alfah)

or, rrThene is no reality if it be no Reality" . This Islamic

UnÍversal law defines the nature of the Absolute, the

profound oneness of all existenqe and the relative relation
and the way to integrate everythlng into the whole (Nasr,

r oqo \
LJ I J ) .

Traditional Musl-im culture is also based on the belief
that the Holy Quran is a reflection of that unified
Universal Order. Similar to the physical world, the Quran

makes the human being real-íze the whole world and its
constituent parts that are in continuous change to a

constant law and pattern. Therefore, àñ analogy is created

between the Universal Law and the Quran. By abiding by

these 1a-ws, the urban built-envi-ronment becomes a part

related to the Universal- whole (lfnan, 1-981; Ardalan, L9'/5;

Bakhtiar, Ig76; Burckhardt, Lg76). This implies that

Islamic art, architecture and urban design take their

notion, ideals and symbols from the faws and principl-es

noted in the Quran and its analogue, the unity of the

Universal Order. Islamic urban design is noted to be a

synthesis of the spatial patterns and elements that symbol-

Lze Universal Unity and Order. Some verses and chapters of

the Quran are regarded as the sources of inspiration for

the arabesque while others, such as the last chapters, are

an inspiration for symmetrical, rhythmical and geometrical

architectural- forms (Nasr, l-979). Spatial characteristics,
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f,hrough their symbot systems, seem therefore to symboLize

and conform to a uni-versar rdeal and order and transmit an

ontorogical knowledge which is contemplative in nature,
metaphysical in essence and defines the exi-stence of
Be ing.

Therefore, nature and the buirt-environment have

become an order with two levels of,knowledge: the physical
and the metaphysical-, or epistemorogical and ontological.

.Nature and the Quran have become a source of insplration
and the symbol systems to be embodied in the spatial
characteristics of the urban environment and thus achieve

further harmony between the naturar and the built-environ-
ment, or the human being and nature.

It is important to note that in Islam the human being

is given the freedom of choice, but he/she is to be true to
his/her primordial nature fitrah ) , namely a Divine Form,

created to reflect God (Nasr, L979 ).. tfrus the human being

is judged not by physical abillties but by how true he/she

is to his/her nature. The human being through knowledge

(ry¿f"h), integrated in him/her as lntelligence, wiIl, and

speech (Divine qualities), is able to know himself/herself

and his/her nature and thus lead himself/herself back to

God. This definition, gives an existentiat and spiritual

dimension ( i. e. , rtbeingrr) to a person, and corresponds to

the one outl-ined 1n chapter one (i.e., "beingrr as an agent

of rraction"). In other words, a metaphysical dimension is

supplemented to human rractionil so that the actor can

express spatially his existence. This further indicates
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that both the ontological and the epistemological knowledge

are necessary in the production and reproduction of space.

The metaphysicar conception and objective of the tradition-
al rslamic human being is therefore an important factor in
the spatial symbol systems, the human dimension of space

and the creation of the,sense of placerras a manifestation
of personaÌ existence.

DIVINE PRESENCE

o

THE ARC OF

ASCENT
THE ARC OF

DESCENT

o

HUMAN BEING

Drawing III-2: The Arc of Ascent and the Arc of Descent. Through
Revelation the DÍvine and Absolute Truth is given to
the, human being. The human being reaches his Creator
through the symbol systems by the Arc of Ascent.

one of the principal schoors that has a conslderable
impact on art, architecture and science is sufism or
mystical theology, which started in the eleventh century
under the Sel jug Dynasty ( i_037-Ll-sT) .

Thi s period in Persian history is consi_dered to be

of a renaissance (eope, 1965; Godard, j_965). Asomewhat

dynami c creativity in art, architecture, phllosophy and
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1j-terature was observed. Since then, Sufism progressed to

influence aII forms of knowledge taught in the traditional
schools (madrasah) and artlsan trade guilds in the bazaar.

Throughout the history of Iran great Sufis were teachers,

intellectuals, counsels and spiritual instructors. They

also founded the Safavid Dynasty (f¿gg-1-736). The Sufi

monasteries (khanagahs) were often contributors of
stability and great centres for education. Many of their
mystical doctrines that combined technical and spiritual
knowledge, were associated with architecture and city
planning (Isfafran Colloquium, L974). In short, up until the

present day, the Sufi orders in Iran are the most important

contributors to Islamic culture. Hence, a brief outline of

their theory is necessary if the spatial characteristics of
Isfahan are to be understood.

.Sufism, whose ideas are al-so derived from the Quran

and the prophetlc sayings the Had¿-!!, is considered for

those who refuse to be tied down to only the externalities
(exoteric) of religion. They rather seek for the mystical

knowledge (esoteric) (Marifah) of Reality, Being and God.

This goal is known by the Sufis to be much higher and more

difficult to achieve than obedience to the exoteric rules

and l-aws of the Al-Sharirah. It 1s achieved by passing

through certain mystical stages of rrbeingrr where the soul,

the spiritual element 1n human being, returns to its

source: God. This mystical journey relies upon the contem-

plation and understanding of the symbols associated with

Divine reality, grace (barakah) and oneness (Af-tawhid);

the principle of Islam (Burckhardt, 1963; Stoddart, 1,976).
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In Sufism, however, the two concepts esoteric and

exoteric have a definite relationship (drawing III-3). This

relationship is properly described by an analogy to a

circLe, where the exoteric concept ( Sfrarirah) is the

circumference, the totality of which comprises the laws

that govern the who1e MusIim world. Accepting and abiding

by the exoteric concept is a prerequisite of any Sufi.
\,VhiIe the inner truth, or Haqiqah, the esoteric heart of
religion, is the centre of this circle. Each radius (and

there are lnfinite radii) symbolLzes the path (ef Tarig-
hah) that leads from the circumference (Shari'ah) to the

centre (Haqiqah). Just as the point 1s the generator of the

c j-rcumference, it 1s the Haqiqah that generates the path

(ef Tarighah) and the laws ( Sharirarr) ( Stoddart, 1,976) . The

aim of the Sufi therefore is to seek the centre: the Origin
and Reality of a1I thíngs. Partly this aim is achieved by

unclerstanding the meanings of the spatial characteristics
and the symbol systems of the built-environment and the

Quran (Ardalan, 1975; Bakhtiar, L976; Burckhardt, 1,976;

Critchlow, 1976).

ESO RIC
(HAQIQAH)

PATH
TAR]GHAH

EXOTERIC
( sstnraH )

Drawing IlI-3: The exoteric and esoterÍc concept of sufism.
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contrary to Tafslr, the riterary and exoteric explan-

ation of the Quran, Tarwil is the methodotogy used to
derive the esoteric meaning of the symbors in the Holy Book

and the universe. Ta'wil is based on the notion that
everything has an externally (zarrir) and an internarry
(gatin) manj-fested reality. The Sufi who lives and

experiences the exter'nal must seek the internal if he is to
reach the Orígin. This is done by being mentally trans-
formed by alI Quranic and the analogue Cosmic symbols

that is, in all rearities. rt is apparent that thi-s notlon
of search, penetration and mental transformation by the

symbols in all realities is the basis of traditionar
Islamj-c science, art, architecture and urban design.

Identifying an inner metaphysical meaning in all things
seems to be contrary to the cartesian natural and social
science devel-oped by'r¡Iestern civilisation.

The Sufi doctrine is based on the Unity of Being,

derived from the previously stated A1 shahadah , the

principle of Islam. By this principle the Sufi also

distinguishes the relationship between the relative and the

absolute, between the finite and the infinlte and between

other than God and God Himself. By using the AI shahadah

the Sufi defines Unity or Oneness as à',positive content of
every dlstinctionrr (Burkhardt, 1-963:61) . Slnce in each

'rbeingrr, there exists the relative of the absolute or

oneness (a positive quality), it creates a certain quatit-
ative distinction apart from the reality of the physical

distinction of rrbeingrr. The Sufi therefore distinguishes
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between things by their relative positive quality in
relation to the Absolute Unity. Hence all rrbeì-ngsrr are

associated with the Universal Reality and Unity. Moreover,

any aesthetic qual1ty, including the one in the built-
environment, is related to the Universal Quality and

conforms to the Cosmic Order. Thus the quality one

experiences j.n the spatial characterj-stics 1s the reflec-
tion of the Divine Beauty.

Oh Lord thou knowest that even now and again
lVe never gazed except at Thy beautiful Face
The beauties of this l¡/orld are all mirrors of

Thy Beauty
In these mirrors we only saw the Face of the King

Awhad Al-Din Klrmani

IA leading Sufi who died in 1-337-8. He belonged to
the Shahidbazi: The contemplation of the Divine

form. The above rubaiyat is trans-Be auty in earthly
lated by B.M. \¡¡reischer and P. L. \,rlilson Heart
Witness, Tehran 1,978:1-68-1-69. ]

Sufism explains the creation of the world as a

manifestation of God to Himself (Burckhardt, 1-963). More-

over, the Sufi sees human creation with full consciousness

of Godrs creativity, not in competition with Him, but

submission to His UnÍversal Order, âs a Dlvine Model (Nasr,

1981-). Beside being functional, human creation is a meta-

physical knowledge that is revealed so that the creator may

know hj-mself /herself as a rrbeingrr . In both cases ( i. e. ,

Divine and human creation) a dichotom,y; the creator and the

created form a unity. Furthermore, in both cases of
creation, there are the rrPrincipal Possibilitiesrr, known as

the qualities of the Creator and conceptlons of Unity,

whose Archetypes are symbolized by the symbol systems in
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the cr'eated. Unlty in any creation is therefore achieved by

the symbols that symbolize the Archetypes (Afnan, 1gB1_)

(drawing III-4).

UN]TY

PRINCIPAL POSSIBILITIES

l\/lt/14\

ARCHETYPES

SYMBOLS

CREATED
ENVIROMENT

Drawing III-4: The Principle and Unity of Creation.

Another Sufi notion of creation is based on the

renewal- of creation at each instant. According to the Sufi

the Principal Possibilities are never brought to existence.

OnIy through symbol systems that symbolize their
continuous, inexhaustible relative modalities are they

experienced (Burckhardt, l-963). hlhen these two theories of
creation are synthesized a theory of Isl-amic rhythm and

harmony, based on space-time creation, is apparent (drawing

rrr-5).
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Drawing III-5: Renewal of Creation at
theory of Creation.

each instant and the space-time

The repetition of a dome in time, with a slight change
due to difference in the quality of Creation is a
theory of creation that has produced rhythm and harmony
in the bazaar.

The analogy drawn between the cosmos (trre Màcrocosm)

and the human being (trre microcosm) is another aspect of
the Sufi doctrine. rt is based on the notion that, the

human being, has in his mlnd a conception which virtually
includes al-1 things. rrrhrough stimutating forms he can

conceive both forms and spirituar essencer'(Burckhardt,
1963: 90 ) . The human I'perce'ptionrr of the physical world
represents, on this Ievel of consciousness, a complete

vision of the whole universe. Hence the human being the

microcosm and the universe the Macrocosm are the exact

refl-ections of each other (drawing rrr-6). The sufi carls
the universe a "Blg Mantr , of a rrUni_versal_ Manrt, and the

human being, a 'rl-itt1e universe'r.
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-\. sPrRrr BODY

SOUL
SPIRIT

--J

UNIVERSAL MAN (MACROCOSM) HUMAN BEING (MTCROCOSM)

Drawing III-6: The Macrocosm and the microcosm.

The Sufi doctrine then goes on to explaln that the
fruniversal Manrr has one body and a gradation of heavens,

corresponding to degrees of 'rbeing'r . He has a soul (nafs )

whose power is in aII the organs of the body and moves

outward from the earth to reach heaven where the spirit
dwel-1s (Nasr, l-954) (drawing rrr-6). The salne analogical
concept of 'runiversal Manrr is gi-ven to human being. l¡/hereas

the rrUniversal Manrr has the earth as hi s body , the human

being has his/her human individuality as the external- form.

Therefore the soul (nafs), identlfied with the essence of
the human being, is an inward reality moving toward the

centre where the spirit exists. The human being, âccording

to the Sufi therefore, has attained in this wor1d, a

central positlon, and through his/her realization of the

totality of the nature and the Universe, he/she is able to
realize truth, feality and his existence (Nasr, L97g).

These beliefs that is, realization of nature and the
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universe made astrology, astronomy and mathematics

important. They were reflected in many spatial character-

istics of the built-environment. For example Ghlyath Al-Din

A1-Kashi (d.L420), a mathematician and astronomer, used his

knowledge to write a treatise on the mathematical propor-

tion for buildings.

It is interesting to note that the concept of the

Macrocosm, as Ardalan ( 1-975 ) fras indicated, is symbol ized,

in the Persian pavilion garden, while the mj-crocosm the

inward-looking little universe is symbolized by the

interior courts. In both cases it is the soul which 1s

moving in time and space in search of the spirit.

Prior to any further study that will indicate the

impact of the Sufi doctrlne on the spatial characteristics

of the built-environment, the definition of cosmology in

the Islamic cultural context seems necessary.

Traditional Islamic cosmology and natural science are

closely associated with the metaphysical and philosophical

ideas that manipulated Isl-amic civil-ization (Nasr, L976).

Cosmology is based on the I'interrelationship between

things, their synthesis and the vision of the whole within

which the parts can only have meaning" (Nasr 1,976228). The

human being, if he/she wishes to attain an ideal quality of

life, has to attempt to co-ordinate his/her Iife and

society with the harmonious and ordered universe.

Cosmology, then, is not only related to physical harmony

and order, like modern ecology, but also to the spiritual
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and qualitative aspect of rrbeingrr and the Universe. There-

fore cosmology is used to establish the spatial existence

of the human being. This sclence has used in its synthesis

diverse sources such âs, the Quranic symbols; the principle

of Unity in Islam; mathematlcal and numerical- symbols. The

cosmol-ogical schemes are therefore to relate each aspect

hierarchically to the Unity and thus further clarify the

Macrocosmj-c picture.

It is observed that the city in Islamic tradition has

been conceptuali-zed organically and its patterns are

systemized hierarchically so that one can perceive the

Macrocosm, and its analogue the microcosm. It seems to be

yet another symbol. system that contributes to the human

being built-environment relationship.

IV. THE SPATIAL ELEMENTS AND THE CREATION QF THE
ISLAMIC SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS IN SPACE

In the first chapter it was stated that the spatial

elements ( surface , shape , form, space, colour, texture,

etc.) are organized in certain patterns to identify in

space the spatial characteristics of the settings to

achieve the spatial situations that may accommodate human

rractionrr. At the beginning of this chapter arguments were

given for assuming that the spatial characteristics in

space are created to carry the meanings given by the symboJ-

systems. The symbol systems were noted to be the identific-

ation of certain cultural patterns. Hence, cul-ture

contributes to the spatial characteristics in space to
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appropriately the human ilacti_onil and the
rrbeingrr.

Therefore, having described briefly the traditionar
rslami c cul-ture and some main aspects of its symbol

systems, it now seems necessary to critically review the
spatiar elements, their organization and the creation of
the spatial characteristics.

Note that the cultural and metaphysical stress in this
thesis is not to prejudice other factors such as local
material, climatic conditions, geographlc location and

function. The importance of these elements, âs noted in
chapter two, is obvious. only when necessary, are they
integrated into this argument.

rn the study of the culture, the traditlonal rslamic
built-environmental aesthetic, as a quality of the spatial
characteristics, is observed to be a means of knowledge for
the rearization of Reality. rt is conceptuarj-zed as tradit-
lonaf due not only to the object and function, but also to
1ts conformity to the unity of the cosmic order, to its
symbolism, to its reason for its creation and to its
hierarchic styte and relationship. rn traditional rslamic
architecture and urban deslgn the designer creates his
built-environment and glves meanlng and characteristics to
its spaces, fully al^i are that he/she is expressing the
symbolic meanings and transforming the form from the
material- leve1 to reflect the Archetype and the exlstence
of Being. rn other words, the designer attempts to trans-

,l
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the form into a formless essence so that
the cosmic order i-n the Macrocosm and

the microcosm.

it may comply

its analogue;

wi th

Transformation of the matter and the form and identif-
ication with the Divine Essence is therefore achieved

through symbols that reflect the Divine Archetypes.

However, àccording to the Sufi teaching, the human belng

cannot create these symbols. The symbols are there for the

designers to discover and transform through mathematics,

geometric patterns, harmony and rhythm that exist in nature

(Bakhtiar, L976). Hence the designer copies the process of
nature and uses its symbols to express the Islamic notion

of Unity.

Therefore, in this culture, the designer adopts the

role of a forger who takes matter and, through a certain
process, a priori knowledge noted in the Quran and the

Universe, and conscious state of mind, creates the charac-

teristics to achieve certain metaphysical objectives that

convey certaj-n existential and spiritual knowledge related

to the Cosmic laws and the principle of Unity. It is an

ontological process that seeks to transform the object

through the conformity to the nature of its material and

the subjective spiritual- world view of the Unlversal order.

Hence, two complementary realities are considered as part

of the process: matter in its traditi-onal concept and

mathematics: known by the Sufi as the Divine Language of

the intellect that has created the natural order and thus

its understanding is paramount. These two combine in any
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existence" (Critchlow, 7976, p.9).
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Source: Afnan, P. Urban Design Isfahan, 1981. Adopted from the studies
, r976.by Critchlow, K . Islamic Pattern

Drawing III-8: The creation of Multiplicity from Unity and return of
Multiplicity ro Unity.
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The human body is the unÍç of proportion in traditional Islamic
architecture.

proportion in the Friday Mosque, Isfahan.
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Drawing III-9: Laws of
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Note
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Source: Ardalan, Sense of Unity, 1975.

are derived from the height



Drawing III-10: Geometric patterns in nat.ure. Natural mathematical
proportion, the symbol of ideal beauty and Cosmic
Order, has given the designer the means to generate
the Universal Beauty: the essence of the Creat.or.

Source: Ardalan, Sense of Unityt t975

Islamic patterns inspíred by the natural elements.

Source: Nasr, Islamic Science, 7976.
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creative process to become the bases upon which a1I spatial
manifestations take shape and assume character. They are

therefore the foundatlon, harmony and rhythm in the cosmic

and the built-environment. As a result, before defining the

spatial elements and characteristics that attempt to

achieve in space the desired cri-teria, it is necessary to

, review mathematics as the language of the intellect and

matter in its traditional concept.

A. MATHEMATICS, THE LANGUAGE OF THE INTELLECT

Critchlow ( 1-976 ) expllcitly indicated how, in Islamic

culture, mathematics and geometry as its physical manifes-

tation are associated with the concept of Unity established

in the A1-shahadah: the principle of Islam (There is no

divinity if not Divinity) (drawing ITI-8). Through mathem-

atics, unity, harmony and rhythm in nature are explained

(drawings III-9, III-l-O). Thus, for the traditional- MusIim,

mathematics takes three forms of reality: in the Divine

Intel-leçt as Archetypes, in the world of the mind as

scientific aspects and in the external world concrete

qualitative numbers and figures (Nasr, 1976). It is for
this reason that one notices that quite a number of

mathematicians (e.g., Khayyam, Ghiyath ad Din Kashi, A1

Biruni) and astronomers have contributed to the Isl-amic

cufture. Thus mathematics for the designer is a means for
expressing the symbols that shape and assume the character-

istics of the buj-It-envi-ronment. Unity, through rhythm and

symmetry, inspired from the natural order is establj-shed.

Continuous cycles of harmony to create Unity of multi-
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pliclty are created. Rhythm, âs Burckhardt (1,976)

indicated, does not belong to space, but the qualitative

measurement of time. It is therefore by an act of movement

that rhythm is establ-ished 1n the spatial dimension (Afnan,

1_eB1) .

B. MATTER IN ITS TRADITIONAL CONCEPT

According to traditional Islamic culture, natural

matter in its traditional concept (i.e., fire, air, water

and earth) is a passive substance upon which mathematics is

imposed by the Intellect, to create a form. Ibn-Sina (a

Persian thinker, d.1-1-99) stated that the qualities of aIl
bodles (.lism) are not the material but the form given to
them (Uasr, L964). Hence, matter, is created for form, and

its purpose 1s to have a form imposed on it. Furthermore,

the reality of the material does not end with its exterior

appearance but, as stated before, it has'an inner essence

or a symbolic reality associated with Unity. For example,

water, beside its physical and chemical properties, is cold

and wet, the symbol of the Giver of life. Through water the

Musl1m purlfies his soul and, simbolically, he/she i-s

reintegrated into his primordlal state (Nasr, 1-964). There-

fore mathematics, matter and the symbol systems are

synthesized to form the spatial characteristics and the

relationship of the spatial elements in space. Hence a

review of these elements is necessary.

One notes, however, that historical documents and

architectural drawings which explicitly indicate the integ-
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ratlon of symbol systems into the spatial characteristics
are very scarce. It is only in the past decade or so that
research has been undertaken (see bibliography) to try to

understand the above synthesis. The following, then, is an

attempt to contribute to that research and emphasize the

importance of establishing design criteria for cities,
created under the Islamic cul-ture.

SURFACE: THE BASIC SPATIAL ELEMENT
IN THE BUILT-ENVIRONMENT

Surface 1s assumed to be the necessary basic spatlal
element that forms shape and frames a space. Through

surface decorati-on, 1ts spatial quality uplifts the soul

to a higher state of rrbeingrr. This metaphysical quality is
achieved by the symbols, created through the synthesis of
the geometric surface patterns, the nobility and richness

of materÍal itself and the design patterns inspired by the

essence of nature and the cosmological order. According to

traditional Islamic art, only through surface treatment can

matter lose its heaviness and be transformed into an

eternal artistic reality (Ardalan, 1-975). Hence, the floor
with its decorative patterns symbolizes the earth upon

which one stands, while the wall, the transcending third
dimension of space, is where the soul ascends into a higher

state of rrbeingrr. Finally the roof , through the symbol of
the dome, is where the souf reaches its spirit ' (Afnan,

1-981-; Ardalan, 1-975). By attempting to indicate the symbol-

ism on these surfaces the artists and the architects could

displa¡r their imagination, originality and genius.
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Carpet decoration, the earth: the body in the Macrocosm

( drawing III-1- 1- ) .

\¡/alI decoration, the third dlmension of space, the

symbols. of which ascend the soul to a higher state of

being.

a. Drawing III-12 Arabesque
b. Drawing III-13 Catligraphy
c. Dnawing III-L  Brick wall pattern

' d.. Drawing III-1-5 ru/a11 opening treatment
e. Drawing III-l-6 \¡/a11 opening treatment
f. Drawing IIT-L7 Tile work
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Drawing III-11: A carpet made for floor decoration. The surface chat
signifies the Earth, the body in the Macrocosm, and
the surface upon which the human being, the microcosm,
s tands .



The Arabesque patt.ern in ShÍekh Lutfullah Mosque in Shah Square,
I s fahan .

Source: Ardalan, Sense of Unitv 797 5.

Drawing lII-12: Arabesque.

Arabe sque

1) the

2) the

is composed of:

stylized plants that symbolize nature and its rhythm;

geometry which is integrated into nature.

The combination of both is nature. The idea is to combine a restive
mass - the background - with an active decoration to express Multiplic-
ity within Unity. As a result the background and the decoration
complement each other.
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Drawing III-1-3: . Calligraphy.

The words of the Quran are sacred in form and content. fn the art of
Calligraphy, the passive background and the active pattern complement
each other to symboLize the Islamic doctrine of Unity.
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Drawing III-14: Brick \^raIl pattern.

The síze and plasticity of brick have made the brick an appropriate
decorative material. Here also the decoration is part of the surface,
not an applied ornamentation.

Source: Ardalan, Sense of Unity , r975.



To achieve more surface
harmony, aI I openings are
treated with grating that has
the same des ign as the
surface. Hence windows are not
treated as voids in contrast
to the solid surface.

Hasht Behesht Pavilion Gardens
in Isfahan.

Orazi, lJooden Grating
Safavid Architecture,

Source :

in
r916.

Drawing III-15:
All opening treatment.
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Drawing ITI-16: triall opening treatment.



Drawing rrr-17: 
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centurv' tires have been

Source: Blunt, Isfahan the Pearl of Persia, 7914
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D. SHAPE: A SYMBOLIC QUALITY THAT
SIGNIFIES THE ARCHETYPES

It seems that in this culture shape is defined with
reference to the mathematical configuration _ that has

manifested a certain symbolic quality to the object. I'The

square, the most externalized form of creation, represents

the earth, while the circle is heaven. The integration of
the two is through a triangle which embodies both aspectsil

(Ardalan, 1,975:29 ) .

Ardalan further indicates that the square as four and

the cube as six, are the most stable, static and uni-

directional shapes. As stated before, they symbolize the

earth in the Macrocosm and man in the microcosm. Besides,

both the human being body in the microcosm and the earth in

the Macrocosm are symbolized by the cube, while the sphere,

due to its bounding shape symbolizes Unity. These geometric

shapes (square, cube, triangle and sphere) therefore are

with reference to a certain cosmological order both in the

Macrocosmic and microcosmic scale.

E. FORM THE ORIGIN OF \^/HICH IN THE
UNIVERSE IS THE TNTELLECT

Burckhardt (ßlz ) stated that in the Islamic culture

all- creation of form is through the intell-ect imposing an

ideal on a plastic matter to create a certain content which

that particular form contains. The traditional- human being

knows that the world is composed of forms, perceived with a

priori knowledge by the five senses. These forms contain
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symbols referring to the Archetypes and Cosmic Unity. The

symbols are the result of the geometry applied on matter to

give quality, identity and meaning in conformity with the

traditional principles. According to the traditional human

being, therefore, the symbols of a Speclfic form are a link

between the qualitative abstract worl-d of the imagination

and the existential, quantitative, measurable and function-

al spatial settings. In other words, form is a reality of

an object, on the material level and through 1ts essence

and quality, a reflection of the Archetypal realities. For

example, the notion of a dome does not refer to size 
'

construction material or technique, but to the symbolic

quality generated by the form and its content. Based on

that, Ardalan (1975) has indicated that certain I'generic

forms" ( dome, minaret, garden, courtyard, Platform or

soc1e, porch and gateway) were historically created as

building blocks symbolizi-ng the Cosmic Order. Furthermore'

to give a new form (e.g., a mandala o r chahartag )toanew

symbolic meaning, one can synthesize two or mOre basic

'rgeneric formsrr.

TIME: A QUALfTATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENT OF MOTION

According to Ibn-Sina (wasr, L964) motion is defined

as going from a potential to an actuaf state in time. An

object moves 1n time because it still has in it a certain

potential, and therefore imperfection. However, an object

seeks a state of perfection as part of the total purpose of

the Uni-versal Order. "Motion depends not only upon the

F
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mover and the moved, time and space, but also upon Origin

and the Endrr ( l-96 9:22 ) tfrat is, its historicity and

objectivity. Furthermore, the concept of the movement of

the soul towards the spirit both in the microcosm and the

Macrocosm has given time the measurement of motion a

qualitative and metaphysical quality. l¡/hiIe the motion of

the sun and the notion of therrrenewal of creation at each

instantrr, have given a cycli-c order to time. Therefore, the

traditional time is both a qualitative and quantitative

measurement of motion through space. It started at a

certain point in the past and then with a spiral order of

motlon, will end at a point in the future. Moreover, since

time is assumed to be qualitative, the motion in time takes

a hierarchic notion.

G. SPACE: THE DIRECT SYMBOL OF BEING

According to Ardalan (1-975) tfre traditional kruman

being sees space as both the direct symbol of Being and the

controller of the Universal SouI that determines the

Macrocosmi-c creation and the microc9smic sel-f . Space is the

symbol of the soul in the microcosm and the Universal Soul

in the Macrocosm. Hence space is conceptuaLi-zed as a cut

out from material form and defined by the voi-d and the

inner surface of that form.

Nasr ( l-964) fras indicated that Ibn-Sina saw six

directions to space: left, right, front and back as the

rel-atlve on the horlzontaL plane, while up and down (zenith

and nadir) tfre absolute that corresponds to heaven and



earth. Therefore,

and low direction in an absolute sense

ABSOLUTE

Therefore, in this built-environment,

through spaces rather than between solid forms.

7

VE \

Drawing III-18: The upward direction corresponds to the ascending arc
to Heaven, while the radius, the descending direction
from Heaven to Earth. Llhen the qualitative aspect of
space is formed with reference Lo Heaven, the
quantitative and functional aspect follows.

One can note here that in the traditlonal Islamic

built-environment design, even though shapes make the form,

spatial characteristics of space are more important. One

main reason is the notion that space is the symbol of
rrbeingrr and the soul in the microcosm, and the Being and

Universal Soul in the Macrocosm. Therefore space is the

generator and producer of the qualitative aspect of the

form (i.e., the body). Note that the importance of space

(i.e. , the i-nterior space) is also due to the arid climatic

conditions and the social- organizatÍ-on that significantly

stresses the family unit.

the sphere (or dome)

r52

specifies the high

(drawing III-1-B).

one moves

Because of
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its space-time hierarchic continuum, space has acquired

positive and dynamic qualitative spatial and temporal

characteristics expressed by the quality of the material,

the design of the surface, 'the shape and the form and the

socio-spatial activities. At the beginning and end of each

space a complementary, transitional space usually exists.
Its characteristics symboLíze the preparatory stage where

one has to condition oneself to a transformati-on from one
I

state of spatial existence.

SOUL
SPIRIT

MACROCOSM

SPIRIT
(-to BODY

MICROCOSM

Drawing III-19: Space is the symbol of the soul. Its direction is
hierarchic toward the spÍrit. In the microcosm the
dwelling is the body and the form in which the space
of the interior courtyard is cut. I^lhile the pavilion
in the middle of the garden is the symbol of the body
in the Macrocosm.
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H. PLACE: 'I^/HERE THE SPIRIT RESIDES AND WHERE
THE SOUL ATTEMPTS TO REACH

rn the traditional rsramic built-environmental- design,
frspacerr is transformed to a ,placer' (makan) when the ratter
is secured, defined, familiar, orientated and its quaritat-
ive movement in time has reached its fj-nal stage. Meta-

physically, "pracerr is where the movement of the soul in
"spa¿s" terminates and reaches where the spirit resides in
the microcosm or the Macrocosm. The rsense of pracerl

therefore, is a conscious experience of existence, where

the traditional human being can identify within a boundary

(trre container), his/her physical and mental serf-express-
ion, (i.e., his/her content), and thus achieve harmony with
the environment.

rrPlace" as deflned in this cuf ture is a synthesis and

an ord.er of the spatial elements in space to create the

spatial characteristics necessary for attaining an organ-

ized and ideal state for the existence of human being. It
is therefore a static world, where the unity of the cosmic

order and its relation to the beholder is experienced. rf
the world is in a constant state of movement and change,

human being could not attain that rrsense of place'r. rrplacerr

is where, through their comprehension and realization, aII
the symbolic meanings, created by the spatial character-

istics, have transformed the interpreter to a state of
rrbeingrr where Unity is experienced and co-ordination,
harmony and securlty are achleved. The Persian world rahat
(meaning ease, tranquillity and repose), is an expression
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of that state of consciousness when a person senses that
rrplacerr.

rt is interesting to note that many of the scholars
who critically studied rsramic architecture in rran, were

surprised to discover that the interior courtyard and four
iwan ptan (a pre-rsramic order) was used for the dwerrlng,
mosque, caravanserai and school (madrasah) (Grube , 1979).

However, they l-ooked for their rati,onale and critical study

at the, \¡/estern order, where function and its reflection in
the form is paramount. They failed to understand the

importance of rrbeingtt and the metaphysical symbol systems

in this culturre. rf one considers the historicar situation
and process, the continuous dialogue between the human

being and the built-environment and the importance of the

symbol systems, one may clearly argue that the reason for
that particu,lar plan ( i . e. , interior courtyard and f our

iwan), is because the spatial characteristics create the

ideaÌ 'rplacerr for the Muslim.

Therefore one can observe how, withj_n this culture,
the characteristics created by the spatial elements in
space are forged by the cultural patterns to carry the

symbol systems of that culture. One al-so observes that, âs

indicated in drawing III-20, the spatial elements are

organized in a hierarchic manner to give each its relative
state with reference to space and rrplacerr. The surface,

with its decorative el-ements, the shape and the form are

all palt of a unifying whole. For example, the study of
the arabesque as a surface decoration in isolation is
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Drawing IIT-20: The hierarchy of sPatial elements.

1. Matter through maLhematics and its nature form the surface.

2. By the application of sÍmpIe mathematical objectives, a surface
forms a shape.

3. Shape when a relative and absolute criteria is contributed to it,
it forms form.

4. Space is a hierarchic and posÍtive movement through form.

5. Space turns into "placetr.

6
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elements, âs a

to be consid-

I. COLOUR AND SHADES AS SPATIAL ELEMENTS

Because of the climatic conditions in Iran, light,

shade and colour have become important determlnants of form

in the creation of the built-envíronment. Ardalan (1975),

Bakhtiar (1976), Burckhardt (1-976), Isfahan Colloquium and

Afnan (1-981- ) have all discussed the contribution of Sufism

in designating certain symbols to these spatial elements.

According to the Sufi Iight, the symbol of Divine

Existence, has to be complemented by darkness, the symbol

of the physical world. Between light and darkness there

exist many shades of shadows that are analogous to many

states of 'rbeingrr, both in the microcosmic and Macrocosmic

order. The notions of light and di.fferent shades of shadows

are explicit in many geometric surface patterns.

In a similar manner colours as different manifes-

tations of fight, have become symbols of the Archetypes.

Through the inspiration of nature, tlre tile maker (kashi

karj-) prepares his harmonious colour schemes to be used for

wa1l and dome patterns (Afnan, 1981) .

It was stated prevlously that Ardalan ( 1-975 ) has

conceptual-ized certain 'rgeneric formsrr, used as symbolic

bulldings blocks, to create unity and harmony in the urban

built-environment. Some of the main forms assumed to be

lrnportant in urban design are:



Drawíng III-21: The Dome.

the symbol of authority in the Islamic society that bridges
the material world and Heaven. Through a symbolic meaning of a
it is the rrplacerr of the Divine essence. Many domes have

landmarks to give orientation and contribute to the "sense of

Ir is
between
sphere,
created
p 1a cer' .

,.tIt.,1

Drawing III-222 The Minaret.

According to the Sufi tradition the minaret symbolizes the
transcendence of a human being to a higher st.at,e of being.

Similar to the dome, the minaret has become a landmark, and
for orientation in the city scape. Furthermore, the minaret
a vertical direction to balance the urban horizontality.

mystical

an object
has given
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{The entrace to Shah Mosquer a
s¡rmbol of the gate\^/ay to Heaven

Shah Square

Ali-Qapu: the gater^ray
to the Safavid palace.

'QJ

Drawing III-23: The gatehray is a defined transitional space that
separates one space from the other. It indicates the
end of a journey in space and the entrance to a
I'pIace".



Drawing III-24: The interior courtyard.

The interior courtyard is a manifestation of Èhe "sense of place"
(uakan). It is a symbol of the microcosm and its analogy, the
Macrocosm. The interior courtyard is a refLection of Unity in the
cosmic Order. Being a green garden in contrast to the arid desert, it
has come to symbolize Heaven and the "place" where the'spirit resides.
The notion of Heaven is further reinforced by the pool which is the
symbol of purification.

By repeating this "generíc form" in the built-environmental design a

certain unity and harmony is achieved.
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The dome

The minaret
The gateway
The courtyard
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In conclusion, the characteristics and hierarchic
organizat|on of spatial elements in this culture have

acquired and created spatially pre-identified symbol

systems to create appropriately the situation that may

accommodate the rractionrr and the existence of ilbeingil.

Moreover, the spatial characteristics that carry the symbor

systems have formed order, harmony and unity in the whole

urban built-environment. In a traditional Islamic city the

parts are therefore meaningless unl-ess related to that

whole. Hence any study of a traditional residential area

has to be undertaken with reference to the symbol systems,

the principles that created Unity and the whole hierarchic
city Order.

However, iri chapter one it was argued and assumed - as

part of the terms of reference that the rel-ationship

between human being and the built-environment is diachronic

(i.e., continuous and part of the historical development in

a sltuation). The spatial organization of an urban area is

an outcome of an historlcal process and a synthesis of

human rractionrr and rrstructurerr. rrStructurerr was defined as

a generative mechanlsm ( e. g. , social organi zation ) tfrat

creates and steers certain socio-spatial manifestations.

Therefore it is a priorl, developed, continuously re-

developed and circumscribed by the socio-economic,

political and cultural evolutlonary process with reference
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and great influence of the means and outcome of the human

'ractionr'. Therefore, a study of the historical process and

spatial organi zation of Isfahan may clarify the main

components and nature of the structure that continuously

interacted with human I'actionrr.

\iúith reference to Giddens ( 1-979 ) , this thesis argued

that the built-environment is an important part of the

rlstructurerr . The built-environment is util- ized continuously

in the social interactive process to create and re-create

future built-envlronment. Since the rrsense of placerr is a

spatial manifestation, iit the built-environment, of the

social interactive process, its quality i-s assumed as a

compOnent Of both the rrstructurett and the human rractionrr;

continuously produced and repröduced in a historical

situation. This is to suggest that there is a certain

historical continuity of the built-environment and the

rrsense of placerr from the past to the present and then to

the future. For achieving then the future rrsense of placerl

it is necessary to view the historical process that created

its past situation (i.e., the rrsense of pIace"). Therefore

a critical analysis of the spatial characteristics and

structure that continuously and historically achieve the

rrsense of placerr is necessary.

V THE HISTORICAL PROCESS IN THE TRADITIONAL
RESIDENTIAL AREAS OF ISFAHAN

The historical factors and

development

processes that contributed

to the creation and of Isfahan and its tradit-
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ionar residential areas are the micro-geographical
conditions, its strategic and economic location on the
intra-regional trade routes and the curtural_ evorutlon of
its people. The fertility of the soir in the rsfahan ba,sln,

the Zayandeh Rlver and the mountain range to the west made

that part of the rranian plateau appropriate for sufficient
agricultural activities to sustain settrements. By locating
the settlements at a distance from the river, they utilLzed
the fertile Iand for agricul_ture. Later, when the
population increased and more settlements were formed,

water, through the quanat system, was brought in to
irrigate more land and further increase the industriat
activity of the region. Besides being on the east-west and

north-south trade routes, rsfahan developed and increased

its manufacturing industries and became a fortified town

with mul-ti-commercial activities.

The strategic and political status of Isfahan was

another factor of its growth. since pre-rslamic time

rsfahan has been an army garrison, a provlnciar capitar or
a capitar of an empire. The rittre evidence that exists
from the pre-Islamic era indicates that several settlements

were created there, the most important of whlch was

Yahudiyah. For their defence and survival these settlements

mainly depended upon the garrison town J_gy.

The Arab (i.e., Islamic) conquest in 642 A.D. and the

cultural change that resurted from it was another important

factor in identifying the spatlar characteristics of
rsfahan. Even though the caliphate continuously encouraged
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trade, industries and population growth, it was not until-

Ayob-ben-Ziad' s ( an Arab general ) i-niti-ation that the

settlement started to take a specific spatial form and

character. According to Honarfar (fg0S), it was near the

settlement Yahudiyah on the River Forsan, that this general

built a palace, and a bazaar and joined the two settlements

Kushinan and Yahudi ah to form a square. Later 1n 77O A.D.

the Friday Mosque was built facing the square. Thus the

Islamic socio-economic, political and cultural- ideals were

introduced ( drawing III-25) . This civic construction

created a focal point and a gravitatlonal force to unify

all the surrounding settlements. Each of these settlements

became the basis for the traditional residential neighbour-

hood (mahalleh). People of different ethnic origin and

working in different trades inhabited and identified each

of these neighb ourhoods (e.g., Yahudiyah was inhabited by

the Jews). Later, each settl-ement according to their trade

occupied a certain section of the ]oazaar (market). Thus

Isfahan and its resldential areas took their basic form and

characteristics.

There is some historical evidence indicating that it

was during that period (eighth to tenth century) when the

spatial patterns of Isfahan hlere created (gtunt, 1-9'/4;

Isfahan Colloqulurn, I974). The construction of the new

square, with its palace and mosque an indication of the

new power generated the urban hierarchy and symbol

systems that up until now are the main features of Isfahan.

The Square established the nature of the growth pattern

(i.e., radial) and set the relationship between the
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residential neighbourhood, âs a part and the city, âs a

whoIe. The newly introduced symbols (i.e., the Isl-amic

cul-ture) signified by the mosque, gave the meaning to

create, in the new order, the spatial unity and the harmony

of the city. Thus, the new order transformed the spatial

characteristics and created a new Islamic conception of a

residential- area by a synthesis of the new cufture and the

spatial characteristics of the historical situation.

. Many of the spatial notions and characteristics of

todayrs traditlonal residential areas were formed at that

time. The present neighbourhood (mahalfeh) seems to origin-

ate and develop from the pre-Islamic villagers spatial

characteristics. In the early Islamic period, the notions

of space became the result of the synthesis of the

princi-p1es, power and mechanism (i.e. , 'rstructure" ) set by

the new Islamic order, the existing built-environment and

the rractionil of the inhabitants at that time. However

because of the impermanence of the building material (most

probably mud-brick), todayts knowledge of the early Islamic

spatial characteristics and patterns is implicit. But, one

can assume safely that they were simil-ar to the existing

viltages on the Iranian plateau. Note that this assumption

disregards the importance of the historical process (i.e.,

space-time dimension of the i-nteractive process). The

assumption however, impties that the oId village communal

centre became, after urbanizatLon, the neighbourhood

(rnahalleh) centre for social activities. This communal

centre comprised a square, surrounded by important

buildings and the local- bazaat. Later, when the Islamic
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tradition was established, most probably a mosque and a

traditional school (madrasah) were added to become the

primary place of the neighbourhood (mahalleh) communal

activities. The above speculation also implies that the

urbanity of the settlement was also the result of change

( i . e. , the I'structure" ) generated by the central square ,

the Friday Mosque and the bazaar. No other spatial conflg-

uration that may have alienated or stratified society into

a class structure (e.g., developing a residential area for

the ri-ch and noble class) was created. Except for the

mosque and school no change occurred in the spatial

configuration of the neighbourhood. Thus the dramatic

change introduced, took into consideration the i-mportance

of the continuity and relationship of the spatial setting

of the neighbourhood, and its inhabitants, and the environ-

mental- qualities, implicit in the rrsense of pl-acerr.

Therefore, the components that were considered in the

transformation of the settlements and their spatial
characterlstics into the new Islamic order were the charac-

teristics of the existlng settlements, the ethnicity of its
communities, their economic activity, the new order,and its
power. V/hile the mechanism that generated the synthesis of
these factors and the transformation into an urban built-
envi-ronment was the institutional power reflected spatially
in the new square, the palace, the bazaar and the Friday

Mosque.

Under the Seljug Dynasty (1O37-1-157) Isfafran became

the capital of an empire. PaIaces, gardens and monuments
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became common features. The era is known for its unique

architecturaf style ( Scerrato, L977; Hoag , 1,9'/7 ; Pope,

1965 ) , whlch was created through a synthesis of the

creative thoughts of the eastern part of the Islamic worLd

( i . e. , Iran, Afghanistan, Transoxiana and India) . In

Isfahan, this architectural legacy can be seen explicitl-y
in the existing Friday Mosque (Uasjid-1-Ja'meh), built on

the ashes of the previous one set up by the Arab general,

Ayob-ben-21-ad.

During this period an intellectual regeneration

occurred in Iran, which had a great impact on Isl_amic

culture and civilizatlon. Mystical religion (i.e., Suflsm),

shaped the work of many philosophers, poets, mathemat-

icians, astronomers and artists such as Ibn Sina, Omar

Khayyam and Ghazali. Seljug statesmen such as A1p Arsalan,

Malikshah, Sultan Sanjar and politicians such as Nizam-al-

Mulk encouraged intellectual achievements. Schools

(madrasah) and mosques to promote all- aspects of tradition-

aI education were therefore founded. SpatialIy they became

a dominant feature in the urban built-environment.

However, one of the most important spatial impacts

that this period had on the built-environment was the

re-introduction from pre-IsIamic Sassanian time of the

interior court four iwan plan (e. g . , Mas.j id-i-Jarmeh of

Isfahan) . The plan was used for mosques, schools

(madrasah), caravanserai and residential- units. It may be

quite coincidental that this p1an, its symbolic implication

and the Sufi doctrine were establi-sh'ed at the sane time.
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what seemed important however was that the idea of the

rsense of placerr, as defined by Islamic tradition, was

manifested in Iran by the four iwan interior courtyard' It

was therefore used in aII the built-environmental settÍngs

irrespective of their functions. Therefore in this cul-ture

one can observe that ilbeing'r - as a traditional self-

real- Lzatíon of existence was important and the creation

of the rtsense of placerr in al1 building was essential.

TheSeljugDynastyfurtherintegratedthelslamic

culture into the urban buitt-environment of Isfahan' The

newty constructed FridaY Mosque ( Masj id-i-Jarmeh) as the

maincitylandmark,thebazaarasthemaineconomic

institution of the city, and the palace were all accessible

to the focal point of the city the old square (drawing

rrr-27).

surrounding this square were the residential areas'

Theirna]neS'whichwereassociatedwithwallgardens'
ind.icate the existence of green spaces in the neighbour-

hoods ( mahalleh) inside the fortified city, The existence

of open spaces in the fortified city is supported by the

historical fact that the site of shah square - built by the

later Safavid Dynasty was a Seljug garden named Naesh-i-

Jahan. Chardin, a EuroPean traveller who visited Isfahan at

mentioned the existence of thesethe time of the Safavid'

gardens in the residential areas behind the city walls'

Exceptforthecontinuityandreinforcementofthe

Islamic tradition, ño dramatic change was recorded histor-

icallyintheresidentialareas.Thenewpalacesand
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gardens, built for the aristocracy and rich, were located

outside the city wall near the Zayandeh River. They rarely

interfered wi-th the previously established characters. In

other words, the agricultural land which was initially

important for the existence of settl-ements had become the

new, private playground for the rich. This implies that in

the capital of the empire, the means of production had

changed from agriculture to industry and commerce, Iocated

in the bazaar and administration in the palace. Thus the

changes in urban activity had little impact on the existing

residential areas, and whatever change occurred due to the

means of production did not destroy the existlng rrsense of

place".

It is important to note that the palaces had different

concepts from those in Europe. The information available

today (especially on those which were constructed in later

years €.g., Cheh Sutan and Hasht Behesht), indicates that

these palaces were pavilions located in wall-ed gardens and

used only for festivities. Apparently the rlch and noble

cl-ass usually reslded among the Iesser rich i-n the tradit-

lonal- 4eighbourhoods inside the walIed city. The reason was

that the nob11ity, even though they may have been l-and-

lords, were associated usually with urban activities, such

as administration. Their daily presence in the city was

therefore necessary. In fact there is reason to believe

that the nobility lived in one neighbourhood near the main

city square ( Isfahan Colloquium, I974) . This further

supports the implication that the pavilions (i.e., palaces
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outside the city wa]l) were used onry for speciat occasions

and annual- holidays, such as the Now Rouze.

Therefore, one may conclude that, similar to the

previous era, this period also based the reproduction of
the buil-t-environment on the idea of consol-idating the

existing spatiar characteristics that accommod.ate the

settings f or human rractionil and their rrbeingil . The city
landmark ( friOay Mosque ) , city focal point ( tfre main

square) trre pattern of the residentlat areas and the bazaar

were all created to support the previously establ-ished

hierarchic and harmonious order. Changes such as the

pavilion gardens or expansion, were in places that did not

come into conflict, both spatiatly and socially, with the

existing spatial order. In other words, the continuity of
the spatial characteristics from the past, to the present

and into the future was considered in the traditional
residential areas.

Probably the most important era of Isfahan was the

Safavid period (L499-1-736). Shah Abbas (rse9-1627), the

flfth and most important Safavid shah, chose Isfahan as his
capital-. His decision started a century of prosperity for
the city. The population increased to about 5OO,OOO and

gave Isfahan the form that one observes today. During hÍs

reign, Safavid architecture and urban planning reached

their peak in expression and form. Although some may argue

that Shah Abbasr perlod did not contribute and achieve

great architectural- innovation and was not considered the

peak period of Persian architecture (pope, 1965 ) , his
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contribution in planning and urban design was consider-

abl-e.

When Shah Abbas carne to Isfahan the city's focal point

was the old seljug square and its landmark was the Friday

tutosiue. shah Abbas decided to buird a new square , the Shah

Square (i.e., the new focal point of the city), at the

eastern part of Nagsh-i-Jahan garden. He then relocated aII

the clty activities and created a new order and patterns

with reference to the new square. on the western side of

the new square the palace compound was built. on the

southern side he Iocated the main city mosque, the Shah

Mosque,whichbecamethenewcity]-andmark.Hethen

re-routed the bazaar to lead from the old Friday Mosque 
'

around the new square to join the southern route that led

to the Zayan¿eh River by a wide, tree-Iined avenue (tfre

existing chahar Bagh sadre Avenue (drawing III-28).

The royal palace compound, west of Shah Square' t,,,ras an

addition to the palaces and pavilions built by the previous

SaljugandTimuriDynasties.Itisimportanttonotethat

Brown ( 1965 ) indicated that many European trravell-ers who

visited the court of Shah Abbas were not impreSsed,

probably because palaces lacked the grand vistas and

settingsthatexpressedthepowerofthemonarch,âSwas

thecaseinEurope.Thefactthatitdidnothavean
external facade, âs was the case in Baroque Europe ' was

considered to be an anti-architecture. It is apparent that

those travellers evaluated Isfahan durlng the period of

shah Abbas on European architectural and urban design
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criteria which highlighted vistas, axi-al design and self-
expression in form. Isfahan however, was an expression of

Islamic tradition, with different spatial conceptions and

characteristi-cs. Vistas, self-centred perspectives, axiaÌ

design and external expression of form were meaningless in

the Islamic tradition. Hence they couf d not be the evaluat-

ive criteria. These differences of values between Europe

and Isl-am explicitly indicate the importancé of the

cultural pattern that establishes the spatial meaning and

the historical situation (paradigm) of the spatial charac-

teristics.

I,{est of the palace a ceremonial road or l-inear garden

called Chahar Bagh was built, which started on the north,

from a small royal pavilion called Jahan Namah, went

directly south, to cross the river by the Allah Verdi Khan

(or Sio-Seh-Pol) ¡ridge, ending up in the royal garden

Hezar Jarib: the site of todayrs Isfahan University. As

indicated in drawing III-28, on both sides of this road,

the garden pavilÍons for the rich and the nobl-e men were

I oc ate d.

Similar to the palace compound, the design of the

Chahar Bagh also puzzLed the European travellers. Being the

main access and ceremonial entry to the city they expected

it, like its European counterparts, to create a vista or

end up in a square or palace that symbolLzed the power of

the institution. Here too one can point out the para-

digmatic dimension as a reason for the Europeansr in-

comprehension and surprise.
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The new residential areas to accommodate the popul-

ation growth were mainly west of the Chahar Bagh and Jolfa;
south to the Zayandehi River. In the former the Azerbayjanis

resided while in the latter, the Armenians. However, the

area along the river was left for the wal-led gardens,

pavil-ions and public parks (drawing III-28).

Besides the elimination of the old Seljug Square, Shah

Abbas did not alter dramatically the Seljug and Timurid

residential areas (Brown, 1965; Blunt, L974; Flonarfar,

1965; Cambridge History of Iran, Vo1.6, 1986). Apparently

in the walled city of Isfahan, the new developments were

only houses, baths, hosques, caravanserais and schooLs that

fitted the existing spatial characteristic. They were all
built on the traditional Islamic conception, mainly the

interior courtyard, to accommodate the different activities
of each neighbourhood (mahalleh).

Therefore, the re-design of Isfahan was not only for

the monumentality of an imperial capital as featured in the

new square, Shah Mosque and Chahar Bagh, but also for
practicality, reflected in the new schools, mosques,

caravanserai and the new residential development. Shah

Abbas made considerable effort not to destroy but to

conserve the characteristics of the existing spaces and

patterns. His development stressed the continuity of the

historical situation within a cultural context. Any

previously established place was respected and sustained by

the new development. Thus the economic, institutional and

social changes under Shah Abbas were spatially accommodated
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After the Afghan lnvasion in rrz1,, and the destruction
of .certain areas of rsfahan, except for deterioration,
nothlng dramatic occurred to change the serjug and safavid
urban, pattern and spatial characteristics. hihen Brown

visited rsfahan durlng the l-atter part of the nineteenth
century he only recorded the dereliction that had been

bestowed upon the city due to years of government neglect.
Thus one can safely assume that the inheritance of the

modern industrial twentieth century is, as indicated in
drawÍng rrr-30, the traditionar rslamic spatial symbol

system created by a traditional civilization and manifested

mainly during the Seljug and Safavid periods.

It is important to note that this brief historical
analysis does not only give regacy to the traditional urban

pattern and quality of the built-environment of Isfahan,

but also gives a certain implication to the urban planning

and design process that created that pattern. Ever since

the urbanity of the city was generated by the Arab general-

Ayob-ben-ZLad, four important factors seem to recur

historically: the importance of the existing spatial
characteristics, historically developed through an inter-
active process; the symbol system that identified the

culture; the interactive process of development and the

desired quality of the built-environment; and the instit-
utional power that carried out the process of development.
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In Isfahan these four factors are observed to be part of

the mechanism for the spatial production and reproduction'

Even though the historical situation and the cultural

symboJ- systems were very much integrated and could not be

explicitly separated, the former dealt and established the

continuity of the process while the Iatter, the symbol

systems, introduced the paradigmatic dimension. Apparently

they were the main factors in creating harmony, unity and

the quatity, known as the 'rsense of place'r, that establish-

es the existence of 'rbeingl' . However, the third f actor

( 1. e. , the institutional power) had a dominant role to

play. Thus, âs indicated in drawing III-31-, the growth

seemed to be when the institutional power in Isfahan

considered., respected and ensured the continuity of thè

existing historically processed, spatial configuration and

hierarchic pattern. As a result they made sure that any new

development did not create confLict or overrule the

existing pattern. In other words it seemed that the

institution had the power to synthesize and harmonize the

new with the old and accommodate the rrsense of placerr'

VI. THE STUDY OF A TYPICAL, TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL AREA

Priortodlscussingmodernchangeandtheimpactof
mod.ern ptanning and design on the traditional residential

areas of Isfahan, it Seems necessary to review critically a

typical, traditlonal residential neighbourhood (mahalleh)

bearing in mind the above-stated historical, cultura] and

institutional factors.
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Since, in this tradition and society, the family was

noted to be the basic socio-economic unit, the thesis sees

it necessary to start with the basic built-environmental

unit (i.e., the setting) tfrat accommodates the family: the

dwel 1 ing.

A. THE TRADITIONAL D\,\IELLING UNIT IN ISFAHAN

One observes that the dwelling unit in the traditional

residential areas of Isfahan is based mainly upon the

concept of an inward-looking and interlor courtyard plan.

Thls seems to be the main generatgr of the spatial

characteristics that have established unity and harmony in

the urban built-environment. As argued before in this

thesis, the spatial characteristics are the resul-t of the

cultural symbol systems, the socio-economic organizat:-on

and the family's personal rractiontr ( drawings III-32 to

36).

The dwelling through its exterior, blank mud-brlck

wal1 (Khesht-wa-ghel), has become visually, physically and

climatically isolated. The material and thickness of the

exterior wal1s, have provided both the thermal insul-ation,

necessary for Isfahan's harsh climatic condition, and the

sound protection that reinforces the family's isolation

from the public environment. The isolation has thus

established a symbol that indicates,the privacy and the

status that traditional Islamic culture has given to its

basic social unit, the family. In this tradition isolation

has reinforced family identity, the right to privacy and
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the space where the farnlly can

"being" ).

The isolation is further achieved by directing the

vision frorn the surrounding rooms (secondary spaces) upon

the interior courtyard (pri-mary space or "p1ace'r ) where the

garden and pool have brought nature into the domestic life

and provided a cool-, shaded, and outdoor livÍng area in

contrast with the arid climate of the region. The culture

symbol-j-zes the garden and water configuration in the

courtyard, the spirit of the family in the microcosm and

paradise in the Macrocosm. Thus the courtyard increases

isolation, privacy and the realization of family rtbeing'r,

by converging the vision, integrating nature into the

built-environment of the family, relating, through the

symbol systems, the human being and the cosmic order and

achieving the principle of Islamic tradition: Unity.

Note that many of these traditional dwellings have two

courtyards: the first, the exterior one, for public social_-

ization, while the second, the interior for private family

activities (drawing III-37).

The hierarchic configuration of spaces between the

most public street to the interior courtyard, the most

pr'ivate rrplacerr, is notable. From the public street space

one passes through a gate and a transitional space to a

semi-pub11c space; the cl-uster road ( i. e. , cuI-de-sac ) .

From the cul-de-sac space one passes through a gate and a

semi-private space (hashti), to enter the fÍrst interior
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HASHT]

PUBLIC
STREET

{ {-

TO ANOTHER
DI^iELLING SEMI-PUBL]C

CUL-DE-SAC

SOCIAL
COURT OF

D\^iELLING

Drawing III-37: The hierarchy of spaces and symbols in the microcosm.

courtyard: public socialization of the dwel-Iing unit.
FinaIfy, from the first interior courtyard, one passes

through a transitional space to enter the most private

place of the dwel1ing. The rrsense of place'r is achieved in
this interior court by the hierarchic system of spaces, the

z isolation from the outside environment, the symbols in the

spatial characteristics of the courtyards (see definition

of space), the defined north-south orientation, the human

scale and most important of all the static character of the

space. Thls rrsense of placerr is directly related to the

realizatíon of the family's spatial existence and the

subject-object relationship that materi ali-zes to the

sub ject ( i. e. , the family) that sense of rrbeingrr.

PRIVATE
COURT OF

D\,/ELLING

( "PLACE" )
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B. THE CLUSTER, THE BASIC URBAN UNIT

A group of these traditional dwellings, varying in

sLze, surround a cul-de-sac to form the basic urban unit,

the cluster (drawing III-35). PeopIe who inhabit a certai-n

cluster are usually related either by bl-ood or marriage,

and most probably work in the sarne trade. A survey

(Glombek, L976) has explicitly indicated that these

clusters change in size and population in accordance with

any economic or demographic family change. \{henever a son

is married, a child is born or reaches a mature àEê' a

whole spatial readjustment takes place in the cfuster to

accommodate a room or a private family dwelling. Hence the

cfuster grows and changes (i.e., organic change) in

accordance with the nature and realization of the family,

its individuals, its I'actionrr and t'being". In other words,

the built-environment in the cluster continuously interacts

with the family's rractionil intentionality and rrbeingrr to

create the spatial characteristics that achieve the I'Sense

of pf acerr.

The cluster and the cul-de-sac access road are

traditionally owned by the family. This ownership creates a

certain interesting problem with today's land title which

stresses individual ownership. Research to identify the

relationship between the rights under ownership, land title

and the civil Islamic law, where daughters inherit and have

the ri'ght to land ownership, yet they have to leave and

reside with their husbands in another cluster, is neceSS-

aty. Another problem, is the complexity of land subdivision
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in rel-ation to the change in family need for space. The

highlight of this problem is to identify a mechanism for

the change in the area of the land in accordance with

family characteristics (i.e., the subject) instead of the

municipal Ìaws and institutions that define a minimum

allowable land title and subdivision.

In the cluster, the cul-de-sac is the traditional,
privately owned circulation space between the hashti (tfre

entrance hall of the dwelling) and the public circulation

system of the neighbourhood (mahalleh). The hashti's sj-ze

(l.S to 2.OO metres wide, 2.5 to 3.OO metres high and of

variable length) and spatial positi.on have made it the

basic and smal-Iest unit in the hierarchic urban circulation

system. Being privately owned, most of the culs-de-sac have

doors which are locked at night to keep out intruders. The

entrance gateway makes the cul-de-sac a transitional semi-

public space that connects the public exterior neighbour-

hood to the private interior dwelling. Today Ít is sad to

see that

derelict.

of Isfahan

many of these spaces are unpaved, badly lit and

However, before the revol-ution the Municipality

initiated a scheme to encourage upgrading of the

culs-de-sac.

C. THE SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

In a previous section this chapter presented the

cultural and historical bases of the traditional neighbour-

hood or mahalleh. It was observed that this type of spatial

configuration was not identified by'size, population or
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Drawing III-38: The neighbourhoods of Isfahan.

Source: Organic Consulting Planners.
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physicaf boundaries, but by cultura] factors reflected in

the trade practices of Islamic traditional society. There-

fore, the neighbourhood or mahalleh is a sPatial realitY

comprising several residential clusters whose inhabitants

are identified by a common socio-economic factor. It is

usuatly surrounded by a circulation channel to form a

private island repeated throughout the traditional- residen-

tial areas of Isfahan (drawings III-32, III-38).

A considerable part of Isfahan is still based on the

traditional neighbourhood. In each neighbourhood the

spatlat characteristics seem to be the expression given by

the cuft\rraf symbol systems of the local community, the

pJ_ace of their social activities, the channel of

circulation, the dwelling units and their synthesis and

relationship to the urban hierarchic system.

The area of local- communal activities comprises shops'

or a bazaar (drawing III-37), a mosque, and a school

(madrasah) which face a local- communal square, a bath and

somêtimes a caravanserai. The bazaat is usually located

along and aL the intersection of the neighbourhood channels

of circulation. Spatially it is a covered, repetitive,

dome-like, linear and dynamic space under which cer'tain

local trading takes placê. On both sides of |ts maln space,

shops that have acquired static "places" are created' At

the intersection of two :bazaars a node is created by a

larger volumetric space, cafled timcheh. The covered bazaar

is noted for 'its shaded, comfortable ' and cool place, iÍt

contrast to the climatic conditions outside'
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From the dynamic spaces of the ioazaar, one passes

orthogonally through an elaborate gateway and a trans-

itionar . space, hashti, into the static wel-1 orientated

space (i. e. , rrplacerr) of the neighbourhood square, where

political and social activities take prace. At the centre

of the square there usually exists a pool to generate a

centripetal force that converges the vision and thus

isolates further: the square from the outside environment.

All along the square, four iwans on each side are

integrated with the repetitive and rhythmic Islamic geo-

metric patterns to create a traditional_ courtyard where

harmony and order have established a microcosmic world.

Usually one of these iwans is the gateway and transitional

space that leads into the mosque or mosquers sanctuary. The

highfy decorative external form of' the dome above the

sanctuary, or a minaret, has created a local landmark,

orientation to the neighbourhood and square and symbolic-

ally related the relative horizontal to the vertical

absolute. Finally, from the local bazaar to the sanctuary,

one experiences the hierarchic order of the spaces. In

general aIl these spatial configurations are set so that

one can realLze his/her spatial existence and "beingrrand
thus achieve the rrsense of place" of the square and the

neighbourhood.

(mahalleh) is a

circulation. It

neighbourhood

channel of

Surrounding the walIed

four to five metres wide

connects hlerarchically the

community centre and the main

cul-de-sac to

centre of urban

the l-ocal

activities:
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the bazaar. These channeÌs of circulation are not pre-

conceived streets, but grew up with the residential area

naturaÌIy to end up as leaf-Iike, organic patterns spread

all over the historical area of Tsfahan. At certain

intervals one notices elaborate gates that take a person

through the cul-de-sac and hashti to the residential units.

Between these gateways the wall-s are blank with no pre-

determined rhythmic patterns. In these circulation

channels, harmony and unity are only achieved by the

appropriateness of the ratio of the width to height of

their spaces ( approximately l-: l- ) . In these channels

simplicity and lack of details have turned the space into a

purely functional- circulation channel that only encourages

movement. That quality (i.e. , to encourage movement) is

completely in contrast to the neighbourhood square and the

notion of the rrsense of pl-acerr.

V/hile walking along the circulation channels one

notices the external- form of the dome or minaret of the

local- mosque overdominating other forms in the neighbour-

hood. One also makes a simil-ar observation when one looks

at the skyline of the neighbourhood. The imposltlon of the

dome on the skyline has created a Iandmark, identity, sense

of direction, ori-entation and thus contributed to the
I'sense of place" of each neighbourhood (drawing III-41).

Another important feature of the traditional mahalleh

is its elaborate entrance gateway and transj-tional space

that isolates spatially the neighbourhood and contributes

to the privacy of its internal spaces (drawing III-39).



The gate\^ray of the
"sense of placerrin

traditional mahalleh. It has created privacy and a

the neighbourhood.

t,

The local bazaar where daily shopping is done'

Drawing ITI-39.



A four to f ive metres channe I
surrounds the wal led traditional
ne ighbourhood. They are not pre-
conceived, but grev¡ up with the
residentiaL area naturally to end up
a leaf-like pattern spread all over
the traditional residential area of
1s fahan. Harmony and Unity are
achieved by the proportion of the
space created. Simplicity and lack
of facade details have turned this
space into a purely circulation
channe I . Furthermore, the contro I Ied
perspective has created anticipation
and reinforced movement in space.
Note that since it is created as a

pedestrian movement, cars are out of
p Iace .

The cul-de-sac, the traditional
space between the hashti and the
neighbourhood circut"tio-system' is
the smalLest circulat'ion. unit in the
city hierarchy. The cuI-de-sac is
usal 1y covered, . 2.5-3.0 metres high
and 1.5-2.O metres wide. 1t is
privateLy owned by the people who
have access to it.

--\

Drawing III-40: The circulation channels in the traditional neighbour-
hood.



ne ighbourhood
to the "sense of

landmark. It
p lace" .

Entrance to a
locaL mosque

Each neighbourhood has an êxternal form
to identify itself. The dome is the
estab Iishes orientation that contributes
Drawing III-41.

The skyline of a typical traditional neighbourhood. Note the
integration of the community centre. Besides the landmark, no other
form dominates the skyline of the neighbourhood.

(dome or minaret) with which
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Both the entrance and transitional space are incorporated

to form a spatial division between the familiar, co-

ordinated and well-defined inside and the public outside.

Therefore at a different hierarchic 1evel, spatial

characteristics similar to the dwelli-ng and the cluster

have been created.

The above view expJ-icitly indicates that to achieve

the rrsense of placerr as defined by this traditional

culture, the salne principles are used at different

hÍerarchic stages. The symbol systems manj-fested on the

surfaces and their organization, the forms, the spatial

rel ationship of spaces and their explicit hierarchic

configuration are aIl- paramount for creating unity and

harmony in urban organizati-on, and privacy and personal-iz-

ation for achieving the spatial realizatLon of existence

( "being" ) and the 'rsense of placerr. \¡/hiIe in a traditional

dwelling and neighbourhood community place is explicitly

defined by thê spatial characteristics and symbol of the

interior court what IArdalan ( 1-975 ) defines as the

rrcontaj-nern and 'rcOntentrr ], in the cluster and neighbOur-

hood (mahalfeh) rrplacel is more implicit. Both in the

cfuster and the neighbourhoOd, rrplacerrhas been expressed

by the hierarchic configuration of Spaces to correspond to

the hierarchy of the Macrocosmic order, the transitional-

spaces, the gateway and the landmark. Similar to the

dwell+.g unit, the neighbourhood and cluster differentiate

between the unfamiliar outside Space and their familiar,

co-ordinated inside I'place", between their internal- micro-
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cosmic unity and harmony and the external Macrocosmic unity

and diversity and between the private and the public. In

other words at each hlerarchic level the "sense of placerl

is achieved by the spatial contrast and harmony between the

rel-ationshì-p with the higher and Iower 1eve1, by the

Iandmarks at that level and the symbolic realization of the

microcosmic spatial existence of the human being and the

Macrocosmic Being.

VII. THE MODERN CHANGES IN ISFAHAN

The industri aLi-zation that started as early as 1'920 in

Iran and picked up rapidly after \,Vorld V/ar II, brought with

it a rapid urban growth. Oil revenue and foreign investment

were the chief generators and accelerators of urban

industrial- development. They increased the income per

capita of the urban population and therefore became a cause

for generating rural urban migration. Urban population as a

proportion increased from 31 per cent in l-956 to 39 per

cent in 1966, to 47 per cent in L9'/6 and reached 53 per

cent of 47 million in 1986 (1986 population and housing

census). This expansion, plus the war with Iraq since 1980,

has brought with it a great shortage of urban housing.

Before the 197B revolution the industrial development,

urban population growth and massive investment of oil

revenue generated a huge and dynamic construction industry.

According to the World Bank ( 1980) , from 196O to L977

construction grew by t6.1' per cent annually. The outcome

was that cities accelerated their expansion with an annual
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growth rate of 3.5 per cent. Even though there is no

pubJ-icly known figure there is reason to bel-ieve that,
because of the lack of national- development pollcies since

the Islamic revolution, cities have been growing at a much

faster rate while the construction industry has declined

due to uncertainty and a lack of resources.

Right from the beginning of industrial-ization public

transport could not cope with that urban expansion. The

private car which later became the symbo.l of the middle and

upper classes became increasingly important. This further

accelerated the problems in the cities. To solve them, in

the early 1960s plans and building regulations were

proposed for all major cities. Since there were no exper-

ienced urban planners, foreign consultants were invited.

One such consultant was F. H. Kocks, K. G. Consulting

Engineers who in 1961, proposed a master plan for Isfahan.

Their aim was to prepare a twenty-five year physical

development plan and an urban management scheme (Appendix

A).

With the urbanization of Iran came a wave of cul-tural.

change. In 1906-7, a constitutional revolution took p1ace.

With it calne ldeas for a new socio-economic and political

order. The merchants of the bazaar, the Ulgmas, the

landlords and the intellectuals who were mostly educated in

Europe united temporarily against the monarch demanding a

legislative house and a constitution. Many of the Ulamas,

who wanted the new order to be based completely on Islamic

law AI-Sharirah, turned against it right from the flrst
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session. It was due to the adoption of Western

the intellectuals (Kasravi, 1961- ) . This marked

time that a non-traditional force had gained

certain power in Iran.

However, the real dividing line between tradition and

secular ( i . e. , modern) in Iran calne in 1-921- when Reza Khan

'(who later became Reza Shah Pahlavl) came to power. Backed

by the army, hê challenged the traditional forces who

opposed his style of hlestern industrialization (i.e.,

Westernization). Education which was taught mainly in the

traditional schools (madrasah) was taken out of the hands

of the religious class and put under the newly established

Ministry of Education. The new intellectuals, who became

the elite, outlined their method of education to ensure

l,Vestern knowledge and encourage Western life style (Zonis,

I976). Besides, students who went abroad for higher

education came back with a world vièw foreign to Iranian

society (Avery, 1965). They joined their Iranian coLinter-

parts ( i . e. , Iranians educated in Iran on \¡/estern lines )

and became the political elite and the new urban l-eaders

(Zonis, I976). I^/ith their new modern banks and businesses

they became the new government and an important force

outside the bazaar and traditional institution. In Isfahan

their location was in the new commercial area along Chahar

Bagh Avenue and the river. They were the major force behind

both the introduction and acceptance of !{estern urban

br-rilt-environmental philosophy and the abandonment of the

traditional.
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Another factor which weakened traditional-ism was re-

placing the Islamic 1aw Al-Shari'ah with a new civil law,

modelled on the French code and constitution (Avery, 1965).

This replaced the religious judges with professional

civilian judges.

During the period of lndustrialization, in the urban

built-environment, \À/êstern notions were considered f or

spatial configuration and characteristics. Residential

areas with new forms, based on hlestern design principles

were introduced to accommodate those with the new Iife

styles. Modern commerce, âs the result of the modern

industrial system, needed appropriate spatial settings, a

means of communication and an urban infrastructure. The

þazaar, which could not provide the above, lost its

position and power to the new urban leaders.

Probably the most significant change was the intro-

duction of l,Vestern spatial qualities to the residential

built-environment. The centripetal internal courtyard and

its microcosmic order which used to achieve the 'rSense of

placeil was no longer accepted. It was replaced by the

terraced house concept whose courtyard became the southern

part of the land, while the house was transformed into a

functional dwelling to accommodate the l-ife style of the

new elite.

In general

residential area

characteristics :

the new spatiat 'conception for the

brought with it the following spatial
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Drawing III-42: The modern residential neighbourhood'

The following characteristics are observed:

1,. regular street Pattern
2. the private courtyard has become part of the public street

3. the land has become regular in size, form and orientation

4. the covered cuI-de-sac as a transitional space has turned into a

street
5. the east-viest streets give access to residential units

6. there is hierarchy of channels of circulation.
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1. As is the
the facade
expres s ion

case in European architecture,
has become an architectural

2

elaborate facade
has created an
impact on the
s treetThrough external

windows, the publi
outdoor is integra
into the compositi

3. Buildings do not have
a transitional space
such as the cul-de-sac
and hashti.

The traditional cluster as
a basic residential unit does
not exist in the modern coneept.

5. New building material has been
introduc ed .

The modern residential buildings
are the expression of the new urban
elite who have adopted the
European symbol systems and life style.

wall to give privacy to
the courtyard

t
\

the cantilever
balcony is a new

modern concept

)
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Drawing III-43: The modern residential buildings'.
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A new concept of space, expressed by the open perspec-

tive to the outside world. The traditional restriction

of the viewerrs perspective of the central courtyard

where the microcosmic self was symboLized and the "Sense

of placeil was achieved by the characteristics of its

space, was overruled.

By integrating the exterior with the interior spaces,

through windows, the traditional rrsense of placen became

very obscure. The privacy, security and identity of

being that one felt by the isolation from the outside

environment was no longer there. The harmony with

nature, manifested symbolically in the courtyard, was

also lost.

The new terraced houses had an exterior form and facade

whose design proportion and treatment became important.

Besides, new forms such aS the exposed On three sides

balcony was introduced (drawings III-42, 43) to com-

plicate the overall form, while in the traditional

architecture balconieS were spaces cut from a defined

geometric form to achieve more protection and I'sense of

placerr.

The traditional- cluster and its idea as a basic

residential unit, was not accommodated in the new

spatial conception.

To accommodate the terraced house, weII ordered rectan-

gular north-south orientated land subdivision was seen

to be appropriate. The new subdivision was suitable to

2

aJ

4

EJ
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the climatic conditions. It favoured the south-facing

exposure.

However, in non-traditional residential areas due to the

building regulations, development control and similarity

in urban spatial conception, certain uniformity, unity

and harmony have been achieved. The building regulations

reflect the new non-traditional- life style of the middle

and upper classes. Mostly, they are located near the

Zayandeh River and the newly developed southern residen-

tial areas.

The spatial characteristj-cs of the new terraced houses

have manifested a new neighbourhood order. The cul-de-sac

of the cluster and the main circulation channels of the

tradltional residential areas, are replaced by a grid

system with different spatial characteristics and concepts.

The neighbourhood centre, gateway and landmarks that have

given the traditional areas the "sense of p1ace" are

elimlnated. Furthermore, the explicitness of the hierarchic

concept i-s now vague. In short, a new spatial pattern whose

characteristics differ from the traditional now prevails.

No more than half a century old the new resj-dential

order has generated identifiable and explicit spatial

characteristics of its own. Most of the streets now have

their identity defined by the dominant trees, the regular

street pattern, the deep perspective, the vlstas and the

articulate facade treatment of the adjacent buildings.

\,r/hite the buildings themselves have attained their 'features
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through the new design principles, new material and the new

middte and upper claSSeS' culture, ideology and rractionrr'

The dominant new order in the new residential areas is

therefore created by the spatial characteristics that

express the new elite and the spatial existence of the

contemporary human being.

AII these changes, dramatic as they seem, are only

skin deep. The Islamic tradition and symbol systems' even

though weakened, are still quite dominant in the traditj-on-

al areas of Isfahan. Yet at first the new elite saw that

the modern European built-environmental theories and

principles are necessary for creating the environment for

industrialization and modernization. The spatial elements

whose retation and characteristics were based on tradition-

aI conceptions were therefore ignored. New ones were

proposed. They had a dramatic effect on the traditional

residentiat areas. The traditional environment which hâd

survived and shaped through an historical process and

cultural context had become the victim of the newly adopted

phitosophy. The new elite did not c,onsider the existing

traditional factors as a necessary cultural dimension of

the relationship between the human being and the built-

envj-ronment. The new elite's planning and re-development of

Isfahan were contrary to that of the seljug and the safavid

who apparently saw the necessity for assertlng the histor-

ical process and cultural dimension'

plan of Isfahan was

revised to accommodate

Therefore, the l-961

pr'oposed (APPendix A) and

master

in 1-968
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ur'ban growtih and der¡elopnrent along V/estern icleas. The plan

enr,'isaged a population growth to the year 1-99O (1 ,25O,OOO).

The 196E master plan statecl the following (Appendix A):

1. In 1968 it was estimated that if each family were to
have one dwelling by 1-990, Isfahan needed 2O0, OOO

dv¡ellings.

2. Tf 13O persons per hectare were to be considered the
average densi ty to acconrmodate 1-,25O, O00 inhabitant;s,
the,area of fsfahan had to grow to reach 116 square
ki-lorretr'es. This was three times the existing area.
Hence the 1-968 master plan proposed the following:

Due to the mountainous terrain to the south anrl the
agricul-tural- land to the east, north and north-west
were the most favourable directions of growth.
AIl areas should be homogeneous and eciual Iy access-
ible to all services.

3 Tlre existr'ng r'adial city was to be altered
one. Furthermore, a uniformly distributed
was proposed to replace the existing one.

a_

b

into a

gri d

I ine ar'

system

4 Rehabilitation, mixed population and reduction in the
ei:i-sting density were pr'c.rposed for the historical areas
of Isf aharr.

Satellite towns which had mushroomecl around fsfahan were

discour-aged.

The residentia.l area of the city was proposed to be

diviclecl inLc-r units ( i . e. , neighbour'hoods ) surrounded by

a ..¡ehicula,r circulation system. Both the 1961 and 1968

plans stated that it should be carried out in the new

anci traditional areas of Isfahan.

In each of these neighbourhoods, depending on its
population, the following were proposed:

a. light industry
b. health service
c. playing area and parks
d. parl.:ing
e. schools

Ã

6

7
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For the traditional residential âreas, since they were
populated by lower income groups, a more homogeneous

society was proposed. ThÍs meant attracting middle and

upper income classes who were usually part of the
neo--el i te .

AII these proposed changes and regulations had a quite

dramatic impact on the traditional residential areas. The

new vehicular through accesses such as the ring road,

carved its way through the traditional city ( irawing

III-38 ) , without any consideration for the traditional

pattern, lêaving behlnd a path of destruction ancl derelic-

tiorr. The new through traffic circulation channefs

attracted many of the activities'that were part of the

traditional neighbourhood social system. Many of the trades

in the Iocal bazaat were relocated along these avenues

leaving behind abandoned bazaars and communal places.

Therefore, one can conclude and state that these access

roacls which were created to accommodate private means of

transport, destroyed the cultural components that gave ea.ch

tra.ditional neighbourhood its spatial characteristics, and

the rrsense of place " .

The proposed circulation channels and city forrn, even

though the master plan claimed otherwise, disregarded the

traditiona.I urban system of hierarchy. The grid circulation

system, irnposed roads, without any real consideration for

the existing organic pattern, and lgnor'ed the Shah Square

and Shah Mosque as the main node and landmark of the city.

Therefore the dynamic and hierarchically integrated spaces

that contributed to the'rsense of p1ace" in the Shah
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Squa.re, were changed by the unifornr spaces proposed by the

master p1a.n. The proposed master plan disregarcled the

symbolic meaning of Shah Square, âs the main city landmarl<,

ancJ the cri terion' that hj-storically has bonded ail the

urt'an components into an identified unity. Thus the Macro-

cosmic order that establ-ished unity, harmony and the "sense

of placerr in the city was becoming irrelevant.

Furthermore, to accommodate the car in the traditional

residentlal- areas the master plan proposed access roads and

group parking, instead of individual parking, for each

neighbourhood. Preference was given to the former to reduce

vehi cular traf fic whi le , ê,t the same time , attracting

middle and upper income groups. It was to encourage the

middle and upper income groups, the new elite, to reside in

the traditional urban areas so as to reduce the percentage

of the economically underpr'ivileged class and create a more

harrnonious socio-econornic conf iguration. However, this

policy would have introduced the European spatial concep-

tion in the residential areas, which in principle, was

different from the existing tradition.

In the early 197Os building controls and new land

subdivisÍon regulations were outlined. In the mid-1970s the

rnaster' plan was revised and a devel-opment control document

was outlined (Appendix A). The aim of this docuntent was to

legisfate planning laws for urban l-and use, while the

objectives were:

Preservat,ion of the historical ar'eas and the archltec-
tural monuments of fsfahan.

1,
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2. To safegua.rd private property from adjacent development
by formulating building relationshlps and co-ordinatlon
cri teri a.

3. The physical features that are the reflection of any
inportant social relationships must be appropriately
reinfor.ced.

4. Regarding land use, built-up areas, rates, equat rights
and treatment should be given to all property owners.

5. Regulations should be formulated to safeguard the
rights of all citizens and the municipality.

6. Bearing in mind the historjcal importance of the city
of Isfahan, âñ appropriate bullding height is to be
indi cate d .

7. Harmony of physical forms and spaces is to be created.

8. Appropri ate serv j-ces and commercial- activities shoul d

be er¡enfy distributed.

9. In all parts of the city built-up area, floor a,rea-

ratio and density is to be controll-ed.

10. A hierarchy in circulation systems is to be adopted ancl

pedestrian movement encouraged.

11. The der'eIlct tra.ditlonal areas are to be rehabilit-
ated.

12. Ar'eas of speclal economic and social characteristics
are to have special services.

A closer study of the proposed development control

inCicates that it was mainly a z,oning regulation, âû

al-location of activities and resources and legislation. The

development controls do not give an explicit guideline to

iCentify the conflguration of the spatial elements, their
rel-ationships and their characteristics. The only exception

was for any development near historical- monuments (Appendix

A). Hence achievi-ng the rrsense of placerr, in the trad-
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itional sense, seemed to be unimportant. The development

control encouraged architects and planners, part of the new

elite, to fotlow and base their proposals in the tradition-

a] areas on western spatial conceptions. Therefore the

uniformity recommended in the master plan woul-d be

spatially achieved by di sregarding the traditional and

adopting a new \{estern notion: a new paradigm. In short the

master ptans ancl the development control seem to have

attempted to transform Isfahan into an international city

with no sense of the traditional 'tplacê'r'

However, iñ the late 197Os just before the Islamic

revolution, a new revivaf of the traditional characters was

apparent. The master plan was revised agaln to become

sympathetic with the traditional- character. some government

departments ('i.e., the Ministry of Culture) rehabilitated a

section of the traditionaL aîe¿- to accommodate some parts

of their organi zatLon. Furthermore, the derelict tradition-

aI dv¡ellings were to be upgraded and converted into student

housing. As well as this, Isfahan Munlcipality was working

on a scheme to encourage those who lived in the traditional

areas to redevelop thelr own built-environment. After

research into the traditional built-envi-ronment ' a new

generation of architects and planners saw the necesslty for

developing their notions taking into consideration the

outcome cf their research. They therefore established the

inportance of the paradigmatic dimension and the continuity

of the historical process (i.e., diachronic). The result is

reflectecl in the Habitat cocle, Prêsented by the government
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of rran to the u.N. conference on Human Right settlements,

held in \¡ancouver in June L976 (Appendix B). The Habitat
Code was the last thought and attempt made before the

revofution to establish urban design criteria for the

residential areas of fsfahan.

VIII CONCLI]SION

ThÍs chapter, by considerlng IsIam as a specific
cultural context of Isfahanrs built-environment , àttempted

to define and elaborate the importance of the symbolic

interpretation of a world vi-ew (i.e., the paradigmatic

dimension) in the human being built-environment relation-
ship and in the spatial quality o,f space known as the
rrsense of placerr. The symbol systems, âs cultural phenomena

manifested in the organization of the spatial elements,

their relationship and characteristics in space, were

str'essed as a spatial expression of human existence and

rrbeingtt (i. e. , the rrsense of p1ace" ) anci thus noting its
necessity as a tool for the organizatl-on of a setting
( i. e. , traclitional ) to achieve a desired human ttacti-onrl

(i.e., traditional habitation). Hence the I'sense of placerl

was a desired quality of the interior court plan, the

cui-de-sac and the neighbourhood to give personal meaning

to the existence of the family.

This chapter also indicated the importance of the

hi stor'i cal situation in the creation of the I'sense of

place'r. At the socletal level of the human dimension of

space, the spatial characteristics of Isfahan were very
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much a product of the institution (i.e., the power of
different dynasties), the urban leaders (1.e., the uljLmas)

the existing built-environment and the culture. They r^¡ere

all defined, according to Giddens (1979) and Layder (rger)
to be the rrstructurerr that interactecl with human , action, .

One observes that the Arabs, when they conquered rsfahan,
synthesized the institutiona] power, the spatial character-
istics of the existing (histor'j cal situation) settlements
and the new rslamic cul-ture with the inhabitants , actlon'l
to r'e-create ner'r spatial patterns to accommodate future
I'actionrr. similarly, during the sel jug and Safavid periocls,
the historical- sj-tuation was used for future production ancl

reproduction of space, and thus the existing buirt-enr,'iron-
ment became the means to re-create a new built-environment.
Hence, âûy spatial characteristics created at the time of
the Arabs evolved and passed through generations to the
present day. As a result the present traditional neighbour-

hoods still carry in their spatial characteristics the

essence of pre-rslamic settlements. Through thelr evolut-
ionary development thelr chara.cteristics (i.e., symbors)

changed to accommodate continuously the change in human

rractionrr and the spatial realization of ilbeingil in space.

One nìay note that in the case of rsfahan, industrial-
ization and moderni zatj-on disrupted the synthesis that
continuousry considered the cultural, the traditional
societal organization and the historicar situation in the

city. \¡/hen the first master plan was drawn, the methodology

aciopted disregarded the traditional symbol systems and the
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spatial characteristics of the existing built-envlronment.
In nìany ways the master. plan transplanted a built-environ-
ment that refl-ected the modern industrial \,Vest. In other
words, the new elite and institution envisaged the future
spatial char.acteristics and symbol systems without any

consicieration for thelr appropriateness for those who sti1l
maintained the traditional culture. Therefore, in many

parts of the city they could not accommodate the desired

physical setting for human 'ractionrr nor create the spatial
realization of the existence of those who lived in
traditional areas. As a result inter-urban migration and

the derel-iction of these areas were observed. !/henever a

vehicular access road was built through a traditional
residential alr.ea, a reorgani zatlron of the socio-spatial
pattern took p1ace. The new road attracted traditional,
commerci-af activities, outside the spatìal traditional
framework, Ieaving behlnd abandoned bazaars. The result was

a cycle of migration, dereliction anC failure of the

planning schemes.

Fina1ly, this chapter suggests that the rrsense of

placerr is a spatial quality and the bringing of meaning to

a space to accommodate certain human self-expression. It is

a meaning given by the spatial symbols and confirmed by the

spatial characteristics of that space to accommodate human

" actionrr , rêalization of rrbeingrr and establ-ish a creative

and generative mechanism for a continuous interactive

process between the human being and the built-environment.

By looking at the process that created traditional Isfahan
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this chapter pointed out that one of the main components

that cr'eated the I'sense of placerrwas the continuity of the

historical process that synthesized the existing built-
environment, the culture and the soclo-economic el-ements

and the institution in the interactive process so as to

lntegrate the appropriate spatial meaning into any future

spatial characteristics. This goes to suggest that the

planning and design methodology which aims to achieve the

"sense of place" may have to consider the above sugges-

tions. One has to stress here that further research is

absolutely necessary and observations in other socio-

economic, political, cuftural and historical contexts are

vital for further expanding our knowledge in this field of

str-rdies. However, thÍs is beyond the scope of thls thesls.

Therefore, knowing the limitation established by the frame-

work of this thesis, the next chapter takes those spatial

components noted 1n the the previous and this chapter

as a foundation upon which it attempts to formulate a

theory, and a concept of the 'rsense of placerr.
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r\'. A THEORY OF THE IISENSE OF PLACEII
AND THE PROCESS OF ITS CREATION

I. INTRODLTCTION

In this chapter ar\ attempt will be made to achi.eve

objective rrBrr of this thesis. Based on the analysis in
chapters two and three, a notion, theory and definition of
therrsense of placerrwill first be sought. They will be

founded on the synthesis of the personal and societar lever
of the human being built-environment rerationship. Later

oñ, an attempt will also be made to identify an alternative
planning and design process, based on continuous and direct
human involvement.' It will be noted as an approach to a

methodology that may achieve the rrsense of placer'. The

fra.mework of the identified process wilI be a system in
which the built-envir.onment is integrated as an essentiaf

dimension of .the social interaction of human beings.

Chapter one briefly revi-ewed the work of a few

psychologists and sociologists to indic'ate the difficulty
of lntegratlng the personal and societal leveIs into the

stndy of the human being built-environment relationship.

'u/hi le the sociologist's and anthropologists carry out thelr
studies, assuming that the individual is defined by certain
cultural norms, the psychologists are concerned with the

attitude and the perception of the individual. Note that

both base their methodology mainly on positivism and

functionalism. Their attempt is to define therrsense of
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place'r without looking at the subjective meaning associated

with rractionrr .

Chapters two and three of this thesis analysed two

case studies to attempt to define and clarify some of the

important notions of the rrsense of placerr . Chapter two

the analysis of the villages and the rural development

policies in Iran tried to relate the identity of a

rrplace I' to the spatial characteristics that stem from the

soci-o-economic organization at the societa] 1eve1, the

hj-storical and geographical situations. It was observed

that the forms, patterns and spaces of the villages were

directly related to the regional climatic conditions, tlre

management and resources available (e.g., water), topo-

graphy, soil condition, the local building materià1, the

degree of isolation of the settlements, the social

organization, the laws, and rights of the society and the

lndividual. Each of these components was identified as a

context and a source for inspiration, creativity and

limitation that gave the built-environment its unique

quality to accommodate the human rractionrr. They were also

noted to be important components for establishing the

spatial characteristj-cs that identified and created in each

region of Iran a unique meaning of the rrsense of placerr .

Ignoring this uniqueness and transplanting Western ideas of

development, was observed to be a maln reason for the rural

policies not to achieve their expectations.

Chapter three critically analysed

residential areas of Isfahan and looked

the traditional
at the relation-
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ships between culture, âs a symbol system, personalization

of space and therrsense of placerr. By stressing the concept

of spatial meaning and the cultural pattern as a context

( i. e. , the paradigmatic dimension) , it introduced subjec-

tivity into the def inition. rrBeing" , âs a new spatial-

concepti-on that associated the "traditionalrrperson with

the personal microcosmic and the universal Macrocosmic

order, through the symbol systems, was integrated with

human 'ractlot-t" to give a metaphysical conception to space.

(tlote that, âs was indicated in chapter one, Giddens also

integrated I'beingil with human rraction". ) Therefore, the

'l sense of placerr was def ined in terms of a metaphysical-

human rel"ationship with the built-environment, and the

meaning given by the subject (i.e., the traditional- person)

to the object, so that the spatial setting might acquire

that quality and those characteristics necessary to

accommodate human rractionrr and establish spatially the

tradltj-ona1 rrbeingrr . Disregarding rractionrr and "being"

seems to be an important reason for the failure of the

master plan of Isfahan. \llhiterractionrrwas defined in

chapter one, it is very important to define here the

meaning of rrbeJ-ngrr in a personal and a cultural sense, if

one aj-ms to achieve the 'rsense of placerr.

Both case studies strongly suggest that the rrsense of

pl acerr is very much related to the cultural context within

which that quality may be identified. In other words, both

stress the importance of a priori context or the historical

situation of the subject in the planning and design

process. Transplanting a process and the applicabllity of a
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universal methodotogy in planning and deslgn are discredit-
ed. rt is therefore necessary to formulate a methodology

where, in each planning and deslgn scheme, the ,actions, of
the subjects can be objectlfied. But, note that in the

pl-anning and urban design process, there are usually three

main active subjects: the actor as an individual; the supra

person which, r€lates the actor to his societal system and

the planning and design institution, which attempts to
propose and accommodate a course and a setting for the

person and societal rractionrr . Each of these sub jects may

have their own rractÍonrr ( i. e. , need, purpose and intention-
ality ) , rrbeingrr , cul- tural context and symbol systems f or

the human being built-environment relationship.'

The idea that different societies and institutions
(i.e., social and government systems) have their own lmpact

on human rractionrr and the realizatLon of ilbei_ngil, suggests

the importance of the rufes and organizatLon of resources

(i.e., the rrstructure") used as a generative mechanism to

physically manifest human rractionrr and rrbeingrr. The

rrstructuralrrcomponents are the resul-t of the communal_

organization, the resources, the built-environment and the

geographical features, as indicated in the Iranlan
villages. They. are the material, associated with modes,

means and relationship of economic production and consump-

tion ( tfre industrial- change in Isfahan) , and the

institutional norms associated with the laws, cul_ture and

distribution of power. Power is assumed to steer the

"structurerr in a certain direction and thus control the

interactive pnocess. Therefore, approprlate knowledge of
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the nature the rrstructurerr and 1ts context seemsof

thenecessary in ptanning and design Process.

The reviewed. case studies, strongly suggested the

importance of the historical situation, geographical l-ocale

and continuity Of the rrstructurerr and human " actiOnrr for

establishing the rrsense of placetr. In the study of the

historical situation and process in Isfahan, the knowledge

and evolution of the existi-ng rrstructuralrr components were

given. The knowledge included the understanding of the

cultural norms, the ruleS, the social organizatLon of the

resources and the spatiaÌ characteristics that established

the ilsense of placerr in that context. Through its

continuous interactiOn, âS a trstructur€", with human

'ractionrr, the knowledge of the historical situation was

understood, transferred and utilized for re-creating the

spatial characteristics that manifested in other times the

I'sense of placer'. The master plan of Isfahan, by ignoring

the historical situation and the proceSs ' failed to

establlsh in the traditional residential areas the approp-

riate spatial characteristics that manifest the rrsense of

pIace,,. One therefore can conclude that knowledge of the

historical situation and process is necessary to establish

the means within which social interaction is continuous.

Thus the two case studies explicitly indicate that:

The rrsense of placerr is not only derived from a spatial

quality to accommodate human rractionrr, but is the

spatial real Lzation of t'beingrr. Therefore in achieving

the rrsense of place" one has to define and acquire

A
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knowle dge and integrate rrbeingrr into the planning ancl

design process.

The c.efinition and knowledge of rrbei-ngrrseems to be a

subjective knowledge. spatial.ly, it is icientifying the

built-environment with the existence of the human-being'

as a person and a supra person, in a sociaf interactive

proce s s .

The subjectivity of rrbeingrrimplies certain relativism

in therrsense of placet' and the planning and design

proce ss.

To achieve the rrsense of place", the planning and design

process has to be historically situated (i.e., paradigm)

and conti-nuously contributing to the historical process

of social interaction.

The historical process, being a synthesis of human

rracti-Onrr and I'structurerr, implies that the planning and

design process is also a synthesis of human "action",
ttbeingrr and the rrstructurerr.

D

E

F For knowle dge of the 'r sense of placerr , one has to

understand, explore and synthesj-ze the human being

built-environment relationship on the personal and

societal level. Each leveI contributes certain compon-

ents that are essential for acquiring those spatial

characteristics to establish that state of mind and

activities associated with the 'rsense of place" '

The above are some of the important components, used

in this chapter, aS a foundation for a theor'etical

formulation, d€finition and an outline for identifying a
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planning and design process that contributes to the

creation of the rrsense of placerr. However, one has to

stress that these components may not be sufficient for an

indisputable theory. Further empirical observations and

conceptual arguments may be necessary for understanding the

subject, refining and revising the theory stated here. It

Ís envisaged that the critical observation made of the

planning process in the Collingwood Housing Estate,

Melbourne, wil-l be a test, thus identifying other important

components of the 'rsense of pfacerr and establishing reasons

for a revision of the theory. Other such revisions and

tests can always be a subject for future research work.

II. SOME GENERAL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
FOR THE IISENSE OF PLACEII

Both case studies in chapters two and three implied

that the rrsense of placerris associated with the human

being built-environment relationship. This basic assumption

is reflected in the terms of reference of this thesis and

supported by studies made in social and behavioural

sciences (see chapter one). Therefore one may conclude that

the relationship of society and the built-environment is

axiomatic, and that each is paramount for appropriately

analysing the other.

One also needs to define whether the human being and

the built-environment are two interactive systems (i".e.,

the human belng as a sub-system and its environment as a

system: an organic system) or an integrated system (i.e.,

the human being a system and the environment the sub-system
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integrated into the human system, therefore a social
system). The former the interactive system - impl-ies that
the human being is a component of the environment, while
the latter to be noted la-ter as an integrated system

stresses the envi-ronment to be a component of the human

belng. This is an important theoreticar argument which has

to be resolved if therrsense of placeil is to be more

explicitly conceptuarized. To do this the thesis will be

looklng at society and social theories. since sociar
theor'ies conceptuaLize human and societal ,actionr of
organizatlon, it is assumed that the social- organization
may provide an insight into an appropriate process of
planning and design.

III. A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE ''SOCIAL THEORY''

A comprehensive study of social theor'ies woul-d require
thorough research into most branches of human sciences

( i. e. , soclal sciences and philosophy). The study would

a-fso require a critical analysis of the schools of thought

that contribute to the subject. Therefore a comprehensive

analysis of the social theory seems to be far too difficult
a task for a treatise in planning and urban design. Hence,

this study will attempt to glve a critique which is brief,
sirnple and yet would not prejudice the subject of the

thesis.

The brief socia1 theory to be outlÍned here is based

on the work of a recent school of thought founded as a

critique of positivj_sm, which includes people like Marx,
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Levi-Strauss, Habermas, Hei-degger and others who have seen

certaj-n limitations in adopting, for social science,

positivism a.nd the research methodologies of natural
science (see chapter one). The outline here is not meant,

however, to be a critical analysis of social theories. In
fact this study will explore only Giddens, Layder and those

who, over recent years, have been the sources for certain
important built-environmental theories.

As was stated in chapter one, in recent years many

social scientists have criticized the limitations of
positivism in social sciences. This criticlsm is outlined
mainly in what is known as the rrcri tical theory" : a

philosophical argument regardlng the theory of knowledge

(Layder, 1981; Bleicher, L982; Thorns, Lg76; Bauman, 1978).

Hekman ( 1983 :L23) puts it, rrcritical theory sees a gap

between thought and reality or between theory and

practice to be a central problem of social theory".

Positivism problematieu€, argues Habermas (tOle) , is based

on deflning the relationship of theory and practice in
social science, in terms of technical manipulation of
social theory by theoretical enquiries. Apparently this is
to give the knowledge 1n social science similar credibility
as in natural science . rrCri tical theoryrr , according to
Habermas, looks at positivism to establish its theoretical-

enquiries, bearing in mind the importance of the rrpractlcal

intent" of the human being. He notes that practical intent
shifts the enqulry from the visible object, âs 1s the case

in natural science, to the conscious subject. It therefore
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relates social- enquiry to human rractiqn,. Thus a study and

pr'oper definition of human rractionrr is paramount to estab-

lish the human being buirt-envi-ronment relationship at the

personal level and thus the rrsense of pl_aceil.

A. THE ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AS AN ACTOR

In chapter one of this thesis, the individual or human

agent was defined in terms of rractionrror therracting
sub jectrr. This definition, adopted f rom Gicldens ( 1979,

l-984), set rractionrr as a continuous flow of conduct in
space (i.e., the environment) and time. In his theory of
the rracting sub jectrr, Giddens outlines human knowledge as

belonging to the unconscj-ous the source of perception and

cognition, âs defined by behaviour psychologists, the

practical conscious the source of knowledge for carrying

out everyday social activities., and what he called the

"discursive consciousnessrr the knowledge wj-th which one

conceptualizes certain purpose for himself and knows the

reason for carrying out certaln actlvity. These three

sources of knowledge establ-ish understanding of oners

activity and the personality of the human being. rrActionrl

therefore involves unconscious imageabltity and a certain
practical realization of interest for the material- trans-
for'mation of nature and expressing the environnient with

meaning. Therefor'e the knowledge for personal I'action"

exceeds the cognition, the psychologists have indicated.

The definition in chapter one stresses the association

of intentionality and purpose in human rractionrr. In a
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phenomenologì-cal sense intentionality is regarded as the

act of formul-ating purposive icieas. It is not the express-

ion of the mental vj-sual experience as implied in behavj-our

psychology, even though it may be influenced by it. In this
context intentionality and purpose implicate a certain
cr'eative capacity and social interactive skiIl that make

the human being come to terms, and fashion, the social

real-ities while pursuing personal objectives. Intentional--

ity is, as Layder (1-981:15) states, is associated with 'rthe

theor'etical axiom that mind and action are indeterminate,

that is, they cannot be accounted for in terms of physio-

logical or environmentaf factorsrr. In other words, the

intentionality of a person is the routine feature based on

his ability to negotiate in a dialogue, create purpose and

plans for hls "action'r.

It is important to note again Parsons ' ( 1-971- ) rraction

systemrr. Parsonsr action system, adopted by Barker and

Michelson, constitutes four sub-systems: social, cultura1,

personality and behaviour. Except for the social, the other

thr'ee are a constituent of their environment. In Parsonsl

notion creativity is attributed to the cultural sub-system,

while the adaptlve, is associated with the behaviour

sub-system. Parsonsr goal attainment of action is located

in the personafity sub-system. This implies that in achiev-

ing a certain goal, one has to adapt either his behaviour

to the environment or change the environment to accord with

certain deterministic cultural norms, or both. Therefore,

according to Parsonsr conceptlon, a person does not have an
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int.ernal- creati-ve capacity to form ideas of his/her own and

accordingly change the envj-ronment.

Besldes defining the actor in terms of hls intention-
ality 1n rractionrr, there is'also the notion of I'beingrr. The

definition of 'rbeing'r, with a1l the difficulty in defining
it explicitly, is based on Heidegger's (tgOl ) iaea that
human exj-stence in the environment (i.e., his world) is
determined by personal- understanding of existence in the

wo11d. This understanding is a necessity continuously

arising from the fact that the human being wants to exlst
( i . e. , Being-in-the-world) . In defining this idea,

Hëioegger considered a philosophical conception that has

been debated since Plato to establish the essence of human

existence. Heidegger goes on to argue that, human existence

in this world is not made up of bits of empirical evidence

of the visible object. In fact the phenomenon for existence

is based on a priori conception (i.e., "basic concept") of

the worl d as the human sub j ect knows and unclerst ands

rrBeing-in-the-wor1drr. The rrbasic conceptil wiIl determine

the way 1n which one will get a pre-understanding of the

sub ject. Therefore, through the notion of the rrbasic

conceptrr, Heidegger considers the object (e.g., the built-

environment) integrated, relative and an essential part of

the existence of the sub ject ( 1. e. , the actor as rrBeing" ) ,

Baslc concepts determlne the way in which we get an
unclerstanding beforehand of the area of sub ject-
matter underlying alI the objects a science takes as
its theme. A1I positive investigation is guided by
this understanding. But since every such area is
itself obtalned from the domain of entities, the
research signifies the interpretation of the entities
with regard to being. ( Heidegger, j_967 : 30 )
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Heidegger's notion of rrbeingrr therefore stresses a priori

condition of understanding rrbeingr'. He is here exploring

the ontotogical foundatlon of the understanding which an

actor reaches by the mere fact of "Being-in-the-worldrl
(Bauman, 1978). This understanding is essential for the

personal experience.

In his ideas, Heidegger strongly suggests that the

built-environment is an essential and inseparable part for

understanding a person as an individual entity. It is

integrated into the person to identify certain character-

istics of his/her eSsence. That implies that the

'ouilt-environment is a component integrated into the human

being aS the Space dimension of the social- System. One can

go a step further and argue that in the urban pattern of

Isfahan, the spatial characteristics of the Spaces are

similar, because they are the essential components to

identify therrbeingil of the Muslim in the microcosmic

order

The new feature of the actor ( i. e. , rrbeingrr) is

therefore complementary to intentionality to give the actor

à personalistic metaphysical attribute. Personalism, aS

Layder (L9B1-) indicates, characterizes the basj-c structure

of social life. The socj-al world is made up of lnteracting

persons, consc j-ous of their rrbeingrr , through being

conscious of other people, and pursuing their own inten-

tionality. This view i-s reflected in the basic societal

unit: the family in Isfahan. The family is conscious of its
llbeingrr aS an existential and personalized unit, which
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having a certain consciously known societal position, is
manifested in the spatial characteristics, the stability
and change of the dwelling unit. The family realLzation and

knowledge of the microcosmic being ( i. e. , simil_ar to
Heidegger's "Being-in-the-worl-drr) is the means and outcome

of their realization of therrsense of placerrin their
dwelling. Therefore an important part of personalization
has to do with creating and understanding the means and

spaces that 1n them the rrsense of pl_acerr has materialized.

Alternatively, part of creating the rrsense of place rr is
personali-zing that particular space.

To elaborate on the meaning of existence and rrbeingrr,

Heidegger (1967 232) introduces a term he ca11s rrDaseinil.

rrDaseinrr j-s defined as the entities that establish the

exi stence of rrbeingrr . Through an historical enquiry into

the entities, one can identify the meaning of the existence

of rrbeingrr. In other words, the meaning of "beingrr can be

establ-ished by explicating the historical development that

creates its entities. Furthermore, arly actor sets his own

meaning as 4 priori for any of his rractionsrr. Through

understanding the pre-action meaning one can acquire the

knowledge to identify human rractionrr in a certain

situation.

Heidegger is only one of a stream of phiJ-osophers

(e.g. , Gadamer, L976; Habermas, 1,978 ) who has stressed the

idea of a priori meaning and the importance of the subject

in a social science enquiry (Bauman, 1,9'/B; Bleicher, I9B2).

Taking Kantian philosophy as the basis for their theses,
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these philosophers outlined phenomenology and the new

hermeneutic philosophy and sociology. Basically, phenomen-

ology and hermeneutics conceptual-Lze the idea that the

subject shares the world with his object and has a

pre-understanding which guides his/her purpose. According

to these authors, apart from the physical and visible

property of an object, the obiect depends on which

attributes and metaphysical meaning are given to it by the

subject (i.e., the actor). Note that hermeneutic sociology

and philosophy, phenomenology and other methodologies, Such

as ethnomethodology, criticize the limitations of

positivism in social sciences.

since phenomenology has been brought to the built-

environmental design and theory of 'rplacer' (Norberg-Schulz,

Lg74, t979; Re1ph, !976, 1-981-; Seamon and Mugerauer (eds),

1985), it seems important to have a brief look at it.

Similarly, the thesis wiIl later examine hermeneutics to

see its possibility for identifying the 'rsense of placerr .

The phenomenologists, their theory initially developed

by Husserl and Shutz, see the world as a product of the

human actor. The world has no existence apart from its

individual membersI rraction" and the meaning they bestow

upon it (i.atry, 1976). Here, tractionrr is distinguished f rom

behaviour. In I'actionrr there are the elements of intention-

ali-ty, purpose and rrbeirlg" ( i. e. , 'rbeing" as defined by

Heidegger). They are unified by the actor's bestowal of

meaning upon the object, yet they cannot aggregated.

Meaning, which is a communicative act, is considered to be
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on two level-s: the meaning which is within the conscious-

ness of the individual (i.e., personal meaning), and the

meaning which is formed due to the process of social

interaction. Exploring the first level of meaning, which

Shutz defines as meaning in its primordial state, involves

examining how the individual reflects upon experience and

how experience becomes meaningful through the process of
reflection. The second levet of meaning, io which actors

directly experi-ence each other, is where shared meanings

are established and thus become the proper subject matter

of social science. From the shared meaning, due to common

experience, the common sense knowledge of the actors

becomes typifj-ed knowledge. It is the initial point where

the ideal types, the rrraw datarr for analysis, occur. At

this initial point the social actor continuously checks

his/her meaning and knowledge by participating in the

social- interaction. However, âs Giddens ( 1-979 ) indicates,

according to Husserl knowledge is intentional, conscious

and has no significance except when meaning is given to it.

It is for this reason that subjectivism assumes a central

part in this type of enquiry. Moreover, it is the inter-

subjectivity between these two 1evels that identifies the

private domain of the actor, a priori gives meaning (i.e.,

mad.e of the individual and shared meaning) and a meaningful

context defined by the concept of the situation (Hekman,

1e83 ) .

In conclusion, phenomenology is the study of meanlng,

in a context, built on the subjective interpretation and

lntentionality of the actor. This implies that an
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individualrs personalízation cannot help but bring along

all the prejudice, tradition, cultural constraints and

social pressure aS a priori. However, this actorrs

continuous participation 1n social interaction, continuous-

1y reviSeS, in a certain context, his/frer meaning,

personalization and a1I the preconceived preiudices.

As was noted in chapter one phenomenology has recently

expanded its domain into the field of geography, planning

and architecture to identify the I'Sense of placer' ( Seamon

and Mugerauer (eds), 1-985; Relph, :-976, 1-981-). It therefore

has incorporated the human subjective dimension and

attempts to give an al-ternative meaning to I'place'r.

It is interesting to note that Relph (l-gZO), by

aSsociating the notion of "placel with the subjective

geographi-cal experience, indicates that there is a Iink

betweenrrplacerrand phenomenological geography. He also

points out the timitation of positivlsm in geography and

attributes this to its incompetence in identifying both

levels of consciousness: the meaning due to societáI

interaction and personal meaning. However, by introducing

the unconscious, he seems to contradict phenomenology and

its philosophical foundation. He does this by turnlng to

the object and saying that the meaning of nplacerr or its

'ressence'r lies in the unselfconscious that defines place as

profound centres of human 'rexperiencerr (L976: a3 ) . However,

l-ater in his writing, ReIph (1985) refers to Heidegger to

undervalue the unconscious and thus revise his own initial

definition of rrplacêrr. Therefore in his latest argument, h€
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state s that 'tplace rr is constructed in our memory and

affections through repeated encounters and associations

( i . e. , experiential meaning ) . He therefore takes Heid-

egger's idea of "Being-in-the-worldil to conceptual-ize the

notion of rrplace-in-which I l ive as the centre of my

worl-d.". ReIph's efforts Seem to draw a similarity between

Tuanf S (1,974) "topophllia'r and his o\À¡n "world viewil or rrhe

as the centre of the world".

Mugerauer (1-985) also follows the same basic Iine of

argument. Besides using phenomenoJ-ogy to indicate the

Iimitation of Sensory positivistic environmental infor-

mation - a noted psychologicat methodology for defining the

rrsense of place" - he sim11ar1y to Relph, attempts to

el-aborate within phenomenology the notion of rrplac€rr. He

however takes different properties and relates'rplacerr to

intimacy and comprehension of the meaning of a rrplacerr.

The above arguments of meaning, subjectivity of
I'actionI and phenomenology, explicitly indicate that the

knowledge acquired through positivism and census data to

elaborate on the human being built-environment relationship

is limited. To define the rrsense of placerr, the vlsible

objective crite¡.i-a, human behaviour and cognition due to

the function of the space , a¡e not sufficient. Acquiring

the subjectivity of the subject-object relationship seems

an essential part of the knowledge to establish the 'rsense

of placerr. However certain problems are apparent. Besides

its complexity, and the notion that phenomenology ignores

the role of the societal institution and organization, some
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sociologists have cast doubt on its basic philosophical
rationale (CiO¿ens, t976; Hekman, 1983; Layder, 1gB1). One

such important doubt stems from the notion that phenomen-

ology only considers, as a subject of study, the phenomenal

world of a personrs everyday life. Phenomenology cannot

construct laws regarding soci-al organizations, insti-tutions
and ideals about the world. However, both Giddens and

Layder' explicitly indicate that in human rractionrl

(intentionality and "being'r), there certainly are concep-

tualj-zed ideals different from the concrete partlculars of

everyday life. Moreover, these ideals cannot be the sum

total of objects or events in everyday life. Hence Giddens

concludes that phenomenology cannot establish human ideaÌs

in their pure form and free from the bias that one

confronts in everyday Iife. The fact that phenomenology

bases its knowledge on the personal level only indicates

that it is a form of reductionism. Apparently Husserl was

also confronted with the unresolved problems of establish-

ing in phenomenology non-reductionist knowledge and social-

la.ws and ideals of the world free of personal bias

(gf eicher, 1-982). It is for this reason that in phenomen-

ology I'actionrrand intentional-ity of the actor are only

considered within a context. Therefore the above argument

strongly suggests that since phenomenology is a form of

reductionism and cannot identify the laws of societal

organlzations, institutions and the ideal worl-d free from

personal bias, its knowledge gives a limited understanding

to humanrractionrrand the human being built-environment

re1 ationship .
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The reservations concerning phenomenology are not

quite apparent to those who introduced it to, the field of

planning and urban design. However, one must note that very

few geographical, planning or urban design analyses have

been proposed or made using phenomenology. One can

therefore safely assume that it is rarely used to acquire

knowledge of therrsense of placerr. The reason may be due to

the complexity and difficulty in understanding the

philosophical arguments made by Heidegger, Husserl and

Shutz. CuIl_en (fgA¿), who is very critical of current

planning and research practice, due to the popular use of

reductionism and positivism, still- has his reservations

about the practicality of phenomenology. Apparently he sees

it as being far too complex to be professiona]ly and

practically applicable.

Another important philosophical trend that currently

advocates the importance of the subjective meaning of the

actor and crit icLzes the limitation of positivism, is

hermeneutics (Gadamer, Lg76; Bleicher, L9B2; Bauman, L97B)

and the critical theory drawn by Habermas (l'978). Both

apparently share the same problem: difficulty in applying

its complex methodology to planning and urban design.

However, the fact that it has very recently entered into

the field of planning and urban deslgn (Gregory, 1978), and

aesthetic evaluation (Gadamer , 1,g76), ".tO 
the notion that

the rrsense of placerr iS an aesthetic quality (Retpfr, 1976),

makes it essential to briefly outline some of its basic

ideas.
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Hermeneutics is considered a philosophy that questions

the nature and objectives of historical knowledge. In other

words, it seeks to establish a basiS for the discrepancy

and relationship between human conduct and historical

events. Hermeneutics stresses. rrunderstanding;' to be a

unification of the creator of an 'object and its

interpreter. As Gadamer (L97,6 ) puts it , hermeneutics is

ontological and seeks to explain the basic phenomenon of

understanding events that occurred at times and places

where the interpreter was not present. Therefore, it is the

comprehension of the meanings through an interpretive

effort. That meaning must be recovered through the recon-

struction of the historical situation or context in which

it has originated or been created. Therefore, it seems

essential that the interpreter participates in the history

of the event or object. In other words, the interpreter,

with alI his preconceived ideas and tradition, has to

relate to the historical event that he/she is interpreting.

Gadamer then concludes that it 1s the subjective

pre-judgement of the interpreter constituting the actorrs

notion of personal existence and the dialogue between tfre

object and the actor (i.e., the interpretation) - that

makeà tft" subject comprehend the obiect. The actorr s

subjective comprehension of the characteristics of the

space, contributes to the space becoming a trplac€rr'

It

to the

Gadamer

me aning

is apparent that in this hermeneutic process, due

existence of a pre-judgement (i.e., a prigri),

faces the problem of identifying the appropriate

and the honesty of the interpretation of the
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historical situation. The meaning of an event can be

defined in relation to the intention of the creator or to

the interpretation that recovers the intention of the

creator. But the interpreter may give the created or object

a different meaning from the one given by the creator.

This, âS Gadamer remarks, establishes differently both'the

meaning (given by the creator) and the understanding of the

interpreter. It may therefore make the development of

'rtraditionil that conveys the object from the past and

influences the present reception, unintelligible. However,

instead of having one interpretive meaning in the object'

it is more appropriate for it (i.e., the object) to include

in itself varying interpretations, in accordance with the

observer or the interpr:eter. The possibil-ity of having a

variety of interpretations wilI overcome the historical

self-isol-ation of the object. The meanJ-ng in an object will

continuously stand open to new interpretation by the

actors. One therefore may conclude that no object (whether

an historical event, a work of art or an urban spatial

organization) can be regarded as dependent upon its creator

or its present interpreter, but upon a dialogue that

continuously synthe sizes the interpreter and creator and

unifies the subjectivity of both meanings and under-

standings.

Recently, hermeneutic philosophy has reached the field

of human geography (Gregory, 1-978) and explored the built-

environmental design (nogna, 1985) to elaborate further the

notion of the 'rsense of place" . Gregory ( 1978 ) in his

historlcal- analysis of modern geography, indicates the lack
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of humanistlc factors in the theories of geography. The

reason for this, hê argues, is found in the positivistic

tradition of geographical analysis, which sought to

optimize public policies and outline models based on the

visible world. In other words, hê argues that geography

disregarded the hermeneutic preconception and subjective

meani-ng of space. Instead, geography uses neo-classical

economic and functional sociol-ogyr both of which are based

on positivistic epistemology. Gregory goes further to say

that geography must overcome 1ts data base and consider

sources, such as dances, literature, landscaping, music and

painting for gaining its knowledge.

\,r/hat hermeneutic invites in is an interrogation of
the totality of meaning which rel-evance and pre-
supposes a continual- exam j-nation of our mode of
appropriation of the world' 

(Gregory, 1978:63)

The rrcritical theoryrr, developed by Habermas (1-978) is

rooted in Greek, Kantian and Hegelian philosophy. Basic-

a1ly, it is another criticism of positivism as a means of

acquiring knowledge in social science. Habermas makes a

hj-storical argument to indicate that positivism has

abandoned the proper relation between theory and social-

rea1ity. By indicatlng the value that exists in scientlfic,

technical rationality, Habermas attempts to disclaim that

positivism is value free. After pointing out the rel-ation-

ship between knowtedge and interest, or knowledge and

intentionality, he sees the necessity for exploring

knowledge in a broader manner. It is here, then, that

Habermas raises the importance of subjectivity, the

existential. or self-reflectlve experience and the hermen-
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eutic el-ement in acqulring the appropriate knowledge. Note

that in his thesis Habermas does not exclude the causal-

analysis used in natural science. In fact as Hekman (fggg)

indicates, he stresses the necessity of having both the

subjective and objectÍve knowledge. He therefore emphasizes

that reality is apprehended through technical analysis,

practical interest that produces the knowl-edge character-

ized by its history and hermeneutic science and theoretical

enqulry.

Habermas, who is consldered by Overend (1983) to be

the most impressive philosopher and sociologist i-n current

years, takes from Kant the epistemological distinction

between a priori and a posteriori knowledge and the concept

of self-reflection. He develops the l-atter by using both

Freudian psychoanalytic terms and the notion of cognitive

process (Habermas, 1978). Overend (rggS: zS) sums up

Habermasr critique of 'knowledge as:

I

l+

Epistemology can only be developed as social theory.
That this theory will be an investigation into the
history of the species in terms of the promulgation
of the interest of self-preservation and reproduc-
tion.
That the process of self reflection reveals the
inclusion of knowledge within these interests.
These knowl-edge-constitutive interests determine the
conditions of objectivity, the validity of propos-
itions and the meaning of knowl-edge.

Jf

It is quite explicit that phenomenology, hermenèutics

and critical theory underrate the importance of societal

organization and rrstructurerr in relation to human rractionrr .

For elaborating the human being built-environment relation-

ship, the above theories malnly argue the personal
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association of the actor and the bui]t-environment.

Phenomenology, hermeneutics and critical theory explore the

notion of the "sense of ptacerr without considering those

institutional components that are a constraint and a

generative mechanism for any creative process'

Therefore to establish at the personal l-evel human

" action" and the rrsense Of placerr , phenomenOlOgy , hermen-

eutics and critical theory strongly suggest the following:

1. The 'rsense of placerr is both metaphysical and physical'

Both are related to the Self-re aLLzation and personaliz-

ation, in space and time, of the spatial manifestation

of the existence of rrbeingrr. "Being" is a necessary

component of the intentionatity of human rractionrr.

2. The understanding of the 'rSense of pl-acerr iS both

epj-stemological and ontological. Through a dialogue

between the actor and the space the 'rsense of placerr is

created. Dialogue establishes the understanding of the

meani-ng of the spatial characteristics to accommodate

human rractionrr .

3. The knowtedge for understanding the meaning, is based on

. a priori conscious, self understanding of personal

intentlonality. Hence an enquiry into the knowLedge and

meaning of the I'sense of placerr iS based on the

assumption that the subject ( i . e. , the human being)

shares the world with the object (i'e', the built-

environment) and has a pre-understanding of the purposeS

which guide thre method of achieving the 'r sense of

place". Hence both the means and the outcome (i'e', the
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sense of place ) , are subjective, r€Iativistic and

contextual.

4 priori knowledge that wilI identify the subjectivity

and contextuality of the rrsense of placerr and the

planning and design process is based on the historical

sj-tuation and the continuity of the process for develop-

ment. This a priori knowledge establishes a continulty

f rom the past into the present and to the I'futurerr .

Bleicher ( 1-98 2: 83 ) puts , it , rrThe knowledge or

historicality of understanding refers to the socio-

spatlal historic mediation of pre-understanding; its

constitution of possible objects and the value

dimensi-ons formed by social praxisrr.

Based on the hermeneutic process, the meaning with which

the spatial characteristics connote therrsense of placerl

is the meaning given by the interpreter or actor who

wants to seÌf-re alize and personalize in space and time

the existence of his rrbeingrr. Hence I'sense of placerr is

an attribute given by the user not by the designer or

planner. It 1s a communicative enterprise between the

Space and the person who wants to accommodate his/her

"actionrr in that space and has 'as Q Priori knowledge of

his/her rractionrr.

It is interesting to note here that Norberg-schulz

(1981) bases his study of meaning of European architecture

in terms of Heidegger's philosophy. By defining architec-

ture as' a rrconcreti zatj.on of existential spacett ( 1981: 5 ) ,

he created a baslc foundation of referring architecture to

q
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the human being. Moreover, noting the human identification

with reference to rrgive him existential footholdrr, he

introduced the term rrexistential Spacerr. It is defined aS

I'the quality which is the object of manrs identification

and which may give him a Sense of existential footholdr'

( i_981:5 ) . He then divides rrexistential spacerr, into two

complementary terms: Space, corresponding to orientation

and character, corresponding to identification. Orientation

and identification were noted to be the criteria for a

'rplacerr in European architecture.

Norberg-Schulz defines "placerr aS a qualitative total'

phenomenon that is universally valid. It cannot be an

abstract thing but a reality related to spatial character-

istics. Furthermore, he says that being qualitative, it

cannot be classified by means of an analytic scientific

concept. Yet Norberg-Schu]z contradicts himself and uses

analysis to identify certain components of ttplac€tr. He

first uses a reductionist approach to identify cert'ain

ef ements of rrplacerr, and then aggregates these elements to

establish their universal validity in rrplace"-making ' His

method of acquiring the knowledge reductionism and

aggregation seems to indicate that he fell into the same

pit into which all phenomenologists have fallen. Besides'

assuming the criteria that create rrplacerr aS universal and

free of bias, hê has attempted to achieve what the

phenomenologists failed that is from a prejudiced a

priori knowledge related to personal intentionality, create

a uni_versal phenomenon of , from a sub jective meaning,

estabtish a universal one.
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For persona1i.zing a space and creating a 'rplacer', the

individual undertakes a dialogue with the built-envi-ron-

ment. \^/ith aIl the bias and pre-seIf -expression, the

human being internalizes the space by attempting to

understand its meaning and consclously creating it as

part of his personal existential ttbeingrr. Dialogue and

personalization 'of Space establlsh the continuous

involvement in personal conceptuaLLzatLon, physical

manifestation and expansion of the buitt-environmental

knowledge and consciousness. As Bleicher (1-982:'/6) puts

it, dialogue is a means for interpretation and under-

standing existence ".itself in terms of a language that

addresses us from inside it'r. Therefore, one may

conclude that the spatial characteristics of a space are

the means through which the dialogue takes place between

a spatial setting and a human being. Through this

dialogue the human being revises his/her pre-notion of

the space and continuously imposes on it an alternative

to accommod.ate his/her existential'rbeingrrand inten-

tionality. This seems to indicate that to achieve the

"rug of placerl

materialization of

direct human involvement in self-

the spatial characteristics of a

7

space , is essential.

In an urban milieu, it is assumed that the human being

confronts a Space with other human beings. People are

involved in a mutual relationship with others to have

"Our-Own-wOrId". I'Nature cOnfrOntS uS aS an alien force,

social- processes we experience with the fullness of our

being and become aware of as somethi-ng that touches the
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nerves of our existence, evoking reactions that Span the

spectrum from love to hate, âS we get to know the

conditions and forces underlying them" (gtelcher;

L982:61- ) . A person therefore enters into a social

retationship as an individual and as part of a social

body whose components are known by the individual and

are shared by everybody in that social body. Hence to

speak of I'beingrr and intentionality outside the spectrum

of a social body seems to be quite simplistic. This'will

be the next theoretical analysis to be carried out in

this chapter.

Besides the conscious knowledge for self-reaLi-zati-on and

personal izatLon of space, one has to stress the

importance of rrcognitÍonil presented in chapter one

in achieving at the personal Ievel, the I'sense of

place,' . ',cognition'r and imageability, even though their

Iimitatlons have been argued in this thesis, are

important source.s of knowledge for understanding the

built-envj-ronment. I'Cognition'r therefore contributes as

the psychological phenomena (i.e., territoriality,

identity, aesthetic quality and mental map) which assoc-

iate a person with the environment by contributing to

familiarity and perception of the spaces.

THE ROLE OF SOC]ETY (1.C., THE SUPRA PERSON)
AS AN ACTOR

Associating spatial meaning and "actionrr of the human

being with the societal organization and community seems to

be another l-evel that one has to consider in conceptual-

B
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|zing the rrsense of pIace". The society and the community

are made up of an internal world of shared values and

feelings created through the social- interaction of persons

in a pattern to conceptua1Lze the external corporate

identity (SuttIes, 1,g72) . These corporates shar'e inter-

nalIy, with other corporates, certain knowledge for

understandlng meaning and cotlective rractionrr to form a

certain hierarchic order. The consciousness of the

collective rractionrr to interact at each societal l-evel is

related, according to its common or corporate intention-

ality, with the built-envi-ronment (CasteIls, l-983 ) to

materj- al,Lze as a collective exj-stence of "beingrr and create

the rrbeing-in-our-own-world. rl

As was noted before, joining this personal level with

the societal level to identify the overall characteristics

and knowledge for understanding of meaning, seems to be

very complex. The identity at the totat socj-etal level

apparentlyisnotthetotalsumoraggregateofthe

personal leveI. The societal intentionality cannot be

identified and pre-supposed unl-ess people enter communion

with others and become, instead of indlviduals, part of a

totality whose collective consciousneSs is different from

and irreducible to individual consciousness. It is for this

reason that in social science there is a very loose link

b,etween sociology ( i . e. , work at the communal Ievet ) and

psychology ( i. e. , work at the individual level ) . Even as

Hekman (1g83) and Thorns (rcla) have indicated, the attack

on positivism is divided on simil-ar lines: the subjective

huìnanist meaning of social actors and the structural-
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element of social l-ife where the social institution is

di scusse d.

The brief outline of phenomenology, critical theory

and hermeneutics explicitly indicated the subjectivity of
rlthe sense of place'r . Assuming that a similarity of the

paradi-gm is necessary (funn, I974) , it is apparent that a

similar subjective (i.e., anti-positivism) analysis of the

structure is appropriate. Therefore here the appropriate-

ness and impact of social institutions, mainly the theories

of Marx and Levi-Strauss, wiII be discussed. Later, by

referring to Giddens and Layder in the next section of this

chapter, an attempt will be made to synthe síze the personal

human I'actionrr with the following structural analysis of

social formation to establish a theory of the rrsense of

place'r that incorporates the spatial meaning , i-ntention-

aIity, personalization of the human being and societal

o rgani zat1-on.

In the anti-positivism study of social- organizaliort,

social- scientists concern themselves with the social

context, in which social actorsr concepts are conceived and

meaningful rractions" are involved with applicatlon of

rules. These rules, which def ine meaningful rractionrr , are

similar to language. Hence the study of social I'actionrr is

similar to the study of language. The task is to understand

and aSSeSS the elements of sOcial fOrms, rrstructure" and

institutions of social organizations, rather than the

individual human being, to identify the phenomenon of

meaning, "actlonrr and the'rsense of pl-ace.rr.
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Within thls framework the structurallsts seek their

knowledge in a different approach to positivj-sm. Instead of

looking at the visible manifestation for analysing the

social rrstructurerr, they search for the abstract principles

which determine the organization of social relation. In

this approach the individuals unconsciously support the

structure of the social relationship.

One can note here briefly the theory of structure and

the methodology outlined by Levi-Strauss (Jenkins, 1979).

For Levi-strauss the social organization is a basis where

ideas and meanings are manifested through symbolic actions.

These symbolic actions are cultural systems that represent

a totality of collective representations, elaborated within

the human society at a rrsupra-individualrr level. Levi-

Strauss conceives spatial configuration as a system of

ideas and meanings according to a logical relationship

within a culture. Spatial relationships are then a

'rmetaphorical- representationrrof the symbolic nature of
rrcultural configurationrr. In a Society a rrcultural config-

urationrr is composed of a basic mechanism or structure by

which it manifests a phenomenon that signifies itself in

space. Hence, Levi-Strauss defines the structure as an

internal cultural pattern of social relationship and a

product of the unconscious mind and i-ts mode of social-

action.

Levi-Strauss uses phonology and the science of

language as the basis for his conception. Note that there

is a difference between language and speech (Giddens,
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Lg77). The former is a symbolic system where the meaning

has a precise specification. l,r/hiIe the latter, speech, has

i ts me aning in the sub j ective human rlactionrr and in

accordance with the human intentionality that takes place

within the context of a linguistic system and social

organi zatíon. Hence the meaning of speech can be understood

hermeneutical-ly (Habermas, L9'/8; Gadamer, 1-976 ) . Levi-

Strauss has ignored speech and concentrated on the symbolic

system of language.

' As Jenkins (1'979) suggested, Levi-Strauss has pointed

out two basic factors for associating language and cultural

configuration with the system of societal representation:

1. The first factor is the unconscious' the high level of

generality and a priori that creates the expression of

the action and the mental mechanism ( i. e. , Ianguage and

other cultural norms have the Sa¡ne mental mechanism).

This level is considered to be the locus, the origin of

all rrforms'r of the system of the structure, empty of any

'rcOntentrr. The rrcOntentSrr are mOdalitieS Of the struC-

ture and the cultural- manifestations. Any study to be

mad.e, is to search the unconscious to identify the

"form'r, the rrcontentsrr and their interdependence. Note

that for Levi-strauss the unconscious, where the

structure resides, does not have any individuality.

Therefore, language and any other cultural manífes-

tations are connected by the same original I'essence". It

is where all the sYmbols reside.
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Each specific culturat manifestation (and this includes

the built-environment) is assumed to have an internal

structure, a reality and a signification analogous to

that of language. In a manifestation, the culture of a

society is assumed to be made up of hidden phenomena'

each of which has a basis ( i. e. , structure ) which acts

as the mechanism to signify and self-create the human

function. Furthermore, due to the unconscious leveI, the

structures of various cultural systems are expected to

be simiÌar. In other words, Ianguage and other cultural

ord.ers have the same structure. In his definition of

structure, therefore, Levi-Strauss excludes material

resources, but includes the order and pattern of

nelationships (i.e., the rules) of the el-ements which

are culturally deflned and context. Any manifestati-on -
this includes the built-environment is a variation of

the ideal, outlined and conceptuaLLzed in the uncon-

scious (i.e., the mechanism), and is a constraint on the

materiat world. In other words, one observes unity in

the structure and diversity due to the material world.

Thus the structure is a deterministic constraint

operating in aII cultures.

To identify the structure and cuftural pattern Levi-

St'rauss proposes a methodology similar to that used in

linguistics. This includes the choice and the ldentific-

ation of relationships between two opposite binary

elements. He therefore proposes an empirical and reduction-

ist technique where he treats the el-ements of culture aS

li-nguistic phonemes whose meaning could be understood in
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their mutual relationship. In other words the meaning is

understood from the relationship of the elements in a

system. In this system any change of an element and its

relationship will create a change in other elements and in

the whole system.

However, the empirical analysis of Levi-Strauss is not

to look at tl" visible appearance, but to reveal the

structure whích is beneath it. According to him this can be

achieved by creating models that make the structure intel-

ligible facts. Knowledge therefore becomes the fabrlcation

of models that establishes a mechanistic and deterministic

structure of a set of empirical social relations. \,Vithin

the constraints of these models of structure, rules are

created to determine human action.

In the past decade or so Levi-Straussr theory of

structure has become a significant base in the field of

architectural theory and methodological analysis (e. g. ,

Preziosi, 1,979; Alexander, L9'/9; Broadbent et ãI., 1980).

It identified a means to integrate at the societal 1evel

the human dimension into architecture and thus define the

societal components of the I'sense of placerr. These

architectural theoreticians found their notion of the human

dimension to be:

similar to Levi-Strauss, based on an analogy to
scj-ence of language;

associated with the level of the unconscious as

priori ;

with reference to the structure and the relationship
tþe elements, similar to Levi-Strauss;

the1

a2

J of
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studi-ed by usi-ng a dialectic relation between two binary
oppositional choices (e.g. , Preziosi's variant-invar-
iant; Alexanderr s pattern language ) ;

anaÌysed by consj-dering a basic unit or element
analogous to the phonemes whose meaning can be under-
stood by their interre1ationship;

with the assumption that the material resources are
outside the realm of structure;

a deterministic model;

analysed by referri-ng to the knowledge of the structure
of the object and its intelligibility.

However, Gregory (1-978), by criticizing the applic-
ability of Levi-Strauss to human geography, explicitly
indicates the limitation of the theory and the methodology

for identifying the societal components of the rrsense of

placerr. Part of his criticism stems from the notion that

Levi-Strauss has displaced altogether the meaning, given by

the society as a subject to the structure (1.e., pattern).

In other words Levi-Strauss gives minor importance to the

intentionality of the supra-human being. Since the

structure never changes Levi-Strauss, Gregory comments,

implies that by repeating the baslc structure through

history, the human being has repeated the sarne ideas and

action. Action, associated here with the unconscious, is

identified by an apprehended model that has its origin in

the salne repertoire: the rrunchangeable supra-personal

mindrr'. It is reflected in this world repeatedly to solve

the same probl-ems by manipulating the same elements. hlhat

seems important therefore is to study not the uniqueness of

the spatial patterns, but its similarity. Thls 1s what

7
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preziosi (1-979) has done to establish the fact that the

spatial structure is a product of a universal- world view'

preziosi's notion also implies that all the systems that

mankind uses to change relationships with the built-

environment are but one universal system of socio-cultural

signification, where an individual is bound and his acti-on

is limited by its universal structure'

There seems to be lots of ground for criticizing

Levl-Strauss. However the system of signification in the

science of Ianguage, Alexanderrs ( fgZg ) pattern Ianguage

and Preziosirs (1979) studies, make j-t impossible to deny

completely the existence of a priori societal rules and

inner logic to spatial patterns. l¡/hat the structuralists

haveexplicitlyindicatedisthatanyspatialelement

cannot be taken nor its meaning interpreted, in isolation'

It has to be in rel-ation to other elements and within a

certain socio-spatial system through which it can operate

and. acquire a certain phenomenal understanding. spatial

patterns need certain rules culturally identified and set

uponapatternofsocio-spatialrelationshiptocreatethe

approprlate built-environment. These rules and pattern may

create a constraint mechanism, or they may also be creative

(cid¿ens, Ig77) for human rractionrr'

Inlsfahan,whatoneobservesisthattherearea-

priori rules to create a traditional setting. The inter-

relationship of the spatial elements (i.e., surface, shape'

form, sP ace, etc. ) and their hierarchic position in a

system, aîe culturally patterned' They are paramount in
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identifying in all the physical manifestations therrsense

of placerr. Thus, iÍr Isfahan what seems apparent is that the

socio-spatial and cultural rules and system are all part of
the generative and creative mechanism for human rractionrr.

Another anti-positivism approach to human I'actlon'r at

the structural and societal level is based on Marxist

social analysis. In this case structure was very much

associated with the organization of resources. Perhaps the

most explicit of its indication in the built-environment is
Castells' (lgll ) Marxist anatytical study. The implication
of the organization of resources, âs a structure, is due to

its direct association with the concept of rrpower" and the

capacity to use that power to make certain val-ues count

more than others. Note that the thesis uses for its

argument Giddens' ( 1979 ) definition of power, where he

indicates that resources are a vehicle for power.

The Marxlst analysis, used by CastelIs ( fgZg) ,

associate s rractionrr with the power of domination over

ownership, allocation and consumption of urban resources

for productlon and services in a capitalist social organ-

izatíon. His methodology, developed in his book the Urban

Question (1979) was based on certain empirlcal data and the

Marxlst epistemology developed by Althusser (1-969). For

establ-ishing the link between culture and spatial manifes-

tation, h€ associates the creation of the characteristics
of space with the historical development of soclal

relationship in a society where its organization of
resources is based on a capitalist mode of production.
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castells' Marxist analysis attempts to show that in a

metropolis, the urbTn built-environment and its rrdisorderrl

are a representation of spatial patterns created by the

free market, the domination (1.e., power) of the capitalist

class and the ideology whose base is the technological

rationality and the maximization of profit. The spatial

patterns noted by castells to be the outcome of a capital-

ist mode of production are the spatial divisions in

accord.ance with social division of labour and cot's"'nþtion

of urban services, and the hierarchic order between the

urban areas. Thus human rtactionrr and its pfrysicaf manifes-

tation are retated to the structure of the capitalist

society,itsideologyandthepowerofowningthemeansof
production, distribution and consumptlon (i'e" the

resources).

AswaspreviouslystatedtheMarxiststructureand

epistemology which Castells adopted as a basis for his

analytical work, are outlined by Althusserrs interpretation

of the earty work of Marx (Althusser, L969, 19'/6). Marx!s

structure Iies in his epistemology, and "historical

materialism" that founded 'rdialectical materialiSmrr ; Marxrs

basis for production of knowledge (Poul antzas, 1.973) '

According to Althusser Marxrs epistemology Iies in his

inversion of the Hegelian dialectic into dialectic

materialism (Thorns, L976). He shows that part of Marxrs

epistemology is to indicate that the theoretical framework

determines the kind of problems which are acceptable and

are abte to be resolved within that particular framework'

In other words, the theory gives the meaning and
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significance within. a certain framework. His thesis is that
outside that framework things are meaningless. Hence- the

knowledge obtained in a survey would vary according to the

adopted theoretical framework (Thorns, 1976). Knowledge is
relative to the concept s used þy the theory or thg paradigm

with' which the

Althusser, this
positivism mode

soc ie t al community expresses itself. To

is a . question and a crlticism of the

of knowledge.

Althusser argues that Marxist scientific knowledge is
the result of the process of production in the domain of
thought. It is analogous to the process in the material
worl-d: a rrdiarectic materiarismrr. rt is a movement from the

abstract to the concrete or rea1. Furthermore, Althusser

states that Marx saw a certain relationship between science

and ideology. They are both linked in terms of the reaf
world and the mode of production. Sclence, Iike any other

human activity, exists through ideology. Ideology legalizes
both an explicit form of knowledge about history, the world

and a particular form of existence 1n the world.

IdeoJ-ogy is not an abstraction or a contingent
excrescence of history: it is a structural essential
to the historical life of society. Further, only the
exi-stence and the recognitlon of its necessity enable
us to act on ideology and transform ideology into an
instrument of deliberate action on history
Ideology belongs to the region of unconscious.
Ideology is indeed a system of representation. They
are images and concepts and above all as structure
that they impose on the vast majority of men

(Althusser, 1969 2232)

Ideology is a matter of the lived relation between
men and their world. In ideology men do indeed
express, not the relation between them and their
condition of existence, but the way they five the
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relation between them
existence Ideology
relation between men and

and their condition
is the expression of

their world.

of
the

(Al-thusser, 1969: 233 )

Therefore, for Althusser, ideology is a functional- neces-

sity of existence, in space and time, of all social cl_asses

in every type of society. Ideology is for shaplng the human

belng and his spatial existence, and changes with the

process of sociar development. But for Marx social deverop-

ment 1s in terms of mode of production. Hence existence and

the expression of the rel-ationship between human being and

the world (i.e., the built-environment) is in terms of the

mode of production. Its images and concepts, through

scientific knowledge and historical materialism, give

meaning and understanding to the spatiar characteristic's,
especially to those that create and are to achieve the

"sense of placerl

However according to Marx the human being is above all
a communal being. A being, âs Althusser puts it, which is
only recogni-zed theoretically (i.e., science) and practic-
ally (politics) in the universal human relation that is,
in the structure which 1s understood as a pattern of sociar

relationships. one then can conclude that what is important

is not the individual, but the structure which the

individual supports. Besides, science is to construct and

reconstruct sets of theoretical_ relation, which through

ideology, transform the structure of the social world and

its spatial dimension. However, according to Marx I'histor-

ical material-j-sm'r, social relations and ldeology are all
based on the modes of production and social formation. Then
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it follows that the structure and ldeology are both related

to the mode of production. In other words, structure and

ideology are related to the control, distribution and

production of resources, its class relation and social

organizatlon. From this point of view it may be said that

the I'sense o! placerris related to the communal being,

recogni ze d Þy the structure and i deo I ogy that is, the

societal control-, distribution and production of resources,

its c]ass nelation and social organi zation.

This brief analysis of Althusserian Marxism is an

attempt to establish the organlzation of resources, the

contextual structure, ideology and mode of production as

means for creating the "sense of placerr. Therefore for

creating the "sense of placerr, a study has to be made with

an emphasis on the concept of class rel-ations. As Gregory

( fgZg ) puts ít, spatial configuration is not only where

class conflict expresses itself, but also it 1s the milieu

within which and through which cl-ass relations are constit-

uted and recogni zed. rrThe relation between society and

space is a function of the specific organi zat1on of modes

of productlon that coexist historically in a concrete

social formation and of the internal structure of each of

these modes of production'r (Castells, Lg77:64). It follows

that in capital-ist society the rrsense of placerr takes a

conception different from that of a society wlth different

structure. This is due to the Althusseri-an notion that

every soci-ety, in accordance with its interest of domin-

ation over the mode of production, attempts to rationalize

its meaning of the space in accordance with its ideology
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which expresses the relatÍonship between society and its

condition of existence that is, its world. Moreover, any

spatial configuration is both an expresslon of the ideology

through which that ideology is formed and recognized. fn a

capitalist society the urban spatial characteristics are

not only its expression but also its formation and

recognition.

One can also conclude that, for their survival, the

new elite in Isfahan and the villages of Iran had to change

t'he traditional rrsènse of placerr to their expression.

Moreover, the introduction of the new spatial conception

was a means to destroy the surviving tools of the trad-

itional social structure and its mode of production. This

suggests that due to the communicated meaning, the rrsense

of ptacerr is paramount for the survival of the social

organi zation.

It 1s quite explicit that the function of the Marxist

notion of structure makes human "actionr', within a context

of soc j-al organi zation and i-nstitution, deterministic.

Since there is no room for personal intentionality, it

implies a certain uniformity of the built-environment

within a class structure. However, in his later writing

CasteIIs (fgeg) seems to have noticed the limitations of

the Marxist analysis that ignores personal intentions. Yet

he still stresses that meaning is determined by patterns of

social organization and institutions. Without institution-

al-ization and class struggle such meaning cannot become

internal ized. in the social- behaviour of a social group.
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Castells shows that such notions are formed from

self-social mobilization on certain built-environmental

issues. In other words, institutionall-zation, mobilization

of social issues and identification of meaning are

self-initiated by people in accordance with their coIIec-

tive action and the desire to establ-ish certain

territoriality. rrThe emphasis upon the social and cultural-

determination of space must be combined with the

recogni-tion of the fundamental role played by territorial-
ity in the configuration of the social, processtt (1983:7O).

In other words, Castells points out that personal

intentionality is achieved through self-moblllzation and

the struggle for societal spatial manifestation. But, âs

argued in this thesis, spatial manifestations at the

societal level and the individual fevel are different. It

is for this reason CastelIs observes that once the societal

action is achieved, 1ts'whole institution and organization,

even though it is self-organLzed, 1s dismantled, 'so that

every individual can spatially pursue his own personal-

ization.

Another interesting and important social- theory

relevant to the built-environment at the societal fevel

seems to be Parsons' (197L) notion of function and its

relation to human action. As stated before, h€ indicates

that any system of action constitutes four sub-systems:

social, cultural, personal and behavioural. Each of these

sub-systems is defined by an explicit primary function:

integration, pattern maintenance, goal attainment and

adaptatlon. To the system of action, the built-envlr.onment
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is its environmental system. For the analysis of the

interrel-ation among the sub-systems of action and between

them, and the environment of action, Parsons introduces the

notion of rrinterpretation" and "institutionalizationrr. The

former is an internallzatlon of objects and cultural norms

into the personallty of the individual, while the latter is
the 'rnormative component of the cultural systemil (tgZ 1:6 ) .

He then adds that interpretation and institutionalization
are analysed (1.e., the structure of the social system) in
terms of four types of lndependent variable components:

1-. Value It involves the function and indicates the
desirable conception and type of social system. It is
related to the symbolic structure that composes the
core of the cultural sub-system.

2. Norms They establish the social systems into a

particular social function and situation. They include
the values of the social system and the specific
social modes and conditions for acting certain coll-ec-
tive rol-es.

3. Collectj-vities They are the component of the
structures that have certain rrgoal attainmentrr.
Parsons talks of rrcollectivityrr only when two cri-teria
are observed: a defined social- membership to classify
people into certain groups, andfor among the members

there is a certain functional differentiation to
classify the members into certain groups. Hence the
general functi-on of any community is to establish a

system of norms to create unity and cohesi-veness
within a collective organization.

4. Roles - They are the components of the structure that
relate to the adaptive function.
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component of his

to explain all
patterns of relationship between the sub-system and the

environment. As Giddens ( l-979 ) notes, Parsonsr rol-e seems

to relate the function to a property which not only

separates the general social characteristics from its
individual members but, by conceptuaLizi-ng and institution-
aLl-zi-ng certai-n functional criteria of society, he also

uses it as a dominating component over the voluntary

conduct of its individual members. In other words Parsons

reduces voluntarlsm 1n the i-ndividual action and connects

it only to the characteristic of the social system. It

seems therefore that the conduct of an individual actor

towards his built-environment is the outcome of social

norms and psychological behaviour (see Barker and Michelson

in chapter one ) . Therefore, the voluntarism that Parsons

introduces is not the one given by humanistic sociology and

philosophy but by behaviourism which is constrained by

social norms. Role has become the most important component

of the structure, while the understanding of meaning is in

a context of a system theory in which, âs Bleicher (L982)

indicates, the patterns the variable values - are linked

to the functions of the system of action - that is, conform

to a given norm.

Parsons rrrolerr is the central
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AN ALTERNATIVE ANTT-POSITIVISM APPROACH
TO SYNTHESIZE THE PERSONAL AND SOCIETAL
LEVEL: THE SOCIAL THEORY OF GIDDENS

As was noted in chapter one, by taking parsons' social
theory, Barker and Michel-son integrated the societal and

personal buil t-environment relatÍonship. Briefly, the

integration was by assuming a certain societal context, âs

a constraint within which human behaviour can be studied.

This conceptlon, however, was looked at to be a determin-

istic operation at both level_s of the ,human being

built-environment refationship. There was no room for the

voluntarism associated with action. Moreover, the societal
fevel was assumed to be only a constraint, loosely Iinked

to the indivldual level. Thus certain complexity was

noticed in.defining and conceptualizing the "sense of
placerr.

Similarly, Giddens (l-976) establlshes the difficulty
of associating the personal level wlth the societal level
by showing that most of the studies made of the personal

level- are based on voluntarism, while those made of the

societal fevel are based on determinlsm. He notes that the

personal leveI deals with the personalizati-on of the

built-environment on the individual l-eve1, while the

societal- deals with the institution and structural aspect

of social organization and its environmental determinism.

He also goes on to state that the nature of the problem

also stems from the notlon that the structuralists
interpret lhe social structure as a constraint on human

rractionrr, while the humanists look at structure as a human

(,
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creation that is, the producer of meaning. Giddens

compromises between these two notions of structure and

introduces what he calls I'the duality of structureil.
Through this new conception, rrstructureil becomes associated

" wlth human action both as a medium of production and as an

outcome of sociar form in the process of production. rn

other words , rrstructurerr becomes, in this process of
production and reproduction, a constraint on human ,actionrl

and at the same time enables humanrractionil to take place.

It is for this reason that Giddens (Ig7g, 1984)

deflnes rrstructurerr not as a pattern of social- organization
or a system, but as the generative rul_es and resources

continuously used in sociar production and reproduction.
Social organizations that are institutionalj-zed have their
structurar properties stabilized across time and space and

their rrstructurerr institutional ízed in the rules, the

co-ordi-nation of activities of the actors and the

all-ocation of resources. Therefore the rules and. resources

are the properties of the social system for creating a

certain observed social manifestation. "They are contin-
uously used by the social- actor as knowledge in the

production of society in which he/she are members"

(197 9:5 ) . The continuous production of the actors forced

Giddens to introduce the idea of rrstructurationr'. For him

to study rrstructurationrr is to study the condltion govern-

ing the continuous transformation of the rrstructurerr in the

process of reproduction. Reproduction is thus to specify

the connection between "structuration'r and rrstructurerl

(l,gl9 : i- 20 ) .
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The social- theory of Giddens considers it essential

that any social activity is established with reference to

three interconnected dimensions: space, time and the para-

digmatic dimension. The first two dimensions (i.e., space

and time ) are the definers of the modes in which objects

and social events occur. Giddens has taken this concepti-on

of space-time from Heidegger and the humanistic philosophy.

In fact, Heidegger says that what makes a thing and its

future possibillties is what precedes that thing in space

and time. Whi-Ie the third dimensi-on (i.e., the paradÍgmatic

dimension) is very much retated to the "duality of

structure'r. It involves at a certain historical situation

the existing rrstructurert. Since it is rel-ated to history it

does not refer to the apparent representation at a certain

moment in time.

Thus for Giddens, "actionrr and I'structurerr are

directly and dialectically related. I'Acti-onil continuously

interacts with the rrstructurerr to establish a space-time

reality. That reality becomes part of the paradigmatic

dimension for further interaction, production and

reproduction.

Gidd,ens in figure (fV-e) schematically represents the

rrduality of structureil in the process of production and

reproduction. Communication, power and morality are

considered the criteria of interaction, while sì.gnific-

ation, domination and fegitimation charactetize the

l'structuretr. Note that these properties are horizontally

and verticalJ-y interconnected, and through interaction are

connected to human rractionrr.
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lNTERACT]ON
(MODALlTY )
STRUCTURE

IHuuau ecrron]

ï

Communi cat ion
Interpretive scheme
S ignification

Power
Facility
Dominat ion

Morality
Norm
Legitimation

I

Drawing IY-22 Duality of structure is social interaction.

Source: Giddens, A. New Rules of Sociological Methodology.
London, p.722, I916.

Hutchinson,

Communication-signification: It is the communication of
meaning through lnterpretive schemes by which the actors

can make sense of each other and convey their intention-
ality and the manifestation of their rrbeingrr. Such

schemes aîe drawn from orders that are shared and used

by the community as interpretive knowledge. They are

attained through a dialogue between those members who

are involve d. The rrstructurerr of signif ication can be

considered as a system of semantic or, in the case of

built-environment, semiotic rules and coding. Through

rrstructurationrr , signs are continuously produced and

reproduced in the same way as rrstructurerr. Giddens says

(1,97 9:98 ) , "signification as concerning generative

properties of structure, is linked recursively to the

communication of meaning in interaction. Signification
refers to structural features of social systems drawn

upon and produced by actors in the form of interpretive

schemesrr. This strongly suggests that the built-environ-

ment and the spatial characteristics as a slgnific-

ation system are structural features of the social

system. Moreover, any communicative act and meaning

between actors has as its basis a priori signiflcation

system.
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Therefore, in terms of the built-environment
signification system is seen as a p.riori that

cul-ture puts on the spatial characteristics, âs is
case in Isfahan, to achieve the rrsense of placerr.

the

the

the

aI Power-domination: Even though the actor's associ_ation

and interaction with signification seems to be critical

for the rrsense of placerr, one should not ignore the

importance of power and domination in the process of

production and reproduction. Power is involved when the

participants are able to generate their own outcome to

accommodate their rracti-onrr. It is drawn from the order

of domination and used both in the application and the

production of the order of, domlnatlon in the buil_t-

environment. It also represents the capability of an

agent (or the actor) to mobiTize the ski11s and

resources and intervene in the events that serve his
Itactionrr. In short, it is the capability to secure an

outcome in the built-environment.

Domination refers to the authorities over other persons

for allocation of resources (i.e., organizatLon of
resources). Due to the "duality of structurerr, it is
drawn upon, produced and reproduced by the interactive
power of the actor. In terms of the built-environment

power-domination is not only related to the ownership of

resources, but also the distribution of resources and

control- over the planning and design process. Therefore,

the process may be considered a mechanism that either

constrains or creates the rrsense of placerr.
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Morality-legitj-mation: The moral constitution of inter-
action i-nvolves application of certain norms drawn from

a certain legitimate order. Similar to the others, due

to the duality of structure, the legi.timate order is
produced by the moral consideration of the actors.

It is essential here to argue the concept of right. In

Giddensr legitimation, there exists the notion of collec-
tive consciousness for the appropriate course for the

utilLzation of the limited resources. Actors by virtue of

being members of a particular group (i.e., community,

cl-ass, family) have certain interests. Hence one has to

consider production and reproduction in terms of justice,

moral order and power. An elaboration of this is to

indicate the right of the individual, the coll-ective right

and the decision as to whlch one is more paramount. Rawl-s

(l-971) states in his book A Theory of Justice that a social

organi zati-on needs a set of prlnciples or norms for

choosing among the alternatives. They provide and assign

rights, dutles and define the appropriate distribution of

benefits and burdens of social co-operation, bearing in

mind the inequality created by socio-economic and political

factors and the different expectations, notion and under-

standing of each actor. He then suggests the importance of

standards as a basis for the principles of justice (i.e.,
rrsocial contractt'). Standards are to be based upon certain

social ideals and conceptions on which the aim of the

social co-operation is 'to be understood. Rawls then calls

for two necessary prlnclples:
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i) tlach person is to have an equal right to the most
extensive basic liberty compatlble with a si_mil_ar
liberty for others.

if ) Social and economic inequality are to be arranged
so that they are both (a) reasonably expected to
be to everyoners advantage; (O) attached to
positions and offices open to all.

(1,97l- : 6o )

Tt is not surprising that Rawls for his middle ground

is attacked from both sides of the political spectrum. This

criticism of Rawls shows that any group or actor has a

different interest (i.e., ideology) and intentionality and

may have a dlfferent notion of justice.

It is rel-evant to state here the notion of justice and

its relation to urban design. Urban design being associated

with collective meaning and social reproduction, flây be

considered a public utility to be enjoyed by everybody.

However, based on RawLs' theory of justice and hermen-

euti-cs, each person has the right to choose the meaning and

thus his personal spatial characteristics. This public
personal dichotomy complement each other at the external

facade of buildings and spaces that, even though they are

private, Visually are part of the collective communal

meaning. It is at this point of coincidence that a dialogue

between two hierarchic leve1s of social organization

occurs. In fact, Habermas advocates here a dialectic model-

of perfect mutual comprehension.

In conclusion,

the same structuraf
Giddensr formulation establ-ishes that
(i.e., built-environmental) character-

duality of rrstructur€", participate

create personalization and with the

istics, through

with the actor

the

to
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society to create socio-spatial characteristics. Hence

'l structurerr is both a generator and a constraint. But in

neither case is it absolute, because there 1s a continuous

flow of 'ractionrr from the past, which supplies the means of

its initiation through present and future possibilities.

, Based on the above, âDV built-environment is deter-

mined by both the actorrs concept and the concept set by

the institution. The planner and designer, based on

Giddensr theory of rrstructurerr, may propose an af ternative

created by a dlalogue between the actor and the

institution. This process will be shaped and organized

continuousty as an lnternaÌ part of the dialogue, and in

accord.ance with the history (paradigm) of the situation.

The pioposed spatial characterÍstics wiIl then have the

personal exi stential meaning of rrbeing" and the cultural-

norms and symbol systems. Therefore both l-evel- s are

synthesized to define the rrsense of placerr. Through the

concept of "duality of structurer', the rrsense of placeil

will become the outcome and the means for further spatial
manifestation. This is achieved by both the actor and the

institutlonal power which sets the control and the norms

for the rules and resources and steers the process to

establish certain spatial strategies and conceptualization

that characterl-ze the rrsense of place" (e.g., design

guidelines). Hence the continulty of both the human action

and the institution transform the "sense of pfacerr from one

time-paradigm dimension to another.

Layder (f ggf ) takes Giddensr notj-on of 'rstructure" and

interaction one step further. He classifies them by arguing
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that rrstructurerr is not only a preconstituted contextual

framework, but it is also the relative autonomous accom-

plishment of the social actor. He therefore attempts to
distinguish between the contextualrrstructure" which is
made up of the rules and resources that are institutional
and constrain the ilactionil of individuals, and the

phenomenologlcal rrstructur€", or what he cal-ls rrinteractive

structurerr. The fatter being phenomenological, is refated

to the meaning given by the social- actor. In other words,

there are two hierarchic levels of rrstructurerr : the

ex^ternal or contextual one which sets the parameter and

deflnes the possible alternatives of interaction; and the

interactive one which is wlthin the situation of the former

and gives the actor, in accordance with the skill of the

actor, certain creatlve autonomy.

Layder lists

structure as being

the properties of the contextual

the objectivists notion of a structure as a priori
and constraining. They may be material, relation-
ship of production and consumption, ideals, Iaws
and cultural knowledge.

1,

a Context
ment of

refers to the specific
ac t ion.

structural environ-
( l-98t-: 95 )

This point seems to indicate that the contextual structure

establishes certain characteristics for sustaining itself.

Thus the Marxlst theory is apparent.

For Layder the rrcontextual structurerr is not a routine

feature of interaction, as is the case in Giddensr notion

of rrduality of structurerr. Layderrs argument says that

interaction which reproduces contextual- structure is
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REPRODUCTIVE
EFFECT

FORMAL CONTEXT
(ECONOMY, PoLrrY, CULTURE)

SUBSTANTIVE CONTEXT

L-

STTUATION AND INTERACTANT

REPRODUCTIVE
EFFECT

L ROUTINE INTERACTION

Drawing IV-3: Layder's Model of Interaction.

nothing but a form of reductionism. He therefore Sees that

change in contextual structure is only through a

revolution. However, Layder accepts that some of the

rrinteractive structurerr contri-butes to the reproduction of

the "contextual structurer'. This doeS not mean that, âS

Giddens streSSes, routine interaction are continuously

responsible for reproduction of the rrcontextual Structure'r'

Routine interaction is only responsible for producing and

reproducing itself, its own 'rsituationatly emergent

condi tionrr whi ch has a limited spatial and temporal

existence and would not necessarily have any connection

with wider objectives.

Therefore, àt

bui I t-envl ronment

Giddensr notion.

the societal leveI of the human being

relati-onship Layder has reformulated

can be summed uP into:It
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The hierarchy in space and time identlfies the prop-
erties above and below that of a particular situa.tion.
For example, it states at a certain situation the
interactive and the contextual_ mechanisms that create
and constrain the spatial characteristics.
It localises internally each interactive process to its
own situation.
Instead of Giddens' dialectic balance between humarr

"actionrr and "structure',, Layder stresses more the
individuality and personalj_zation of the actor or a
collective group of actors.

Layder accepts that whenever there is societal produc-
tion and reproduction, there always is a priori and a
constant framework i.e., a paradigm.

The hierarchy of the rrstructurerr and the built-environ-
ment implies the internalizatlon and continuous change
at a particular level. As one goes from down-up through
the stages of hi-erarchy, the space-time change of the
rrstructurerr and the buil-t-environment is much slower.

In conclusion the anti-positivism theory of ilstruc-

turerr, formulated by Giddens and Layder to synthesize the

actor and the social institution, can be outlined as

foI lows :

Both, âs their point of departure, crltic:-ze the limit-
ation of positlvism and empiricism methodology of
knowledge in social science. They look at sociat theory
and its analysis as a contj-nuous process of social
interaction and a recursive production and reproduction
of the rul-es and resources that is, therrstructurerr.

Both stress the subjectivity of the actor. They
integrate in their theory the phenomenology and hermen-
eutic notion of exj-stential rrBeingrr, intentionality and
purposive rractionrr. According to them interaction and
structure are internalized with reference to the
conti-nuous rracti-onrr of the actor.

2

4

tr

1

2
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3. Both theories question Marxist social- theory of struc-
tural- and social determinism and the theories of
behaviour psychology. Giddens states:

\,Ve have to avoid any account of social-|zatíon which
presumes either that the subject is determj-ned by the
social object; or by contrast which takes subjectiv-
ity for granted, as an inherent characteri_stic of
human beings, not in need of explication. Both
approaches lack a rtheory of the subjectr , since the
first reduces subjectivity to the determined outcome
of social- forces, whil-e the second assumes that the
subjective is not open to any kind of social
analysls.

( rszg :1,2o)

4 Their contradiction to Marxism is apparent in their
hierarchy of rrstructurerr . As was noted before , one of
the essential critici-sms that Castells (L977) makes of
capÍtalist built-environment is the hierarchy of
spaces.

They base their theory of social-interaction on a

dialogue between the actor (creator or interpreter) the
continuous outcome and means of his/her rractionrr and the
rules and resources that form the rrstructurerr. The actor
may be a person or a group of people who share common

understanding of their socletal rrbelngrr, lntentionality
and purposive rractionrq.

Their theories stress space, time and the historical
situation of the rrstructurerr ( i. e. , paradigmatic ) as the
dimensions for social- interaction. While in his theory
Layder establishes the contextual structure as the
paradigmatic dimension, Giddens takes a broader view and

considers that dimension, the historical situation of
the rrstructurerr and its ideology that is, power and
justice.

They both assume a continuously self-reproduclng
system.

The interaction being continuous and three-dimensional,
at each hierarchlc institutional level and social organ-
ízation an explicit and unique interaction and structure

q

6

7

B
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for that situation is apparent.
social production and reproduction

Finallv the built-environment is
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This indicates that
is refativistic.

assumed to be the
space dimension of the social or anization. It is
produced and reproduced to acqulre the properties of
'rstructuretr in the social interactive process.

TV. AN ALTERNATIVE NOTION OF THE BUILT-ENVIRONMENT

Chapter one reviewed the work of those

built-environment as part of an ecological

surrounds and interacts wlth the human being.

who see the

system that

It is most important to note here that in formufating

the aim and objectives of this thesis, the necessity for an

explicit identification of the human being built-environ-
ment relationship was highlighted. The purpose was to
identify the way people form and transform their built-
environment, the extent to which it affects people, the

mechanism of the relationship and how to identify and

achieve the rrsense of placer'.

Giddensr and Layderrs theories implicate a different

notion of the buil-t-environment and its relationçhip to the

human being. The built-environment is, looked at as a

dimension of the soclal organization producing and re-
producing itself in accordance with the continuous personal

rractionrr, the rrstructurerr and the social interactive
process. Since their theories are associated with the

subjective notion, the built-environment, in general, and

the "sense of placerr, in particular, are assumed as a
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frstructur€", to be the means and outcome of a conscious

process of thought. This implÍes that the built-environment
is an essential component of the sociar system. rn other
words Giddens and Layder see the rational-e of the human

being buirt-environmental studies and theories onry when

the built-environment is lnternar Lzed. and identified in
terms of an explicit social_ organization.

The social organization is not only the external and

contextual identity (i.e., paradigm) to be taken or assumed

as an independent variabl-e of the built-environment, but

also as its generative mechanism. The social organization
continuously creates and re-creates internalry to itserf
and at different rrstructuralrr and human'actiont J-eve1s,

the built-environment. The meaning and signification of
space to create the rrsense of p1ace" ( as a spatial
manifestation of the existence of 'being, ) is through a

spatial design that accommodates the synthesis between

human I'actionrr and rrstructurerr. Since any built-environment
is a continuous and ilt=g""ted part of the social system,

it seêms more appropriate to say !þ"t the study is of the

human being built:envlronment integration.

Thi s al-ternati-ve notion sets a conceptual dif ference

between the natural and built-environment. The former,

which refers to the natural world has its meaning produced

by people 1n the course of their practical life. It is the

outcome of their endeavour to understand or explain its
meaning for themselves. In other words, people are in-
terpreters not creators of the natural environment. Based
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on Layder ' s argument , the natural envi_ronment 1s a

rlcontextual structurerr, hence a set of deterministic rules
to be understood and then used in the production of the

built-environment. Lack of comprehension and/or non-

abidance by the Iaws of nature results in inappropriate
human production and reproduction (e. g. , pollution,
environmental depletion and, as is the case 1n many

suburbs, disorientation). This is explicitly indicated when

a traditional society, such as the villages in Iran,
attempts to rel-ate its settlement to the natural phenomena

that surround them. Therefore, the aim is to achieve a

certain harmonic order between the natural environment and

the society itself (refer chapter two). A similar process

may take place when one is confronted with a visited
built-environment, especially when there 1s a cultural
difference between the rrhome" and the visited pIace.

0n the other hand, the built-environment, which is
lntegrated into the social system and part of a personal

and societal endeavour, is produced by the social system

itself and in accordance with the synthesis of human

'r acti-onrr and rrstructurerr . The rrsense of placerr in thi s

notion of the built-envlronment 'ref Iects the f rame s of

meaning that aîe organized in accordânce wlth a priori

knowledge and the personal and societal symbol systems.

The human being by creating the symbol systems to

understand the natural environment and the al-ien environ-

ment attempts, âs Gadamer (rcZA ) explores, to do that by

establishlng certain communicative meaning. The human being
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is trying to ontofogically interpret the situations (i.e.,
the natural- phenomena) in his/her own terms for future
reference. The dialogue between the interpreter and the
confronted environment integrates the environment into the
social system so that the human being may comprehend 1ts
i-nner sense and thus understand the "spirit of the placer'.

However, âs indicated before that interpretation is subjec-
tive and a rrself presenting reality". rn other words, the

interpreter employs his/her personal_ meaning to understand

the environment and to express himself/herserf in it. As

was previously argued, if the meaning of the creator of the
environment is the criterion under study, then one has to
rrsubjectify" the meaning, not the understanding of the
environment. Thus the historical- development of a partic-
ular spatial design (trre paradlgmatic dimenslon), made by

the meaning of the creator, will be uninterrigibre unl_ess

the creator expricitly states that meaning. Moreover, that
meaning wirr be historicalry located with reference to the
creator and it will not be re]evant to the interpreter who

has to use its understanding of it for the personal future
rraction'r . rn other words, there wilr never be a continuity
in the interactive process. Furthermore, any urban design

scheme that aims to achieve the rsense of place' has to be

formulated in accordance with the understanding of those

who are going to use its spaces in perpetuity. This
strongly suggests continuous invorvement of the interpreter
and flexibllity of the space to accommodate different
me aning.
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\,{ith the above in mind one now can explore the

architectural expression, the rrspirit of a placerr and its

desirability, âs an entity by itself, to generate the
rrsense of placerr. The expression, âs was noted before, was

defined by Norberg-Schulz (L9BO) as the I'genius l-oci'r. It
referred to the uniqueness of the characters given by an

architect to a space so that it might later be transformed

into rrpJ-acerr . In other words, it is with respect to the

architect (i.e., the creator) who has to design meaningfuJ-

places for the lnterpreter, without the interpreterrs

contributions. This impl-ies that the interpreter. has to

understand the meaning made by the architect. Hence both

meaning ( tne archi-tect ) and understandlng ( tfre interpreter)
give different subjectivity to the built-environment. As

noted before, Gadamer (l-976) argues against that because it

may create unintelligibility of the space created, unless

the architect explicitly tells the user the meaning.

Furthermore, the meaning may become historically located

and thus inappropri ate for continuous human rractionrr . One

therefore can conclude that the "spirJ-t of a placerr is not

a necessary condition or even rrelated to the rrsense of

placer'. In fact in any environment (natural or bui1t,

architecturally designed or vernacufar) once its meaning is

understood by the interpreter, it can be used as part of

the "structure'r in a social interaction and be transformed

into the rrsense of placer'. The only apparent prerequisite

is the necessary and sufficient flexibility and diversity

of the initial environment to acquire understanding.
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One then can conclude:

The built-envi-ronment should not be studled in
isolation, but only as an integrated part of the social

organization and the theory of socia] production and

reproduction. Through the latter (i.e., social produc-

tion and reproduction) people transform their built-

environment.

The study of the bullt-environment consists of not only

the observed technical and practical (i.e., functional)

data, but also the understanding of the subjective

meaning of the actor and interpreter.

The spatial characteristics, as a signification system,

has space, time and the historical situation (tfre

paradigmatic) as its dimension. Through a dialogue

between the actors, the built-environment (tfre means and

outcome of human "actionrr) and soci-etal- institution and

rrstructurerr, the mil-ieu is transformed from the past

through the present to the future.

The built-environment is a space dimension of the social

organi zation and the rrstructurerr . It therefore acquires

all the properties of the rrstructur€", argued by Giddens

and Layder. This includes the "duality of structurerl

(nuilt-environment becomes a medium and outcome of

social production) and hierarchy of rrstructurerr. Both

indicate the buil-t-environment as a contextual

constraint and a source of creative rractionrr.

Therefore in the study of the human being built-envlron-

ment integration, the synthesis of the subjectivity of

2

-J

4
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the two components: the personal human "actionil and

societal- organizatiort, is important. Each is assumed to

be an inseparable part of a more general theory of
social system, whose continuous change implicates the

study of the built-environment from at least three

aspects:

The built-environment is seen as integrated and utilízed.
by the socj-al actor. Here is where the actor personal-
j-zes his built-environment to accommodate spatialJ-y

his/her existence and rractionrr, and thus achieve the
rrsense of placerr. The human being therefore:

i ) needs the skil-Is and the practical- knowledge to

deaf with the production and reproduction of the

personal built-environment. The human being draws

upon the historical tradition, experience cognition
and rationalLzes the personal skills to deal

systematically in the coufse of production and

reproduction.

ii) puts upon the built-envlronment certain meanings.

It is a continuous creative process where, through

the signiflcation systems ne\^/ meanings are created

to complement the existing and thus make the

spatial settings accommodate more appropriately the

personal existence and the I'sense of placerr. With a

priori knowledge and prejudice, the human being

enters into a dialogue with the built-environment
to revise the envj-ronment and the personal pre-

conceived worl_d view.
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iii) needs the power and capability to act and achieve
his wi11. That power, usuarly conducted through the
actorrs domination over the rules and organisatlon
of the resources, 1s signified and legitimatized
within certain moral norms.

iv) uses the personal perception and cognition, which

are within the unconscious (i.e., the psychological
behaviour) as knowledge. The limitations attributed
to behaviour psychology do not necessarlly imply
its purpose of investigation that is, how do

people function psychorogicarly? 1s irrelevant
and has to be ignored. rt is apparent that human

behaviour is associated with the built-environment
through its cognition. In fact, cognition is a type

of knowledge that one accumulates from past
perception of the buil_t-environment.

The buirt-envlronment, when utilLzed. 1n the process of
social production and reproduction, becomes a medium of
communication. Therefore its meaning has to make sense

and be shared by those who are involved in it. Hence:

i ) the spatial concepts used have to be of a mutuat

coll-ective understanding. This occurs through a

dialogue that establishes a 'contextual interdepen-

dencerr and creates a totatity whose collectlve
characteristics and meaning are different and

lrreducible to the form of individual character-
istics and meaning. rn other words, ffi€aningfulness

of the built-environmental_ characteristics is
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continuousry negotiated between those who consider
it part of their social component, and accordingly
its soci-o-spatial creation is revised. Hence a
communication system is created as a context and a
background knowledge, continuously formed, modified
and re-utilized.

11J once this totallty of collective characteristics and

meaning of the built-environment is objectively
stated into codes and norms, they become a priori
and a hierarchic context under which detailed
spatiar patterns are internalLzed, and used by human

rractionrr. similarly, the hierarchi-c order establish-
es for each group of people internal and external-

collective characteristics and meaning of the
built-environment. They are synthesized to produce

an j-nternal built-environment for the group and an

external buitt-environment to the group. Therefore,
the spatial characteristics of any soclal organ-
ization is created internatry by its constitution
and by the order above and below that social
organi zati-on.

Finally, in, the production and reproduction of the

social organization, the built-environment takes the
property of therrstructureil by becoming part of the

characteristics of the community. That lmplies that the
rrsense of place I' of any group becomes a vital f eature
and a survj_val component of that group ( see the
previously discussed Marxist spatiar analysls). Hence

the spatial characteristics can be conceived as:
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i ) an abstract set of rules of spati-al slgnification
which is employed by the group to express their own

spatial domination and legitimation in the process

of production and reproduction.

ii ) a manifestation of a culture from which the actors

draw their ru1es, as a context, for future socio-
spatial characteristics.

Note that the concepts of the spatial characteristics
of Isfahan are part of arrstructure" employed by the

traditional Musrim to express domination, legitimation and

are used as a context, for future spatial design. Similar-
ly, in the study of the rural settfements of Iran, the

geographic location, building material and utifizat:-on of
the economic resources have created those spatial
characteristics to identify each "orrrr.r"l cul-ture, and to
express its domination and the means for its future
survival.

The above analysis indicates a different conception of
the "sense of placerr from the ones made by those who have

pursued their study by considering positivism and Parsonsl

social theory as the bases for their methodology. The

emphasis on synthesizíng the subjective meaning and the

communal institutional order through Giddens' duality of
rrstructurerr and Layder's hierarchic order and clabsific-
at i on o f rr st ruc turerr into rrc ontextualrr and rrinterac t ive

structurerr, strongly suggest that the built-environment and

therrsense of placerr have to be argued as an essential part

of human rractionrr, a medium of communication and a necess-
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ary part of the whole social organizat1on, its production

and reproduction. The above analysis differs from Barker's

and Mi-chelsonrs who considered societal- level only as a

constraint on human behaviour. Therefore, understandlng

this synthesis as a whole implies the necessity for
understanding the social system and its spatial manifes-

tation.

AN ALTERNATIVE NOTION OF TIIE HUMAN
BEING BUILT-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM

Parsons (tglt), in his social analysis, stresses the

continuous engagement, through interaction, between the

social and surrounding built-environmentaf system, to

achieve a high fevel of self-sufficiency for the Iatter.

Any society depends for its continuati-on as a system
on the input it receives through interchanges with
its environment systems. Self-suffÍciency in rel-ation
to the environments means stability of interchanging
relationships and the capaci.ty to control interchange
in the lnterest of social functioning. The
physical environment has an adaptive significance for
a society in that it 1s the direct source of the
physical resources which the society can exploit
through its technological and economic mechanisms of
production . Hence there are two contexts of
societal self-sufficiency that concern, r€spectively
economic and polltical functioning in relation to the
physlcal envlronment, through technology and through
the organized use of force in the military and police
functioning.
A third context of societal self-sufflciency concerns
the personalities of individual members in a special
mode of interpenetration with the organism involved.
The organism links directly to the territorial-
complex through the importance of the physical
location of action. But its main link with the social
system involves the personality; the primary zone of
interpenetration concerns the status of membership. A
society can be self-sufficient only in so far as it
i s general ly abl-e to rrcount onrr its members
performances to contribute adequately to societal
functioning. ( jo..j.a_ol
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Parsonsr social system is associated with a fixed
pattern function. It is a part related to the physical

environment as a whol-e. For any, causal change that occurs,

a sequence of events will occur to restore the original
state defined by the cul-tural norms. This, as Catton (in

Thorns , 1,976) rightfully argues, makes Parsonsr system

organic; similar to the ecological one where bal-ance and

stability are pursued (as an effect) between the organ and

the built-environment. The properties of Parsonsr system

ignore the continuous social production and reproduction,

Giddens' I'duality of structureil and the dialectic change.

In chapter one it was mentioned that Parsonsl notion

their
1.97 6) .

and action system and

many followers (Catton,

as Michelson who comes up with

bui I t-environmental- c ongruency ,

in a context of certain social- norms, and Barker (tg03,

I972) who uses Parsons' notion of structure, action and

pattern to systematize his , behaviour units, creates a

continuum in time - known as rrbehaviour streamsrr and sets

them all- in a hierarchi-c ordered pattern.

Bowfer ( fggf ) defines a system in terms of together-

ness and rrregulative relationships between elements. In his

terms of reference rrregulative relationships means the

opposite of randomness and chaos. It may be simply between

two or an uns,pecified number of components (Angyal , I97B)

that contribute certain characteristics to the components

and to the whol-e. Hence, the whole is neither the total sum

of functionalism, social

envi-ronmental relation have

These include people such

the concept of human belng
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of the components, nor can it be reduced to the properti_es

of the individual components. A group manifests certain
characteristics by virtue of being a specific group and it
may maintain these characteristics even if some of the

elements are replaced. For this reason, systems are looked

upon to be very complex entities (Laszlo, 1,972; Emery,

1e78 ).

According to the system theory, there are two types of
general systems: the cl-osed mechanical and the open organic

or ecological system. The former, since it operates without

any continuous material or energy input, is known to be

lsolated from its environment. l¡/hile the latter, which is
known to be more complex, continuously interrel-ates with
its environment for its survival. The ecological system is
a living system that adjusts itself to both, its internal
pattern a necessary condition for its survival, and

external to obtain for itself a steady state with the

envj-ronment. Hence the ecological system is usually noted

to be part of a Iarger system, and composed of smaller

sub-systems in an organized hierarchic manner.

For acquiring the steady state sometimes known as

equilibrium any organic system moves toward a more stable

condition, which is done by having a cyclic relationship
with its environment. The organic system takes an input

energy in terms of information, and converts it into

output so that it will agaín become an environmental input.

It is an active and dynamic understanding and manipulation

of the information coming into the system in order to make
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ltself fit within a larger system (BowIer, 1981). Through

this process the system undergoes a slow but inevitable

internal exchange of a1I its sub-systems (i.e., its parts).

However, thls is not done mechanically, and the final state

of equilibrium can be reached by different conditions and a

variety of paths (Katz-Kainn, 1978). This implies that the

synchronic characteristic (i.e., characteristics or inter-

nal pattern of e,Iements at each instant) is independent of

its diachronic proceSS. In other words the present

situation is independent of its historical situation and

process as a priori.

Bowler ( 1981- ) , Lasz1o (L972) and Emery ( l-978 ) inai-cate

that the social system is an open organic system. It seems

that Parsons, Michelson and others who study the human

being built-environmental relationship (see chapter one)

also make the satne assumption for the conception of their

soci-al System. Consequently, the ilSense of pJ-aceI seems to

identify that state of equilibrium, or as a system which is

fitted within a higher ordered system. Even Piaget, with

his significant i-nfluence over environmental psychology

(fttelson et àI., L974) views the development of the human

mind aS a process of equilibrium between the organism and

the environment (Bowler, l-981) . For Piaget, Bowler

comments, the central role of equilibrium is with reference

to two lnvariant functlons: rrorganizationr' , due to matur-

ation, experience and Social interaction; and 'radaptation;

comprislng two complementary proceSSeS: rrassimllationrr and

lraccommodationr' . SimiIar1y, Barkerrs (L978 ) ecologlcal
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psychology and his notion of 'rstream of behaviourr' ( 1963)

are based on the organic system theory. Therefore, one can

safely assume that there is a dominant belief that the

social system and the human being built-environmental

system are somewhat organic in their characteristics.

It is important to note that in the late 1960s and

early 197Os, system theory was introduced into planning to

establish the city and its configuration as an open-ended

organic system (McLoughIin, 1969; Chadwick, 1,977) . In fact

Mcl-oughlin states explicitly in his hypothesis the

relevance of the eco-system to urban planning, b€aring 1n

nind the system' s iompetitive ( i . e. , Darwinr s theory of

competition for survival) and self-regul-ative behaviour for

survival and acquiring a state of equilibrium.

Apparently Giddensr and Layderrs social theory out-

lines the soclal system differently from the open-ended

organic one. Giddens' and Layderrs notion is based on the

argument that the built-environment and the social system

are integrated to form one continuous self-reproducing

social system. Self-reproducing means the importance of 1ts

hlstorical situation and process of development in defining

the present situation. In other words, the human being

cannot be defined except by noting the characteristics of

his/her built-environment, through which the personal

exlstence is spatially mani-fested. This idea of a new

socj-al system, with a distinctive character of its own, is

supported by therrcritical theory" of Habermas and the

hermeneutics of Gadamer, whose philosophy aÌso indicated
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the integration of the built-environment into the social
system through the historical situation and meaning which

the human being continuously gives to his personal space.

Moreover, Castells (1-983) in his later works, stresses

further the new social system when he says that space Ís
one of society's fundamental dimensions, and to study it
independently from social rel-ationship is to separate the

built-environmental- symbols and its development from

cul-ture. Hence for achievi-ng the rrsense of placerr , as

defined in this thesis, it is apparent that one fundamental

basic principle has to be observed: that the built-environ-
ment is integrated lnto the human being to form an

independent and distinctive social system.

The social system exists in time and space and is
constituted by human social- practices (CiOOens, 1979). It
is continuously and internally produced and reproduced by

the rules and resources (i.e., rrstructure") that are its
generative mechanism. The outcome of that that is, the

manifested built-environment, is in itself a part of the
rrstructurerr that 1n turn interacts as means with human

rractionrrto create further change. In Giddensr and Layderrs

notion of the social system, the actors (i.e., the

subjects), through their rractionrr are the ones that

regulate the system, not the input from.the surroundi-ng

environment, as it is suggested 1n the open-ended eco-

logical system. Hence the system does not depend only on

feedback information (i.e., syntax), but on the human

knowledge consciously and continuously generated by
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peopl-e I s intentionality, personal-ization and desire to

establish their spatial existence through the "sense of
placerr . The visi-ble patterns, such as those noted by the

followers of Levi-Strauss, the Marxists and the empirical

study of the environmental psychologists are important

indications that note the social system as a pattern of

socio-spatial- organizatíon in space and time.

VI. SOME PROPOSED PROPERTIES
PROCESS THAT ACHIEVE THE

PLANNING AND DESIGN
OF PLACEII

OF THE
II SENSE

The social system proposed above, when considered in

the process and the desirabllity for achieving the rrsense

of placerr, gives a different spatial concept to space,

rrplacerr and urban design. The proposed social system

assumes that the built-environment is subordinate to the

individual and group. This strongly suggests that the

buil-t-environment 1s the sub-system whose meaning and

existence can only be identified by the higher order: the

social system. Apparently it is quite different from the

ecological, where the social system is subordinate to the

higher buil-t-environmental system. Assuming that the human

being always desires to achieve the I'sense of placerr- that

is, to give spatial existence to hislher rrbeingrr , - h€/she

attempts to give, orgarti-ze and conflgurate (i.e., design)

the built-environmental characteristics in accordance with

personal symbol systems identified externally by the

culture and internally by human rractionrr. Note that the

symbol systems are the generative mechanism: the
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rrstructure't that forms, due to the "duality of structure' ,

both the signification and the means for communication.

All this implies that therrsense of place'l is not a

visible cr'iterion, objectively recorded and identified by

the characteristics of the spatiar patterns in space and

then standardized and prescribed as a system within which

the human being as a sub-system can habituate ltself. The

l'sense of placerr is a spatial characteristic manifested by

symbols in space and time to create a sub-system that
subordinates and is a necessary component of the social
system.

Meanings, subjectivity and social interaction, being

central- to the urban design and planning process that
attempts to achieve the rrsense of placerr , implies the

identification of the paradigm (i.e., the historical
situation and process of the existlng social organizatLon)

in each operation. But as noted before, paradigm identific-
ation or the paradigmatic dimension of the operation

relates to the rrstructurerras a means that seems to

question the appropriateness of a universal and systematic

model for the urban deslgn process. This means that it is
necessary to identify the context of the process which is
shaped and organized internally by the situation and is an

integral part of what one aims to achieve (i.e., the rrsense

of p1ace"). In other words, for achieving in each situation
the rrsense of placer', an operation formulated by that

sltuatlon has to be ldentified. It is drawn by the

intentionality and conduct of the actors, the I'duali-ty of
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structurerr, the hierarchic situation and the process of
production and reproduction. Thls type oI p_l-?nnlng ang

qgÊÀen methodol-o gy seems to using qiddeng' telq
rrbracketrr the institutional analysis gnd g.lgnnl-lg. The

methodology _alþu¡g the rrstructuralrr elements and the whol-e

process to enter and become integrated into the character-

:-s.j¿cs of the n"ren rractionrr. Thus the glÞe! 9çS:gn a¡rg

plgnn_ing process is internaLized and defined by the direct
involvement of the actors.

Institutional- analysis, orchestrated by the adminis-

trative bodies (bureaucrats) i-n tfre political system (Page,

1985) - especiatly in the modern system of government

assumes the standardization of human meaning and behaviour

into deterministic criteria. The expertise and officials
tend to rationalize human rractionrr in accordance with

certain bureaucratic rules and norms. Their nature, based

on their knowledge and position in the social system, gives

them common values that seem to transform the public

policies and their formulation into more private and closed

activity (page, 1985 ) . Standardization, based on modern

decision-mal<ing science and the preference for quantitative

analysis, is seen as the appropriate method for problem

identification, solution and formulation of guidelines for'

achieving what is best for public interest by the best

possible means (Dror, 1-986). In other words, the instit-

utional analysis and bureaucrats bracket human intention-

ality andrractionil into standard quantifiable modalities

(e.g., census) to be used in deterministic models that are
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to optimize and normalize the spatial character-
into bureaucratic planning and design guidelines.

Dror gives here seven main types or sources for
standardization and institutionar anarysis: past quality,
quality of other systems, desired quality, professional

standard of quallty, survival quality, planned quatity and

optimal quality. He al-so argues that the subjective nature

of desir-ed quality may lead to confusion.

Some of the methodologies of institutional analysis
that have founcl pr'ofound application in planning and ur'ban

management are operational research, system analysis and

cor'porate management. Basically they are used in most

planning operati-ons to formularize universal models for
decision-making (Freind and Jessop , 1-g71-). Contrary to the

argument in this thesis, their theory divides the sociaL

system into a community and a government sub-system, and

considers the planning process as an operation, through the

input-ouì;put of information that interacts between them

( dra.wing IV-4 ) .

In this typical planning process, the institution
( i . e. , the government ) ls seen as a regulator of human

behaviour and a provider of certain developments for the

community. The restrictive circul_ar dialogue between the

two sub-systems is Iimited only to the initial stages,

where the problems of the community situations are

percelved and at the end where the institution proposes,

according to its bureaucratic standards, identifi.able
al-ternatives to the community representatives (i.e., the
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Drawing IV-4: ModeI of the planning sysrem.

Source: Freind,
Choice.

J. and Jessop,
Tavistock, London,

\^l . Loca I Government and S t ra te 1C

19t7.

eiected poriticlans). rt is apparent here that this mechan-

istic planning operation is mostly external to the human

being (i.e., the community) and geared to establish certain
equilibrium or steady state between the two sub-systems.

An important part of the institutional analysis and

corporate management of local government is carried out by

urb,an planners and designers. As urban policy-formulators

and managers, they are noted to be part of the bureaucratic

instltutions,whose aim is to allocate resources, set

criteria and standards and propose alter'native deveÌop-

ments, analysed and justified by a commonly known

sclentific methodology for example, operational research.

Appar'ently their power, knowledge, expertise and inf l-uence

to tr'ansform human pr.oduction and reproCuction of the
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built-environment, make the whole planning process a

private and closed bureaucratic activity that excludes the

public from urban policy-formulation (page, l-985). However,

due to the complexity of the planning operation and the

urban envi-ronment, since the early 197Os, many ( i. e. ,

academics, politicians and professionals ) started to

question the plannersr competence and capability to carry

out their task without proper consultation and information

(Eversley, I973). Fur'thermore, with the increase of un-

employment and tighter monetary policies to control public

erpenCiture (a conservative ioeology), community particip-

ation was looked at as a means to keep the cost down,

decrease the resources and j-ncrease efficiency (Cockburn,

1, -çt77) . Besides, corporate management and mathematical

model s, that have become a common technique in planni-ng,

need à considerable amount of feedback from the community

to justify their scientific objectivity. Therefore, through

the concept of cybernetics the community became the

necessary feedback information for the control and the

efficiency of the system. In other words, public particip-

ation institutional-ized and rrbracketedrr human action.

Cockburn (1,977) rightJ-y argues that Skeffingtonrs

report on public participation in Britain, the legislation

which followed and other similar acts are mainly an attempt

to formulate a means for controlling pub11c information and

institutionali-zl-ng it into the planning and political

system, under the bureaucratic organization. Alternative
plans are offered to the public not only to lncrease the
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community rol-e in pollcy-making but, rather, âs SweIl and

Coppock (tgZl) put it, as a means to collect and make

available to the planner more information and promote a

certain pol-itical organizatLon (Thornley, 1,977). It may be

for this reason that, in public participation, the compre-

hensibility of the means of communication to maximize the

data, and the cost effectiveness of the public display are

usually sought. Any transformation of power for formulating

planning policies, f,rom the bureaucratic organization to

the community, is restricted to comments on the proposed

policies.

Therefore, it is apparent that public participation is

mainly a channel of feedback communication, carried out at

an appropriate time so that the planner can obtain the

necessary information efficiently. Any increase in partic-

ipation is looked upon as a cause that may jeopardize the

political decision¡making process, an indication that the

institution is not doing its job properly (eerry, 1-975),

and lose the control of planning and hence fower the

standard of the built-environment. In other words, public

par'ticipation is restricted and justified only as a means

to obtain the necessary feedback information into the

system so that the assumed models of the social system may

achieve internal stability and externaf equil-ibrium with

the buitt-environment. Once the reality and feaslbitity of

the system of these planning and design models are

questioned, public particlpation will lose one of its

funclamental arguments (i.e., as an information feedback).
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Besides, as Pateman (1-97O) in¿icates, in modern

democrati-c theories extensive public particì-pation and

peoplers involvement in the political system is not

desirable. More participation is tooked upon by some (i.e.,

Schumpeter, Dahl and Sartori ) to be viable for the

dernocratic state and its stability. Patemans shows that for
these, modern democracy is the political decision 1n which

the individual has the power to choose a politician in a

competitive market. Hence, the competition for leadership

is seen as the distinctive feature for democracy, and by

this method everyone is free to compete for Ieadership in a

free election. Thus competition for leadership and free

market economic competition the bases for a modern

democratic society have . the sane foundation in which

community participation is apparently restricted.

The above analysis strongly suggests that the foun-

dation of the usuafly practised planning and design process

is different in conception from the one argued in this

thesis for the rrsense of placerr. The current practice of

planning confines the human rractionrr to certain models and

standards within which personalizati-on and intentionality

are objectified, categorized and simplified to the choice

of proposed alternatives. The restrictive dialogue between

the participants, 1n the form of publ1c participation in

current planning practice, is to collect the necessary

feedback information so as to achieve equili-brium. V'/hile

the rrsense of place'r proposed in this thesis sets the

di-alogue between the human being and the involved societal
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levels as the foundation for its achievement' Achieving the

rrsense of pl-acerr requires the formulation of a planning and

design process based on the historical situation' the

historical process that establÍshes that situation in time

ancl space and alI the parties involved. Therefore the

methodology of the planning and design process for achiev-

ing the ,,sense of placerr is formulated and internalized to

thesituation.Sinceinpublicparticipation,thelruman

being is known only as a set of information that rarely

pre-defines the desired meaning for understanding the

spaces and the planning and design operati-on' its method-

ologycanhardlybeconsideredinternalizedtothe

situation. Rather, in the current public participation, the

p1 anning institution, through corporate management '

operation, research and feedback processes acknowledges the

inrportance of efficiency. fn public participation the human

being is an internal component of the planning and design

pr.ocess.InotherwOrds,iñeachdevelopmentscheme,the

currentpublicparticipationandtheplanninganddesign
process ar:e bureaucratic procedures for decision-making,

instead of being reformulated 1n accordance with the

historical situation and human I'actionrr. Furthermore ' the

hermeneutic considerati-on, another centrar concept of the

ilsense of place" that associates human self-understanding

with the spatial characteristics in a particular situation'

is absolutelY ignored.

All this strongly suggests that the

anci desì-gn system may be inappropri ate

current Planning

to achieve the
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llsense of placerr, even though public participation 1s a

vitar par't of its operation. From the argument in this
thesis, one may conclude that any planning and design
process that aims to achieve the,sense of place'has to
c onsi der :

A. Human involvement as the maln criterion upon which the
planning and urban design process is to þe formula.ted.

It is not only a rneans of acquiring the necessary

i-nformation for achieving a state of equilibr.ium between

two interactive systems as is the case with public
participation, but it is the methoCology necessary to
achieve the rrsense of placeil.

B. The social system which, âs argued in this thesis,
internally and contlnuously produces and reproduces

itself and that the buil-t-environment is integrated into
it as a necessary dimension of social lnteraction.

c. The human involvement as the process itself implies that
there is no universal model. By understanding the

situation arrd the factors involved (i.e., human

I'actionrr, the historicality of the place and the 'rstruc-
ture" ) , a paradigm and a meaningful process will be

outlined to achieve the desired spatial characteristics
for' human rractionrr. The understanding of this paradigm

wilI make meaningful, for the individual and group, the

personalized space within a general meaningful context.

That gener'alLzed meaningful context is then a pl:s5l,

utilized in each situation by the human being for social
inter'action and creation of the "sense of placerr.
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The dialogue, upon whÍch the whole planning and design

process is based, cannot be logicaIJ-y and methodologic-

a1ly connected to formul-ate a universal model and

operation. The dialogue which lnvolves alI the parties

is a framework for communication and explication of the

spatial meaning to be developed within the situation

itself, to relate the intended spatial meaning to the

objective meaning of the space and its characteristics.

Given that the planner and designer have to understand

the meani-ng given to the spatial characterlstics, they

have to be involved fully in the process itself and

unCerstand the social- realit.y they share with others

involved in that situation. Therefore the planner and

designer, by using their ski11s, will be subjectively

involved in the process and thus their roles as

professionals (i.e., bureaucrats and objective people)

will change and will be based upon the intellectual and

prac ti cal ski I l- of understanding and transf orrning

mea.ning into spatial manlfestation.

The pr'oposed planning and urban design wiII be the

internal part of the interactive process and the means

for spatial production and reproduction of human

lractionrr. They will- be the creative modality, utilized

by human "actionrr and rrstructurerr to establish the

rrsense of place'r . Planning and urrban design, through the

process of development controls, will change from

bureaucratic constraints into creative documents out-

lining the necessary and sufficient spatial meaning, the

E

F
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means for human education and the cr'eative process for

the generation of an appropriate spatial manifestation
( i . e. , I,r/hat can you design? ) . Design gr-ridel ines and

planning documents will no more be looked at only as a
context and standard and a restricting mechanism, but

more as a generati-ve and creative document for proposing

in each situation the means and the spatial character-

istics for establishing the rrsense of placerr.

VII. CONCLUSION

It is qulte apparent that for formulating the theory

and achieving the rrsense of placerr, this chapter strongly

suggested the subjectivity of the actors and society.

Furthermore, Giddens' social. theory that stressed the

i-n'-portance of the purposi-ve human ilactionrr, hence a

societal attitude, conceptlon and social system different

froni those establ-ished by Parsons, the behaviour psycholog-

ists and their discÍples were considered in this chapter to

be vital f or the notion of the 't sense of place'r . By

transferring the planning and urban design, from a bureau-

cr'atic and institutional activity that aims at the

acljustment of the imbalance that usuali-y exists in a free

market society, to the human rractionrr , this chapter

attempted to reveal an alternative concept of planning

policies formulation. In the proposed new concept the human

being as the controller of persOnal "actionrris no more

considered an inert and ineffective actor. Nor are the

societal rules, organization of resources and the built-
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environment determined spatially, economically and politic-
altry by a free market mechanism; In this chapter, the

suggested theory and approach to a methoCology for
achieving the "sense of place'r noted ,the human being as an

active actor and the main participant who goes into a

dialogue with the others to share and shape the built-
environment and its spatial characteristics in accordance

with his/her own intentionality and purposive rractionrr.

The proposed theory and definition of the I'sense of

placerr bases its central argument on the synthesis of the

personal and the societal meaning in each spatial

situation. This meaning is given by the people to the

spatial ,characteristlcs of each situation so that they may

understand that situation and spaces, arrd perf or'm their
I'action'r . At the personal level- , the meaning is given so

that the actor may understand the rrplacerr, personalize the

envj-ronment and establish his/her spatial existence as a

human being.

Similarly, àt the societal leve1, the shared meaning

(i.e., the cultural symbol systems) is glven to a space, so

that the soclety can establish in a-rrplacerr its societal-

existence. Therefore to create the rrsense of placerr in a

space, the meaning of its spatial characteçistics has to be

the outcome of the synthesis of the societal and personal

meaning and understanding. In each built-environmental

design operati-on, the e>risting spatia.l characteristics are

the historical situation ( i. e. , paradigm) and a pll-gli

meaning, to be understood by the human belng and used in a
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synthesis, for future creation of the spatial character-
istics of the built-environment to accommodate future
rractionrr and future spatial exj-stence of rrbelngrr. Through

this continuous synthetic process, the "sense of placerr is
transformed from the past, through the present into the

future .'

The outline and approach to the theory and methodology

proposed in this chapter, questions the appropriateness of
the current planning practice and management to achieve the

'rsense of placerr. It explicitly indicates that bureaucrati-c

increr¡ental planning, corporate management and instit-
utional power tend to establish the built-environment

methodologically, according to certain deterministic models

based on market forces where the individual is only a

quantiflable behaviour and a statistic. This chapter

pointed out that current planning and its models therefore

underrate the subjectivity of the actor and society, which

is the foundation of the rrsense of pf acerr.

Achieving therrsense of placerrgives back spatial
creatlvity and responsibility to the individual to produce

his/her own framework for the desired space to accommodate,

through its characteristics, what he/she sees appropriate.

In the proposed guidelines for an alternative process

people, âs individuals or groups, attempt to understand the

meaning of the desired spatial settings and accordingly

manifest their spatial characteristics. It is therefore a

concept and a process that, through personal-ization, allows

people to regain control- over their own lives through
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regaining control over their spaces in time, and thus

understand themselves and their 'culture. Thus, in the

proposed planning and design process, the market forces and

bureaucratic terms of reference lose their primacy and

become second to human rractionrr.

In such a process, the designers and planners take

both a central and peripheral position with respect to the

spatlal manifestation and realization of rrplacerr. Their

understanding of the meaning of the space is synthesized

with that of the community in that situation (i.e., what

Giddens calIs double hermeneutics). The planners therefore,

share with the community the process of creation. However

their responsibilities are not re_duced, but the course

changed and made more complex to include the built-environ-

ment in rel-ation to the subject and social- interaction. In

this new responsibility, the architect and planner must

acquire the tools of communication and skills for under-

standing the human rractionrr and create comprehensive images

( i. e. , sketches) so that the participants can make

appropriate decisions.

It is quite important to note here the limitation set

by the scope of this thesis upon the subject. Therefore,

the theory outl-ined in this chapter has to be considered as

a brief upon which further empirical and theoretical

research and el-aLroration have to be undertaken. By critic-

al ly anatysing community involvement in the planning and

design process implemented in the Collingwood Housing

Estate redevelopment, Melbourne, the next chapter will be
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an attenpt to verify within a situation a limited part of
the proposed theory and design process that achieves the

'rsense of placerr. The study and evaluation will be based on

the views and attitudes of the professionals, bureaucrats

and the community who are all involved in designing and

planning a residential built-environment. Special attention
will be given to the community who Iook at their newly

created space as a rrplacerr to perform their personal

rractionrr and reflect spatially their personal and societal

e>:istence as human beings. The next chapter therefore

attempts to elaborate further on this theoretical- approach

and test the practlcality of community involvement as a

planning and design process that achieves the "sense of
p Ì acerr .



CHAPTER FIVE
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V

INTRODUCTION

A STUDY OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN
TFìE REDEVELOPMENT OF THE C0LLING\^/OOD

PUBLIC HOUSING ESTATE MELBOURNE

I

In the prevJ-ous chapter, the rrsense of place I' was

defined as the spatial self-expression of the existence of

the human being in space. Therrsense of placerrwas noted as

the meaning in the built-environment, used and produced

through the synthesis of human rractionrr and rrstructurerr, 1n

a historical situation. The previous chapter argued also

that the synthesls was a dialogue between those involved in

the social interaction and the built-environment. There-

fore, the dialogue is used as the means for continuously

creating the spatial characteristics that give to a space

the meaning known as the "sense of pJ-ace'r . AÌso, the

dial-ogue encourages each person, âs an indivldual and a

corporate being, to be directly involved in understanding

the situati-on so as the spatial characteristics of that

situation accommodate in space the individual and corporate

existence of the human be1ng.

It was strongly suggested that an important component

for achieving therrsense of place'r is to encour'age the

people , âs a community , with a corporate rractionrr and as

individuals, with personal purposive rractionrr to be

directly involved in the planning and design process.

Throughout the operation of the process' they participate

in a dialogue so as to learn and point out their
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built-environmentaÌ problems, outline sol-utions and make

decisions.

This chapter therefore critically analyses three

adjacent case studies of planning and design, where the

objective was to involve the community in the planning and

design pr'ocess. These studies exptore and test in three

historical situations of public housing the importance of
the paradigmatic dimension and community involvement in the

planning and design process to achieve the ilsense of
placerr, as outlined in the theoretical . formulation in
chapter four. Therefore an attempt will be made here to
iCentify some of the important components and inter-
relationships that may create the spatial configuration and

characterlstics that give the meaning of the rrsense of
placerr in these case studies carried out at a public

housing estate 1n Collingwood, âñ inner urban area of
Melbourne (drawing V-1). They are:

1. Upgrading and management of two high-rise residential
flats in Hoddle Street.

2. Design and construction of five terraced houses in
Franci- s Street .

3. Design and redevelopment of the site of the walk-up

flats. The redevelopment is known as the Dight Street

Project

In these schemes and in accordance with the recent

policies of the Ministry of Housing (ivtOU) of Victoria, the

tenants were encouraged to become involved in the planning
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and design process. The data were collected by vlsiting the
estate severaf times between 1983 and l-996, examining

letters and documents and having rong discussions with the

following people:

* offlcers, architects and planners in the Ministry of
Housing, Victori_a

* housi-ng offlcers on the distrlct and local levels
* consultant architects
* l-ocal council officers
* tenantsr representatives
* tenants
* independent academj_c researchers.

One has to note that these case studies are not very
adequate for testing and identifying e*plicitry al1 the

components and the process that create the ,sense of
placerr. It would have been more appropriate to have and

observe a self-organized group of people whose ,structurerl

and collective and personal, purposive action can be

explicitly identified. Furthermore, because of the in-
adequacy of their present spatial configuration, they are

Iooking for an atternative environment that can accommodate

their rractionr' . A1so, they are willing to be involved
directly in the planning and design process and have an

architect who accepts their terms of reference. Therefore,

further re.seârch into the subject is necessary.

As indicated in appendlx rrCil,

intendeC. A group of elderly was

format of a workshop was outlined.

an appropriate test was

chosen and a dialectic
However, due to bureau-
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cratic factors, the workshop never materiarLzed.. rn fact
only the first section the questionnai-re was in a

restrictive manner carried out. Even though formal
invitations were sent, the administrators of the erderly
did not show any enthusiasm and were not willing to exprain
and encourage the elderly to co-operate and participate j_n

the workshop.

II. AN HISTORICAL BACKGROUND (THg HISTOF.ICAL SITUATION)

Before \,r/orld \dar'II, most people in Melbourne lived in
what are now regarded as the lnner suburbs (drawing v-z).
The choice of going and living in the outer suburbs was

limited to those people who had a high income, while the
low income group stayed mainly in the inner suburbs. Due to
the intense competition for rand from other urban

activities ( i. e. , industries) the lower income house-

hol-ders were not able to compete for appropriate space to
accommodate a high degree of spatial satisfaction (Beed,

1-981 ). Their choice, therefore, was confined to densely

packed smal-l cottages or terraced houses located. in a

built-environment of rather poor quality. Thus, the buirt-
envi-ronment of inner urban Melbourne was characterized by

its traffic, high density, noise and unsanitary conditions
(Uef¡our'ne and MetropoJ-itan Board of \¡/orks, 1g54).

At the same time (before \,{1^/ rr), due to the location
of industries in the inner suburbs,, employment opportun-

ities were available for the skirled and unskilled labour
force (tUafrer, 1978).
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After the war the inner urban population grew due to

European migration and the post-war baby boom (Maher,

1-982). Those whose income had risen began looking for an

alternative environment which satisfied their rractionrr at a

reasonabl-e price. Their choi-ce was' to move to the af ford-

able outer suburbs. There, they had the opportunity to live

in a newer, more spacious detached home, within which

personal and household privacy, more bedrooms, bathrooms

and outdoor space could be obtained. All this was looked at

as a means of achieving a better way of life. Therefore the

suburbs became, âs Stretton (1'974) inaicated, the place

where most of the households could achieve their dreams.

Beed (fgef) took a different point of view. Contrary

to Stretton (tglq), his interpretation of the suburban

trend was argued on the basis of limitation of available

choice in the financial and built-envlronmental alternat-

ives that were offered and encouraged by the government. He

cl-aimed that the limitation was the reason for 90 per cent

of the population to become suburban. He pointed out that'

had there been a better built-environmental condition in

the inner urban a7ea, people would have stayed where they

were. His argument could be supported by the governmentrs

encouragement of suburb anization, indicated in the 1'954

Metropolitan Planning Scheme and the 1971, Metropolitan

Strategies.

Beed then continued to state that, due to the higher

cost of land in the inner urban areas, Iimitation was set

upon the manufacturing industries to expand and adopt new
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technology. As an alternative, they looked to the outer

suburbs for any new expansion. Thelr locational choice was

encouraged by the new, more efficient and more economic

transport system. They therefore tended to foIlow the

population tr'end and become suburbanized. The 1,971, metro-

politan policies seemed to support that migratory trend.

This created employment for skilled bl-ue-colfar workers in
the outer suburbs, while reducing employment in the inner

suburbs. And so the Iocation of industries and planning

policies became the catalysts to accelerate the migration

of those who could cope with the new industries and

technology, leaving the j-nner suburbs with the unskilled
I abour .

\,Vith the new mode of transport, based on both the

private car and the newly constructed roads, and the

supporting policies of the government (Beed, LgB1 ) ,

suburbanj-zation became more and more attractive. Masses of
the population due to the ownership of a motor car, were

freed from l-ocational restriction. More accessibility was

given to land which was cheaper than that of the inner

suburbs. Later in the 197Os, however, the studies made on

housewivesr isolation, Iong distances of communication and

higher energy prices, showed that suburbanization was

becoming more expensive and beyond the reach of those who

could not afford private transport.

life

wi th

Beed ar'gued that only those who could afford the new

style ( i. e. , skilled blue-col-lar workers and those

private transport) migrated to the suburbs, while the
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poor and unskilled stayed in the inner suburbs. The latter
coul-d not afford a car and suburbanization, unJ-ess they

sought isolation. Further, their skills were inappropriate

for the new manufacturi-ng industries located in the

suburbs. Therefore, their inner urban built-environment had

to be appropriately designed and secured. But the rent of

land irr the inner urban areas, due to the demand, was high.

Hence they had to occupy less appropriate space and

j-ncrease the density to reduce housing cost. Less indoor

and snrall-er private outdoor spaces indicated that the

built-environment was appropriate only for srnall househol-ds

or famil-ies with no children. However, for any increase in

density, more public outdoor spaces, urban amenities and

services had to be provided. This seems to be one main

reason for accommodating more public services 1n the inner

urban areas than in the suburbs where tife style is centred

orì the self-maintenance of the traditionalrrquarter acre

bl-ockrr of 1and.

The necessity to accommodate public places for outdoor

activities, due to high density and lack of private outdoor

spaces in the inner suburbs, generated a new type of

ernployment: services and maintenance. The planners took

thÍs aigument one step further to formulate, for the inner

urban areas of Melbourne, a deterministic phenomenon

between the high density housing and the increase in

service employment for the unskilled Iabour (Melbourne

Metropolitan Strategies, t97L2'/O-7t). The planners expected

that par't of this new servlce industry woul-d be generated
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by the corporate worl-d and financial institutions of the

Central Business District (CeO¡ . htyatt ( i_982) however,

argued against thi_s deterministic planning conception. He

indicated that, âs was envisaged, service industries had

not altered peopl-e's suburban preference. He then critic-
ized the pÌanners for applying a fashionable American

solution to a city located in a different space-time and

cuftural pattern dimension ( i . e. , historical_ situation) .

Wyatt apparently supported the inner 'urban consolidation

not because it increased employment, but because it was an

alternative life style.

\,t/hi 1e manuf ac turing industrie s in the inner urb an

areas of Melbourne decreased, managerial, financial,
banking, consultancy and many other service industries
increased. Therefore there was an increase in white-collar
employment and a decrease in demand for bfue-collar. It was

a dramatic structural change in employment. From 1961 to

I97I the percentage of residents who were professional and

managerial workers lncreased by 2.7 per cent (Beed, 1981),

to generate demand for high quality flats. Thus after 1-961

a boom was created in upmarket flat construction which

exerted more pressure on housing for the lower income

group. Sandercock (1975) adopted a Marxist approach in her

analysis and argued that the increase in managerial flat
construction was encouraged by the Melbourne City Council

(wICC), and Melbourne Metropolitan Board of lVorks (MMBW) and

the retail- industries. High quality flats then became a

means to increase the price of l-and. The resul-t was a

further reduction in residential space for the l-ower income

people.
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Since the 196Os, many young professionals and affluent

people, who worked in the city, came to live in the inner

urban areas. Their preference was either to buy or to rent

the terraced houses and cottages that once belonged to the

low income people ( l-ogan , Lg82, l-985 ) ( drawing V-3 ) . The

influx of the affluent was a process of gentrification.

This was another factor that contributed to the displace-

ment of the lower income population in the inner urban

areas of Melbourne. One of the first groups which directed

attention to this phenomenon, was the Brotherhood of St

Laurence, a social welfare and research organizati-on in

Fitzroy (l-ogan, 1985). It is interesting to note that Logan

did not accept that gentrification contributed to fower

income peoplers displacement and speculati-on. In fact,

Logan attributed the displacement of the low income people

irt MelbOur'ne, to government poticies Of "SIum cleArancerr.

Even though there seemed to be evidence to support her

argument (Jones, 1,972.; Sandercock, 1-975; Beed, 1981), the

l-ocal papers (e.g., The Melbourne Times, L/Z/eq; Se
Clarion, I/2/84) explicitly indicated that gentrlfication

was related to the displacement of 1ower income groups. As

for Loganrs insistence that gentrification was not for

speculation, but the result of a desire for an alternative

life style, generated by the demographic and social

features of certain affluent people, Mahr (1982) argued to

the contrary. Mahr explicitly indicated the speculative

nature of gentrification and the large impact it had on the

property market in the inner urban areas of Melbourne.
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Dr.re to their household structure (young coupl-e ) ,

minimal parentlng responsibilities and life style, it was

expected that the new gentry would further create employ-

ment in service industries that would balance those lost in

manufacturing. For the planners and policy-makers it was

another re¿json for securing high density low income rental

accommodation in the inner urban areas (Beed, 1981).

The above stuOies seemed to conclude that economi-c and

political factors (i.e., increasing land value and service

industries) were the reasons for attracting people from all

classes of society to the inner urban areas. However, most

research on Melbourne indicated that suburbanizâtion l¡/as

still the trend. For reversing that trend and consolidating

the inner ur.ban areaS, the planners Saw it neceSsary to

maintain the inner urban activities, lncrease the desir-

ability for high income people to live in the inner urban

areas and crea,te high density housing for the l-ower income

households. These policies were explicitly reflected in the

L954 Scheme and 1971, '/4 Strategies.

The generation of service industries, the necessity to

secure tenancy for lower income groups, the decrease in the

amount of housing for these poeple due to gentrification,

construction of high-rise flats for affluent people, and

the incoming migrants from Europe were all seen to require

policies aimed at maintaining residential activities in the

inner urban areaS. Studies that indlcated human isolation

irr the suburbs, the increase in cost of transport due to

the energy crisiS and the cost the government had to
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undertake to provide suburban services and infrastructure
further encouraged the necessity for policies aimed at

inner' urban consolidation. Policies which sought merely to

accel-erate the infl-ow of white-collar residents were there-

fore to incorporate with policies that encouraged the lower

income people to stay. For the latter, public housing in

the form of lower rental- accommodation, rental compensation

and/or owner-occupied dwellings, were envisaged approp-

ri ate .

III. VICTORIAN HOUSING COMMISSION AND SLUIU CLEARANCE

Up until the late l-96Os the Victorlan Housing

Commission (VHC ) saw slum elimination as part of its

activities. This iclea was formed in 1936 by the Housing

Investigation and Slum Abolition Board' (Hargreaves, 1975).

In 1937, â statutory sfum reclamation and housing authorlty

was set up. Under this statute the VHC clalmed that poor

houses were a sociaf problem that generated crime and many

other social adversities. However, as Jones (19'/2) had

lrrdicated, slums were due to the dwell-ers' low incomes and

dernands for services which the landlord did supply.

Jones ( 1972), Hargreaves ( 1-975) , Sander'cock ( rgzs ) ,

Logan, T. ( 1981- ) and Logan, V/. ( rges ) af l elaborated on the

invofvement of the VHC in slum clearance.

In the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme (fgS+)'

the shortage of appropriate dwellings 1n the inner urban

areas was stated explicitly to be due to substandard
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housing supply and an i-ncrease in populatlon. The Scheme

therefore suggested that the VHC needed comprehensively to

clear all slums (99,OOO dwellings by 1980) and build 1-O,Oo0

units annually for a cert.ain number of years. At first the

Scheme argued against the idea that high-rise buildings

would replace the dwellings demolished in the sfum clear-

ance progr'amme. The Metropolitan Planning Scheme (Survey

and AnaIysis, 1954:63) stated in its conclusion:

The great majority of fami-Ìies prefer single home
owner'shi-p.

There is at present a greater shortage of flats
than any other form of housing and there is every
reason to believe that an increased proportion of
future households will want to live in flats of
al 1 types.
,The pr'inciple housing problem 1s rehousing the 1ow
income fami-Iies who at present ar'e living in
substandard areas in the inner industrial. suburbs,
many of which ar'e in need of development.
The most economical- form of row housing for
redeveloping such areas for their present inhabit-
ants would appear to be some form of row housing
suppJ-emented by low level flats.
The substandard inner areas could be redeveloped
for their present population in accordance with
the moder'n standards, by a mixture of row houses
and flats, so as to maintain the average existlng
densities in those areas.
The more attractive inner suburbs, favoured by
those people in the medium to high income groups
requiring flats, would seem to offer scope for
high level el-evator service.

Note that this conclusion advocated walk-up flats for

lower income people. Their appropriateness was the resul-t

of simplicity of services (i.e., no elevators) structure

and cost effectiveness.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The Scheme ( l-954) also stated

1n density, the total cost for

that with

hi gh-ri se

the increase

flats would
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decrease, if certain technology was used to reduce the cost

of the structure. Note that on page 34 of the Scheme, the

high-rise was accepted aesthetically and soclally.

I¡/hi le in another place , the Scheme described and

classified the houses in collingwood and Fitzroy as sub-

standard tenements, srnal-I terraced and row houses. They

were set in allotments much below the density of BO persons

per acre. Thus for Collingwood, the Scheme proposed

clearance of substandard houses, amalgamation of allotments

and re-subdivision.

The Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme

after analysing the unacceptable built-environment
inner urban areas of Melbourne, proposed that:

( rgs¿) ,

of the

I With the appointment of the VHC, the state department
accepted responsibility for bringing about better
conditions;

Private enterprise was to be promoted;

The density was to be kept and if possible increased;

Since the proposed density was above what was needed for
a single dwelling, row houses wal-k-up flats and high-
rise fl-ats were pr'oposed;

Due to the high value of land, row houses were proposed
for those who required single family dwellings, walk-up
flats for those in the lower income group and elevator-
serviced high-rise flats for high income groups. In
certain areas, totalling 75O acres (tfre Scheme, L954:
38), enrphasis was on the high-rise flats, while the rest
of the inner urban areas row houses and walk-up flats
were proposed.

¿

4

5
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Parallel to the above, the Scheme advocated high-rise
for lower income groups. Reference was made to other

\destern countries to support this view. Architects and

planners saw the decaying inner suburbs as aesthetically
offensive. Multi-storey housing, which in many parts of the

world was highly desirable, was promoted and adopted even

though the Scheme indicated peoplers preference for 1ow-

rise buildings. (lVote that on p.66 of the survey a picture

of a high-rise project in Los Angeles was presented to

promote and indicate the aesthetic val-ue and advantages of
a high-rise.) Moreover, the building. industries were very

much in favour of high-rise. They applauded the increase in

building construction that accompanled all the proposed

development.

The Scheme saw the nec e ssi ty
the new

for a survey to

forms in the

determine

cityscape.public reaction toward

However, 1t is doubtful

display of the Scheme,

high-rise buildings.'

whether people,

questioned the

in the 1955 public

wisdom behind the

Another reason that apparently made the VHC promote

high-rise for l-ower income groups was their pre-cast

concrete factory. This new technology was looked upon as

the means to reduce cost, make high-rise economical and

keep 798 people employed at the pre-cas't concrete factory
(Jones, 1,972).

It was not unt1l the

that sl-um cl-earance became

Shaw and Davey Report, iri

a main issue in Melbourne.

1960,

B ased
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on a superficiaÌ survey, conducted by the VHC, the report

indicated that 35 per cent of the dweIllngs in the inner

urban areas were to be demolished as slum cfearance or

block demolition (Hargreaves, 1975). These operations were

never'pr'operly planned, even from the point of view of

physical co-ordination of the basic services, such âS,

roads, schools, community centres, welfare services and

shops (Sandercock, 1975).

From the cleared sites, a considerable amount-of Iand

went to private enterprise (Jones, L972). In appropriate

areas, houses for higher wage earners, who wished to resj-de

in the inner urban areas, were constructed. By incorporat-

ing high income earners into the newly developed housing

estates, the VHC thought it woul-d demolish low income

ghettos which would aid the declining CBD and lessen

suburban sprawl. Jones (tglZ) however, doubted the VHCrs

motivations. Incorporating private enterprise into the

redevelopment process was Seen aS a means of reducing the

cost of slum clearance to an acceptable 1evel. On the other

hand, Sandercock (l-975) related Slum clearance and re-

development to an exercise, done by those who control-1ed

the VHC, MMBW and MCC, to increase the land and comrnercial-

value of the city centre and thus bring in more revenue.

This line of argument was supported by Beed (198l-) and had

been advanced by Jones (L972). They saw the entire process

as an opportunity to increase the population of the j-nner

ur.ban areaS and revive the declining CBD. Slum clearance

al so seemed an e'xercise in increasing the ca.pital of those
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who had interests, Iand and other property in the inner

urban areas. The high-rise, high density housing was not

aimed at providing appropriate housing for the l-ower income

poor. Apparently the VHC deprived the lower i-ncome earners

of housing and the built-environment they did not want to

l-eave.

The above brief was a description of the generative

mechanism (i.e., "structure") and hi.storical process that

created the walk-up and the high-rise public housing in the

inner'urba-n areas of Melbourne. The I'structure'r was the

resul-t of the corporaterractionrrof the higher income

people who controlled the CBD. Therrstructurerr did not

interact with the rractionil of the lower income people, but

with others who had a different intentionality and purpose

for theÍr rractionrr. The power (economlc and political ) and

the bureaucratsr symbol systems utilized, were inapprop-

riate and restricti-ve and thus put a constraint on the

creation of the buil-t-environment for lower income peopJ-e.

The Scheme operated without considering the historical

situation and the process that created the slums in the

inner urban areas of Melbourne. Those who established the

policies had a dif ferent view of the high-rise. They sa.w

the high-rise as a component in a system that may develop

the inner urban areas of Melbourne in accordance with their

or,vn ideology ( i. e. , capitalist ) and cultural pattern.

Therefore , it was other people I s rractionrr and 'r structure'r

and in the context of a different paradigmatic dimension

that created for the lower income people the high-rise and

walk-up flats.
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IV. GENTRIFICATION AND THE HIGH-RISE HOUSING POLICIES
OF THE VICTORIAN HOUSING COMMISSION

' As was noted before, gentrification in Melbourne

contributed to the displacement of the l-ower income group

and increased rent and housing speculation.

Gentrification in MeÌbourne came directly into

confl-ict with VHC policies. Slum cl-earance and high-rise

buil'dings were regarded as having a negative intpact and

reduced the market price of the property newly purchased by

the af fluent ( Sa¡dercock, 1,975; Jones, L972) . By 1968

resident groups of different inner suburbs organized them-

sefves to exert the necessary political pressure on l-ocal-

and state governments to change VHC poli-cies. Building

un-ions joined in to place bans on l-and cf eared for private

enterprise (Sandercock, 1975). The councils, which became

dominated by the newly affluent, refused to co-operate with

the VHC. They were joined by some of the occupants of the

high-rise bulldings. It wa.s the first time a community

safeguarded their own interests and built-environment fr'om

the vision of the planners in the VHC, MI{BW, MCC and the

politicians (Logan, 1-985). FinalIy, in May L97L the VHC

buckled under the preSsure and announced it was pftasing out

high-rlse development. It seemed quite a coincidence that

parallel to this confrontation, the 1974 Planning Strat-

egies introduced public participation, Socio-economic and

cultural components (Strategies, t97a:14) and conservation

( Strategies, 1,974:31) .
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It is interesting to note that those who protested

mainl-y against the high-rise and slum clearance were not

the displaced lower income groups, but the affluent, who

saw their expression of an appropriate built-environment

endangered (l,ogan, 1985). The Iatter, who were the middle

class, knew the political process, the political power of

being organised and controlling the council-. They were

familiar with the means (i.e., newsletters, demonstrations

and political rallies) of political pressure to achieve

their own objectives. Logan indicated how those of the

middle c1ass, who owned their residences were the ones

usually involved, while those who rented were the Ieast

in\iolved. Because of their relationship to their built-

environment, the former (i.e., the owners) were the ones

who set out to put pressure on the bureaucrats and

politicians to change and propose new planning criteria.

Sandercock (fOZS) was apparently cynical about the

achievements of the new gentry in phasing out the high-rise

flats and their interest in houslng the lower income people

in the inner urban areas of Melbourne. She implied that the

conservation policies achieved by the residentsr action

groups, were not possible if they did not coincide with the

policies of those who controlled the CBD of Melbourne

( i. e. , the central and powerf,ul commerclal and financial

institutions who saw the new policies to their advantage).

Furthermore, once the VHC announced that it would phase out

high-rise buildings and site clearance, most of those

gentry associations were dissolved, leaving the lower
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income housi ng problems unsol-ved. It seemed that once the
young affluent achieved their own objectives, they saw no

reason to accommodate the spatlal settings for the ,action'

of the lower income groups, even though they contributed to
their dispLacement.

V THE ROLE OF THE VICTORIAN HOUSING COMIUISSION(i.e., THE MrNrsrRy oF HousrNG - MoH)

It was apparent that the VHC was quite controversial
in the inner' urban areas of Melbourne. The responsibility
for slum cl-earance made the VHC directly involved in broad

planning issues, while it played a minor part in housing

the poor. In fact, Sandercock (fgZS) accused the VHC of
actually depriving the poor of proper housing and built-
environment.

Logan (1-985) went one step further, and explicitly
stated that the VHC supported the City Chamber of Commerce

and its poticies outlined by the MCC. In the 196Os the VHC

accepted money from the MCC for persistlng with the policy

of slum clearance and high-rise development. Furthermore,

the VHC teáOea to ignore the normal development process of

seeking planning permission. Being a commission it was not,

as is the case with a ministry, accourrtable to the

par'liament.

Jones (I972.) indicated that the participation, pre-

scribed for the VHC in the L97O Urban Renewal Act, was

taken very lightly by the bureaucrats. They assumed the Act

to be just a public relations exercise. The bureaucrats
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apparently saw participation as an operation to convey and

make sure that the public understood the commissionrs

policies for housing. Therefore, the bureaucrats saw

partic.ipation as a means to impose their values on the

lower income group (Jones, Lg72). The lower income groups

did not have the political power and knowledge to confront
and show the VHC, their dissatisfaction. Beed (fgef) stated
that studies made in the mid-1-97os showed that there wer.e

many reasons for dissatisfaction with high-rise and there

wer-e more preferences for single dwelling units. In fact,

during the 197Os, there were seri-ous vacancy problems in

the highly bureaucratized and institutionalized high-rise

buildings (Jones, 1979). Occupants could not display
personal el<pression and create settings whose symbol s were

legible and could accommodate appropriately their rractionrr.

There were no outdoor areas for the children of the

high-rise. Most important of all- the high-rise gave the

public an image ( i. e. , a stigma) of tenants compr'ising

people who abuse the welfare system, Iive on government

hand-outs and thus were an unclesi rable socio-economic

group.

In 1,973 the VHC was involved in several scandals over

land deal-s on the rural urban fringe and the Princess

Street block in Carlton (Hargreaves, 1975). It was then

that many saw the necessity for change. It was an opportun-

ity for the Premier of Victoria to reorganize and give

state housing a new image. After consicierable debate in

1978-79 the VHC's urban renewal- policies became secondary
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and senior bureaucr-ats who did not bother to exprain their
decisi ons wer.e removed ( i-ogan, 1gB5 ) . The VHC was re-
structured and transformed into the Ministry of Housing

(ltoH), accountable to parJ-iament and the state political
process.

Since L979 a number of changes and approaches to
planning have taken place in the MoH. Following the events

of public participatlon and the VHC's urban renewal a

review of housing policies commenced. This led to the

publication of the Green Paper in l-98O. After a series of
debates, the first vol-ume was prepared. It was to be

followed by a more detailed second vofume and à hthite

Paper. However, neither the second volume nor the hrhite

Paper materj alLzed. Rimmer Ín his report on the Consultat-

rye $rrgngement of the Ministry of Housing (rggg), stated

that a \¡/hite Paper was prepared but never circulated.

A. THE GREEN PAPER

In 198O the Minister of Housing in Victor'ia, Mr J.

Dixon, brought out general housing strategies cal led the

Green Paper, which was produced over l-3 months of community

co-oper'ation and consultation. However, because of a

dispute between the Victorian Government and community

housing groups over tenancy legislati-on, the consultation
process was not satisfactory (Rimmer, 1983).

Mr J. Dixon forwarded that document by stating:
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The purpose of the Green Paper is to assist
Victorians to understand the social and economic
changes affecting our housing and its use, and to
develop new responses to the new challenges It is
intencled to catalyse community discussion of these
aiternatives and their implications; in the light of
that discussion and debate, the government will then
formally review its policies and priorities affecting
housing, and the chosen policies will be published in
the fornr of a White Paper on Housing in Victoria.

( Green Paper, Vo1 . 1- 19BO )

In this document the new Ministry of Housing explicit-

Iy stated its aim arrd to whom it was catering: rrto people

who do not. possess the resources to adequately cater for

their needs" ( G-reen Paper , p.B). The Green Paper listed a

brc'ad base liaison team to review and consult the Ministry

on its housíng policy. The members of this team were

assumed to be the watchdogs of the community. A steering

committee, comprising the Mlnister, the Housing Commission,

the Housing Advisory Councj.l- and the Technical Liaison Team

was also tisted. The purpose of the Steering Committee was

to see that the strategies of the Green Paper were being

inrplemented and their effectiveness was catalysing the

necessary community discussion and debates. The qeen

Paper, therefore, indicated explicitly the MOH's new

consultative and communÍty participation approach to plan-

ning, âs observed in the 1'979 Melbourne Metropolitan

Planning Strategies. Hence the Green Paper stressed

the irnportance of sponsoring the self-help housing
co-operatives among low-income gr'oups ;

the cllent groups to nominate representatives that
can be inr¡olved 1n formu]ating dwelling design
gbjectives and guidel.ines to architectural briefs.
L rfis seemed to Þe in conflict with the standards
the MOH applie¿. ];
the establishment of a design rer¡iew pane1, to
assess and report on the Ministry's Development

1

¿

J
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PIans and Building Designs. This panel included
representatives nominated by consumer groups, the
building construction industry, R.A. I.A. and
R.A.P.I.;
the e;<tent of the consul tative proce dure w j th
clients, with the ob jectives of i-nvolving the
client in all aspects of pol1cy formulation;
the encouragement of residential managenrent for
maintenance, planning or rehabilitation programme,
and the planning of community services 1n assoc-
iation with local government.

Tt warì hoped that these proposed strategies would

establish a communication channel in which community

rractionrr and awar'eness of the built-environmental spatial
quality could be in1;egrated into the planning and design

pracess. It seemed that the MOH set for itself the task of

creating the spatial settings and characteristics to

acriommodate the tenants I rr actionrr . Therefore , to achieve

the appropriate built-environment, bureaucrats, architects,
planner-s and engineers had to consult the community during

all stages of the planning and design process. Fast errors

were admitted and new concepts more in line with community

irLl,entional-ity, needs and preferences were established. It

wasj envisaged that sociologlsts and psychologists were to

become par't of the Ministry' s design ancl pJ anning force.

Opportunities were given to organizations (e.g., the

Victorian Councll of Social Servlces) to comment on the new

consultative process. Funds \^Iere allocated to support ârid

encourage community housing groups and tenantsr otganLz-

ations. Management skil Is were offered at the l-evel of

l-ocaI tenantsr organizations. Part of the Estate Improve-

ment Progr'amme was to assign Iocal officers to establish

communi cation wj.th the tenants ancl icJentify theÍr nee ds.

4

R
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Somet;i-mes terrantsr organizations were developed in the

recognition of their commonrractionil and the necessity of

political pressure to achj-eve their objectives. There was

no doubt that the change the MOH haci undergone in manage-

ment, philosophy and image was quite dramatic.

However, the new approach to the planning and design

process was not, wel1 received by alI. During the irrt.errziews

with the technocrats and the bureaucrats of the MOI-I (while

coffecting the necessary information for this thesis), many

of then, oñ.both Iocal and ministerlal levels, were

suspicious of the community participation process. Probably

the bureaucrats and technocrats saw thls as a trespass that

would eventually endanger their professional vali rlity and

bureaucratic organization. Their suspicions might also harre

been Cue to the fact that the Green Paper did not comply

wj-th and consider local building regulations and develop-

ment controls, which were ustrally formulated by the local

councils. This argument was menti-oned implicitly in the

Green Paper, where it was stated that the local governments

were not wel-l oriented to the new housing strategies and

philosophy; based on community involvement (Green P.49r,

p.43). Tn fact the locaI councils had their own housing

policies.

The Green Paper hinted that community involvement

strategies created a new conflict between state arrd local

governments. The e>ract Source of conflict and its implic-

ation wasr rat.her amblguous. It might have been basied on the

vague definition of the role of local government inrrolve-
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ment in the new planning and design process. The conflict
might also have stemmed from the power struggle between two

bureaucrati-c institutions: Iocal and state go1,¡ernn'ìents,

and/ or some ideological confllct. \dhatever the rea.son, it
was observed in the unco-operative attitude and reaction of
l-ocai government to some of the invltations and procedur.es

of the community meetings and to the comme4ts localr-

goriernment of f icers made regarding the par.ticlpation
process.

B. COLLING\'IOOD HOUSING ESTATE

The outline given above is an attempt to establish
part of the historical situation behind the case studies.

The brief description asserted some of the important

socio-economic and political forces that lnter'acted in a

continuous historícaI process to shape the existing
residential built-environnrent of Col lingwood, in gener'al ,

and the Collingwood Publ-ic Housing Estate, irr particular.

Because of the post-war political and economic rrstructurerr 
,

Co11 ingwood had undergone the historical processes of slum

clearance, urban migration, urban consolidation (gentri-fic-

ation) and conrmunity invol-vement policies. The results

wer'e: diversity of land use (residentlal and industrial);

high density high-rise and walk-up flats for lower income

groups; abundance of derelict and enrpty sites and demand

for low income houslng

The Melbourne

incll cate d that due to

Met ropoli tan

unenìployment

(.iury 19Bo )Strategy

there was an inc:rease in



TabIe V-1: Public Housing Stock by DweLling Type, Collingwood and Region' as at 30.6.85

COLLINGI,TOOD 84

FITZROY 118

RICHMOND 31 45

TOTAL INNER URBAN REGION 443 160

TOTAL METROPOL]TAN 8,444 1,819

SOURCE: MTNISTRY OF HOUSING, ANNUAL REPORT, 1984-85'

Separat e

House
Atlached
House

Medium
Density

43

to4

U

Low-r i s e
F lat

High-r i s e

Flat
Rooming
House
Rooms

Total

1 ,1000

9

41,3 560

286 800

356 l,o2o

1,9 1- ,336

9 'J.,467

19 t'1.,-l09

t52 30,642

0

516 3,352 1,O99

1,376 9,626 7,989
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demand for low cost public housing. High inflation and

interest rates had increased the reaf cost of housing and

had deterred buyers, especially in the lower income groups.

\¡/hen interviewing the manager of the Fitzroy and Colling-

wood Housing Association, she remarked that also due to

speculation and gentrification, the low cost housing stock

was continuously decreasing and the list of those who were

in need of shel-ter was increasing.

Since \¡/orId ru{ar II the population of Collingwood, due

to the factors descrlbed above, had fallen by 50 per cent.

The decline peaked between 1,97I-76. But since 1'976, it

became somewhat more stabitized. During that period, due to

gentrification, the househol-d had been replaced gradually

by more affluent, smaller and more diversified ones.

Besides, unemployment had increased. Therefore the draft

for the Collingwood Housing Policies ( 1-986 ) stressed

preferences for rental accommodation, flats and affordable

family dwetlings accessible to private open space. The

draft also showed a continuous increase in demand for

public housing.

Simitar to other inner urban areas, Collingwood had

mainly medium- and high-density housing stock. The 1-986

draft of the Collingwood housing policies showed that in

l-981 Collingwood had 49.8 per cent of its stock in flats. A

significant part of this was public housing, run by the

MOH, BB per cent of which was located in the Collingwood

Housing Estate on Hoddle Street: the site of this case

study. In other word.s, the majority of the public housing
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Drawing V-6: A typical derelict gap site in Collingwood'
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Drawing V-7: Overdomination of the multi-storey biock in the cityscape
of Collingwood.



no trees or any other features in the street

the cottages are constructed from wood

Drawing V-8: Low income detached houses (cottages) in inner urban area

of Melbourne (i.e., Collingwood) '
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Drawing V-9: Collingwood Housing Estate'
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flats were located on the Collingwood Housing Estate. They

were i-n three , twenty-storeys , hi gh-ri se towers , each

containing 180 flats and 4OO in three-storeys walk-up flats

(drawing V-1). Adjacent, ofl Francis Street, the slte for

five terraced houses was located. Each of these had certain

built-environmental problems. For the solution of each the

MOH chose the tenants' involvement policies outlined i-n the

Green Paper.

VT. THE HIGH_RISE BUILDINGS

Of the three high-rise buildings on the Collingwood

Housing Estate, this thesis will study two: 229 and 253

Hoddle Street. The reason for this choice is that these two

buildlngs were built as a resul-t of socio-economic and

political forces, and VHC urban and housing policies of the

1960s. Furthermore, under the Estate Improvement Programme,

these two btocks were chosen for upgrading, using tenantsl

participation as outlined in the Green Paper. In L982, $1.2

million dollars was allocated to upgrade these two blocks

and study the process as a pilot scheme to establish the

feasibility of improving tenants' involvement in the MOH

high-rise flats in Melbourne.

A. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGH-RISE

Both blocks are at a distance and parallel to Hoddle

their main access road. The space between theStreet,

stree t and the buildings was envi-saged as the space to be

landscaped for the main entrance. The community Spaces for
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both blocks were to be focated on the. ground floor. The

Scheme showed the location of a kindergarten in one

building and an infant officerrs office in the other. In

the development programme, the ground floors of both blocks

had a foyer, àccessibl-e to Hoddle Street and the back yard

spaces, two elevators, a service and maintenance area a¡d

toilets. Above the foyer and services, the typical residen-

tial floors comprised one, two or three-bedroom flats,

served by an open, public corridor, a laundry and drying

aîea.

At the start of the improvement programme, the

inhabitants comprised a high degree of single parent

families, a considerable amount of ethnic groups (i.e.,

Turkish, Yugoslav and Vietnamese) and a high proportion of

children as compared with adults.

A tenants' profile in January 1'982 showed:

+ Househofds headed by women

+ Australian
* Turkish origin
* Other ethnic groups
+ Those who had been there for ten years or more

+ Those who had been for average 5 years
+ Those who had been for average 3 years
* Households who had one or two children
x Households who had three or, four children

54%

_ 56%

20%

_ 24%

_ 27%

30%

^101- ¿r/o

- 66%

_ 1.7%

(Source: Ministry of Housing - High-rise Resident Attitude Survey'
Juty 1982, PP.14, 15).

Note: The data source does not define the range of average 5 and

average 3 years.
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B. THE PROBLEMS OF THE HIGH-RISE FI,ATS

From the papers circulated in 19BO (e.g., Smyth, 19BO;

Kneebone 1981; Kneebone and Smyth, 1981) it seemed. that the

MOH was ver'y much influenced by the research carried out in
other countries on multi-storey public housing. The failure
in places like St Louis (Pruit-Igoe high-rise estates) made

the Ministry teaLize that in the VHC housing programme

little foresight had been given to the potential social and

physical impact of high density and high-rise buitdings on

their tenants. The Ministry saw their high-rise estate

deteriorating physically due to poor construction, ir.reg-

ular maintenance and vandalism. The increased number of
families with children, housed in the high-rise estate, Ìed

to sociaf problems, public stigmatization and environmental

deprivation. The open corridors were encouraging non-

tenants to come, jump and commi-t suicide. The services such

as the el-evator and common laundry on each floor were

breaking down. In short, these problems were recognized and

became an important basis for the policies in the Green

@er (pp.60-61) .

C. I'THE ESTATE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMEI'

Although the high-rise buildings were strongly

suggested to be unsuitable for public housing in general

and certaj-n tenants in particular (families with chil-dren),

they stil1 presented a considerable stock of public housing

and an investment for many years to come. Demolition was
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therefore not seen as an appropriate sol-ution. Minor

built-environnlental- change and better selection of tenants

were seen as more suitable alternatives. Thus, iri February

198O, a high-rise improvement progratnme was established to

upgrade the high-rise buildings. Blocks 229 and 253 were

therefore considered first. Rimmer (fgAS) stated that the

choice was polltical. The Green Paper stated:

A pilot
at both
Ri chmond
involve s
weII as
Some of
in this
foÌIow:

highrise redevelopment prograln has commenced
the Collingwood (HodOte Street) and North

( Canning Street ) estates. The program
improvement to the physical environment as
to the social and managerial environment.

the approaches being pursued by the Ministry
program are set out in the options that

Redesign aII entrance lobbies, 1i-fts,
. InstaIl a reception desk/kiosk at the

Option 91 Redefining site areas to delineate open
spaces shared with the broader community, spaces
common to the estate, space common to a specific
block, and private open spaces. Improve l-andscaping
to assist this definition.

Option_92 In conjunction with residents' management
comrnlttees, rational-ize parking areas and under-
ground parking. Improve secur'ity for parked cars.

Option 93
corri dor's
entrance to each hlghrise bl-ock, which would serve
a.s a control desk overnight. Provide carpets,
indoor plants, community notice boards, piped
music, etc.

Option_94 Provide a community flat in each highrise
-Ef ockl- alternativelY, redesign the tif t lobby and

convert adjoining two-bedroom or three-bedroom flat
to a one bedroom, using the extra space for a
community room and/or a child care centre.

In implementing these policies, the Green Paper had stress-

eci str.ongly self-management and residentsr partlcipation

( Green Paper, 19BO: 58 )

The Gr'een Paper indicated that the nstãte Improvement

Programme was an interdlvisional working party, including
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tenantsr representatives, representatives of local

agencies, the council and the Ministry. It was set up to

examj-ne the problems and propose alternative solutions for

the high-rise buildings. For each of the above-stated

physical improvement policies, irt general, Several possible

solutions were proposed. The Estate Improvement Programme

defined their aim:

1. To discuss housing options that reflected tenants
choices, improve social and physical conditions and

retain Iow cost rental accommodation for a variety of
tenants.

2. To encourage the social and physical upgrading of the
existing highrise estate, increase residential satisfac-
tion, reduce vandalism and cost and improve the identity
and general image of public housing.

To achieve the aim and

ment Programme, several

identified:

policies of the

me thodological

Estate Improve-

criteria were

L. The necessity for alternative physical proposals and

management changes to achieve the policies of the

programme. WhlIe the necessity for alternative physical

proposals was clear, the management was not. A number of

major issues were therefore noted to be important for

management. TheY were:

a. a more comprehensive role for the building manager
in order to improve management accessibility.

b. A policy of social mix and selective tenancy
allocation.

c. Policies .al1owing greater individual- identity to
improve the self image of residents.

d. Tenants self management schemes.
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e. A

( wloH:

new eviction procedure.
Estate Improvement Program, High Rise Residents
Attitude Survey, JulY 1982:4).

2 Public meetings were

could participate 1n

propo se d.

to be

the

conducted

choice of

that tenants

aI ternative s

SO

the

3. An eval-uation study was to be undertaken to measure the

success of the prograrnme and the methodol-ogy. For this

criterion, in JuIy 1,982 a study was undertaken to

identify the attitude of the tenants towards the physic-

al and managerial changes. The pre-improvement survey

and study was carried out and documented in a report

titled: Hish Rise Residents Att itude Survev Julv 1-982.

TENANTS ' INVOLVEMENT IN TFTE IMPROVEMENT
AND MANAGEMENT OF THE HIGH-RISE FLATS

To study the tenants' involvement in the planning and

design proceSS, one has to critically analyse the method-

ological criteria formulated by the Estate Improvement

Programme. This is important because of the assumption

taken in this thesis that community involvement is a

recommended alternative process to achieve the "Sense of

placerr, both as a means for the interactive process and as

a spatial outcome. In this case however, due to the

existing built-environment, Several contextual "Structuralrl

constraints have to be noted:

1-. Rigidlty of the existing spaces as a result of the

design of high-rise buildings.

D
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2. Since the high-rise is for tenancy occupancy, one has to

consider certain fl-exlbility to accommodate future

occupants who may have different "actionsrr. However, by

tenancy selection policy, certain resoluti-on to the

pr'ob1em of occupancy is expected.

3. The setting of the high-rise buildings on Hoddle Street:

a major Mel-bourne metropolitan vehicular access.

In the following study of the lnteractive process, the

above rrstructuralrr properties have to be integrated with

other "structuralI' components (i.e., economic and polit-

ical, power and resources available).

The report Re view of the Consultative Arranqement of

the Ministry of Housing by John Rimmer stated that, ât the

early stages, the Housing Commission Tenants Association

attempted to establish a tenantsr consultation group.

However, it falled due to a lack of commitment from the

interested parties. Later in February 1-9BO the Collingwood

Councj-l formed the High-rì-se Working Party, comprising the

tenants' representatives, locaÌ agencies and the Ministry

of Housing. They met quite a number of times to discuss

issues relating to the Collingwood Estate (i.e., upgrading

the built-environment ) . Kneebone and Smyth ( 1-98l- ) claimed

that the \,r/orking Par'ty came together 30 times with

different groups of tenants and ethnic minorities. In May

l-981-, after the Ministry formulated their own alm and

objectives for upgrading one of the hlgh-rise buildings

(based on consuftations with some of the tenants), the MQH
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lost interest in the V/orking Party and withdrew. This

br'ought to an end the high-rise Viorking Party.

Both

and issues

the Green Paper and Rimmer show that

that were raised and included in the

a.nd 1n

the choice

upgrading

tenantsl

consi d-

were very

involvement.

Iimited both in substance

They were outlined by the

ering any tenantrs voluntary demand and

MOH without
Itactionrr .

One may conclude therefore that, at the initial stages

of upgrading the built-envir'onment, only the Ministry of

Housing was involved in formulating the aim and objectives.

The aim and objectlves were based theoretically on the

government's new housing strategies outl-ined in the Green

Pap.". Except for a few the members of the High-rise

I,Vorking Party the tenants in general did not participate

directly or their participation was llmited in the aim and

objectives formulation. The Iimited community involvement

as a new planning and design p'rocess was dlctated to the

tenants by the MOH. Furthermore, community involvement was

carried out without even an explanatory programme which

cfarified the new housing poli-cies for the tenants. Obiec-

tions from the tenants and l-ocal - agencies maCe this

approach inappropriate. Participation on a llmited scafe

was apparently a privilege given to the tenants. It was

never consi-dered the right of the tenants and an approp-

riate means of creating the "sense of placerr.

The above report also stated that the Estate Improve-

Programme for the high-rise started in Collingwood duement
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to political reasons. Apparently Col-1Íngwood environmental

problems were not as critical as some others. Thi. s,

however, did not create a cynical feeling in the Colling-

wood Estate. Tenants in the third block who initially were

excfuded from the \dorking Party and formulation of the

general aim and objectives, raised their voices in dis-

approval to the Ministry. However the change in government

(i.e., Labor coming to power) made the Collingwood envi-ron-

ment no longer a politicaÌ issue. Hunran and financial

resources became available to carry out the environmental

upgrading in the third block.

The 229 Hoddle Street tower was considered first. The

tenants were limited in the choice of colour for the doors

of their flats (eight colours) and window screens (three

colours). All other decisions were made try the architect.
The superficialÍty of the tena.nts' invofvernent in the early

stages of the process was apparent. It seems to be the

rnajor reason for the tenantsr outcry and demand for proper

involvement.

However, more direct tenantsr participation was

considered in the envj-ronmental upgrading of the neighbour-

lng block; 253 Hoddle Street. There the tenants haci more

freedom to choose colours, flooring, tiles and even ceiling

finishes in the common lobbies. Through the floor

co-operati-ves this programme \^Ias carried out f Ioor by

floor. Therefore, to upgrade their common and private

built-environment and to dlscuss, recommend and choose

their alternatives, tenants participated as an organized
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commi ttee )
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and as
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co-operatives, block committee and estate

individual-s.

Therefore, one can conclude that for upgrading the

hÍgh-rise buildings, gradual consul-tation and tenantsl

involvement not at the initial stage took place only on

certain limited issues and carried out at the later stages.

Moreover, the MOH controlfed their environment through

financial factors, political power, the process itself and

the aim and objectives formulation.

In February 1,982, a community officer was appointed to

Iiaise with the tenants. He was to be there during the

formulation of the aim and objectives and achievement of

the environmental upgrading. At the beginning, 1itt1e

response came from the tenants because of their mistrust of

the unfamiliarity with the prescribed planning and design

process. The mistrust and unfamiliarity were due to the

Iack of a two-way communication system between the tenants,

the community offlcer and Iater the architect. In other

words, there was no common ground in semantics or symbol

systems upon which the MOH coulcl understand, and convey to

the tenants its policles. Hence there was no co-operation

or enthusiasm arnong the tenants. Fina1ly, a subjective door

to Coor survey resolved that particular problem. At, the

beginni-ng this approach formulated the environmental dis-

satisfaction of each household. Later, when the

co-operatives and other tenantsr organizat,ions were formed,

the general and speciflc dissatisfaction of the community

was determined. The dissatisfaction was due mainly to
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vandal-ism, security in the foyer and elevators, run down

facilities such as laundries and entrances missile-

throwing and suicide from the open corridors. There were

also noise problems and a lack of privacy created by the

pr'e-cast concrete construction. As weI1, the parks and

landscaping were unsuitable for tenantsr outdoor acti-vit-

ies. Once all the tenants I dissatisfaction wa.s known, the

aim and objectives were reformulated.

Right at the initial stages it was founcl necessary to

establish, between the tenants and the Ministry, two-way

communication systems, so as to interchange ideas and

attitudes at all stages of the planning and design process.

The communication systems were regarded as the bases for an

appr'opriate reorganlzation of future estate management.

The channels of communication were at three levels,

connected and placed in a hierarchic manner:

1. The Floor Co-operatives: These were the lowest leve1s of

management organi zation and communication channel were

established with tenants on each floor. Their main aim

was to recognize the problems and organize the mainten-

ance of their particular floor and report to the block

committee through their representatives. The floor

co-operatives also had the power to choose the approp-

riate solution for thelr floor among the limited

proposed alternative schemes. In the regular meetings of

the co-operati-ves, unless it was necessary, the Ministry

was not represented.
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The floor co-operatives were, to a limited extent, set

as basic units or channels for direct involvement of the

community in organizLng their built-environment. There-

fore, these units were seen as the basic sources for the

interchanging of ideas and reactions of the tenants to

any upgrading and management proposals. Moreover, they

were the basic societal I'Structurerr that had a corporate

purposive rractionrr .

Due to the predetermined spatial configuration of the

floor and limitations imposed upon them by the MOH

( i. e. , no flexibllity in spaces to suit partlcular

tena-nts' aspirations), the co-operatives' decisions were

restriite¿ as to . choice of colour and material,

necessary for upgrading the public spaces on their own

floor (i.e., corridors, Iaundry rooms, drying rooms

etc. ) . Therefore a hlgher rrstructural" order imposed

constraints on the co-operatives.

The fl-oor co-operatives seemed to have resol-ved some of

the social- problems. On each floor more cultural inter-

action was observed. Ethnic groups who were somewhat

discriminated against and, due to thelr social rituals

were looked upon as inferior, were now appreciated and

respected (tne community officer noted the acceptance of

an Australian housewife of a new necipe for cooking rice

from a previously discriminated against Vletnamese).

ACded to that, specific spaces in the common rooms were

assigned for different cultures and social ritual-s. This

therefore achieved the desirecl social mix and identified
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on each f l-oor the c'orporate tenants' intentionality and

rractionrr.

2. Block Committee: Thls was the intermediate levef in the

management organizatíon and communication channel. Each

month, the floor co-operatlve representatives in each

high-rise met as a body called the block committee.

Here, too, the representatives of the Ministry were

observers, with no voting power, unless it was necessary

(i.e., an issue that directly involved the Ministry).

For two months the block committees wor.ked on an outline
for their constitution and management framework. The aim

was to establish a lega1 co-operative body and a

rrstructureil where elite and power groups coufd not take

over. The constitution, however, was held by'the MOH,

because they saw it as too elaborate and al_so a means by

which the management could become independent. In other
words, the MOH looked at the constitution and did not

accept it because it was a means whereby the power of
decision-making would be transferred from the MOH to the

tenants.

The block committee was responsible for the general

management of the bIock. Decisions regarding proposed

alternative schemes for the whole block in general and

its publ-ic spaces in particufar were made here (i.e.,

entrance foyer, eïevators, public rooms etc.).
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Estate Committee: This was the highest level in the

management organization and communication order of

hierarchy. At thls level the representative of the

Ministry was an active, powerful member, influencing all
dec i si on-makì-ng through its pol i ti caI and economi c

resources.

As noted before, initially the Collingwood Council's

representative was part of a similar committee (i.e., the

High-rise \,r/orking Party ) . But, once it was dissolved and

the new management established, the Collingwood City

Council was disregarded. Part of the reorganizatíon seemed

to be a political manoeuvre by the MOH to get rid of the

City Council-. The fact that the Council had its own housing

policy and, due to its local- representation, was supposed

to take care of the housing interests of the local people,

was ignored by the MOH. The reason given was that they did

not have anything to do with upgrading. But one suspects

that the reason the MOH ignored the City Council- was more

to do with power and power-sharing.

Decisions for all the housi-ng estate were made here:

parking, landscaping, community facilities (i.e., kinder-

garten and common rooms) and general security.

During upgrading the high-rise blocks, the organiz-

ation and representation at the estate level of management

were di-scussed in the Estate Committee and alternatives

drawn ( diagram V-1 ) , but no final decision was made. In

February 1987, when the high-rise buildings were visited
for the last time to test after a period of time, the
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self-management system and tenants' .satisfaction (i.e., the

final methodological criteria outlined by the Estate

Improvement Programme ) , it was discovered that the tenantsl

involvement in management never material.ized. In fact,

during this final interview it was found that the tenants

were not participating at aIl in the management of the

hlgh-rise buildings.

In an interview during the upgrading of the high-rise

buildings, the community officer indicated certain tenantsl

satisfaction with the above-stated hi-erarchic management

and channels of communication. Even though the MOH had

dictated certain limitations on the responsibilities of the

management of committees, there seemed to be certain

tenantsr involvement in the process. However, a1nong the

tenants, a certain amount of dissatisfaction was still

observed. Apparently this was due mainly to the tenants'

lack of economic and political power on each of the

management levels which prevented them from implementing

any of their own decisions. Since the representative of the

Ministry was not part of the management except at. the

estate level- - at the floor and block level, no final and

explicit decisions could be made without reference to the

Estate Committee. The community officer stated that if the

tenants had more economic power and knew how to budget the

construction according to their priorlties, then they could

make better decisions on the appropriate material and

preference. The Improvement Programme would have been much

cheaper and the tenants would have been more associated in

the planning and design proceSS. In other words the 'rsense
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would have been better

tenants.as a self-expression of the

one may have a better understanding of the relation-

ships between the MOH and the tenantsr management

committees by looki-ng at Layderrs conception and

differentiation of structure into rrcontextualrr ( i. e. , the

MOH) and rrgenerative" ( i. e. , the tenantsr commj-ttees ) ( see

chapter four). The former structure was not a represen-

tation of the tenantsr corporate rraction'r, but of the

bureaucracy in the MOH. This Seems to be the reason for

observing that the MOH according to their feedback

information outlined certain constraints on what the

tenants could create in the built-environment, while the

latter ( i. e. , the I'generative structurerr or the tenantsl

committee) was the corporate rractionil of the tenants and

therefore could be used internally for creating the spatial

characteristics that give the meaning of therrsense of

place'r. However since the tenantsr structure lacked power

and skilIs, interaction of the I'generative Structure'r and

rractionrr and. the production of the appropriate built-

environment was Iimited.

A more appropriate system may have been one with less

vertical- decisÍon-making channels. At each hieranchic level

of management there was to be a ministerial officer with

the necessary potitical, economic and technical power to

enter i-nto a dialogue with the tenants, to learn, Share and

to materia1:_ze the tenantsr decisions. However many of the

bureaucrats who were interviewed, indlcated their dissent
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with regard to a diatogue with the tenants. As indicated

before, the bureaucrats felt that tenants' involvement and

dialogue may result 1n a dramatic falI in their bureau-

cratic power for decision-making and control over the

scheme. Besides, having the tenants making their own

decisions, hâV also be undesirable to the politicians who

liked to see their party ideology implemented in public

housing policies.

THE SURVEY TO IDENTIFY THE TENANTS I

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE HIGH-RISE

As stated before, part of the methodology outlined by

the Estate Improvement Programme was to carry out a survey

entitled: rrHigh-Rise R"esidents Attitude survey JuIy

l-982il, to identlfy the increase in satisfaction due to

upgrading the built-environment. The result was seen as a

means to establish the feasibility of community involvement

in the planning and design process. The survey was also a

means to objectify and thus complement the decisions made

in the management committees.

Therefore, prior to any development, 1n JuIy 1'982 a

sample residence satisfaction Survey was carried out by a

psychologist, who was a consultant to the Deùelopment and

Property Division of the MoH. He set out to assess the

reaction and attitude of the tenants to their built-

environment, to identify their problems and priorities and

to measure the Success of the high-rise Improvement

programme. The objectives of the survey were indicated as

follows:

E
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Gather information to determine residence preference aS

regard to the proposed improvement;

Determine residentsr reactiOn to certain consequences of
the improvement programme; especially the rent
incre ase ;

Scale the Success of the community participation in the
improvement programme ;

Collect data that explain particular residentsl
opinion;

Study the feasibility of the community panticipation
policy and its adaptability to other housing estates.

To determine the success of the tenantsr lnvolvement

programme further elaboration of the above objectives was

seen to be necessary. The study noted that the options

offered by the MOH for improvement had to reflect the

tenants' choice. If that was the case, âñY decisions ought

to reflect a certain increase in sati.sfaction. However in

the high-rise programme the options and the decisions did

not refl-ect the tenants' choice. The tenants' involvement

programme had overlooked the tenants I rractionrr and self-

expression in the spatial settings. Moreover, the objective

of the attitude Survey, which was to indicate the SucceSS

of the tenants' involvement, had to avoid becoming a test

for indicating whether the improvement programme had solved

the problems. In other words, the test should not become an

outline of the tenantst existing spatial attitude before 
'

and after the upgrading. To test the tenantsr involvement

programme the Survey should be continuous throughout the

process of the Improvement Programme.
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eonsidered by the survey to measure

tenants' involvement process were:

x Reduction in vandalism
* Rate of friendship and co-ordination
+ Perception of PrivacY
+ Improvement of residential identity
* Intention to move away
* Tolerance of increases in rent.

ApparentlythemethodologyproposedbythisSurvey,to

identify any increase in satisfaction, was never consid-

ereC. In February LgB7, when the high-rise was re-visited'

the estate officer did not display any knowledge of this

study nor was she aware of whether satisfact'ion had

increased. One is tempted therefore to question the MOHrs

intention in proposing the policy of community involvement

in the planning and design process.

The section of the survey indicating the success of

the tenants' participation in the inlprovement process' was

qulte interesting to note. The survey strongly related the

communication system and management organization to the

ethnicity of the tenants. The Australian and U.K. citizens

were somewhat involved in the particlpatory programme and

utiljzed, the system. They comprised about 50 per cent of

the residents who participated in the process' while only

30 per cent of the Turks and Greeks participated. The

result of the survey seemed to relate tenantsr involvement

to the language barrier and the a glgl\i knowledge that

each group had of the participatory process. Both factors

were very much related to the cultural diversity within
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which 'the tenants-landlords rel-ationship had to be

identified. One can speculate intelligently and note that

participation for an Australian is a democratic system to

be used to its fullest extent for achieving certain

objectives, while for a Turk it may seem a channel- used by

the landlord (tttOH) to identify disco'ntent and thus create

an excuse for eviction. This may be a reason why the survey

noted a cultural barrier between the Turks and the Greeks

and the management. The housing officer had to understand

the conception of participation in each culture and then

try to assure that tenantsr involvement is a constructive

and feasibfe process for environmental upgrading. The

Australian and U.K. citizens understood the objectives of
the involvement process, while the others did not. Of those

who participated in the floor co-operatives only 52 per

cent thought it was useful. Thus, the result of the survey

indicated that for communicating with each culture, differ-

ent communication and tenantsr involvement processes have

to be considered.

F. THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY OFFICER

It was noted previously that in February 1'982, âû

Estate community officer was appointed by the MOH to liaise

with the tenants, convey the MinÍstryrs intentions, hence

their agent organLze the tenantsr management and monitor

their attitudes and needs. Therefore , throughout the

commencing stages, the role of the Estate community'officer

was to establish an appropriate channel of communicatlon
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and implement the pollcies of the MOH. For the former, it

seemed necessary to establish a legible semantic system

between aIl the parties involved that is, different

ethnic groups among the tenants, community officers,

technocrats and architects. The tenantsr rractionrr and the

rel-evant symbols of the spatial settings had to be under-

stood by all who were participating 1n the system. Thus the

community officer had to:

1. attempt to make the tenantsr symbols and rractionil

Iegible to aII parties;

2. thr'ough his experience be able to establish the channels

of communication. It seemed that many of the tenants

could not relate to or comprehend architectural

drawings, models and technical terms;

3. gain the confidence of al-l parties. In the ea.rly stages

of upgrading the high-rise buildings, the community

officer had to work very closely with the tenants. As

stated before, this was necessary to establish and

dj-scover an appropriate channel of communication. Even

thciugh the community officer was employed and was the

agent of the MOH, his relationship with the tenants made

him the tenantsr advocate.

4. economically and politically be independent of the MOH.

A better suggestion may be for the officer to be

employed by the tenants

Apparently the

definition of

double role of the community officer and

tenantsr involvement was resented by many
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of the bureaucrats 1n the MOH. The bureaucr.ats saw the

officer onJ-y as their agent and a conveyor of their
decisions and proposed alternatives, not as a party to

organize and convey the tenantsr rractionrr.

Therefore, one may conclude that a bifunctional housing

officer to carry the job of two conflictlng interests
(i.e., MOH vs the tenants) was inappropriate. Being both

the agent of the MOH and the tenantsr advocate, made the

officer disloyal to both. As a result, the dialectic
synthesis between the two partles a necessity for an

appropriate tenantsr involvement - never materialized.

G. THE ROLE OF THE CONSULTANT ARCHITECT

In proposing the alternatives and the approval for the

envj-ronmental upgrading, the consultant architect
employed by the MOH was given the opportunity to enter

into a dialogue with the tenants and thus become more

involved with the tenants than the Mlnistry. Note that the

architect was an independent consultant and not related

organizationally to the Ministry, except through his

consultancy contract and fee. He considered and treated the

tenants as clients and the Ministry was merely his

financier. It seemed that the archltect used to listen more

to the tenantsr attitude than the Ministry. In other words,

he also became somewhat of a 'tenantsr advocate. The

bureaucrats, however, since they saw the Ministry as the

financier, wanted more control, objected to the,developed
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saw the Ministry as thearchitect-tenants relationshlp,

Iegal client and the tenants as

and

only temporary occupiers.

Most of the above misconceptions of interrelatlonships

seemed to be the resuft of a lack of any explicit

definition of the involved parties, clarification of terms

of reference and the intra-parties' relationships ( i. e. ,

the different ethnic groups of tenants, the MOH, the

architect and the community officer). Each party related to

the other in accordance with their'own interests, in-

tentionality and 'ractionrr. The bureaucrats in their

definltion of participation, saw their control of the

process as paramount. Right from the initial stages they

saw tenant involvement only aS a choice between an approved

set of alternatives. The bureaucrats did not consider the

tenants sharing in the decision-making operati-on and

formulation of spatial conceptlon as part of the involve-

ment process.

H. THE ROLE OF THE CITY COUNCIL

Co-ordination and co-operation with l-ocaI government

and agencies was stressed all through the initial policy

formulation of the Estate Improvement Programme. However,

this did not occur in the pJ-anning and design process

car'ried out in the Collingwood high-rise buildings. Except

for the High-rise Íiorking Party, the locaI agenciesr and

locaÌ councilts contribution was insignificant. None of the

local- social- and government institutions was consulted for

outlinlng the programme, choosing the community offlcer or
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antagoni sti c

MOH.

Besides, as the redevelopment consisted mostly of

upgrading the existing built-environment, planning

permission was not required. The Collingwood City Council-

having less power, therefore, was not involved fully in the

planning and design.process and their attribute, as a party

with an input in the process was minlmal. However, being

the l-ocal planning authority and supplier of municipal

services, one expects from them a more participatory roIe.

TheÍr claim of being the advocate of the tenants and being

inter'ested in local- public polici-es, âs indicated in their

1987 draft of the housing policy, was not vêry indicative

in the high-rise upgrading programme. Sj,nce they represen-

teC the community on the local- level, thelr involvement in

estate management would have been appreci-ated.

I. CONCLUSION OF THE HIGH-RISE STUDY

It is quite explicit that the involvement process

carried out for upgrading the high-rise buildings did not

abide by the methodological criterla outlined j-n the Estate

Improvement Programme. The proposed management change to

accommodate 'the tenantsr decision-making process, even

though it was outlined and debated, was never fully

impJ-emented. Nor wa-s the process put under scrutiny to

eval-uate it properly, âs intended. The whole operation

therefore did not achieve the aim and objectlves outlined

in the Green Paper and the Estate Improvement Programme.
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The reason for the limitation on the involvement

process seemed to be disclosed in the comments made by the

bureaucrats in the MOH. Their notion of what and how shoul-d

the tenants participate was incongruent to the other

parties who were involved in the planning and design

process for upgrading the high-rise blocks.

The generative mechanism that had to interact and be a

catalyst to materia:.ize the appropriate interactlon between

the built-environment and the tenants I rr actionrr , was

neither preconceived nor fully expressed by the bureau-

cratic structure of the MOH. Yet one cannot deny that the

tenants, with aIl their limitations, were not involved and

the parties were not interrelated (di-agram V-3). In fact

the restriction placed on the tenantst involvement process

had identified certain lmportant ideas and characteristics

of the rrstructurerr and the interactive process. The role of

each participant and their rel-ationship to the planning and

design process (diagram V-2) was apparently made much

clearer later in the process than it was initially and the

contextual mechanism that controlled their operation was

better understood.

The contextual mechanism of controf strongly suggested

the notion of a phenomenon external to the tenantsr

'r actionrr , yet an important component of the interacti-ve

process. The contextual mechanism was the externalities

that, even though they seemed to be beyond the control of

the tenants, contributed to the planning and desì-gn process

and the achievement of the rrsense of place'r . The externaf-
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ities were defined, in this context, âs the uncontrollable
and/or unforeseen factors that might facilitate or

constrain the tenants' involvement in the proposed planning

and design process. The externalities may be cl_assified

into social (e.g., internal conflict, degree of homogeneity

of the tenants and the degree the symbol systems and

ideology were in common and acceptable to the community);

economical- (e.g., househol-d income, the budget fo,r up-

grading and capability of tenants to accept and adjust to

increases in rent); political (e.g., internal or external
conflict in or among the involved parties); organlzational
(e.g., the existing system of management and bureaucracy)

and spatial (e.g., the characteristics of the existing
built-environment ) .

The major apparent externalities seemed to be due to

the underdeveloped state of the communication system and

the pr'ocess itself. The main aim and objectives of the

planning and design process, as formulated by the MOH, was

to make the Ministry understand and gain knowledge as to

what the pr'ocess i-nvolved. Tenants' invol-vement was to be

moni-tored and rrevised, as a future reference, whenever

community involvement was required. Unknown factors were to

be discovered and formul-ated to establish a more objective
analysis. Furthermore, the l-ack of an appropriate model_ and

methodology fot' community invol-vement created for the

bureaucr'ats many unpredj-ctable factors that contributed to
their incomprehension. The bureaucrats thought that a

general model coul-d be drawn once the final analysls of the
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pr'ocess was carried out and an evaluation made to determine

its feasibility. But even though the MOH may have obtained

a clearer view of the participatory process thus

formulating better manipuJ-ative tools, it seemed debatable

that such a general and prototype model that consi-dered

space-time and the paradigmatic dimension was possible. In

fact in each high-rise that had to be upgraded the

paradigmatic dimension had to be specifÍcally identifiBd.
Hence, the whole idea of testing and outlining from one

operation a general process of tenant involvement and

self-management was debatable. Thus to reduce these

external-ities due to the process one had to propose a

certain flexibility in the process itself.

As stated before, up until February 1,987, the MOH had

not carried out an explicit evaluation of the planning and

design process, nor had it identified the tenantst attitude
towards the tenantsr involvement, the aim and objectives

outlined in the Green Paper and the Estate Improvement

Programme. Fron: the attitude and the lack of knowledge of

the officer, it was doubtful whether such an operation

would ever take place. One can only cynically conclude that

the whole exercise was a public relations one of, the MOH

founci that, to achieve an appropriate and successful

operation, power had to be shared among all participants,

even though an appropriate system of communj-cation was

explicitly identified. Any eval-uation of a system of

community lnvolvement in the planning and design process

without considering power and Íts distribution was rather

obscure.
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It is important to note that in February 1,987 when the

high-rises were re-visited, some of the objectives of the

Green Paper were still unresolved. The non-existence of
self-management and the outdoor spaces (i.e., public
gardens and parking) were stilI i-mpersonal and vandalized.

In fact parts of the upgraded spaces were also vandalized.

The underground parking was shut and apparently never

developed. All along the facade of the ground floor,
graffitti was the only self-expression that one noticed.

AIl these were indlcations to suggest that tenantsr in-
volvement did not achieve, to any significant extent, the

objectives outlined in the Green Paper.

VII. FRANCIS STREET TERRACED HOUSES

Since the initial stages of its conceptlon, Francis

Street terraced houses have been extensively debated. Local

newspapers (V-ff ), academic researchers (Sanders, 1,984) and

architectural reviews ( Oavey, 1985 ) have commented and

analysed its achievement. However, the study undertaken

here explores this development with reference to the theory

outfined in chapter four. Therefore, this analysis of the

Francis Street terraced houses is to identify some of the

components that are necessary for a dialogue, establish the

importance of the paradigmatlc dimension and the approp-

riateness of communlty involvement in the plannì-ng and

design process for achieving the meaning of the I'sense of

pl acerr in space .
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Drawing V-t2z The terraced houses on Francis Street. Note that
rpãti.I unity and hardrony is achieved by considering the symbol
system and ideology of the tenañts. !ühile the "actionrr of each
tenant has given each 'dwelling a personal identity and self-
expressÍon.
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The sources of information for this case study were:

f . interviews with officers of the MOH and' l-ocaI planning

authorities, consultant architects, academic researchers

and tenants;

2. meetings held between the consultant architects and the

MOH;

3. focal newspapers and architecture magazines;

4. MOH internal- papers and fites dealing with initial

conceptions and economic and architectural feasibility

studies;

5. pre- and post-occupancy evaluation questionnaire and

answers (analysed bY the author);

6. pr'ogress reports; artd

'/ . ndtes made by Saunders ( 1-984) of the meetings between

the architects and tenants

In late LgB¿, the MoH proposed a smal-l pilot project

where the tenants were to be directly invol-ved in the

planning and design process. Similar to the high-rise

upgrading, the aim was to study the process and its
'feasibility for achieving an appropriate built-environment

with a high degree of satisfaction for the user. A small

infill site was therefore chosen in Francis Street (i.e.,

adjacent to the Collingwood Housing Estate), suitable for

five terraced houses. The methodology proposed a continuous

and direct involvement of the tenants with the architects

in all the stages of the design process. It was decided

that the tenants would contribute directly:
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their preferred location on site;

through a census agreement the exact location on site of
each household;

1n the l-ayout
the Ministry's

in the choice
alternatives;

in the choice

landscaplng.

of the internal- rooms in accordance with
housing standards;

of the finishes among several proposed

of utilities; and

Even though the general alm and objectives of the

process were establj-shed by the MOH (based on the strat-

egies of the Green Paper), the specific objectives and the

alternative proposals to achieve them were expected to be

formulated by the tenants. In fact, àccording to their

"action'r and symbol systems, each household was expected to

prescribe its own spatial characteristics.

In their design guidance the MOH recommended basic

pre-formulated rules. I¡/ithout considering the scale of the

scheme, the technology and the industrial necessities, the

guidance proposed the creation of a modular component,

similar to Habraken SAR (ttatcfr, 1984), which the tenants

could manipulate, under the guidance of a professional

member of the group, to create their built-environment.

That idea, however, did not material-Lze beyond its concep-

tual stage.

For

seven to

managers,

the scheme the MOH proposed the involvement of

ten professional persons. The list included

technical officers, architects, sr".r"yo"É, land-
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architects and engÍneers. For each, the number of

involved was estimated.

For desj-gning and implementing the design process the

MOH chose a firm of two external consultant architects. The

choice was based on whether the architects were experienced

in the proposed type of operation. It is important to note

that the tenants were not consulted in the sefection;

Therefore, there was no initial client-architect relation-
ship between the architects and the tenants.

A. THE CI]OICE OF TENANTS

The choice of tenants to participate in the project

was made bJ, the appointed architects and the community

officer of the high-rise buildings, under the guidance

outlined by the Mlnlstry. There were to be five different
families living in the adjacent high-rise buildings. After
a thorough research of the tenants in the high-rise
buildings, it was decided to choose a sÍngle parent, two

parents, an extended Vietnamese family, and a househol-d

with two out of five disabled members. The choice was based

on the assumption that the scheme, being uncler scrutiny and

evaluation, needed a diversity of occupants and uniqueness

in interna.I household characteristics to succeed. It was

also based on the unsuitabitity of the flats and the

tenantsr indication of any interest in the process.

However, the architects remarked in their interview that

some of those who were chosen did not know what they were

involved in.
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Once the final choice was decided, the Mlnistry was

aske d formally to approach the selected tenants. Some

tenants and bureaucrats in the MOH objected to the

serection criteria. They expected the selection to be based

upon the Ministryrs housing waiting list, giving top

pr'iority to those who did not have shelter. This however,

might have formed a uniformlty among the tenants and hence

cr'eated a different spectrum, inappropriate to the purpose

of the Ministry's exercise ( i. e. , establishing an approp-

riate environment based on Índlvidual household character-

istics). Besides, if the tenants' choice was based on the

housing list, their choice of an appropriate environment

woul-d have been in accordance with their priority need: the

acquisition of a shelter, not participation in a process.

I¡Vhile those selected, being the tenants of the adjacent

high-rise buildings, were somewhat liberated from a priori
notion of a built-environment (to accommodate one of the

basic human needs), and could look forward to a dwel-ling

whose spatial characteristics accommodated more their
intentionality and self-expression. In other words, the

choice was made so that the tenants, besides having a

shelter, might have the opportunity to express their
existence in space.

According to the architects, the choice of tenants was

very critical-. They recommended that it might have been

better to choose tenants from the top of the list and

explicitly indicate to them the time and effort they were

expected to donate to the planning and design process to
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encourage enthusiasm aIl through the operation. The

architects argued that usually the tenants who are chosen

from the housing llst are improving the quality of their-

built-environment, and therefore they see their benefit in

moving into the publ ic housing. IiVhi 1e the tenants chosen

frorn the high-rise buildings, evaluated their cost (i.e.,

the cost of moving to a new place and the expected increase

1n rent) and the built-environmental benefit they would

gain by moving from the flats into the terraced houses. In

fact the tenants were very much conscious of the expenses

they had to bear due to relocation and increase in rent. As

a result the MOH had to financially aid the tenants and

eventually increased the cost of the whole scheme.

All through the operation, keeping the tenants'

enthusiasm in participating in the process was quite

important. At a later stage, the architects had observed

that, due to the delay of the operation, financial

restraint and misconception of the process, the tenants

became indifferent. In fact some demanded shelter that did

not strain their financi-al resources. The tenants insisted

on knowing the necessary and sufficient information

regarding the process and their relocation so that they

could decide between their alternatives:

1

2

living in a flat constructed as

shelter with a modest runni-ng cost
the j-r limited resources; or

Iiving in a terraced house with
accordance with their own rractionrl

but with a higher running cost.

a market commodity
that did not consume

spaces designed in
and symbol systems,
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According to the consultant archj-tects, the change in

the tenantsr commitment and, Iater in the process' their

indifference, seemed to be due to the lack of a proper

channel of communication. This argument indicated communic-

ation to be a deterministic factor 1n the tenantsl

involvement. That deduction however is arguable. Even

though an appropriate channel of communication was

necessary, in time other major factors, such aS duration of

the planning and design proceSS, financial and political

restraints, may arise to govern the decision-making

operation. It is apparent that at the initial stages a

prgper tenants' involvement scenariO was neceSsary tO

outtine some of the major factors that might have been

confronted during the implementation of the scheme.

B. THE PFOCESS OF PARTICIPATION OF THE TENANTS

The participation comprised six group meetings and

twenty individual household meetings. Usually, in these

meetings the tenants, architects and the MOH community

officer were present. In general the bureaucrats saw these

meetings as very time-consuming and complicated. However'

the architects saw them to be appropriate for determining

the characteristic of each household and for resolving any

confl_icting ideas among the participants. According to the

architects, simplification of the whole operation would

occur once sufficient tlme was given to the tenants to

establish their intentionality and know their desired

spatial clraracteristics. The possibility of simplification
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was envisaged once the architects gained the necessary

experì-ence and knowledge to carry out the process and its
communication channel. Besides, the community officer had

to know explicitly his/her framework as the conveyor of
necessary and sufficient information between the architects
and the tenants. All through the process the architects,
without the aid of the community officer, had to communic-

ate directly with the tenants. \¡/hat the community of f icer
dj-d was to lmpose the constraints made by the Ministry's
standards (i.e., what can and cannot be done) on the entire
operation.

At the first general meeting the . architects attempted

to gain the confidence of the tenants. The architects
stressed the fact that they were wives, mothers and

housewives and were aware of the problems in establishing
an appropriate home. Even though mutual trust was necess-

âry, this initial line of communication might have become a

means for' creating the architectsr imposition on the

tenants. The architects, by assumlng that they knew what

the tenants' appropriate homes had to be because they were

mothers, wives and housewives, were attempting to design

the spatlal settings in accordance with their own self-
expression and rractionrr. However, the architects being from

a different socio-economic class and culture, ßây have had

a different a priori knowledge of the space that accommod-

ates the rractionrr of the tenants as housewives, mothers and

wives. Most probably the architectsr symbol systems and

self-expression of space were different from those of the
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situation, meaning and

those who are wj-ves,

hi stori ca1

not all

mothers and housewives have

rractionrr.

the same self-expression and

During the early stages of the operation the

architects used architectural drawings and l-:50 scale

models for communication. The tenants, however, could not

comprehend these techniques. Then later in the process, a

dlrect spatial experience was introduced which lncluded bus

tours to terraced houses similar to those to be built for

them. Besides showing the tenants a built-environment

simifar to the one they were going to have, these visits
gave the architects an opportunity to observe the tenantsl

attitude to that type of housing scheme. This approach

apparently established the necessary initial communication

channel and the appropriate semantic to transmit, both

ways, the meaning for the appropriate built-envlronment.

Howèver, it seemed it had its limitation and danger.

Showing existing spatial settings as appropriate to

accommodate the tenants I rr actionrr , ilây have ended in a

spatial imposition of the architects' intentionality and

self-expression. In other words, during the planning and

design process, the architects were attempting to impose

the spatial characterj-stics they saw as appropriate for the

tenants. A1.I this implied that bus tours were far f rom

being sufficient. The architects therefore had, through

other means , attempted to identify the tenants ' I'actionrl

and the characteristics of the spatlal settings that might
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intentional i ty

the "sense of
accommodate the

and thus with

placerr.

In the past decade or so severaf too1s, based on

dialogue between a group of people, have been developed to

identify human "actionrr and its spatial settings. Their

basic theoretical and philosophical differences have even-

tuated into different methodologies. Lawrence (fggS), for

example, developed and used a modular system of basic

blocks to create a real scale, flexible model to identify

people's attitudes. Due to the magnitude of the model his

technique is ' Iimited to internal dwelling spaces. lit¡hiIe

Sanoff ( 1978 , 1-979, 1981) formulated certaj-n gaming

simulation techniques, used in group dynamics, to generate

people's critical observation and creation and become

involved in discussions that might be formulated into

environmental policies. Still others such aS Alexanderrs

(L977 ) "pattern languageil have come up with techniques

which are different from the notÍons of Lawrence and Sanoff

(Grabow, 1983). However, â11 of these techniques are

founded on a continuous dialogue between the people who are

involved in the planning and design process.

At the initial meetings the architects inquired from

the tenants about the existing layout of their furniture

and the way it was util Lzed.. The architects af so asked

about the tenants' private outdoor activities. Both

architects then visited the tenants' flats in the high-rise

buildings so that they could understand what the tenants
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Iiked and disliked and identify family living patterns such

social izi-ng.âs, cooking, dining and

In the individual meetings, the architects attempted

to understand further the individual tenantsr rractionrr and

preference of spatial characteristics. The architects

stated that the meetings were essential to determj-ne the

character and personality of each individual tenant.

Durlng these meetings, due to the tenantsr frustration

and incomprehension of drawings, the architects imposed

their own environmental meaning and conception on the

tenants. As welI, the architects imposed on the tenants the

aesthetic qualities of the whole scheme. This also occurred

when the tenants could not decide or were indifferent

towards the architects' proposed spatial confi-guration.

However in many places, mainly the interior and back yard

spaces, the tenants knew in general what they wanted and

could convey their needs. In fact for the courtyards the

tenants wanted a prlvate barbeque and a playing place for

children: symbols of a detached suburban house.

Even though the community officer of the MOH was the

catalyst, both the'arehitects and the tenants found his

attitude and the way he insisted on the Ministryrs

standards , re straì-ning and ob jectionabl-e . The standards , as

the architects indicated to the Ministry, were based mainly

on economic rationale. They did not allow many opportun-

ities to accommodate individual variations. One of the

tenants, for example, compl-ained that her bedroom could not
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be furnished by her old furniture and her only choice was

to sell those items that were dear to her and buy new ones.

The tenant further remarked, that this was going to cost

her lots of money; Hence the standards were not flexlble

enough to accommodate this sort of personalizatíon and

individuality.

Apparently the bureaucrats very much stressed the

economics of the project and the necessity for control. As

one of them said, rrThis thing has gone too far. Is it not

enough that we provide shelter for them?rl

Cornmenting on this bureaucratic remark, a social

worker, who was involved in the scheme, indicated in her

research (Sanders, 1984), that the MOH just wanted to be

seen as an rrinnovative organi zeltt whose priori ty was to

publish brochures and make a public display (even in many

conferences ) of their progressive attitude towards the

human being built-environment relationship. These proiects

also supported the validity of the Research and Development

Division in the Ministry and their attempt to foIIow the

policy outlined in the Green Pa er. According to Sanders

the process of tenant i-nvolvement in planning and design

and its outcome was secondary to the bureaucrats in the

Ministry.

C. THE ROLE OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS

In this
each with its

housing programme four independent bodies,

own objectives, were i-nvolved 1n the planning
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and design process: the tena,nts; the architects; Colling-
wood City Council and the Ministry of Housing.

Even though the architects were not chosen by the

tenants, and their obligation was to satisfy the contract

and desires of the Ministry, right from the beginning the

ar'chitects saw themselves as the advocates of the tenants,

and thus treated them as the cfients. Note that the

Ministry, bV choosing the architects, g?ve no alternative
choice to the tenants. If by any chance the channel of
communication between the architects and the tenants was

obscure, the tenants had only one choice and that was to

complain and ask the Ministry to change the architects. If
the Ministry was satisfied with the architects, certain

conf l-icts of interest were apparent. These conf Ii-cts were

overruled because of the power the Ministry had over both

architects and tenants. In this interrelationship the

tenants, with no power to exercise, had no alternative
choice. The architects on the other hand had to satisfy two

cfients: the tenants and the Ministry.

secondary role. The community officer

of the MOH never took an active role

White the Ministry used its
power to control the whol-e

involvement meetings, it

and the architects, and through

gap between them. The attitude

political, Iegal and

process, during the

nevertheless took a

the representative

to liaise between

e conomi c

tenantsl

the tenants

bridge the

c re ate d aÍ\

his

of

involvement

the officer

MOH and theinformation barrier between the

tenants. Since the architects were not educated in commun-
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ication science ( Sanders , L984) , they recognized the

necessity of a third party (i.e., the community officer) to

establish the channels of communication. Alternatively, the

architects needed to educate themsel-ves in communication so

that they could interrelate wlth the tenants and convey to

them the constraints imposed by the MOH.

The other government body involved was the Collingwood

City CounciI. Besides granting planning and building
permission, they saw themselves through thei-r social

worker and their housing policies as guardians of the

community. The Council insisted that their standard not the

Ministry's be applied and, as a result, delayed their
planning and building approval. This resulted in the

reduction of the tenants' enthusiasm and i-ncreased their
complaints. Therefore, a powerful decision-making body,

because it was denied involvement, restrained the planning

and deslgn process.

Except for the Iy¿ per cent increase in the consuftant

fee, the bureaucrats in the MOH did not expllcitly object

to the planning and design process. In general, through

regular meetings, the Ministry had the necessary control

over the whole development. The control was also imposed

through the formul-ation of public housing standards and the

general aim and objectives of the development. The commun-

ity officer was also considered to be a mechani-sm for

control. As was stated before, the consultant architects

ob'jected to the inappropriateness and the control imposed

by the public housing standards. The architects proposed a
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revision and adaptation of that document to fit the needs

and aspirations of the tenants and the Council (i.e., the

historical sÍtuation). However, if this proposition were

adopted the MOH would Iose one of its main mechanisms for

control over the develoPment.

Due to the implementation of the scheme, and lack of

proper communication, the tenants became frustrated and

lost their i-nitial enthusiasm. Apparently they also needed

time to establish the conception of theirrractionrrand

buitt-environmental desires. This implied more delay and a

higher monetary cost of operation. It was assumed that once

the tenants moved into the terraced houses they' would

experience and appreciate the quality of the Spaces created

by the architects. Frustration further developed because of

the Ministry's refusal to change its standards and attitude

to favour the tenants I rr actionrr ( e. g. , adaptability of the

tenants' furniture). For example, it was observed by the

architects that when the tenants moved from the high-rise

flats where living, dining and family areas were conceived

as one space, to the terraced houses, where living, dining

and family areas were separated, they became disorientated'

The tenants did not know which room to use for family and

which one for living. As a result they did not know how to

furnish the rooms in the new terraced houses. All these

factor.s that contributed to incomprehension and disorien-

tation strongly suggest the importance of the hlstorical

situation within which people acquire their spatial meaning

and knowledge.
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It seems quite important to note here that through

involvement in the layout of the interior spaces, the

tenants had great influerice on the external form of the

terraced houses. In fact, it created a certain personaLiz-

ation of each individual house and established the scheme

with reference to its occupants. At the sane time the

tenants demanded from the architects to have their bullt-

environment in harmony with its surrounding. In other

words, personalization and environmental harmony were

formulated as the aim and objectives of the scheme and

accordingl-y implemented. They were achieved by involving

the tenants continuously in the planning and design process

( dr'awing V- 12 ) .

D. EVALUATION OF THE SCHEME

The evaluation of the project was to include:

1. The efficiency of the scheme: This comprised the capital

cost and a comparative analysis with other developments

which provided a similar quality of life and housing.

Note that the quality of housing was never defined.

However, since the' buildings were tailored to fit the

, tenants it was assumed that capital expenditure was

maximi zed.. As a result higher satisfaction, fewer

requests for transfer, less mai-ntenance cost, less

vandalism and a more stable community were envisaged and

were to be consídered in the eval-uation. (lVote that the

tenants' involvement cost $44338. Money allocated for

the project was $eees, ooo and total cost $.A323 , ooo. )

(uOu cost analysls of Francis Street, Smyth 1983. )
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2. Evaluation of the process throughout the proiect: This

included the evaluation of the tenantsr participation in

the design, administration and methodology.

3. Post-occupancy evaluation: This took into consideration

the final product, the attitude of the tenants and the

design effectiveness of the process. For appropriate

evaluation, questionnaires were given on two occasions

to the tenants: once when the scheme was terminated and

the other after a certain time had elapsed.

The architects also were given a questionnaire to

express thein views and evaluation of the process.

However, up until Fèbruary L)BT the analyses of these

evatuations, to identify the success of the process, had

not been done. But from a general overall look at the

answers to the questionnaires the following were deduced:

1. Overall there seemed to be great satisfaction.

2. A pre-project guidance was seen necessary.

3. Right at the initial stages of tenantst involvement,

the tenants had to be informed of what they were being

committed to.

4. The architects did not know explicitly who their client

was (i.e., the tenants or MOH).

5. Throughout the process a change in command of an

involved dominant power (i.e., the MOH), disrupted the

whole proceSS. It seemed that certain administrative

problems in the Ministry had taken their toll of the

scheme.
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6. The objective of the community officer as a liaison

officer had to be more explicit.

7. An appropriate channel of communication was seen as à

pr'erequlsite to the process.

8. The tenants coul-d not relate to scale and modefs.

However, they could relate to large sketches and bus

tours of simÍIar dwellings.

9. Apparently there was general dissatj-sfaction with the

housing standards.

10. There seemed to be an urge and a necessity to personal-

ize each house with reference to its tenants.

11. Harmony with the Collingwood bu1lt-enviponment and

community common bonds were observed to be important.

1,2. The tenants when asked whether they would design their

house differently, answered "yes". This indicated that

further involvement was necessary to achieve a setting

whose characteristics were appropriate to their
rractionrr.

13. Many of the

tenantsr ideal

answers explicitly indicated that the

was stil1 owning a suburban home.

\¡/hat was apparent in early L987 was that community

involvement strategies were no longer an important issue i-n

the MOH. The Francis Street project, which at the beginning

was a pi1ot, a Iearning operation and thus given certain
priority, was buried in the bureaucratic fiIes. Obtainlng a

real evaluation of the process seemed in ea-rly 1,98'/ to be

secondary to the MOH.
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E. CONCLUSION TO FRANCIS STREET

In this analysis one can observe that the external--

ities which were previously defined ( see the high-rise

flats), exist here in the planning and design process. The

externalities in this case study are also attributed mainly

to the infancy of the process (i.e., the operation lacked a

defined model and methodology) and the contextual

restriction imposed by the MOH. One also observes that

during the planning and design process, since the tenants

did not know what they were letting themselves in for, they

hacl their reservations about participating. Even though the

initial tenants' enthusiasm was substantial, the cost of

running the terraced houses, relocation of dwelling and the

delay were consiciered as factors that would pl ace

restraints on the tenantsr scarce resources and thus create

further externalitles in the process itseff. The tenants,

prior to choosing an alternative built-environment, made a.

rudirirentary cost benefit analysis and thus evaluate their
rractionrr. Therefore the process of tenantsr invol-vement in

creating the rtsense of placerr, has to assure a net benefit

that exceeds the cost of moving and paying a higher rent.

For this evaluation, the tenants have to acquire the

necessary knowledge of the operation so as to eliminate, as

much as possible, the external-ities. Acquiring this know-

ledge is through the dialogue (i.e., as a learning process)

between all the parties invol-ved in the planning and design

pr'oce ss .
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At the initial stage of the planning and design

process the above externalities seem to be unavoidable.

This should not, however, discredit community involvement

in the planning and design process. The operation of any

model of community invol-vement requires a methodology and

an identified communj-cation channel and system to increase

and modify the tenants' knowledge of the historical

situation and thus reduce the number and effectiveness of

the externalities. Again here, a proper learning process

and a scenario that envisage some of the el-ements that

cr'eate the externalities and also establishes the necessary

channel of communication may be appropriate.

A comparison wÍth the high-rise study strongly

suggests that for achievì-ng the 'rsense of placerr, the

planning and design process and the means with which the

tenants are to be involved, must be formulated with

reference to the historical situation (i.e., space-time and

paradigmatic dimension). Besldes, it has to have certain

fl-exibility to accommodate during the process both external

and internal change.

Therefore, efficiency and evaluation of community

involvement in the planning and design process seems to be

relateC to the magnitude of the development, the exper-

ience, attitude and continulty of those involved, the

historical situation and the communicatj-on system. However,

Ms B. Smyth of the MOH, in her discussion paper (June

1983 ) , outfined some of the options and stages of the

design process where the community can be directly involved
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in public housing. Based on the restraints that she

envisaged in any clevelopment (i.e., time, budgetary,

aclr¡injstration, circuntstantial- factors and size), the

following general stages were proposed for the process for

obtaining maximum' benefit from community involvement:

* site plan
+ design of unit
* choice of al-ternative
+ selecting of flnishes, fixtures and fittings
* management of the buildings.

Fur.ther on in her paper Ms Smyth outlinecl alternatives

for community involvement. The alternatives were formed by

the amount of involvement and the inclusiveness of the

above stages in the process. Thus, a general methodology

for'community involvement in the Francis St;reet terraced

houses and Dight Street (tfre next case study in this

thesis) redevelopment was proposed. It therefor'e became the

policy of the MOH in Victoria.

The Mini stry seems to relate the degree and model of

involvement to the magnitude of the proiect, not to what it

aimed to achieve: the rrsense of ptace'r for the invol-ved

people. Nor does the Ministry consider or rel ate the

invol-vement process to the human rraction'r and the historic-

al or pa:1^adi.gmatic di-mensi.on, that this thesis has argued.

The Ministry made the bureaucratic decision to bear the

responsibilil;y for the aim and objectives formulation, âs

welI aS the choice of archltect, while the tenants whose

sel f-expression in slpace, intentionality and rractionrr were

tc be a,ccornmodated, played a minor role in these decisions '
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Thus the above classification of the MoH seems to be

sonrewhat deterntinistic. The options given neither argue the

e;<t.ernalities, nor the 1ocal societal conclitions ( i. e. ,

"str.uctr-ire" ) . Fur.therner€, no specific inCication is given

to the r.estraint created by the process itself (i.e., the

model of communication and diatogue). Therefore, a critical

review ancl a thorough research into each particular case

anci what it is to achieve might be a prerequisite for

process determination. once the type of involvement and the

par.ticulars are determined, the moclel can then be e>lplicit-

ly formulated and i-ntplemented. It can be given to the

par.ticipants so as to i dentify spatial.ly their self -

e)-pr'ession, intentionality and "action" '

Therefore uP until now,

involvement anci dial ogue , the

the rnain factors:

for an aPProPriate

following seem to

communi ty

be some of

l_

2

J

An explicit identifjcation of the situation cf the

development.

Al I the

framework

achi eve d .

participants have to

of the Process and

explicitlY the

is going to be

know

what

Degree and model of involvement has to be in accordance

with the objectives of the scheme, the historical

situation, the attitude of the people and the societal

organi zatLon, not the magnitude and scale of the

project.
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4. The comrnunity has to know the limitations imposed by the

"contextual struCture" On the generative mechanism

(i.e.,'rthe structure").

5. SpeciaJ enrphasis has to be given to the communication

systenr.

6. The involvement of the community has to occur in all

the stages of the Process.

7. The community involvement process is both continuous

and educational.

8. The commitment of the participants has to be kept high

all through the Process.

9. Explicit iclentification of the relevant bureaucr'atic

attltude is necessary.

l-c. Poth the positive and negative attitudes of the partic-

ipants seem to be necessary.

VIIIDIGHTSTREETWALK-UPFLATSREDEVEL'oPMENT

Part of the collingwood Hou,sing Esta.te is made up of

376 vralk-up flats, known as the Dight street flats'

constructed in the 195Os. They were built as an outcome of

the slunl clearance and housing policies proposed by the vHC

for., the inner urban areaS Of Melbourne, aS previously

rnent i one d in thi s the si s .

contrary to the previous two case studies the liaison

cornmunity officer, presiciing over the Tenantsr Council, was

employed in early l-g}'2 by the collingwood community Health

centre. she was accountable to a steering cornmittee
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comprised of representatives from the Health Centre,

Collingwood City Council and Collingwood Education Centre.

The responsibility of the community officer was to co-

ordj-nate all social- and political prograrnmes and facilitate

in developing any necessary tenantsr organizati-on.

Therefore in this case study, the MOH did not have any

power over the community officerrs activlties and inclin-

ation.

A. THE PROBLEMS OF THE ESTATE

In l-981-, a local group called the collingwood Housing

Experiment drew attention to the environmental problems in

the walk-up fIats. Besides vandal-ism, security and

deterioration of the Estate, Structural- faults were

becoming apparent in the bridges that connected the flats.

An independent consultant engineer was then employed by the

Tenantsr Councif to identify explicitly the magnitude of

the structural faults. The result was critical and many of

the flats had to be vacated and boarded-up, and their

tenants sent to other estates.

A copy of the consultant engineer's report was sent to

the MOH for further action. The Ministry then carried out

another investigation by its own engineers. Thus in

DecemÈer IgB2 the MOH sent a team to look at the structural-

stability of the walk-up flats and then made a choice

between two optlons: upgrading the flats or redeveloping

the entire Estate.
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B. THE TENANTS' ORGANIZATION

From July 1,982 the tenants had been meeting to discuss

the structural- condition of their flats. In November 1-982'

with the assistance of the Coltingwood Health Centre, they

met and decided to set up a tenantsr council to liaise with

the Ministry and organLze the tenants. More specifically,

the Council had to:

I. convene with the Director of Housing about the struc-

tural condition of the flats; and

2 take up tenantsl

security, rubbish

playground for the

concern over general maintenance,

collection, laundry, flyscreens and

children of the Estate.

At the first meeting it was declded to elect a

co-ordinating group of twenty members. They were to meet

every two weeks, b€ responsible for liaising with the MOH

and publish a monthly newsfetter to inform the tenants of

the Iocal social organizations, and of the meetings held

with the Ministry, âs well as the activities of the Joint

Planning Committee.

The Joint Planning Committee comprised three members

from the MOH, three members from the Dight Street Tenants'

Council- and three members from the Collingwood City

Council. The Committee had its first meeting on 2$th April 
'

1983 and subsequently met on a monthly basls to discuss in

general the public housing issues in collingwood; in

particular the programme for redeveloping the Dight Street

walk-up flats.



MONTHLY TENANT MEETINGS (ALL TENANTS IN I^IALK-UPS)

ELECTED CO-ORDINATING GROUP (I^TORKING GROUP)

SECURITY

STRUCTURE COND]T]ONS OF FLATS - PROPOSED

COLLINGI,JOOD ESTATE MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Diagram V-6: Dight Street Estate Tenants Council Structure.

PRODUCTION OF NEI^ISLETTER, REPRESENTATIVES TO MEETINGS (e.g., MYER HOUSE etc.)

LIAISON I^IITH MINISTRY OF HOUS]NG, DOOR KNOCK]NG, ORGANIZATTON OF MONTHLY TENANT MEETINGS

INFORMATION TO ALL TENANTS ON ISSUES OF CONCERN

ISSUE MEETINGS SPEC]FIC TARGET GROUP MEETINGS

DEMOLITION OF CROSS-OVERS
AGED (SEN]OR CITTZENS) TENANTS (ONCE A MONTH)

VIETNA},IESE TENANT (ONCE A MONTH)
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C. THE REDEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

In December 1,982, after identifying the Structural

problems, the MOH decided to redevel-op the entire Estate.

The development was to be implemented over a period of ten

to fifteen years. The initial programme was only to replace

the most structurally critical buildings. However, the

tenants saw this programme as a patchwork iob and thus

refused it.

In early 1-983, because of the dry sea-son, the struc-

tural- problems became v/orse. Twenty-four families had to be

dispfaced. The condition of the Estate deteriorated and

created instant problems which needed an entirely new set

of pol-icies. The tenants took the opportunity to demand

from the MOH a permanent and comprehensíve solution to

their housing problem. As a result the MOH decided to

redevelop in five years the entire Estate. An external

consultant architect was chosen, briefed and then instruc-

ted to propose a master plan as soon as possible.

on Aprir 19, 1983 at a meeting between the tenants and

the Ministry, several issues relating to the Estate were

discussed. Motions were then passed to:

1. Demol-ish aIl the walk-up flats and replace them with

townhouses.

2. Each tenant, whose house was demolished, would have top

priority and an option for a new dwelling.

3. The MOH was to pay removal expenses.



Drawing V-13: Demolition programme for Dight street walk-up flats.

Source: The Ministry of Housing, Victoria.
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4. Meanwhile, the Ministry was to upgrade the existing

laundry.

5. The tenants ought to have the option of buying.

6. During redevelopment the Ministry would consider the

security of the tenants.

Due to their past experience and attitude, the tenants

mistrusted the Ministry. Therefore, oh ApriI 22, l-983 the

Tenantsr Council wrote a letter to the MOH for a written

reconfirmation of the above resolutions. On May B, l-983 the

Ministry confirmed in a letter alI the points except the

option of buying.

Apparently the tenants in Dight street initiated

community involvement. The aim and objectives of the

redevelopment were formulated with reference to their own

intentionality and lactj-onrr. The success of their initiat-

i-on seemed to be due to the tenants' self-organization,

explicitness of their conception and realization of the

means of obtaining the necessary resolutions from the

Ministry to redevelop their built-environment.

It was interesting to note the fact that since the

community officer was outside the bureaucratic structure of

the Ministry, it made him a fully independent tenants'

advocate. The Ministry could not pressure and demand

Ioyalty from him. The community officerrs objective was to

pursue and attain from the MOH the appropriate built-

environmental Settings to accommodate the tenantsl

rraction'r. Therefore the communi-ty officerrs position in the
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Drawing V-14: The initial master plan for the Dight Street development.

Source: Daryl Jackson Pty Ltd, Architects.
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was dlfferent from that in the high-rise and

Street developments.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN THE
PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS

As was noted before, the consultant architect was an

outsider, chosen by the Ministry to propose a master plan.

HiS position in the process was therefore similar to his

colleague in the high-rise and Francis Street development.

The tenants did not have any legal or political power to

demand alternative schemes from him, unless they went

through 'the bureaucratic structure of the MOH. In other

words, the Ministry outlined to the archltect the magnitude

and type of community involvement in the planning and

design process, because the Ministry had aIl the legal

power of a client.

Similar to the Francis Street development, 'the

tenants' degree of i-nvolvement was in reference to the

magnitude of the scheme. Since it was quite substantial

(compared with Francis Street) tfre Ministry saw i-nvolvement

Iimited only to a choice between proposed alternatives.

However, initially the architect did consuft the

tenants. After several meetings with the Planning Commit-

tee, in May l-983 the consultant architect ca¡ne with a final

master plan for approval and a programme for demolltion and

red.evelopment. The master plan also proposed the involve-

ment of several architects in the design So that the usual

monotonousness and stigmatization of public housing would

D
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be replaced by a variety in character. Note that the

variety in Francis Street was the result of tenantsl

invofvement and accommodating different settings for

di f f erent tenants I I'actionrr , and harmony through the

tenants' common desire for a built-environment compl-emen-

ting Collingwood.

During the preparation of the proposed scheme, the

architects presented drawings to the Planning Committee on

a monthly basis for their comment. The architects also

consulted, upon approval of the Ministry, the Tenantsl

Council, the elderly who were committe.d to the area and the

Vietnamese who were the dominant ethnic group. In aIl of

these meetings both the Ministry and the Tenantsr Council-

were present.

These

phenomena

planning

identified the

to the tenantsl

following important

involvement in the

meetings

re Ievant

1

and design process:

The politics of the process: Since the tenants were

properly pre-organLzed around specific issues, they knew

how to put political pressure on the Ministry to gain

certain vital demands. One such political issue was

explicit when in April 1983 a tenant inquired from Mr

Hurford, the federal Minister for Housing, during a

visit to the Estate, about the abolition of market rent

from public housing.

The channel of communication in the process: The

tenants, similar to Francis Street, cOuId not communic-

ate with the architects through drawings and sketches. A

aL
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better channel of communication was achieved once actuaf

physical presentation was made (i.e., tours to other

pubtlc houslng estates) .

Conflict of power in the process: In many of these

meetings there was a political confrontation between the

Ministry and the Collingwood City Council. This phenom-

enon was not expliclt in the other two case studies.

According to the Ministry, the Council wanted to comment

on the proposed scheme before it was presented to the

tenants. The reason was, that the Council saw itself as

the representative and advocate of the tenants. The

Ministry on the other hand, wanted to involve only the

tenants. As will be indicated later, the relationship

between the Ministry and the Council was far more

complex than tenantsr representation.

CONFRONTATION OF THE COLLINGWOOD CITY
COUNCIL AND THE MINISTRY OF HOUSING

At the beginning of August 1983 the Collingwood City

Council refused to give Dight Street planning permission,

unless the order of demol-ition was changed. Apparently the

Ministry, with the approval of the tenants, wanted to

demolish all- the walk-up flats and comprehensively redevel-

op the whole site. Hence all the tenants were to be

temporarily relocated on other estates. The Council

objected to a comprehensive development, because they saw

the programme would relocate the elderly twice, and thus

cause inconvenience. The Council wanted to see a gradual

demolition, the final stage of which would be the demolit-

E
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ion of the brick buildings: the home of the e1derly.

Apparently, since no structural fault was detected in them,

their redevelopment was a centre of controversy. Also the

Council- did not like the idea of having a vacant estate and

displaced tenants. The argument was that, if the tenants

were moved, it would create a negatlve impact on the

muni-cipal services (i.e., school, child-care centre and

community health centre) .

The Council also objected because some of the wal-k-up

.flats that were to be demolished, were structurally sound.

Their redeveJ-opment would have reduced the housing stock

and the supply in Collingwood for fow income public

housing. It was contrary to the depopulation, prevention

policy of the Council. Moreover the proposed townhouses

were very unpopular among Some of the Council members. As

one explicitly said at a Council meeting, rrThey are .very

f lashy for low income housingrl (ffre CIarion, JuIy 2'/ ,

1983). In fact the Council tried very hard to indicate that

the Ministry was Selling a dream without even being Sure

where the money was coming from.

The tenants however refused the councj-l's argument.

They became, âs the social worker stated in her i-nterview

in early L987, very suspicious of the Council-rs intentions.

As a result they sided with and generally approved of the

Ministry's programme. A wedge was therefore being put

between the Councll who tried to Show it was the tenantsr

advocate and the tenants who Saw their interest was to go

along with the Ministry's proposition.
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F. A REVISION OF THE REDEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

In December 1-983, a dramatic change occurred. The

Minister, who wanted to allocate his budget more efficient-

ly asked for a review of the project in Dight Street- In

January Lg84, the Minister advised the tenants that the

project woutd not be'implemented as planned. It would be

replaced by a gradual scheme programmed to finish the

redevelopment in fifteen to twenty years, and only those

buildings with a structural fault would be demolished' The

Ministry's argument u¡as based on the lack of financial

resources to develop the entire Estate, while at the same

time build in other places new public housing.

The new proposal was a development going through

stages, the first of which would be to build 45 townhouses'

nine flats and one shop on the south-eastern corner of the

Estate. Even though the immediacy of redevelopment was

promised, the revised programme, after l-8 months of delay'

began in 1985.

one can argue here that the Ministry chose the new

alternative scheme simllar tO the one initially proposed by

the Collingwood City Counci]. In fact the social worker, in

her interview, stated that behind the scene, both she and

the Council's planning officer attempted very much to

convince the Mlnistry to abandon the comprehensive plan and

take a more gradual scheme into consideration. Whether the

Council- officerrs argument for revising the redevelopment

plan in Dight Street was a faetor in persuading the

Ministry to change its mind seemed to be very unlikely.
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The tenants were quite angry with the new decision.
They saw it as an unkept promise and their dream to be

shattered by the state political decision-makers. The

Tenantsr Council was afraid that a gradual demolition would

íncrease insecurity and the noise would be unbearable for
those residing there during construction. Besides, many of
the displaced tenants thought it would be quite a while

before they could go back to their new home.

A week after the announcement, the Tenantst Council

met and passed a motion to lobby against the Minister's
failure to keep his initial promise. They contacted other

community groups, local papers and local politicians. The

pressure was such that the Collingwood Council, who

disapproved of the initial comprehensive scheme, joined in
condemning the MOH. It was apparently a political
opportunity taken by the Council to gain the tenants'

favour and respect.

G TENANTS I INVOLVEMENT IN THE
AND DESIGN PROCESS OF STAGE
THE REVISED MASTER PLAN

PLANNING
ONE OF

until February L987

Tenantsr Council- was

in November 1,982.

with the architect

Once the new master plan had been approved, the design

of the first stage commenced. During the design and

construction of the townhouses, the following arrangements

were made to involve the tenants in the process:

1,. The Tenantsr Council Up

thevisit to the Estate)

out 1ts objectives outlined

(my last

carrying

Every two

and theweeks they had a meeting
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Ministry to discuss and organíze the redevelopment.

\,Vhenever it was- necessary ( e . g. , choosing f inishing

material ) they called upon the individual tenants to

meet the architect and participate directly in the

decision-making process.

The Newsletter: In September 1986 a newsletter prepared

jointly by the Ministry of Housing and the consultants

was created. Its purpose was to keep all tenants up to

date with what was occurring on the Estate with regard

to the work in progress. It was to inform the residents

of the decisions made in the joint meeti-ngs of the

Ministry of F{ousing and consultants. (tlote that the

Tenants' Council had no input in this newsletter. )

It seemed that in the Dight Street development, the

planning and design process was different from those

previously used (i.e., Francis Street and the high-rise

buildings). Here the tenants were more dynamic in their

approach to the entire operation used in creating the

townhouses. Based on their own rractionrr , the community

formulated the general aim and objectives of the scheme. To

determine their built-environmental problems they hired

thej-r own consultant engineer, independent of the Ministry,

to inform them of the structural problems. In fact in the

first stage of the process, the MOH acted in accordance

with the tenants I rr actlonrr .

The tenants through their weIl organized committees

could exert the necessary political pressure, demanding a

comprehensive redevelopment plan for the whole Estate.
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Furthermore, the Co-ordinating Community Officer, being

appointed by a body independent of the Ministry, became in

all aspects, the tenantsr advocate. It was what seemed to

be lacking in the two previous cases (Francis Street and

the high-rise ). To push their cause and need for environ-

mental improvement, the tenants acted on their own and in

accordance with their own aspirations and intentionality.
Their organizations were formed through their own

initiation and with the administrational skill of the

Co-ordinating Community Officer. While for organizíng the

tenants in the high-rise flats, the Ministry, through j-ts

own appointed officer, made the necessary initiation. The

self-organization in the Dight Street development set up

the tenantsr committees independent of any outside contex-

tual institution. This approach seemed to have generated

some antagonism between the bureaucrats in the Ministry,

the Local Council- and the tenants.

All through their struggle to achieve their aim and

objectives the tenants, through their ohrn solidarity and

politlcal maturity, coul-d manipulate the MOH and the

,Collingwood City Councll. The tenants did not trust either

of them. They changed alliance in accordance with their own

rractionrr and desirability.

As was lndicated before, during the redevelopment of

the master plan and the first stage of the townhouses, the

Ministry appointed the consultant architect. In his

preparation and implementation of the development, the

architect was to consult the tenants. However by appointing
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hi.n, the Ministry offlciaJ-1y became the client, and the

tenants only the occupiers. This act agaLn established the

Ministr'y as the main and fulI controller of the decision-

making process, and regainecl some of the power that was in

the hands of the tenants. Had it been otherwise, the

tenants woul-d have been more in control of the process.

Similar to the two previous cases in this chapter,

there seemed to be a semantics ( i. e. , symbol systems)

pr'ob1em in the communication system in the Dight Street

development. The tenants could not comprehend the ideas and

concepts presented by the architects. Graphic presentations

(u.g. , ar'chitectural drawings) and technical- terms were not

appropriate meâns of communication. As an alternative,
direct experience of the built-environment was chosen, and

the tenants were taken on a bus trip to view similar

schemes. It seemed that this type of efah¡oration was seen

to be appropriate whenever the architects needed to commun-

icate with the tenants. However, siniilar to Francis Street,

this approach did not include tenantsr evaluation and their

desire for a future built-environment. Another alternative

mechanism was needed to establish the tenants' preference,

attitude and ideals. Therefore, one may conclude that thÍs

approach (i.e., direct physical contact with an enr¡ironment

sinilar to the proposed) was not sufficient for an approp-

riate communication channel.

It is quite important to note

prc,perties of t.he relationship between

tenants and the MOH.

here some of the

the architects, the
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simitar to Francis street, the LB-months' delay in the

scheme reduced the enthusiasm of Some of the tenants.

Those who were relocated temporarily did not want to

return to Collingwood. The Tenantsr Council therefore

had to assume and suggest to the architect certain

spatial notions that were seen to be acceptable to any

new tenants. By establishing the spatial character-

istics, the Tenantsr councif expressed in space the

symbol systems and the ideology that would be understood

by an unidentifi-ed Person.

One group of architects who participated in the scheme

were those who designed Francis Street. Their experience

1n communicating with the tenants and their positive

attitude towards tenants' participation in the planning

and design process created, with reference to the

tenants I rractionrr, a highly Satisfactory built-environ-

ment for the tenants. (wote that this view was expressed

by the tenants. )

since the Ministry had the power of control, their

officerrs attitude towards the process and management

ski1I, accordingly increased or decreased the number of

tenants involved and the magnitude of their involve-

ment.

The tenants were involved in the

the redevelopment:

l-. The aim and ob jectives formulation

tenants with reference to their own

following stages of

was initiated bY the

a

?

rractionrr .
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to choose between

prepare d.

of the master plan, the tenants

the afternatives the architect
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had

had

3. In planning approval, the tenants had sufficient

political power, motivation and knowledge to confront

the Ministry and the local city Council.

4. In designing the specific settings, tenantSr involvement

varied in accordance with the attitude of the architect

towards the process. Greater satisfaction of the tenants

was noted when the architect had the knowledge for

creating the âppropriate channefs of communication.

5. Tenants were the least involved at the construction

stage. They only chose between several given alter-

native s .

6. Since in February tgBT ( tf.re date of the last visit to

the Estate ) , stage one of the redevelopment had not yet

been finished, it was premature to elaborate the system

of management.

H. CONCLUSION TO DIGHT STREET DEVELOPMENT

As might be expected, and due to the scale of the

project, the Dight Street redevelopment seemed to identify

aspects different from those observed in Francis Street and

the high-rise. This study strongly suggests the importance

of the political phenomenon involved and the role of the

community officer. Furthermore ' it identified other

i-mportant externalities which had to be real ized in

community involvement in the planning and design process.
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The potiticaÌ phenomenon was expressed in the

confticts, r€Iationships and struggle for supremacy in

power of the institutions involved the MOH and the

Col-lingwood City Council. Their conflicting interests had

ptaced certain Iimitations on the process. The power

struggle was best indicated in the Council's attitude

towards the fact that it was not consulted prior to the

tenants' involvement in choosing the appropriate proposal.

Thus the Council- debated and took its time for approving

the planning and building permission. To override this

limitation it was necessary for the Council and the MOH to

collaborate and enter into a dialogue, rather than

confronting each other.

The political phenomenon, however' was not only a

limitation but also a generative factor that the tenants

used in accommodating their rractionrr. Through their

sel-f-organizations (e.g., the Tenants' Council) and under-

standing of the politlcal- system, the tenants could

manipulate both the MOH and the Council to achieve their

objectives more satisfactorilY.

The tenantsr understandi-ng of the importance of

Solidarity and the power of the press, âs a means for

exerting preSsure on politicians, was clearly observed 1n

their newsletters, meetings and the preSS coverage they

sought.

Dight Street also suggested

of the community officer in

the

the

importance

planning

of the role

and design
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process. Contrary to Francis Street, the community

officerrs independence of any bureaucratic institutions

(e.g., the MOH or City Council), organizatLonat- skills and

real-izat:-on of the situation (i.e., the legal and political

aspects) were paramount in advocating the tenants' desires

and establishing an appropriate communication system. The

necessity for his prerequisite skills and knowledge implied

a role similar torradvocacy planning" andfot'rplanning

aidrr. The community officerrs objective was to make sure

that the tenants I rr actionrr was understood and expl-icitty

conveyed to the architects, the Ministry or any other

related body. The importance of his independence permitted

him to attempt to obtain, without prejudice, the

appropriate built-environment for the tenants. Therefore,

the community officer was more than a liaison officer, and

his position was contrary to his counterpart in the

'high-rise and Francis Street that is, to convey to the

tenants the Ministryr s intentio^ns.

Because of the magnitude of the development and

complexity of the process the externalities may differ, iñ

sca]e and type, from those found in Francis Street and the

high-rise. However the present condition of the development

makes it quite difficult to define them expllcitly. ldhen

the site was visited in February 1,987, none of the

townhouses, built in stage one, was ready and occupied. Nor

was there a plan to carry out a post-occupancy evafuation

of the process and the development of the Estate. Besides,

to make a prediction now concerning the governing factors

and externalities in a future ten to fifteen yearsl
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piecemeal programme is rather dangerous. Many of the

socio-economic and political factors Íìâ52 change. Future

political ideologies and symbol systems may alter'

dramatically the current housing policies and spatial

characteristics. The tenants I rr actionrr may also be 1n

accordance with the future situation. Therefore it is

premature to evaluate and identify the externalities and

human satisfacti-on of the Dight Street r'edevelopment.

However, two externalities that hacl impact on the

entir-e scheme were identified and are worth noting. The

fir'st was the inter-departmental conflict and the bureau-

cratic reor'ganization in the MOH. The responsibllity for

the whofe scheme was shifted from the Estate Improvement

Department to the Redevelopment and InfiIl Group. The

second was the change in the programme for redevelopment

due to economÍc constr'aints. Both resulteci in unnecessary

de1ay, wastage of resources and recluction in the tenantsr

enthusiasm.

IX. CONCLUSTON

The previ-ous chapter argued that the subjectivity of

htinan rractionrr has to be spatially transl-ated and accommod-

ated so that the'rsense of place" may be created. This

implied the transfer of the planning and urban design

opera.tion from a bureaucratic and institutiona] activity
j-nt;o a Cialogue and a rneans with which the actor may

self-e>;press his/her existence in space. It was noted that

the ¿Lctor is no more on the fringe of the process: inert
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and ineffective. The actor was redefinecl to b,ecome the

dominant factor. The continuous intentionality to crea.te e

self-expressed space that may continuously accommodate

his/her tractionrr, macle the actor the generator and the main

participant in the process that shapes and transforms the

bui I t-envi ronment .

The analysis in this chapter indicates the complexity

of community involvement in built-environmental design. The

sturd5r icientifies the i-nrportance of the distribution of

pov,ler for' allocatlng the scarce resout'ces in a historical

situation. In the Collingwood Public Housing Estate the

political framework for development was apparent. The

planning and design process and the communíty involvement

were related to the politi-cal power, conflicts and shar'ing

of ideology between different socio-political organizations

and bureaucr'atic institutions in society.

In the Collingwood Public Housing Estate community

involvement wa.s defined by the attitude of the bureaucr'ats

in the MOH, the Collingwood City Council and the policies

out,r inect in the Green Paper. Many bureaucrats saw community

invol-vement as a privilege given to the tena.nts, under a

certain prescribed framev,rork. The bureaucrats' ar'gument and

definjtion for community involvement was based on certain

economic factors and their approval of the degree to shar'e

their power with the tenants for formulating policies and

mal,ri-ng decisions. Thus choosing between given alternatives

and collecting the right data from the tenants were

therefore seen as the necessary anC sufficient level of
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tenants' involvement. Furthermore the allowance of commun-

ity involvement was established by the magnitude cf the

der.eiopment scheme, not by certain tenantsr desired

ob jectives ( i . e. , the I'sense of p1ace" ) . In other word.s,

communi-ty involvement was defined 1n ternrs of the bureau-

cratsr ideology and symbol systems in the Ministry or City

Council. Community involvement was then transplanted in the

Collingwood Public Housing Estate withotlt looking at the

hjstorical situation in each of the developments.

In the high-rise, Francis and Dight Streets develop-

ments, even though they indicated a certain degree of

satisfaction, the tenants' involvement was restricted and

lin-ited to certain stages of the process and to the tenants

making some minor decisions. (ffiis is explicit in the

high-rise upgrading. ) The users could not physically and

fully rnanifest ttre j-r rractionrr. More specifically, the study

seems to relate satisfaction with the spatial setting and

the power of decÍsion-making to:

1. The attitude of bureaucratic institutions (central and

local) and their relationship and degree and intention

cf power-sharing with the tenants.

2. The ter.ms of reference and defini-tion of tenantsl

inrrolvement that i" I the tenants I rr actionrr , intention-

ality and self-expression in space.

3. The methodology of involvement j-n the

ic:entified more explicitly once the

tenants i- s known. In o ther words , the

of involvernent apparently shoul d not

proce ss

rrac t i onrr

can be

of the

degree and means

be rel.ated to the
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magnitude of the scheme, âs was lndicated by the

policy-rnakers 1n the MOH, but to the tenants as human

beings.

The attitude of the involved parties towards community

involvernent (is it a privilege given to the tenants by a
political or bureaucratic i-nstitution or the basic

'rright" of the tenants? ) .

The rel ationship of the parties involved and thei'r
contribution to the di al.ogi.c process.

The comnunication system (i.e., dialogic process) that
has to convey to aII partles involved, the necessary and

sufficient information for understanding the situatlon,
outlining alternatlve proposals and sharing in decision-

making and thus reinforcing the interrelationships
between the participants.

The attempt to identify the contextual mechanism (i.e.,

external-ities ) whi ch seems paramourrt in achieving the

ob,jectives of the process. In other words, the process

has to have certain flexibility to accommodate any

unforeseen factors.

The historical situation of the development anC the

participantsr knowledge of this historical situation.

Apparently what was defined in Collingwood as commun-

ity involvement was outllned in a bureaucratic framework.

It seems to be similar to the commonly-known connotati-on cf

broad I'public participation in planning" as analysed in

chapter'four of thls thesis and defined in the 1,971 and

5

6

7

.)
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1,97 4 Melb ourne Metropol-itan Planning PoIicies. In the

latter, rrparticipationil was Iimitecl to a control- and

reactlon to an explicitly defi-ned issue, beyond which many

people were l-ooked on as being incompetent to pass judge-

ment. One may be bold enough to assume that this conception

of involvement is also reflected in many planning schemes,

somehow approved and passed by the leglsl-ative body of the

state . Hor,vever, upon implementation many of them were

criticizeC for their limitations (Howard, t974; Gowan,

1981 ) . Note that chapter four of this thesis indicated the

inappropriateness of publ-ic participation in achieving the

rrsense of placerr .

The above argument associates the political situation

with the "sens,e of placer'. To accommodate their 'raction"

and self-e>:pression in space (i.e., hence the "sense of

p1ace"), the tenants in Dight Street had to become invol-ved

in a diaiogue between themselves and integrate their

corporate intentionality andrraction'r with the political

and social- process of the Collingwood Housing Estate.

Because of the historical- situation, looking at another

estate for a spatial setting, that may accommodate their

"actioD", seems to be debatable. As indicated in chapter'

four, tr'Ér.nsplanting a setting to another space-time and

cultural dimension is erroneous. Therefore any community

involvernent in the planning and design process has to look

at the par'ticul-ar historÍcal situation of the development

to ic-ientify the appropriate diaì-ogue to create the meaning

of I'placer!.
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It; is inrportant to note that the given case studies

stress the inrportance of communication. It was critical in

the relationship between the tenants, the architects and

the officer's of the MOH. It r^Ias mostly observed that the

tenants could not comprehend technical symbols, nor could

they convey their needs and aspirations. In other words an

appropriate means to identify the tenantsr symbol systems

was par'amount. Hov¡ever as noted in chapter four, the symbol

systems are part of the cultur'e and an expression of

knowledge. Therefore to identify the communication system

the MOH and the architects hact to look at the tenants'

culture, knowledge and the means by which they express

thelr "acti,onrr.

Based on the above argument, it is explicit that

visiting similar estates was not the appropriate way to

establish the communication system. Furthermore, Visiting

similar estates only conveyed. the architects' conception of

the end pr.oduct not the dialogic process of communication.

As argued in chapter four; a Survey and analysis that might

have indicated the tenants' attitude tov¡ards the visited

estate would also have had its I imitatlons, because

attitude surveys that use positivism and behaviour psych-

ology do not iOentify the tenants I rraction" and symbol

s¡'stems. Any communication system haci to relate to the

tenants and their knowledge of their own built-enr,'iron-

mental meaning.

In the Collingwood Public Houslng

appropriate cornmunication wa.s also due to

Estate ,

the fact

Lack of

that the
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e>-act definition of t.he parties was vague. Their reiation-

ships and functions in developing the Estate were not

c l-e ar' . Each party saw the other di f f erent 1y . The MOI-I , by

defining itself as the client, expected the architect to be

its consuttant and treat the tenants only as occupiers.

\¡/henever the architect considered the tenants as the

client, a conflict was generated between the Ministry and

the architect. Improper or tack of definition also seemed

the cause of conf lict between the Mini stry and the l-ocal-

Council. Conrmunity officerS were confused by their contra-

dictory roles (e. g. , the tenants' advocates or the

Ministry's employees ) . Each body seemed to have had a

different priority. Tenants were concerned with short terms

anC local issues, while the Mjnistry was more concernecl

with lcng-ternr housing policies. To establish an approp-

riate communication in the planning and design process' the

determination of the pol itical and economic power and

responsibility of each of the participants seemed

in p,e¡f¿n¡. Once can conclude that an e>:plicit def lnition

and relationship of all parties is critical to the commun-

1t]' involvernent in the planning and deslgn process.

During the analysis irr this chapter, there was a

str-ong suggestion for having an equal opportunity among aIl

the participants to shane their resources in all the stages

of the planning and design process. The participantsr input

into the process would then be a personal and corporate

contribution. Hence all parties woulcl have to comprehend

the political , economical 'ancl institutlonal rea.lities
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involved in the situation of the Estate. Moreover, the

tenants hacì to ac'quire certain power to bal-ance the

l4inistry' s power in allocating resources. As wel l- âs, the

above suggestion implies decentralization and a new social

organiz,ation, based on corporate management. Each public

housing estate would then be self-autonomous and self-

managing, with a rrstructurerr related to the historical

situation and the sharecl meaning of the tenants (i.e.,

I'structu.re " ) . Hence development and upgrading woul cl take

place through a dial.ogue within the situation, constraint

by a higher social organizatLon (i.e., MOll). Furthermore,

the spatial characteristics woul-d be created as an

expression, of the tenants, not the MOFI ancl/ot the City

Council to establish, iri space, the rrsense of place'r.

In this chapter, the evaluati-on of t.he planning ancl

design process strongly suggests one main factor that

contribu.tes to the trsense of placerr is to have continuous

conmunity dialogue and involvement. However, for pointing

out this contribution one may require a redefinition as to

what planning ancl built-environmental design should be and

how the planning and design process could op'erate in the

technical and professional sense. Most probably, a dr'amatic

re-adjustment of the socj-etal technocratic and buneaucr'atic

instituti-ons ( similar to the MOH) that control todayrs

built-environment has to be considered. The planning and

design evaluation has to be continuous and based on the

personal values of the tenants and their shared norms,

expression and characteristics at each histor'ical
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situation. The communication and the information for any

planning and design operation have to be based. on the frow

and continous change in the human spatiar meaning and

understanding, not on a certain technocratlc standard and

language. For achieving the I'sense of p1aceil, the

information from the centre of decision-making to the

public, uncier the control- of rrexpertsrr has to be questioned

and accordingly adjusted by the community to expr.ess

individual human purposive rractionrr. Hence planning and

buirt-environmental design wirr give the opportunity for

the people to enter into a dialogue and participate in

shaping their built-environment. Thus plannlng and built-
environmental design will depend more and more on the

creativity of the human being, and freedom for individuafs

and groups to act independently of the control- of techno-

cratic and bureaucratic institutions

Final1y, it is quite apparent that a crÍtical analysis

of the Collingwood Public Housing Estate has only elabor-

ated on some issues that contrlbute to the creation of the
rrsense of place'r . Th.is denotes the compl-exity of the ¿

":Oiect, the limitation of the case study and the necessity

for further reseãrch in the human being built-environment
relatíonship. Further research may be carried out to define

the role of each player on the personal and societal
levels, the process with which oT can identify in each

situation his symbol system (i.e., the a prior.i knowledge)

and the planning and deslgn process that continuously

transforms the past to the present into the future.
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Besides, further studies have to be made and theories

tested to establish the means and model with which these

factors some of them suggested in this case study that

contribute to the "sense of place" are synthesized.
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CONCLUSION

Throughout this thesis an attempt has been made to

conceptualize the subjective human dimension of space and

hence propose a Socio-spatial theory that elaborates the

notion of the rrsense of placerr . The thesis assumes the

concept of the I'sense of place'r in planning and urban

design as a means by which people may attain a better

quality of life. However, one has to bear in mind that even

among the professionals, the scope of planning and urban

design is unclear. The diversity of human activities, the

dynamic change that has become an i-mportant feature of

today's urban environment and pluralism in modern society'

have all made it quite difficult for the planner and urban

designer to outtine clearly their terms of reference' In

the urban buil-t-environment humanrractionrrand societal

generative mechaniSm ( i. e. , I'structure" ) display quite a

number of 'facets and conflicting organizat1ons. Conflicting

o1-gan1zation implies confrontation and the need for

identifying means for resolving it. This may take very

complex operations where each organization may either use

its power for domination and/or enter into a diatogue with

others so as to identify their shared obiectives and

resolve their disagreement. Thus creating in today's urban

areas the spatiat characteristics that give explicit

meaning to the rrsense of place" may be quite complex,

frustratlng and a cause for human confrontation. Any

resolution wiIl require the understanding of human needs
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and the means and criteria (i.e., how and with what) with

which a society and an individual express human existence

in space and thus transform the space into an essential

part of their personality and their "sense of place'r.

This thesis has argued that for the planner and

designer to create those meanings that manifest the I'sense

of placer', they need the ethnological knowledge of the

people whose built-environment is to be formed. Ethno-

logical knowledge includes the understanding of the human

being and hls/her "action'r as an outcome of a synthesis of

biological, metaphysical and social phenomena. To obtain in

each planning and design situation the ethnological

knowledge, the planner and designer may have to look beyond

the objective rationality of human attitude, cognition and

behaviour and understand subjectively (i.e., the way 1t is

interpreted by the subject or actor), human intentionality,

purpose, motivation, rationality and expression in space.

Furthermore the planner and designer may have to explore in

each development the societal metaphysical expression

(e.g., the artistic conceptúalization) by comprehending the

corporate meaning of the symbol systems and ideology in

space. The thesis argued that the synthesis of aIl this

knowleCge is essential if the meaning of the "senge of

placeil is to be expressed in. each development. Furthermore,

the planner and designer have to be specialists in their

profession and generalists in their understanding of the

human being. Moreover, in each development, the planner and

designer may have to to outline certain means for inter-
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preting and manifesting in space the ethnological knowledge

so as to create the rrsense of placerr. Planners may

therefore have to observe, interact and establish a

dialogue with the community over a periocl of time so as to
understand their intentionality for creating the spaces to

accommodate their future rractionrr. All this may also be

complicated and may use a great deal of scarce resources

that can be allocated for other necessary alternative
operations. However, if understanding the subjectlvity and

interrelationship of communities and individuals for
creating in the built-environment arrsense of placerris
vital, a certain practical, cost-effective and reputable

means for obtaining or allowing the communities and

individuals to express their ethnological knowledge seems

to be desirable.

I¡/ith the above in mind, chapter one outlines the aim

and objectives of this thesis by first indicating some of
the cr'iticisms made in the past three decades or so

ioentifying the necessity for the human dimension of space

in planning and design. Remarks and research work carried

out by people such as Gans, Habraken, Smith an<l others are

r'eviewed. They saw the plight of the inner urban areas and

public housing in the 195Os and 196Os to be due to the

developrnent policies that underrated human conduct and

attitudes and also misunclerstood the importance of cufture

in conceptualLzJ-ng space. Chapter one as well gives a brief

analysis of some of the research that has been carried out

since the early 196Os by social scientists to establish the
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relationship, at the personal and societal level, between

the human being and the built-environment. The impact,of
their research was such that many academic and professional

people saw the necessity for redefining new approaches and

ourtf ooks in p lanning and urban design anci outL ining
processes that utilize the newly acquired knowledge of the

human being built-environment relationship. Since then

sever'al methodologies and model s, such as gaming si_muI-

ation, publ-j-c parti-cipation, rrStiching Architecten

Research" ( SAR) and self-hetp have been proposed to
integrate the human dimension and establish spatial
characteristics.

Chapter One goes on to argue that for the past two

decades the sociologists, behavioural psychologists, human

geographers, phenomenologists and theoreticians in

archi-tecture, in their research, have come up with a human

and socio-spatial conception, known as the I'sense of

place'r. The psychologists have referred this notion of the

built-environmental quality and meani-ng to human cognition

and imageability: established by the perception and

behaviour of the human being in certain existing environ-

mental- configuration. The sociolo.gists and anthropologists

have defined therrsense of placerrin terms of societal

constraints on the built-envir:onment and human behaviour.

Apparently due to their methodology of research, both have

looked at the properties of the configuration of space and

rel-ated existing human attitudes and behaviour as the

foundation for defining the rrsense of placerr. Moreover,
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they have defined their terms of reference assuming the

relationship of the human being and the environmental

ecology ( i. e. , ecological system) . Both the psychologists

and sociologists have underrated the inportance of the

conscious, purposive and voluntary nature of human rractionrr

and the spatial self-expression of existence in space that
identify the knowledge for creating the desired future
spatial characteristics of the built-environment and the

spatial meaning of the rrsense of place". Therefore the

psychologists and sociologists have established determin-

istic model-s showing that hunan behaviour and the rrsense of
placerrare an outcome of the cognitive knowledge of the

e:;isting built-environment and/or the constraints made by

the independent features (i.e., factors) of social organiz-

ation. For erample, many studies are made to identify and

analyse the behaviour or attitude of a certain age group or

an ethnic group (as a fixed constraint variable) in a

residential environment [".g., Pastalan on elderly people

( 1e7B )l .

The resul-t of the above analysis and the current

direction 1n soclologlcal thoughts that lndicates the

limitation of posiiivism and reductionj-srn in sociaL

scientific knowledge, have generated fundamental arguments

to point out the inappropriateness of many of the studies

conducted by psychologists and sociologists on human being

built-environment relationship in general and the notion of

the rrsense of placerr in particul-ar. Moreover, these

arguments have shown some of the reasons for the lack of
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conformity between the studies of the human being built-

environment relationship and the planning and urban design

operation. I¡lhile the nature of the former tends to be:

analytical;

divided into independent specLaLLzed fields of know-

Ie dge ;

an lndication of human behaviour as a cause of the

built-environment ;

non-predictive in nature. The psychologists and socio-
logists do not have the tools to predict the future. In
fact they can only show the j-mpact of the existing
built-environment on human attitudes and behaviour;

based on deterministic models that underrate the purpoS-

ive and the voluntary nature of the human rractionrr,

the nature of planni-ng and urban design tends to be:

a synthesis of human knowledge (ethnological know-

ledge ) ;

holistic in nature;

an operation ancl a process opposite in direction to the

human being buitt-environment studies. In other words,

theplannersandthedesignersstartbyknowinghuman
'ractionrr and attitude and then move, through the proceSS

of planning and design, to create the built-environment,
while the social scientists start with an existing
environment and through thelr analytical models identify
human behaviour and. attitude in the saIne environment;

human being built-environment studies

xx

5

L

2

pre sent

p lanning and design P roce s s

future
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dealing with the future, not with the
s ituation;

needing the voluntary and purposive nature
rractionrr for explicitly formulating design and
objectives and evaluating their decisions.

present

of hunlan

planning

The fundamental differences between the process of

enr¡ironmentaf design and human being built-environment

studies have created certain confusion in identifying the

"sense of placer'. AtI these differences limit and make it

difficult for planners and urban designers to utilize the

knowledge documented by psychologists and sociologists. To

attempt to resofve these complex probl-ems and identify more

explicitly the notion of the rrsense of placerr, thls thesis

saw it necessary to identify:

1. the way people at the personal and societal 's ( i. e. ,

supra-personal ) Ievel create and re-create their own

built-environment and 1ts spatial characteristics;

2. the magnitude of the impact of the built-environment on
peoplê at the personal and the societal levels;

3. certain mechanisms, if possible, that may test the
appropriateness of the rel-ationship between people and

the built-environment ;

4. the spatÍal characteristics of the situation where the

"sense of place'r is achieved;

5. the necessity for integrating and establishing the
rrsense of placerr;

6. a pl-anning and design process that achieves the rrsense

of placerr.

All these were the bases upon which the aim of thÍs thesis

was formul-ated.
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The points of departure for the argument 1n this
thesi-s were, chapter two: the critical analysis of the

lnpact of the rural policies on the villages in Iran and

chapter three: the spatial characteristics of the tradit-
ional- residential areas of Isfahan. Both identified some of
the main spatial phenomena that are related to the societal
and personal fevels of the subjectivity of the human

dimension of space. The phenomena are used later in chapter

four as foundatlons for suggesting the necessity for an

explicit definition, and outlining a brief theory for the

"sense of placerr. However, again one has to emphasize that
chapters two and three do not elaborate al-l the factors
that are involved in creating the rrsense of placer'. It is
very cl-ear that many more case studies and in a different
historical and cultural- context are necessary. The case

studies stated above established only the significance of

the societal organizatLon, the institution, the cultural
rules (i.e., the symbol systems) and the organizatLon of
scarce resources in shaping the spatial characteristics of

the built-environment. The analysÍs showed that the

characteristics of the built-environment play an essential

rol-e in the survival of societal traditions. Once the

traditional spatial characteristics were changed to Western

societal norms, it encouraged and accelerated rural urban

migration, the disintegration of society and the derelic-
tion of the built-environment. Therefore, one of the main

reasons for the failure of the rural- policies and the

master plan of Isfahan may be associated with the plannersl
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tradition, to sustain its Islamic existence
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by the Islamic

in space.

In chapter three, the study of the self-expression of

the Muslim family in its existence in the dwelling and

urban cluster identified the relationship, ât the personal

level, between the human being and the built-environment.

It was argued that, iri Isfahan, the design of the spati.al

elements and the relationships in the dwel-ling and the

cluster, âs a microcosmic world, gave the meanings that

were essential for establishing in space the family's

existence, as Muslims, and as an independent human unit

with a character of its own. The traditional Muslinil

family's personal existence in space was noted as an

expression of its personalization, intentionality and

purposive rractionrr and the reflection of the societal- norms

anC regional identity in the internal courtyards, the

hierarchy of spaces and the spatial el-ements and relation-

ships.

Thus the study of rural settlements in Iran and the

traditional residential areas of Isfahan strongly suggested

the necessity for understanding the meaning given to the

spatial characteristics for defining the rrsense of placer'.

By exploring the notion of the spatial meaning and human

understanding, the importance of the human being as a

subject that interprets and organizes the spatial elements

in the bui1t-environment so as to establish spatiaIly

his/her existence was reall-zed. Moreover, the importance of

the subject implied the necessity for a new approach that
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includes hermeneutics and phenomenology hence different
from positivism and reductionism to be explored for

outlining a theory of the rrsense of placerr.

The outcome of the analysis of the resi-dential areas

of fsfahan noted the importance of the historical situation

to identify a grori knowledge of the symbol systems, the

socio-economic process that led to the pre-development

situation and the societal organlzation under which that

situation materi aLízed. It was argued that this knowledge

is necessary for understanding the meaning of the spatial

characteristics and identifying the appropriate planning

and design process for creating the rrsense of placerr. This

suggestion was founded on the notion that the planning and

design process has to outline and achieve its objectives in

accordance with communal and individual needs, aspirations,

intentionality and self-expression in space (i.e.,

" actionrr ) . Therefore , iÍr each situati-on the planning and

design process has to be understood, conform and be part of

communal knowledge. It goes to suggest that each indivldual

in that community wiII be able to use the planning and

design process to accommodate his future 'ractionrr. More-

over, in each built-environmental development, the human

dimension of space could be transformed from the past

through the present into the future in accordance with the

indivicual and societyts rraction'r. Transplanting notions of

the built-environment other than what the historical

situation reveals, may resutt in the planning and design

process falling short of its aim and objectives.
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Subjectivity, âs was argued in chapter four of this
thesis, has recently become an important issue in social

science. Social scientists and philosophers, by establish-
ing the rel-evance of the personal attitude and societal

historical situation to any knowledge in social- science,

have created a sound foundation for criticizing and

indicating the Iimitations of positivism and empiricism in

scientific investigation. As a result, other methodologies,

such as phenomenology, critical theory, hermeneutics and

structuralism are now explored and looked at as alter-

natives that integrate the subject into the research

operation and thus replace positivism in social scientific
i nve stigati on.

The idea of subjectivity indicates the limitation of

knowledge of the human being built-environment relationship
that has expanded in behavioural psychology and the socio-

logical classification of societal constraints. By

considering recent sociologi-cal thought and the societal-

theories of sub jectivity of rractioRrr, chapter four of this

thesis has alternatively implled and re-identified the

spatial characteristics as the property of the subject and

thus proposed a human being who has regained the central

position for defining the 'rsense of place". Therefore, the

theory of the 'r sense of placer' , outlined in chapter four,

explored and indicated the importance of the subjective

meaning and human understanding of space at the personal

level , the soc j-eta1 leve1 , and their s¡rnthesis.
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At the personal 1eve1, the meaning and understanding

of the spatial characteristi-cs, founded on human intention-
a11ty, purposive rractionrr and the desire for estabtishing
f 'placerr for personal exi stence , were conceptu aLized, by

explori-ng the ideas of Heídegger i_n phenomenology,

Habermasr critical theory and Gadamerrs hermeneutics.

Special attention was given to the influence of their
notions on recent spatial theories in architecture, plan-

ning and geography (i.e. , Norberg-Schulz, Gregory and

Relph ) . The def inition of the 'rsense of place'r at the

personal level was therefore lnterpreted as an outcome of
the human being to establish a personal existence in space

by creating and/or understanding the meaning of the spatial
characteristics so that the spatial setting might accommod-

ate hi s/her purposive rractionrr . Since the metaphysical

existence of the human being ( i. e. , 'rbeing-in-the-world" )

is argued to be a component of purposive rractionrr, it goes

to suggest that the meaning of therrsense of p1ace" may

take a metaphysical notion to identify and personalize in
space the rrbeingrr of the actor at the personal level. Thus

the rrsense of placerr is assoclated with a subjective

meaning bestowed upon space by the human being so as he/she

may carry out his/her purposive action and identify hls/her
personal existence in the built-environment. As Heidegger

suggested, through a dialogue between a person and the

built-environment, and by using a priori knowledge of the

situation and the notion of hi s/her exi stential rrbeingil in

space, the actor creates the spatial characteristics to
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give the meaning of therrsense of placerrand accommodate

his/her ilaction" in space.

The emphasi-s given in this dialogue on meaning and

understanding, raises the importance of the interpreter and

his/her skiIls and abitity to unclerstand the spatial

characteristics and the power to achieve spatial manifes-

tations. Based on Giddensr argument the thesis notes that a

plreIå knowledge at the personal level comprises cognitive

knowledge (i.e. , imageability), the practical knowledge

needed for everyday life and the knowledge with which an

actor can conceptuaLÍ-ze and express spatially his existence

(e.g., his dream house). These three types of knowledge are

l-ooke d upon to be necessary for human rractionrr and

establishing the meaning in space that identifies the

"sense of placerr.

In chapter four, it was assumed that the human being

shares the worLd with others to form communities and

societies. It raised the notion that each community or

society is made out of shared values, meaning and an

historical process created by social interaction in a

manner to form arì external corporate identity, intention-

ality, purposive 'ractionrr and a body of knowledge to

understand and give meaning to space so as to establlsh its

corporate existence. This implies that each society or

community has certain symbol systems and ru1es, subjective-

1y identlfled by the corporate values and norms of the

society or community, and used in space-time situations for

sociaf interaction. Its result was that the thesis
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for'warded the ioea that for creating the rrsense of placeil,

one also has to consider the corporate meaning and know-

Iedge of the society or community.

For exploring the subjective meaning of a society and

its relation to the personal meani-ng of the human being,

the theoretical analysis in chapter four explored Giddens'

social theory. Giddens introduced the term rrstructureil to
identify societal organization and corporate values.
I'structure, was defined not as the order or pattern of the

rel ationship between soci-etal eLements, but as the societal-
rules and the organi-zation of scarce resources, used as a

generative mechanism in any sociar interactlon to produce

in space-time situations iclentifying social manifes-

tations.

For indicating the subjectivity of the soci-etal rules

and their significance in the formation of the spatial
characteristics, Levi-Straussr structural-ism and its
apparent adoption by Preziosi and Alexander was explored.

Even though structuralism was criticized for being re-
ductionistic, deterministic and mechanistlc, its theory

explicitly indicates that in each society there exists

shared symbol systems that reflect the cultural rules and

values of that society in space. Thus the symbol systems

were noted to be important to establlsh the societal-

expression and existence in space and thus manifest the

meaning of a "pIace'r.
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To identify the organLzation of scarce resources as a
subjective property of the rrstructure'r and a vital
component of the rrsense of placerr, this thesis explored
Althusserrs critique of Marxrs definition and j-nfruence of
ideology on scientific investigation, and Castells'
analysis of the urban envlronment in a capitalist society.
Althusser argues that societal ideology, whlch is based on

the domination of the means of production, consumption and

distribution of resources, identifies the course for any

scientific investigation, historical knowledge and the

meani-ng in space. He goes on to say that ideology which is
an expression of the relationship between people and their
environment and a conscious system of representation of
images, is also the functional existence and development in
space-time of all social_ classes. Through ideology,

Althusser says, the power of societal control_ over the

means of production, consumption and distribution is
expressed by the meaning of the spatial characteristics.
From his argument one may conclude that the meaning of
rrplace'r is also associated with cfass self-expression so as

to dominate in space the mode of production, consumption

and distribution of wealth.

The above implles, for the subjectivity of the human

dimension of space at the societal Ieve1, one may have to

explore the knowledge of socletal rules, organi-zation of
scarce resources and their expression in space. They are

all used in the design of spatial elements so that a

meani-ng 1s given to a space that identifies the "sense of
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pl-ace" of a particular society or community in an historic-
al situation. However, âs was pointed out in the thesis,
when only the rul-es and resources ( i. e. , structure ) are

used for identifying the spatial meaning, the design of the
spatial elements and creation of the spatiar characteris-
tics tend to be mechanistic and deterministic. Furthermore,

the ilstructureI' and. the created setting in the built-
environment would be constraints over human action and

social interaction. rn other words by considering only the

"structure, the human being as an individual does not have

an essential role to play in establishing the meaning that
identifies the rrsense of placerr. Therefore, the relation-
ship of the rules and the organizatlon of scarce resources

wlth the personal expression of human existence in space,

intentionality and purposive rractionrr have to be raised if
the appropriate meanlng of therrsense of placerri-n a

particular situation is to be sought.

For exploring the means for associating the personal

and the societal level of the human subjective dimension in
space, Giddensr recent sociar theory was considered.

Giddens argued that the societal level is not only a

constraint on the human rractiont, but also has a generative
property used through a dialogue in the process of social-

interaction and social production. He then introduced the
term "duality of structurer', to identify the dual- proper-
ties of the subjectivity of the societal level and through

a dialogue to synthesi-ze the societal properties with human

rractionrr. In the "duaI1ty of structurerr, the societal_ rules
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and organization of resources ( i . e. , the il structure" ) ,

become the medium and the outcome of any social- production

in space, time and historical situatlon (i.e., the para-

digmatic dimension). rn this case the 'structure' is both a
constraint and at the sarne time enabl-es the human being to
utilize it for creating the spatial characterlstics that
give meanÍng and unclerstanding of the rrsense of p1aceil.

Based on Glddens' social theory, for any future spatial
production (i.e., future rrsense of place"), the spatial
characteristics of the existing historical situation (withr

a1l the signified symbol systems and ideological
expressions in space) tafes the property of the spatial
rules and scarce resources (i.e., rrstructure") to contin-
uously be used and interact with human rractionil and

establish future human self-expression of existence in
space. This implies that because the existing spatial
setting 1s a rrstructurerr, reflecting in space and time

society's symbol system and ideology, it has to be contin-
uously studied, understood and then integrated into the

design and planning process. Hence the existingtrplaceil
will be used as a component for identifying future setting
for human interaction. ,One therefore can conclude that the

existing spatial characteristics will be continuously used

in a space-time continuum to transform the rrsense of placerl

from the past through the present into the future.

For the process of continuous social interaction and

an appropriate dialogue to manifest certain spatial
reality, communication, power and morality were considered
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pararnount. Through communication schemes, the actor(s) can

understand the symbol systems and participate in a diarogue

to convey to the architects and planners their intention-
ality and meaning of rrplacerr. 'r¡/hiIe the actor(s) wiII use

their power in order to control their spatial production

and allocation of resources. Finally, morality invol_ves

certain societal norms that identify personal and communal-

rights for an appropriate course of rraction,'r.

Therefore, for any social interaction in an historical

situation, the meaning of therrsensê of place'r as under-

stood by the actor(s), can be noted as a E¿oli knowledge

and arrstructurerrthat may be continuously modified and

re-created through a dialogue between the human being as an

actor(s), the societal corporate properties and values and

the spatial characteristics of the built-environment. The

dialogue that creates the rrsense of placerr is a communic-

atj-on system and a learning process. Therefore, it is a

tool for conveying knowledge and the means to understand

and modify in the course of continuous social interaction,

the spatial meaning and symbol systems in time, space and

historical situation. Thus through dialogue the space

b ecome s :

an essential part of human personal existence;

a rrplace I' where human intentionality and purposive
rractionrr are carried out;

arrplacerrthat reflects and is an expression of the
cultural pattern;

a rrplace " that ref Iects and is an expression of the
societal ideology.

L

2

a
J

4
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rn the latter part of chapter four, the planning and

design operation was defined with reference to the arroc-
ation of resources in space, in accordance wlth certain
societal- norms refrected in the cultural patterns, the

ideology and the human 'actionr. rt was noted to be a

modality created by the sociar organization so as to enable

the humanrractionrr to interact with the rstructurer and

produce in the course of spatiar production and re-
production the spatial characterlstics whose meaning

identifies the rrsense of placet. But as was stressed in
this thesis, the understandi-ng of meaning and social
interaction that creates the ,sense of placer, considers a

priori historical situation and a diarogue between the

"structure" and human intentionarity and purposive
rractionrr . Moreover, according to Giddens, human , action,
j-nteracts with the rrstructur€", through a dialogic process,

and the result, one may assume, is that the plannlng and

design process i s part of the dialogue. Therefore in
achieving the rrsense of prace', the planning and design
process may be considered as part of societal .structurer,

in the context of the historicar situation and an internal
part of the dialogue between all the parties involved in
the development scheme.

In its theoretical
strongly argued that the

a sub-system and as a

system. Because of the

action, reproduction

formulation this
built-environment

spatial dimension

thesis has also

is integrated as

the

of the social

social- inter-continuity
and change

of

in space and time
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dimension, the social system is not an ecological system

that tends to establish certain equilibrium between society

as a sub-system and the external- environment as a system.

This re-conceptualizes the built-environment as part of the

societal internal organization and self-expression. It is
therefore more approprlate to assume that in the planning

and design process the human dimension of space is the

integration of the built-environment as a component of the

human being. Moreover, the planning and design process

takes into its operatlon the properties of the social

system. Furthermore, op€ration research,'systems analysis

and corporate city management, which are aII instrumental

actions based on the notion given by the ecological system

for the human being built-environment relationship (i.e.,

equilibriurn) and used for gathering information for bureau-

cratic organization, are inappropriate for operating the

planning and design process that aims to integrate into its

operation the human dimension of space so as to achieve the

rrsense of placerr .

Initially, part of the research, to be undertaken in

this thesis, was to identify and test some of the main

concludi-ng statements made in chapter four and thus create

a better understanding, foundation and argument for further

research. At the start, the thesis was looking mainly for a

case study to evaluate:

the importance of the hj-storical situation;

the notion of internalizing the planning and design
process into the human and socio-spatial production;
and
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the necessity for a dialogue between the parties

involved in the planning and design process so as to

create the rrsense of PIacerr.

Afterapreliminaryinvestigation,itwasdecidedto

form a workshop in which some elderly people would actually

participate in a dialogue for creating an environment for

themselves. However, Iater and due to the unco-operative

attitude of the otganj.zations involved with the elderly'

the whole project fell apart (appendix C). Tt is hoped that

sometime in the future the workshop will be carried out and

the result noted.

It seems quite important and indeed appropriate to

outline briefly the concept of the workshop and the format

of the dialogue. The structure and the choice of the case

studywastoachievetheabovestatedobjectives.A
three-stage research methodology was assumed to be approp-

riate (apPendix C).

BasicalI-y, the f irst stage was to identify the

historical situation and culturally understand the elderly

peopleinAdelaide.Itwasenvisagedthatthisinitial

stage would identify their g priori knowledge, and thus a

formatforthedesignandplanningproceSs'thestructure

oftheworkshoparrdthelanguageofthedialoguecouldbe
drawn. Besides reading the relevant literature, a question-

nairewasoutlinedtobedistributed'toanappropriate

number of elderly people who Iive in villages in the

Adelaide metropolitan aîea. During the sefection process'

anattemptwasmadetohavetheelderlyfromdifferent
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socio-economic backgrounds. This decision was taken so as

to determine the refationship between class structure and

the attitude, intentionality and spatial expression of the

elderly.

The format of the questionnaire was to evaluate thelr

demands, the spatial characteristics they desired, and

seemed paramount for their daily activlties and expression,

their current environmental satisfaction and how much the

present notion of sel-f-expression is part of their previous
rractionil and environment (i.e., the historical situation).

It was envisaged that the result of this stage would

identify the direction of the workshop and the spatial

notions that have to be discussed.

The purpose of the second stage the workshop was

to let the elderly people participate in a dialogue and

come out with certain proposals as to how 'their built-

environment should be (outlining objectives and formul-ating

str'ategies). The elderly people were supposed to particip-

ate in a gaming simulation (appendix C) for identifying

their communal self-expressÍon in space and the approp-

riateness of the dialogic process. In this manner, they

were lnvolved in a negotiatory process rather than a

confrontational one.

not

but

in

The reason for choosing a gaming simulation was due

only to the notj-on that it simplifies a life situati-on,

more importantly because it is an educational exercise

human relationships and identification of a priori
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knowledge. Durlng the gaming simu'Iation the participants

were to discuss, negotiate, evaluate, settle differences

and emphasize agreements (consensus) on those issues that

are important for their future 'ractionrr and their notion of

how their environment should be. Even though a lot has been

said to support the use of gaming in design and planning

(Taylor , L971-; Sanoff , Ig7g, L98L , 1-gB7; Semlnar' 1'973) ,

this research was to go a step further and ask the

participants to evaluate the methodology and the dialogic

process. It was envisaged that this final operation would

result 1n some positive ideas for any revisions and/or

research into an alternative dialogic process (e. g' ,

Lawrence , 1982, 1-985).

However, due to bureaucratic and institutional

reasons, the whole exercise was abandoned and other alter-

native case studies were considered. Hence with aIl its

Iimitation; the collingwood Public Housing Estate was

chosen and critically analysed for achieving the objectives

in the thesis. It is important to stress that thg choice of

the Collingwood Public Housing Estate has limited the scope

of these that the workshop was to achieve. However, the

author hopes that this unavoidable change of direction has

not prejudiced the subject of the thesis. In any case'

further research is needed to elaborate on the arguments

undertaken in this thesis.

Therefore the concept of internalLzing the planning

and design process into the human and socio-spatial produc-

tion, the necessity for a dialogue between the parties
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involved in the planning and design process So aS to create

the ,,sense of placerr, and the importance of the historical

situation were within those l-imitations set by the thesis

evaluated and further explored and tested by analysing in

chapter five community involvement in the Collingwood

Housi-ng Estate redevelopment, Melbourne. Eacþ part of the

development showed that communication, community knowledge,

political and economic power distribution and the attitude

of the participants are alI important components of the

dialogic process.

Throughout this thesis an attempt was made to indicate

that the dialogic approach for achieving the "Sense of

placerr, is a concept of using people's knowledge as a

souï.ce for designing, communicating and deciding on the

spatial characteristics while the planning and design

pr.ocess is in progress. It is envisaged that during this

type of process people ' s knowledge is modified and added to

by learning while being aware and involved in the dialogue

with the bui-lt-environment and with others (i.e., people in

the same community architects, Pfanners and engineers).

Therefore dialogue is looked at aS a Iearning process that

grows out of persona] invotvement and experlence. Dialogue

requires a continuous reflection and thinking for the

d.evelopment and testing of alternative approaches for

Solving the spatial problems. Therefore, it is not only a

means and an instrument to be used by designers and

planners to gather information, aS was considered by the

bureaucrats involved in the Collingwood Housing Estate
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development. It is assumed that the dialogue and the

knowledge, once evaluated and integrated into the planning

and design operation, create an internal flexibility to

accommodate continuously an environment appropriate for

human rractionrr. One then can conclude that an environment

created by a dial-ogÍc process has an evaluative system

built into its planning and design process, as a continuous

everyday event, to test and modify its spatial character-

istics. Planning and designing then may lose its primary

elitist value and reliabj-lity and becomes a common everyday

human activity in shaping personal and societal Iives and

environment. The rrsense of p1ace", because of its creation

through a continuous dialogue, becomes common human know-

ledge continuously expressed as a foundation for ecological

conservation and bullt-environmental creation. Because of

the knowledge assumed to be gained from the dial.ogue

between the parties invotved in the planning and design

process, it wiIl not onJ-y be a factor for creating the

meaning of the 'rsense of placer', but it may also donate to

a common spatial understanding and interpretation of the

properties to allocate efficiently societyrs Scarce

resources. To l-eave on a positive note, dialogue may then

become an important means for evaluating the appropriate-

ness of the existing symbol systems, values and

understanding. As a result - one may speculate the

bureaucratic Ianguage and technical skills for planning and

designing may eventually become part of everyday life and a

priori for future and more appropriate spatial manifes-

tation in the built-environment.
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The anatysis of the Collingwood Housing Estate

development indícated Some of the main components that

contribute to the fluency and success of the dialogic

process. For example, the reLative achievement of the

dialogue and the high rate of tenantsr satisfaction in the

Francis Street terraced houses was due to the means and

tools used for the communication System, the attitude and

skills of the architects, the a pliori knowledge of tenants

and the ftexibility of the planning and design process.

Other factors that were also noted to be lmportant to the

fluency of the dialogue were observed to be the possession

and exercise of political power for allocating the Scarce

resour,ces and expressing the meaning in the spatial

characteristics. The fact that throughout the development

process the Ministry of Housi.ng had the power to aIl-ocate

the resources and express the meaning in space made the

bureaucrats in the Ministry impose their own attitude and

ideology over the others who were invoLved in the

operation. Other components that were observed to contrib-

ute to the success of the dialogue were the scale and time

used for the development. The scale of development

influenced the intensity and management of the involvement'

while the duration of time to terminate the whole project

had an lmpact on the enthusiasm and morale of those who

participated in the planning and design process.

Throughout the analYsis of the Collingwood

attitudes of the

Housing

archi t-Estate, r€ference

ects and planners

was made to the

who were involved. On several occasions
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chapter five explicitly stated that the architects and

planners, apart from their usual professional skil-ls,

require experience in communication and new knowledge for

operating a planning and design process based on human

involvement and dlalogue. Part of the knowledge for

creating the meani-ng of the I'sense of placerr, is the

ability of planners and architects to take responsibility

for generating comprehendingly lmages (e.g., sketches and

plans) of the knowledge of the participants, synthesized

and derived from different points of view. This means that

the architects and planners may need to develop skills to

comprehend, integrate the views of all- who are involved,

express and communicate to those involved in the dialogue

the personal and corporate problems and the alternati-ve

solutions. Note that during the dialogical operation,

passing judgement on the architectsr and plannersl

sotutions may lead to a redefinition of the problems and

other possible variant Solutions. In Short, thiS type of

ar'chitectural and planning practice may ultimately call-

upon the architects and planners to acquire certain skills

that are necessary to design and solve problems as part of

the dialogic process. These skiIls as Boekholt ( 1-985 )

indicates, far exceed the formulatlon of community involve-

ment models for gathering the necessary j-nformation for

achieving or consolidating a state of equilibrium. Boekholt

in his paper proposes an architectural and planning

educatj-on that wiIl give the architects and planners the

tool s :
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to communicate, artalys€, and formulate design
problems together with other parti-cipants who do not
have the architectural and planning professional
skiJ-1s;

to synthesize and generate With other participants
who do not have the architectural and planning
professional skills, intermediate and final drawings
as the alternative proposed solutions;

to evaluate these sol-utions together with other
participants who do not have the architectural and
planning professional ski1ls.

In the study of the Collingwood Housing Estat-e, the

author of this thesis noticed that one of the most

important factors that influenced the dialoglc process of

community j-nvolvement in planning and designing the

developments, was the degree the participants were allowed

to make their own decisions regarding the spatial charac-

teristics and the aesthetic qualities of the spaces. During

the process the actors (i.e., the tenants) expressed in

space the aesthetic qualities for their environment

different from those noted by the architects. Note that

since the rrsense of placerr is assumed to deal with the

meaning of the actors, its aesthetÍc quality has to be

congruent with the self-expression of the people who are

util i-z|ng the space as their personal rrplacerr . However the

analysis of the Collingwood Housing Estate indicated that

this type of desirability may generate certaj-n conflicts

between the tenants and the architects who see themselves

as the only professionals qualified in dealing with

aesthetic matters. To elaborate on the argument on

aesthetic quality one has to look at the following i-ssue.
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The architects and planners may have to rea1ize that
part of the learning involved in the dialogue deals with
the aesthetic quality of the built-environment. Throughout

the history of mankind the lack of professiona1 training
never restrained people from building beautiful spaces. In

many places and time the criteria and mechanism which

al-lowed people of great human civilizations to create

beautiful built-environments are those mainly founded on

their personal and soci-etal meaning and the traditional
skills manifested in their vernacular architecture (e.g.,

the villages in Iran). In many places today, the vernacular

architecture has become the self-expression, in time and

space, of each nation. One may argue that one main reason ^

for conserving vernacular architecture is to maintain an

inspirational source for the architects and the planners

who are re searchers and look at the buil-t-'environment to

formulate theoretical theses in spatial .concepts (e.g.,

Alexanderrs' Pattern Language and Cullenrs Townscape ) .

Therefore the architects and planners may have to reaLi-ze

the notion that the aesthetic quality of space is not only

an elitist real-ization and expression. As indicated in
vernacular architecture and urban design and argued in
chapters three and four, the aesthetic quality of space is

an outcome of a synthesis and a dialogue between the human

being, societal rules and organizati-on of available

resources and the environment. It is an important means

with which the human being as an individual person and a

supra-person express his/her existence in space and time.

Therefore it is not a necessary condition for the "sense of
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pl-acerrto have initially an architectual expression noted

to be beautiful because it complies with certain eliters
terms of reference for aesthetic quality. In vernacular

architecture and urban design the aesthetic quality of

space is integrated into the historical situation as a

priori and as the paradigmatic dimension of production and

reproduction of future architectural expression and of

personal built-environmental value for human rractionrr. The

architects and planners by materi al-Lzing this notion of

aesthetic in space may be able to further identify factors

to express more clearly the meanings that manifest the

rrsense of place'r and establish the appropriate built-

environment to accommodate human rractionrr.

The above goes to suggest that the argument for

aesthetic decision-maki-ng and judgement may be resolved by

redefining planni-ng and architectural educatfon. The system

of education, such as the one proposed by Boekholt (fSeS),

explicitly indlcates a departure from the idea that the

architects and the planners are an elite and the only

qualified people to deal with the aesthetic of the built-

environment. The notion that the dialogue is a system of

education for all- those who participate in the planning and

design process, indicates that the planners and architects

are continuously expanding their knowledge of aesthetic

value by consldering and sharing other peoplers views. Thus

the aesthetic val-ue of space may also become a shared

meaning, materLalized by the corporate self-expression of

the human bei-ng and imaged by architectural. and planning

drawings.
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Therefore, the design criteria that comes out of the

dialogic process is based on the practical aspect and

corporate aesthetic knowledge of the participants. Through

the continuity of the dialogue, âs a learning process' the

aesthetic knowfedge is modified and the design criteria

revised. \,{hile applying only the aesthetic judgement of the

architects and planners, the built-environmentaf qualities

may only be in accordance with the meaning of a certain

elite in the society. Note that the elite's (i.e., bureau-

crats) judgements are not always objective, aS Some tend to

think, but many times are an expression of a particufar

ideology and symbol system aS was indicated in modern

IsfaLian. Therefore, one can conclude that urban design

should not be the sole physical expression of the

architects and the planners at a static point in time and

space. Urban design should associate itsel-f with the

spatial expression that resul-ts from a continuous dlal-ogic

synthesis operating within the social system. Thus the

design criteria mainly become the outcome of continuous

processes modified in a space-time c,ontinuum to accommodate

the human SeIf-expression of existence, intentionality and

purposive I'action".

If today one analyses the dialogic modets introduced

into the planning and design process, one observes that the

central issue is learning, identifying the participantsl

aesthetlc judgement and establ-ishing a communication system

Iegible to all those who are involved in the dialogue

(Sanoff , Ig7B, L979; Lawrence, 1-982). In these models the
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contlnuity of the dialogue throughout the planning and

design process (i.e., data collection, problem identific-
ation, ai-m and objectives formulation, plan and design,

decision-maklng, implementation and nlanagement) is noticed.

Some of these games are used only for the production of
proposed plans and designs, while for the latter stages

( i . e. , implementatlon and management ) , community self-hetp
and corporate management seem to be considered appropriate

approaches. As was noted before, using gaming for proposing

plans and designs is to transfer thê real world lnto a

lesser time and space dimension and create a more economic

and practical dialogic process (Appendix C).

Depending on the polity of the situation, community

involvement and àialogue may take a wide variety of

expressions. The reason is that many times the philosophies

of commr.lnity involvement and dialogue are at odds with the

attitude of the authorities who see themselves responsible

for creating the spatial characteristics of the built-

environment. Apparently the conflict is based on the ioea

that community involvement shifts the power of decision-

making from government instj-tutions and elected politicians

to the people. In other words, in dialogue people may

regain more power and control over their own Iives. This

dr'amatic shift in power questions the basic criteria of

modern democratic theory (Pateman, L97O). Pateman argues

that contrary to Rousseau's dialogic democratic conception

as ideology, todayrs modern theories, look upon democracy

as e political and economic mechanism based on the free
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market where few politicians are competing for the peoplers

roles. As he indicated, those who defined modern democracy

contrary to the classical democracy of Rousseau

criticized and looked at maximum peoplets involvement in

decision-making and dialogue as undesirable, because it

advocates totalitarianism. Furthermore, the theoreticians

of mod.ern democracy (e.g., Schumpeter, Berefson and Dahl)

argue that since those of l-ower economic status generally

lack interest in politics and lack the knowledge for

understanding their built-environmental quality, their

participation in a dialogue could not contribute to the

decision-making process and the conception of an approp-

riate space (Pateman, I97O).

However, a closer Iook at self-he1p, which may be

assumed as a form of dialogue, shows that maxi-mum community

involvement 1n the decision-making process does not under-

mine the I'contextual structurerr and national political

system. Self-help in planning, which has shown an encourag-

1ng result in urban renewal and housing for the poor,

explicitly indicates that the lower income people can learn

and acquire the knowledge to create the spatial character-

istics of their built-environment.

Therefore, âs argued in this thesis, dialogue is an

important means for achleving therrsense of placerrand a

polity that redefines modern democracy so as to become an

i-deology. But as was argued in this thesis, the ideology of

a society is arrstructuralrr component and a societal

self-expressj-on that interacts with human rractionrr and
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contributes to the meaning of the spatial characteristics

so as to accommodate the existence of the democratic

dialogic society. Thus, one can conclude that once dialogue

is part of the democratic polity of a society, it becomes

the ideology, hence a rrstructuralrr component to contribute

to the self-expression of the existence of that society in

space and a planning and design mechanism that contributes

to the creatiOn of the "Sense of place". Therefore, one may

note that by using continuously a dialogue for creating'

re-creating and transforming the 'rSense of placerr, both its

notion and contlnuous formation become closely associated

with societal ideologY.
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APPENDIX A

THE PHYSICAL PLAN OF ISFAHAN AND
THE DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

The sources are:

1. L96L Master Plan -
Kocks, F.H. and
Plan of Isfahan,

ConsulEing Engineers, MasterK. G.
1967.

Z. 7968 Master Plan -
Organic Consultant Planners, Master Plan of Isfahan
( Persian text ) , 1968 .

3. Isfahan Regional Plan -
Minai,
Case St
t974.

A. T. , rrRegÍ-onal Analysis f or
udy", Tehran University Press

Iran: Isfahan a
(Persian text),

4 Development Control

Isfahan Municipality Development Control ( Persian
text ) , 1980.
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EXISTING DEVELOPMENT CONTROL IN ISFAHAN

The foltowing are some of the major existing development

controls in Isfahan. Since they are a translation from

persÍan, discrepancy may be found with the original Persian

text.

General Controls

l-. The height of a new building
than the distance between the

building to its north.

Nor th<-

rHr should not be greater
new building and the next

L equal or greater
than H

Inside the ring road, facades that are faclng streets
lessthan6metreswideshouldnothaveaheight
greater than 7.5 metres. For each extra one metre in
height a set back Öf one metre is required'
( Sky exposure ) .

1M

LM

H

L

2

1M

7.5 M 7.5 M



J Inside the ring road and on

clrannels, set backs from the

re quíre d.

445

pedestrian circulation
boundary line are not

4 Nowindoworotheropeningisa]-lowedtooverlookan
adjacentpropertyunlessthereisaminimumdistanceof
two metres.

onlyonefifthofthesideofthelandfacingthe
street is allowed to be directly accessible to vehicles
(minimum 2.5 metres and maximum 6 metres) ' If the side

facingthestreetismorethan60metreswide'the
maximum acce ssibi I ity 1s then 1-O per cent of the

J-ength.

5

2.5 6m

6

Accessible to vehicles

Theheightofabuildingisa]lowedtobeequaltothe
height of the adjacent buildings ' even though it

exceedsitspermittedbuildingrightsasstatedinthe
zoning regulation. This applies only if the adjacent

buildingsarebuiltinaccordancewithzoning
regulations.



7
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Buildings are permitted an overhang above streets that
are more than B metres wide. The overhang can be one-
tenth of the width of the street, but should not exceed

1.5 metres. This can be repeated in aII floors above

the ground. Near the hlstorical areas permission is
required from the Ministry of Culture.

Near the river or waterway (maadí) a walkway should be

provi de d .

Streets for newly developing areas:

a. All pedestrian circulation channefs should be more

than two metres wide.

b. A through traffic street should not be fess than
twefve metres or more than 20 metres wide.

c. The culs-de-sac are to be:

up to 50 metres in length a minlmum of 6 metres

in width
up to 1OO metres in length a minimum of I metres

in width
up to 25O metres in length a minimum of 10

metres in width

culs-de-sac are not allowed to exceed 250 metres in
length.

At the end of the cul-de-sac there should be a

manoeuvring space for vehicles.

d. To keep the hierarchy in the circulation channels no

street can be connected to another if the width of
the first exceeds that of the second by more than

1-.5 times: unless otherwise specif ied.

e. Road layout has to conform to the following:

B

9
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Secondary roads
(Iess than 20 metres wide)

Mínimum dístance
40 metres

Primary roads
(more than 20 metres wide)

Secondary roads
(less than 20 metres wide)

Minimum distance
120 metres

Minimum
100 meÈres

Minimum
200 metres

l_
Primary roads
(more than 20 metres wide)



L/+8

10. Parking space per car should be 20.O square metres.

LL. A group of dwelling units with no private parking 1s

entitled to a coflective parking area, provided they
have the approval of the Municipality. Note that the
distance from the collectÍve parking lot to the
dwellings should not exceed l-50 metres.

1,2. All commercial signs on buildings should be specified
on architecturaf drawings, otherwise they will not be

al f owe d.

13. AII circulation channel-s in the historical areas
Isfahan are under the supervision of the Ministry
Cuf ture .

of
of

L4. In the new buildings, the minimum permitted areas of
units are:

residential flat 65 square metres
office 50 square metres
shop 20 square metres

15. If a buildíng does not exceed 3 metres in height, a set
back from the boundary line is not obligatory. Further-
more, the owner can build wherever he desires on the
l-and. But if the building is more than 3 metres high, a

set back equivalent to 40 per cent of the length of
land from the southern boundary is mandatory.

a

b

o.4 L

L



Table L: Residen¡ial zones

SET BACK

2l3H f.rom north and south
llZlH from east and west

Not necessâry at ground floor
but first floor minimum 40%

L. from south. Up to maximum
L5 metres

Ditto M, but maximum 8 metres

Ditto M

metres
, but maximum 12

Ditto Mu but maximum 15
metres

Dilto M,* but maximum
12 metres

No set back on ground floor
307. from south uP to maximum
15 metres

Dirro M 
7

1/3H of building minimum set
back from all sides after
ground floor

BUILDING USE

0nly one detached
residential unit

Semi-detached house
more than one unit

Parking area and private
business in services onlY
(occupier) + Mz

Guest house + M,

Ditto M 4

Ditto M s

Ditto M 5+ privabe club
+ art gallery

Ditto M7

Dirto M6

FLOOR

AREA
RATIO

507"

100%

1007.

1207"

1507"

180%

200%

250%

300%

BUILT UP

AREA

507.

607"

607"

607"

60%

60%

10%

10%

407.

MINIMUM
LAND AREA

M2

750

500

200

250

300

400

500

600

1000

HEIGHT OF

BUILDING
IN METRES

1.5

10. 5

8.5

8.5

10.5

12 .5

76

20

24

CODE

OF

ZONE

M1

M2

M3

Ma

Ms

M5

M7

M6

Ms
+-
+r
\o



LOCATION OF BUILDING
ON SITE

Anywhere on site

Dirro T r

Ditto T 2

Ditto T s

SET BACK

No set back for ground fLoor.
Above ground floor set back
from aIl sides

No set back for ground floor

No set back for ground floor
and first floor

FLOOR

AREA
RAT]O

1 80%

r80%

250%

250%

BU]LT UP

AREA

80%

80%

80%

80%

MINIMUM
LAND AREA

M

400

400

600

1 000

HEIGHT OF

BUILD]NG
IN METRES

t2.5

1.2 .5

76

t6

CODE

OF

ZONE

Tr

I
Tz

2
T3

2
Ta

TabIe 2: Commercial zones

Remarks: 1. The difference from T is in the type of activities allowed.

2. If the land area is greater than 5000 square metres there is no limit to height.

+r\¡
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Zonin Re u1 ations

1-. For residential areas see Table 1-

Mixed commercial and residentÍaI areas:

a. Mixed Zone A the maximum permitted
commercial activity is 20 per cent of
floor area or 50 square metres.

b. Mixed Zone B the maximum permitted
commercial activity is 25 per cent of
floor or 70 square metres.

c. Mixed Zone C the maximum permitted
commercial activities is 50 per cent of
fl-oor or L50 square metres.

J The

and

a

45L

area for
the ground

a.îea for
the ground

ar'ea for
the ground

parking space for residential or mixed commercial

residential areas are:

All residential buildings less than 1-50 square

metres in area do not have to have a parking space'

One parking space for dwellings that are from

15O-30O square metres in area.

Two parking areas for dwellings above 3o0 square

metres in atea

If the building is also used for commercial:

mlxed Zone A does not need extra parking

of aîea of commercial building, one parking space

should be added to the above (b) and (c)

regulations.

b

d

4.. Commercial zones see Table 2



Special Physical Control

Due to physical,
special types of
cl-assi f ied into:

social and economic factors in some areas'
control are designated. These controls are

452

channels. TheY are the
engineer who designs a

1

2

Special control for circulation
ones outlined bY the consultant
specific road.

Are as

are as

Special control fOr historical areas and monuments.

These are outlfned by the Ministry of culture and they

are cl-assified into two tYPes:

a. Areas near monuments and archaeological sites.

b. The historical areas.

In these areas after planning application submission

the Ministry of culture has one month to respond to
planningandbuildingapplications.Ifitfailsto
do so, the Municipality undertakes that responsibil-
ity.

-J

4

with special economi-c and social- factors. These

are designated in the master PIan.

Gardens. Special controls for gardens are:

a. Division of land of Iess than looo square metres is
not allowed.

b. The building should be allocated and constructed in
suche-mannerthatBopercentofthetreesare
pre serve d .

c. To encourage the owner to preserve these gardens'

themasterptanhaspermittedthefollowing
privileges:

The ol¡/ner can build 30 per cent more than is
designated in the zoning regulation'

Theheightofthebuildingcanbe6metresin
excess of that stated in the zoning regulation.
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APPENDIX B

A SAMPLE OF THE DESIGN GUIDELINE SUBMITTED
BY THE GOVERNMENT OF IRAN TO HABITAT

CoNFERENCE, VANCOUVER, JUNE 7976

Appendix rBr is a brief of a document submitted by the
Government of Iran to the U.N. Habitat Conference in
Vancouver, June 1-976. The brief is a design guideline
based on the Iran Islamic spatial characteristics and
urban pattern as are indicated in Isfahan.

The following are exÈracts from an article:

Government of Iran, rrlllustrated Habitat Code for
Iran", Ekistics, Vol.43, No.258, May L977.



The traditional f ra¡r j an rrq(,rrsr!

of place" is inward-looking.
!'lestern "sense of placert is
outr^/ard-looking.

THE TTSENSE 0F PLACE": The lranian
existence of the human being ( i. e.
his/her surrounding personal space
place should therefore be reflected

1 dwelling

2 cluster

3 neighbourhood

The hierarchy of space:

1. dwelling
2. clusLer
3. neighbourhood

"sense of pIace" identifies the
, the contained) with reference to

( ttre container ). The concept of
in all urban development;

T

1



the importance of shadow
moderate the microclimaIe in
internal spaces

the importance of \^rater and
private internal garden to create
a space in contrast to the ex-
ternal arid conditions

to
the

CLIMATE: In the arid regions of Iran, r¡rater and channetlirig of cool
breezes are quite important for creatíng a comfortable microclimatic
condition. Effort therefore should be made to minimize the exterior
wal-l surface and maximize the Ínternal sheltered and moderate space of
a dwelling. The design of dwelling, cluster and neighbourhood should
be governed by achieving shadows. Correct orientation and creative use
of water and green spaces.
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ORIENTATION: To minirnize the effect of the sun and maximize the effect
of the cool breeze, houses should have a compact -cubic form, common
side walls with adjacent buildings (i.e., terraced), and an orien-
tation principally south-easterly, north-easterly in direction.
The patio and courts of the dwellings should have similar orientation
as the dwelling. The long side of the court should face the east and
ü/est, while the narrow side north and south.

\,

ptr*
t



a3

1v 2z
371 K

Tra,ditional

1- Gateway
2 Gateway
3 Gateway

ne ighbourhood
c Iuster
dwe I I ing

q:''
to

toa
toa
toa

GATEI^IAY: The gateT¡/ay i s an
The gatevùay should be used

ential element in Iranian urban design.
give a sense of arrival to a place and a
divides the personal private from thesense of territoriality that

coûìmuna L pub l ic space s .

Þ

For

ta
a^

1,a 2^1

the non-traditional
Vehicular acces to a modern neighbourhood
Pedestrian gate\^/ay f or a modern cluster. The
collectíve area for the entire cluster

3a v

parking is a

3a A gateway to a contemporary building



\

bazaar

PATH: The traditional path is expressed
bazaar and the neighbourhood circulation

neighbourhood path

Traditional oath s

in the linear movement of the
system.

Paths should be designed so that they
are in shadow most of t.he d.y.
Similar to the Teamcheh in the
bazaar, ât certain intervals nodal
points should be created at major
intersections of paths.

contemporary
bazaar

contemPorarY
ne ighbourhood
path

a



v

t radit ional porch giving
while providing cxterior
to building

traditional arcaded building

modulat ing
to intensify

shadow
exPosu re

PORCH: The porch, a three-dimensional method of
penetration of light. into a building, should be used
useability of semi-outdoor spaces

Èhe
the

J
(

7 2

1 Contemporary application of porch form through the addition of
exterior screening elements to the act.ual porch icself.

, Use of the arcade Èo form the edge of a garden or torútn square to
- provide shaded pedestrian way.
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APPENDIX C

Appendix C is a programme for an intended workshop in

which the elderly vüere to participate and enter into a

dialogue so as to determine some of the major factors that

are important for designing a retirement village for the

elderly.

The workshop is also intended to be a study of the

appropriateness of gaming simulation and dialogue as a

means of integrating community involvement into the plan-

ning and design process.

However, , after the initial contact and the approval

of the societies and organizations associated with the

retirement villages, the whole re'search f ell apart. The

reason vras that these societies and organizations showed

Iittle enthusiasm to co-operate and commit themselves and

make available the means to carry out adequately the

workshop. Moreover, it \{as practically impossible to

gather a sufficient number of retired people ready to

participate in the workshop unless these societies and

organizations vüere willing to inËroduce the aím of the

research and encourage a number of elderly people to

participate. As a result, after outlining an initial

questionnaire and programming Ehe workshop, the whoLe

pro ject !ùas abandoned.















THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE

C.p.O. lor art, ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5öl
Tclcarrphic Addrcs: UNMD Tclcx UNIYAD AA tlDtat

DEPT. ARCHITECTUR,E
Tcl. (0t) 22t st3ó

October 21, 1986.

l'116. R. Stock - Chief Executive OffJ-cer,
Elkanah administration,
El-kanah Incorporated,
P.O.Box 611 ,
Norwood, ,067.

Dear Mrs. Stock,

Thank you for your assistance in my research etudies.

With reference to our conversation on October l5t 1986, I
enclose the letter you reconnended to me to write.
0nce your administration approves of my research j_n Elkanah,
is it possible for you to arrange the distri-butj-on of the
enclosed letter and FORM anong the inhabitants of Erkanah?
Moreover, is the return address j-n the ttlllil-lingness to parti-
cipate. . . . f t ¡'ORM acceptable? If not, could you recomnend
another where the inhabitants can seird back the FORM.

Should you fj-nd any ,part of the enclosed letter and FORM
objectionablê, rplease do i-nform me.

Faithfull-y yours,

Parviz F. Afnan.



A WORKSHOP FOR THE ELDERLY

SUBJECT: THE PARTIC]PATION OF THE ''ELDERLYII IN CREATING
THEIR OWN ENVIRONMENT.

DATE OCTOBER 20 AND 22, 1 986.

PLACE SOUTH AUSTRA],IAN COUNCIL FOR THE AGEING,
2t COGLIN STREET,
ADELAIDE 5000.

You are invited to attend and partlcipate in the workshop,
held on October 20 and 22, 1986 at the above place. The
workshop wiII give you an opportunity to get involved and
negotiate rvith others to identify certain criteria that you
think are important for creating a I'village for the elder1y".

Your parti-cipation will give us the pleasure of learning from
your valuabl-e point of views and experiences. ft will- be a
further step j-n setting a better environment for the rrelderlyrr.

.//HETHEIì YOU INTEND TO COME 0R NOT, PLEASE INFORPI US AS S00N
AS POSSIBLE (BEFORE SEPTEI{BER 2', 1986.

The age structure today in the industrial society, indicates
a proportional increase of retired people due to ageing.
Governments reaLizing its economlcal and political implications,
are pi-anning to al-Iocate more of their resources to create an
environ¡nent suitabl-e for the rrelderlyrr. Similarlyr private
investors and developers, realizLng a new market and its
economic potentials, have recently shown a great interest.
Being however bound by cost effective and maximum profit
factors, both governments and developers tend to standardize
aird produce prótotype housing and services (i.e. village) for
the Itelderlyrr.

The agelng people, however, due to their experience, different
lifestyle and physical capabili-ties, shorv a great variability
j-n their interest, competence and environmental needs. Thelr
reti-rement age is rarely an indication of disability. Based
on their social lnvolvement, occupation and lifestyle, retire-
rnent is usually onÌy a shift in activities from economic to
social and cultural ones. In fact the environment for the



'reIderlyil has to be more diversified and cultural-Iy oriented
to accomodate their new needs and aspiratj-ons. Therefore it
seems inconsistent to design an envfronment for the rrelderlyrl
wj-thout involving them directly. By bej-ng involved, the
"elderlyrr can shape and choose the environment that is approp-
riate to their lifestyle.
This workshop wil-I give you the opportunity to express and
argue with
problems.
involve you
certain gui
an appropri

rs who may
will- partic
the design
nes that yo
"vJ-Ilage fo

othe
You
in

deli
ate

share the Eame ideas, desires and
ipate in exercises that directly
process. You wilÌ be asked to set
u think are necessary for creatlng
r the elderlyrr. In accordance to
eriencer Joü wil-I be asked, as ayour role, desires and exp

person and a group,
dislikes for:

to identify your preferences, Likes and

* the natural settj-ng you think is most approprlate
for a "village for al" elderly'r,

* the best location of the f'vlllage'r in the urban
area,

+ the residential J-ayout and density that you think
is appropriate for the rrelderlytr,

+ the streetscap€r
* and the residential characteristics.

Eventhough due to tlmer wê may not get all the necessary
information for creating a 'tvi-Iì-age for the elderlytr, it is
envisaged that with you.r involvernent, the workshop will- be
abl-e to outline certaj-n design criterj-a, impo.rtant for the
archi-tects and developers.

It is for thi
We all hope t
day October 2

S
o
2n

reason that your participat.,-ion is needed.
see you on Monday October 2Oth. and Wednes-
d' 1986.

THE V'/ORI(SHOP TIIUE SCHEDULE:

Itlonday Oct. 20 1 986:

9:00 âÍr. 9z3Oan. INTRODUCTION

9:30 âû1. - 1O:OOam. coffee/tea.

10:00 am. - 12:00n. GAME I- OUTLINIG OBJECTIVES.

12:00 n. 1:30pm. lunch.



Monday Oct. 20,

1:3O pß.

tzOO pil.

3:30 Pn.

1986 cont...

J:OO pm. GAME IIA. LANDSCAPE AND TOPOGRAPHIC
PREFERH'{CE.

3z3O Þü. cof f ee.

l:OO pm. GAME IIB. LOCATIONAL PREFEiìENCE.

t¡Vednesday Oct.

!:00 am.

10:J0 am.

11:C0 âm.

1 2:00 pn.

1:JO pm.

3:OO pm.

3z30 pil.

5:OO pm.

22, 1 986.

10:JO am. GAME IIC. RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT AND
DENSITY PREFERENCE.

1 1 :00 am. cof fee,/tea

12:J0 pm. GAÞIE ITCa. RESIDBNTIAL LAYOUT AND
DENSITY PREFEììENCE.

'I :J0 pm. lunc .

J:00 pm. GAME TID. STTIEETSCAPE PREFEREIICE.

3z30 ph. coffee/tea.

5:00 pm. GAME IIE. RESIDENTIAL CHARACTEIìISTICS
PREFERENCE.

JzJO pm. CONCLUSION.



FORM- UIILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE RESEARCI{ INTO
THE BUILT.ENVIRONMF,NT FOR THE I'ELDERLYI"

Name:

Address: Tel.

Willingness to participate in:
Yes No

- PART I of the research (interview)

- PART II of the research (workshop)

Please send this FORM to:
c/o Mrs. R. Stock

ELKANAH admini stre.ti on .
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

DATE: NOVEMBER, 1985

TITLE A \,JORKSHOP FOR ELDERLY INVOLVEMENT IN
THE PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS

Demographic projection in the industrial society

indicates a proportional increase of retired people due to

ageing. Governments realising the economic and political

implications of this demographic trend, are therefore

planning to allocate more of their scarce resources to

create an environmenL suitable for accommodating elderly
people. Similarly, private investors and speculators have

recently shown an interest in building villages for

retired people.

Ageing people however, due to their experience,

culture and change in mental and physical capability show

great variability in their interest, competence and

environmental demand. As a result of their rapid ageing

process and increased frequency of death, their built-

environment has acquired a short occupancy. Therefore, it

is inconsistent to create the built-environment for the

elderly, based on a fixed set of objectives, and thus

achieve a sEatic end product (i.e., defined usage and

user) . Furthermore, a conLinuous planning and design

process is inevitable.
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To accommodaLe the diversity of the elderly in the

built-environment, the following research attempts to
determine: a ) the appropriateness of the dialogue and the

elderly involvement in the planning and design process,

and b) some of the major variables that are paramount for
planning and designing the built-environment of ageing

people.

In the following research, the lerm I'elderly'r specif-
ies those pople who, due only to their age, have retired
from monetary gaining activities. However, without any

external help, they can still carry on their personal and

social activities, in accordance with their desired life
style. Therefore, the above definition , excludes those

eLderly people who due to âgê, physical or mental dis-
ability are incapable, voluntarily, of performing their
activities.

The research will be executed in three stages:

Post-occupancy evaluation of typical built-environ-
ments, planned and designed specifically for elderly
people in the Adelaide metropolitan area:

This is to determine the degree of satisfaction with

the existing and identify alternative criteria, necess-

ary for creating an appropriate built-environment for
the elderly. It is envisaged that this stage of the

research will clarify r.¡ot criteria to be integrated
into the gaming simulation workshop for formulating

objectives and strategies for an appropriate built-
environment for the elderly.

L
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Data is collected through:

a. A survey of typical, existing elderly built-environ-
ment. This is to identify the spatial element and
the relationship between the built-environmenÈ for
the elderly, the neighbourhood and Adelaide city.

b. Photography and personal observation of the elderly
built-environment to identify its visual characLer-
istics.

c

2. Gaming simulation workshop:

In this workshop an attempt will be made to establish

certain objectives for an appropriate alternative
elderly built-environment, and formulate strategies to

achieve these formulated objectives. The elderly people

will participate in a series of gaming simulations,

systematically, to identify their spatial needs and

aspirations. Furthermore, observations will be made to

critically analyse the dialogic process in the workshop

as an alternative process of planning and design.

3. Future environmental evaluation of workshop participants:

This is a second post-occupancy evaluation of those who

participated in Èhe workshop and moved to a built-
environment designed for elderly people. It will be

performed six to eight months after the gaming simul-

ation workshop. The results will be analytically
compared with parts one and two of the survey.

Questionnaires
occupants of the

addressed to
environment.

the managers and
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THE ALLOCATION OF ENVIRONMENT FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE

In this survey the choice of the environment will be

based on the definition of 'relderly" people'and their type

and place of habitation. Emphasis is made on the choice of
place where each one ( single or couple ) has a private

individual dwelling. The internal configurations of Ehe

dwelling ( i.e. , internal design) , are assumed to be

private and personal t"9 excluded f rom the survey. !'lhile

the external spatial characËeristics of tn*e built-environ-
ment, are the variables to be surveyed and analysed. The

totality of that built-environment, (i.e., "village'1),
will be a cluster of differenE types of building designed

and allocated in accordance with the collective needs and

aspirations of the inhabitants.

POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATION OF EXISTING I'VILLAGEII ENVIRONMENT

I GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES, METHOD
OF COLLECTION AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

a. Plan of Adelaide metropolitan area indicat ing :

1

2

the
the

location of the trvillages" under study
general public communication system

b The neighbourhood plan of each rrvillage"

showing:

1. land use, zonlng, density, and planning

2. topography of the area

3. local public communj-cation system and

from the specified village. This will

under study,

regulations

its distance
include the

4

nearest bus, taxi and t,ramway staËion

local activities and amenities and their
ibility to the specified village

acces s-
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'k health centre
:k church
>k post of f ice
;k bank
J,( recreation (theatre' cinema, clubs' Parks etc' )

)k laundry
:k chemist
;k restaurants, snack bars, hotels, coffee shops

tí public library
ií hairdresser

5. a graphical and descriptive indicaËion of vehicular

traffic

6. a graphical and descriptive indication of pedestrian

traffic

By means of photography show the neighbourhood's visual

characteristics.

d. From the latest census determine:

c

I ethnicity of the
are located.

2. the socio-economic
where the t'villagestt

Indication on

village

neighbourhood where the "villages"

status of the neighbourhood,
are located.

II. I'VILLAGEI' ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES, METHOD

OF COI.I.ECTTON AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

map of the general characteristics of the
a

L

2

J

4

topograPhY

type of activities and amenities

general laYout of activities

layout of communication

:k pedestrian
:k vehicular
:k parking
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5. vehicular and pedsstrian

building
accessibility

massing of
landscaping

b. visual characteristics of village (photography and map)

harmony with the neighbourhood environment

building characteristics
building density

landscape characËerisËics

communicat ion characteristics
r< pavement pedestrian, vehicular
:k pedestrian crossing
:k treatment of boundary lines
special outstanding features of the environment

boundary (edge) characteristics
views of special significance from the village
characteristics of outdoor activities ( spaces )

6

7

T

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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III. MANAGERS I QUESTIONNAIRE

The manager (whether one of the community or a govern-

ment institution), being directly involved in the environ-

ment, his view is valuable for an overall view and a

general environmental performance evaluation. Any general

knowledge of the complainËs and the demographic character-

istics of the village, mây further clarify the needs of

the environmenË. Even Ëhough the manager may not reside in

the village, his /her personal opinion of the I'village"

environment is valuable information to identify the

appropriate criteria for a retirement village. Thus the

manager is a main participant in the planning and design-

ing of the environment.

The questions put forward to the managers are both

open-ended and explicit.
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IV. THE GAMING
DESIGN AND

SIMULATION I¡JORKSHOP: AN ALTERNATIVE
PLANNING PROCESS

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the following research is to test the

theory of a ttsense of placert and communíty involvement in
the planning and design process. Elderly people, chosen by

the "South Australian Council for the Ageing", will be

involved systematically in a gaming simulation operation.

The study of the gaming will be to identify both the

appropriateness of the operation, and the needs ,

aspirations and alternative proposals necessary for
building an environment for the participants.

II. THE NECESSITY OF THE EXERCISE

The previous research exercise sustained the idea

that elderly people value their physical, psychological

and cultural security. Familiarity with the structure of
the built-environment, accessibility to their daily activ-
ities, socio-economic homogeneity and urbanity of the

milieu, seem to be some of the main components that ageing

people attribute to security. Even though there is an

economic restraining factor, it is observed that the

elderly choose. the location of the retirement I'village" in
their previous suburb, or in places where they can relate
its spatial characteristics to their lifelong built-
environment.

The outcome of the previous exercise also

that ageing people show a substantial degree of

indi cate s

variabil-
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ity in their interest, competence in self-management,

sociability and demand for mobility. This may be due to
the wide range of age groups, previous occupation and

current physical and mental condition. Moreover, the

ageing process, seems to create continuously different
needs and aspirations. The result strongly indicates that

for planning and designing a village for the elderly, Ëhe

objectives and strategies have to be diversified and

continuously modif ied .

In planning and designing an environment for the

elderly, it is inconsistent to attempt to outline in-

flexible objectives and sttategies. Due to the multitude,

complexity and diversity of their environmental demands,

architectsr assumptions and initial reliance on their

expertise are shown to be insufficient for designing a

"village" Ëhat will accommodate the needs and aspirations

of the elderly. Flexibility and readjustment in the plan-

ning and design operation are highly desirable. Therefore

at the initial stages and, later in management, continuous

and well conceived community involvement and a dialogue

between the members of the cummunity are recommended.

The research exercise carried out here on existing

"villagesrr for the elderly, has indicated certain adaptab-

ility and flexibility. The front garden display, Pot

plants displayed in the enLrance porch, room Iayout and

modification have idenEified implicitly the personaliz-

ation of the built-environment. Territoriality and

individuality have been created even in standardLzed

dwelling units. ThaË personalízatLon may be considered by
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some to be sufficient for creaËing for the elderly the

"sense of place". It may also stand as an argument for

dwelling providers' impartiality and resistance to the

concept that the planning and designing process is contin-

uous, and residentst direct involvement is necessary. It

may also be used to encourage the rational tzation of the

environment for the elderly through standardization.

Dwelling as a packaged finished product and standard-

i-zed environment for the elderly may create uneconomic and

additional expenses for both the public and the consumer

(i.e., the elderly). This possibility is generated by the

j-ncrease i-n demand and the speculative nature of the

builE-environment f or the elderly. I^lith the increase in

demand there is the possibiliLy of changing the standard-

tzeð housing into mass housing. The outcome would be an

increase in the monotony and disorientation of the current

built-environment, and may end uP to be hideous, dull,

undesirable and quite costly to the community.

To the consumer, standardi zatri.on may create un-

adaptability, disorientation and environmental dissatisfac-

tion. A supplied rigid commodity has a shorter life span

for a very flexible market demand. Therefore, for a built-

environment for the elderly iÈ is advisable to have a

diversity that complies with their different demands and

satisfaction.
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rrr. cHorcE 0F TECHNTQUE

It has been observed that the technique used for

community involvement depends very much on the scope and

scale of the planning and design exercise. However, a

simple community involvement technique may be advisable

for an initial outline of objectives and general course of

strategies. It may be a questionnaire, a visual evaluation

of photographic scenery, or a combination of the two.

In this research study, a gaming simulation technique

is proposed. It will be Lested for its apropriateness as a

tool that can identify the environmental needs and aspir-

ations of ageing people. In other words, the exercise will

attempt to evaluate both the feasibility and outcome of

the operation. The criteria uPon which gaming simulati-on

will be tested, are:

Comprehensibility and Practicality: the evaluation will
be done by the participants. It will be an rrevaluation

game" Ëhat will identify the educational achievement of
the whole simulation.

Economic Feasibility ( i. e. , cost-benefit ) : bearing in
mind the importance of the scope and scale of the
exercise, this criterion will be tested by looking at
the simplicity, time consumption and appropriateness of
the entire operation. A questionnaire, distributed to
the participants, will further evaluate this criterion.

- A Tool to Create the "Sense of Place": the appropriate-
ness of the operation to create thettsense of placet'
will be tested by the previous criteria and the outcome

of the simulation ( i. e. , the outlined objectives and

strategies ) .
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It is also expected that Ehe above testing measures

will identify the success of the operation for the

proposed community involvemenÈ in the planning and design

Proces s .

Theoretically, a gaming simulation is based on the

fact that the participants involve themselves in a simul-

ation that reflects a real life situation. However, to

make it more operational, it is compressed in time and

resources.

In Lhese games, the roles are based on the assumption

that this group of elderly people (i.e., the participants)
is seeking a plot of land in the Adelaide metropolitan

area, to establish a retirement residential community for
themselves, where each household will have a private,

individual dwelling. The totality of the environment

def ined in this research, a trvillagerr, will be a cluster

of different types of human dwellings, created to accommod-

ate a diversity of needs, aspirations and activities. The

need for this type of environment varies among the partic-

ipants. Some may see the need f.or a change in their

built-environment because of the difficulty in managing

their lifelong environment, while for others it may be a

security factor or a desire for independence.

Whatever the reasons for changing their built-environ-

ment, these ageing people have agreed to participate in

the workshop so that Ëhey can identify more explicitly

their needs and aspirations. It is expected that this will

facilitate the formulation of objectives and strategies
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necessary for planning and designing an appropriate

environment. It is envisaged that a guideline for proposed

alternative soLutions, allocation of resources and choice

of an appropriate environment will be established. In

other words, the games are assumed to be a self-educating

exercise in the comprehension of the built-environment.

Therefore in the workshop, the participants will be

engaged in an exercise to provide basic and fundamental

information in human relationships. It is expected thaË

this will be best achieved when the participants enter

inÈo a dialogue and are required to negotiate, settle

differences and outline agreements on issues that inter-

relate them to their built-environment. It is believed

that the workshop will also be an appropriate setting for

an interaction between the ageing people who share certain

common behaviour and are connected by the Same common

problems.

V. CHOICE OF PARTICIPANTS

The participation of fifteen to twenty people in the

workshop seems to be appropriaËe. It is recommended that

the choice will be from those who share a common identif-

ied socio-economic background and similar life style.

However, their ages may vaTy from sixty Ëo eighty years. A

mixture of both sexes and mariËal status is desired,

bearing in mind the previous research exercise'
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51te I

Site 2

Site 3

Sire 4

I^lIDOi,j \^rIDOI,¡ER COUPLE

2

r26

35

18

t2

47

109

2

z

44

In three Sites there Seems to be a Predominance of

widows and married couples over widowers.

The above proposed choice is expected to create

between the participants a desired Socio-economic homo-

geneity (as seen in the existing studied 'rvillages"), and

the necessary diversity that reflects a real life situat-

ion. It is expected that this method of choice will

clarify the internal communicaLion system and minimize any

alienation among the participants. Furthermore it is

envisaged that it will adequately simplify Èhe oPeration

of the games, reduce the variables and rationalize the

f inal synthesis . In other l^7ords, this will be an attemPt

to have the participants share in more of the grouP

objectives and strategies.



VI. THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SIMULATION

The above analysis sets the following aim and objectives '

AIM: THE AIM OF THIS GAMING SIMULATION I'üORKSHOP IS TO
pRoPosE DESIGN CRITERIA (i.e., oUTLINE OBJECTIVES AND

FORMULATE STRATEGIES ) TO CREATE A BUILT-ENVIRONMENT
APPROPRIATE FOR THE NEEDS, INTENTIONALITY AND

ASPIRATIONS OF IDENTIFIED ELDERLY PEOPLE, TEST 
-TFEAPPROPRIATENESS OF GAMING SIMULATION AS AN ALTER-

NATIVE TECHNIQUE FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN THE

PLANNING AND IUSTCU PROCESS AND FURTHER SUPPORT THE

NECESSITY FOR ESTABLISHING THE ''SENSE OF PLACEï

THE OBJECTIVES

469

and

an

in

Identify participantsr personal and grouP needs

aspirations for a built-environment.

outline the objectives that aTe expected to create

appropriate built-environment for the participants

the \,üorkshop.

Establish strategies to attempt to achieve the outlined

ob j ect ive s.

Test the games for their appropriateness as an alter-

native technique for community involvement in the

planning and design Process.

Test and analyse the whole workshop to suPport the

necessity for a ttsense of place'.r



VII. METHODOLOGY OF THE I,trORKSHOP

Diagram 1 indicates a flow diagram of the

gaming methodology. The aim of the first game

Stages l- to 4) is Eo identLfy ' outline and classify

criteria to formulate objectives for:

LANDSCAPE AND TOPOGRAPHIC PREFERENCE

LOCATIONAL AND URBANITY PREFERENCE

STREETSCAPE PREFERENCE

RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT AND DENSITY PREFERENCE

RESIDENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS PREFERENCE

470

whole

(i.e.,

design

An attempt will be made to restrict the design

criteria to the above classifications. Objectives that are

based on internal structure and design of the dwelling are

not considered part of the research. The imposed limit-

ation is only to simplify and reduce the time duration of

the workshop. Note that regardless of scale and scoPe,

many types of games can be created to identify specific

and appropriate environmental design criteria (".9.,

Sanoff , 1979).

Stages 5 and 6 involve several strategy games. Since

they also have educational Purpose, certain unidentified

environmental factors may be created and clarified. This

may demand a revision of the objectives. As a result, the

operation may go to Stage 2. If there is no reason 'for 
a

revision, the operation will move to Stages 7 ' 8 and 9.

Stages 7 , B and 9, and redefiniËion of new objectives

are not included in this workshoP.
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Diagram 1: Methodology of the Gaming Simulation Inlorkshop
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GAME I IDENTIFICATION OF DESIGN CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES
FOR PLANNING AND DESIGNING AN ENVIRONMENT FOR THE

ELDERLY (A RETIREMENT 'IVILLAGE'' FOR THE ELDERLY)

INTRODUCTION

An aim and objectives formulation is known to be the

first stage of Èhe planning and design Process. It sets up

the Earget to be achieved, the sLeering direction and the

basis for evaluating the alternative proposals '

Systematic and continuous information from the

environment identifies the problem. The feedback is mainly

the output generated by the human being for any alter-

ation, re-adjustmenL and re-adaptation of the internal

structure (i;e., sub-system) of the environment. There-

fore, continuous evaluation and observation of the

existing spatial patterns created by the human being (as

an individual andfot a group) seem necessary'

The first game is ProPosed to

and formulate the aim and objectives

ment 'rvillage" for the elderlY.

identify Ëhe problems

for creating a retire-



Diagram 2: Methodology of Game I

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

SUB_GROUP LEVEL

hTHOLE GROUP LEVEL

INDIVTDUAL LEVEL:

I^IHOLE GROUP LEVEL:
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analysis of the obiectives:

- landscape and topographic preference
- Iocational and urbanÍty preference
- streeËscape preference
- residenÈial layout and densitY

preference
- residential characteristics preference

INPUT ''B'I
other criteria
added by the
part icipant s

INPUT ilAil _

check list of
criteria from
existing similar
deve lopment

selection of impor-tant ].SSUES

selection of important issues

selection of importanL issues

choice of priorities and ranking
of objectives

list of objectives in order of
priorities
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAME I

I. Distribute to each participant the "Check List of

Important criteriarr, defined and derived from the

existing environment for the elderly. This will be

considered as the basic proposed guideline'

2. Each person is to write down a minimum of FIVE environ-

mental criEeria that he/she considers important for

planning and designi ng the 'rvillage'r. They are to be

added to the "Check Listrr.'

3. Each person is to eliminate from the "Check Listrr FIVE

criteria that in his/her opinion are not important.

4. Break up the participants into sub-groups '

5. Have each sub-group come to consensus on a ne\^7 list of

criteria that they consider important.

6. Have each sub-group discuss and argue in front of all

the participanLs, their list of criteria'

7. Have the whole grouP come to consensus on the final

list of criteria. This list comprises the oBJECTIVES.

8. Classify the OBJECTIVES into the following sections:

A. LANDSCAPE AND URBANITY PREFERENCE

B. LOCATIONAL AND URBANITY PREFERENCE

C. RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT AND DENSITY PREFERENCE

D. STREETSCAPE PREFERENCE

E. RESIDENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS PREFERENCE

(An objective may be located in more than
one place. )
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Instruct each individual to rank the objectives in
each classified section from the most important to the

least important, assigning a certain rank for each

objective in each section (i.e., one for the most

important, two for the nexE, etc. ).

Add up the rank number each person assigned to the

objectives. The one wiEh the lowest score has the

highest priority.

Re-adjust the objectives in each section in order of

priority. Each section has therefore a list of the

OBJECTIVES.

10.

r1.

OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE

rAl
rBt
rcr
rDr

rEt

LANDSCAPE AND TOPOGRAPHIC PREFERENCE

LOCATIONAL AND URBANITY PREFERENCE

RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT AND DENSITY PREFERENCE

STREETSCAPE PREFERENCE

RESIDENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS PREFERENCE

Design Games.This game is adapted from Sanoff, H. (L979)

William Kaufmann: Los Altos, California.
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CHECK LIST OF IMPORTANT CRITERIA (DEFINED AND DERIVED FROM
THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE ELDERLY):

Attempt to create appropriate physical and material

security for the "villagerr in general and the private

dwelling in particular.

Encourage social contact through accommodating approp-

riate outdoor and indoor community amenities.

Attempt to set an appropriate density and layout to

achieve privacy, without isolating each household.

Attempt to provide appropriate areas for pedestrian

communication and leisure walk.

Provide the necessary outdoor seating areas.

Attempt to achieve adequate accessibility of the retire-
ment rrvillagett to urban, commercial and social activ-
ities.

Provide the necessary accessibility to the retirement

"village" from the Adelaide city.

Locate the 'rvillage"

Attempt to achieve

for each household.

For safety reasons,

traffic to necessary

An effort should be

in an appropriate quiet place.

appropriate private outdoor space

attempt to

activities.

made to secure

restrict vehicular

an adequate parking

area.

Through layout and design, âD attempÈ should be made to

encourage community spirit within the rrvillage".
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Through planning and design, âfl efforL should'be made

to discourage alienation and promote social contact and

integration with the surrounding neighbourhood.

CRITERIA ADDED BY THE PARTICIPANTS
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GAME II. STRATEGIES FOR CREATING AN APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENT
FOR THE ELDERLY (A RETIREMENT 'IVILLAGEI').

INTRODUCTION

The second stage of the workshop is to formulate

certain design and planning strategies for creating an

appropriate environment for the elderly. It is expected

that the strategies will achieve the OBJECTIVES outlined

in Game I.

The game is devised into the following section's:

Game IIa

Game IIb

Game IIc

Game IIca

Game IId

Game IIe

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE rA' (Landscape

and topographic preference )

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE tBt (Location-
al and urbanity preference )

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE rCr (Residen-
tial layout and density preference).

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE 'C' (Residen-
tial layout and density preference).

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE'Dr (Street-
scape preference ) .

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE tEr (Residen-

tial characteristics preference) .
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Diagram 3: Methodology of Game IIA

]NDIV]DUAL LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

THE T^IHOLE GROUP LEVEL:

IND]VIDUAL LEVEL:

THE WHOLE GROUP LEVEL:

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

hoice of like & dislike
f landscaping & topo-

graphic set t. ings . lIhy?

selection of Iike & dis-
like of landscaping &
topographic settings.

v?

OBJECTIVES IIAII

formulate strategies to
achieve OBJECTIVES rrArr

& outline new objéctives
if necessary

selection of strategies

choice of priorities &
ranking strategies

list strategies in
order of priorities

rank the landscaping &
topographic settings
in order of priorities



DRAWING _1_ Iandscape and topographic preference

Theprefernceisverynuchrelated.to.thenatureofthelandscaping
you *"." ex¡osed to and experJ-enced through your li fe'

1 Marlt the scenery You
Iike best.

2 ¡f¡.at characteristics do
you J-¡ke in the scenerY?
whv?

3 lt"rL the scenery You
di-sIike the most.

4 What characterj-stics do
you dislike in the scenerY?
whv?

þ 0i."""" your ideas with those who are playing the same Same'
¡-:-nd cut wirether you share the same ideas'

6 l" 7o,-, Lhinic thab after lhls game your Iandscaping preierence
- r-. Ëf"""".: If so, can you sñare it with those rvho are pJ-aying

ihe same game? List your common landscaping preference'

\

il¿



INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAME IIA:

L. To each of the participants distribute

out his/her

setting and

480

Drawing L.

most liked l-and-

state the reason

z

a
J

Each person is to Point

scaping and topographic

for the choice.

Each person is to Point

Landscaping and topograPhic

reason for the choice.

Their
Their
Their
t^l

out his/her most disliked

setting and state his/her

4. Break up the participants into sub-groups.

5., Have each sub-group come to a consensus on

liked landscaping and topographic setting

the reason for their choice.

6. Have each sub-group come to a consensus on

disliked landscaping and topographic setting

the reason for their choice.

the most

and state

the most

and state

7. Have each sub-group formulate strategies for achieving

OBJECTIVE rAt and outline new objectives if necessary.

8. Have each sub-group discuss and ar8ue in front of all

the participants:

a

b

c

choice of like and dislike of a setting
reason for like and dislike of a setting
choice of strategies f.or achieving OBJECTIVE

final

order

2 for

g. Ha.rá the whole group come to a consensus on Èhe

list of strategies.

10. Instruct each person to rank the strategies in

of priorities (i.e., ! fot the most important,

the next most imPortant, etc. . . ) .
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11-. Add up the rank number each person had assigned to the

straLegies. The one wiÈh the leasE score will be the

most important.

12. Rank the strategies in order of priorities '

L3. Have each Person rank the landscaping

setting in order of like (i.e., 1 for

2 f.or the next, etc. . . ) .

and topographic

the most liked,

Note: By revising and outlining
the instructions assures
proces s .

ne\^I ob jectives, Ste
the continuity o

p
f

7of
the
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GAME IIb: LOCATIONAL AND URBANITY PREFERENCE

In the previous research exercise it \,ùas observed

that the elderly who are competent, mentally and physic-

ally, desire diversified social and physical activities'

Their age does not restrict them from seeking excitement '

Accessibility to public facilities, amenities and urban

centres, seems to be necessary. This implies the

importance of their location in the urban environment '

Preference seems to be related to the characteristics of

the previous place of residence, their present desire for

mobility and their interest in the local social activities '

This game is therefore an attempt to

locational preference of Ëhe "village" in the

id.entify the

urban area.
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Diagram 4: Methodology of Game IIB

INDIV]DUAL LEVEL:

IND]VIDUAL LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL

THE VJHOLE GROUP LEVEL

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

THE I/¡HOLE GROUP LEVEL:

choice of locational
preference. WhY?

choice of accessibíIitY
preference.
!'lhy?

OBJECT]VES IIBII

formulate strategies
to achieve OBJECTIVES
rrBrr & outline new
objectives if
hecessarY

selection of strategies

choice of priorit.ies
& ranking strategies

list strategies in
order of preference
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAME IIb:

To each of the Participants distribute Drawing 2 '

Each person t" to choose the place that he/she likes

to live in:

a. the city (high densitY)
b. inner suburb (medium densitY)
c. outer suburb (low densitY)
d. rural area

Each person is to choose the place where he/she likes

to shop and socialt ze:

a. the city
b. regional shoPPing centre
c. shopping street (high street)
d. shopping arcade

4. Each person is to choose his/her mode of transport

preference from his/her chosen place of residence to

his/her chosen place for shopping and socializLng'

5. Break the participants into sub-groups '

Have each sub-group come to a consensus on their

preferred place of residence, shopfing, sociali zrng

and mode of transPort.

Have each sub-group formulate strategies for achieving

OBJECTIVE 'Br and outline new objectives if necessary.

Have each sub-group discuss and argue in front of the

whole group:

IJ

6

7

8

a

b

c

d

their
their
their
their

locational choice of residence. Why?

pref erred shopping and social t-zi.ng place lllhy?

pref erred mode of transPort. t'ühY?

choice of strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE I B' '



g.Havethewholegroupcometoaconsensus-onthe

Iist of straEegies.

1-0. Instruct each person to rank the strategies in

of priorities (i.e., 1 for the most important'

the next most imPortanL, etc ' ' ' ) '

IL. Add the rank number each person has assigned

strategies.Theonewiththeleastscorewill
most imPortant.

12. Arrange the st.rategies in order of priorities .

Note

4ó5

final

order

2 f.or

to

be

the

the

The theory of locational preference is based usually
on land rent and distance from the urban centre
iational tzed in economic terms. Further psycho-
cultural forces, such as class consciousness and

life style are also quite noticeable. A comprehen-
;i"¿ sÉudy in locational Lheory and preference
requires a vast range of information'
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GAME IIc: RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT AND DENSITY PREFERENCE

It seems that site layout and density identify the

vaLue of social interaction and degrees of privacy.

Psychologists and anthropologists have related these two

variables to culture. In these games, it is expected thaË

the range of possibilities for an environmental config-

uration will enable the participants to choose an

appropriate alternative that complies with their economic

potential and internal social organi zatLon and personal

action. An attempt is made here to determine the type of

cluster, building height, density, pattern, grain, sub-

division, amount of external private and community spaces,

communication classification and the relationship of the

parking to the dwelling. The proposed games are therefore

efforts to further elaborate on an appropriate residential

cluster and internal communication network.

There are two games in this section: Game
Game

IIc
IIca
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Diagram 5: Methodology of Game IIC:

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

SIJB_GROUP LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

THE I/¡HOLE GROUP LEVEL:

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

THE IdHOLE GROUP LEVEL:

choice of dwelling,
type, heíght & ex-
ternal spaces. VJhY?

choice of dwelling'
type, height & ex-
ternal spaces. ülhy?

OBJECTIVES IICII

strategies formula-
tion to achieve
OBJECTIVES rrCrr and
outline new object-
ives if necessary

selection of
s trat eg ie s

choice of priorities
and ranking the
s trat eg ie s

list strategies Ín
order of priorities



ONE & TWO SlORIES

DRAWING-3-
height, type and
external Bpaces
preference

NOTE:

1 Front -and back
gardens are private.

2 Communal front
gardens and private
back gardens.

3 AII gardens are
communal.

-,^'-âH
ONF STORY rwo sroRtFs

DETACH E O

HOUSE

SEMIDETACHED

HOUSE

TERRACED

HOUSE

1

I

a

-

3

III3

2

IIITI3

2

2

1

I

2

3

III3

IITII3

2

1

ì.

a

3

rrr3

2

2

(EE

FL ATS
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAI.,IE IIC:

Distribute to each of the participants Drawing 3.

Each pef.son is to choose the type of dwelling he/she

sees appropriate:

a. detached
b. semi-detached
c. terraced
d. flat

Each person is to choose the height he/she thinks is

appropriate for his/her dwelling:

a. one-storeY
b. two-storeYs
c. a combination of tat and rbl

Each person is to choose the tyPe of outdoor sPaces

he/she thinks is aPProPriaEe:

J

4

a

b. front garden is communal, back garden is private
c. all outdoor sPaces are communal

Break the participants into sub-groups '

Have each sub-group come to a consensus on their

preferred:

a. type of dwelling
b. height of dwelling
c. type of outdoor sPaces

7. Have each sub-group formulate strategies to achieve

type of dwelling
height of dwelling'
type of outdoor sPaces

OBJECTIVE 'C'

exce
and

pt
ba

the streets, alt outdoor spaces (i'e', front
ck garden) are Private

5

6

a

b

U

d
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8. If necessary, have each sub-group outline ner/ü ob jec-

tives.

9. Have each sub-group discuss and argue in front of the

whole group:

a

b

c

d

their
their
their
their

choice of
choice of
choice of
choice of

dwell ing
dwelling height
outdoor spaces
strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE 'C'

10. Have

list
the whole group come to a consensus on the final

of strategies.

11. Instruct each person to rank the strategies in

of priorities (i.e., 1 for the most important,

the next most important, etc. . . ) .

L2. Add the rank number each person has assigned

strategies. The one with the least score will

most important.

13. Arrange the strategies in order of priorities.

order

2 for

the

the

to

be
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Diagram 6: I4ethodology of Game IICa'

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

THE I^IHOLE GROUP LEVEL

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

THE \^iHOLE GROUP LEVEL:

choice of res idential
cluster, communication
& parking sYStem. trJhY?

choice of residential
cluster, communication
& parking system. WhY?

OBJECTIVES IICII
strategies formulation
to achieve OBJECTIVES
trCrr & outline new ob-
jectives if necessarY

selection of
s trat eg ie s

choice of priorities
and ranking the
s t rat egie s

list strategies in
order of priorities
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAME IICA

Distribute to each parËicipanE Drawing 4.

Each person is to choose from the given residential

clusters, the type he/she thinks appropriate and state

the reason for the choice. The given residential

clusters are:

a. linear housing on one side of the communication
network

b. linear housing on both sides of the communication
network

c. linear housing on one side and housing surrounding
a communal spãce on Lhe other side of the communic-
ation network

d. housing surrounding a communal sPace on both sides
of the communication network

J Each person is to choose from the given communication

network the type he/she Ëhinks appropriate and state

the reason for the choice. The given networks are:

only pedestrian access to the dwellings
an access of mixed pedestrian and vehicular
a separate pedestrian
dwell ings

and vehicular access to the

<L

b

4 Each person is to choose from

type he/she thinks aPProPriate

for the choice. The tyPes are:

the given parking the

and state the reason

separate vehicular Parking
individual parking for each dwelling
cluster of shelEered parking between the dwellings

5. Break the participants into sub-groups.

6. Have each sub-group come to a Consensus on their

preferred:

a

b

c
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a. cluster of housing
b. type of communication network
c. type of parking

Have each sub-group formulate strategies to

the desired:

a. cluster of housing
b. communication network
c. parking
d. OBJECTIVE ICI

Have each sub-group discuss and argue in front

whole group:

a. their choice of the cluster of housing
b. their choice of the communication network
c. their choice of parking layout
d. their choice of the strategies

come to a consensus on the final

492

achieve

of the

order

2 for

8

9. Have the whole group

list of strategies.

1-0. Instruct each person

of priorities ( i.e. ,

the next, etc...).

11. Add the rank number

strategies. The one

most important.

to rank the strategies in

1 for the most important,

each

with

person has assigned

the least score will

to

be

the

the

12. Arrange the strategies in order of priorities.
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GAME IId: STREETSCAPE PREFERENCE

Streets, according to Gordon Cullen, are sPaces thaË

encourage human movement from rrhererr to I'therett. They are

known to be directly related and identified by enclosure,

mode and purpose of going from one t'placett to the other.

This indicates the classification of streets by means of

their characteristics and human-environment relationship
( "actiont') . An experience of a sLreet while having a

leisurely walk, differs from the one while sitting in a

car. The enclosure, spatial treatment of surfaces , and

street pattern (i.e., layout, diversity of width and hier-

archical order ) , are seen differently by people who use

different transport systems. Furthermore, âD appropriate

space ( i . e. , street ) , is based on the perceived cues that

are expected to inform the speed, Purpose, activity and

mode of communication.

This game is to explore:

a. walking intentions and Street environmental prefer-
ence aÈ different speeds and purpose of movements

b. the spatial characteristics of the paths that the
partiôipants consider congruent with identified
activities

It is

to achieve

expected that this game will ProPose strategies

OBJECTIVE IDI .
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Diagram 7: Methodology of Game IID:

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

SUB_GROUP LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

THE I^IHOLE GROUP LEVEL

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

THE I'IHOLE GROUP LEVEL:

identification of comrn-
unication preference
(ra¡Le 1a & 1b). trhy?

identification of comm-
unication preference
(TABLE 1a & 1b). r,rhy?

OBJECTIVES ilDil

strategies formulation
to achieve OBJECTIVES
rrDrr & outline new ob-
jectives if necessary

selection of
strategies

choice of priorities &
ranking of strategies

list
o rder

strategies in
of priorit ies
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAME IId:

1. Distribute to each participant Drawing 5 and Table 1

2. Each person is to fill in Tables 1a and 1b as instructed.

3

4

Break the participants inLo sub-groups.

Each sub-group is to share

Sl.rs on the appropriate fill
ideas and

in Tables

come to

1a and

a consen-

1b.

a list of
rDr.

5

6

7

8

9

Have each sub-group come to a consensus on

strategies that attempt to achieve OBJECTIVE

Have each sub-group discuss and argue in fronE of the,

whole group:

a. Tables 1a and 1b

b. their choice of the strategies

Have the whole group come to a consensus on the final
list of strategies.

Instruct each person to rank the strategies in order

of priority ( i. e. , I for the most important, 2 for the

next, etc... ).

Add the rank number each person has assigned to the

strategies. The one with the least score will be the

most important.

10. Arrange the strategies in order of priorities.
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TABLE 1: STREET PREFERENCE

(adapted from American Institute of Architects, "Built Environment
Guidebook: How to Conduct Environmental Education l^lorkshop for
Teachers and Architects'r, \,Jashington, D.C., I97 1.)

TABLE 1a SPACES THAT CONNECT

Outdoor walking takes one through a variety of passages.
The appropriateness of that particular route depends very
much on the transmitted visual information and intention-
aliry. i,Jhe¡her one is in a hurry or walking Ieisurely,
he/she tends to look for features, such as ground covert
amoun! of enclosure, path width, traffic and visual variety
that enables the choice of alternatives.

The route taken is very often influenced by
the trip, how interesting it appears and
travelling.

the
the

purpose of
speed of

There are however three common situatins that we encounter
while walking. They are destination oriented but 'fast,
destination oriented but Ieisurely, and exploratoty. For
each situation there might be an appropriate route. From

the set of pictures in DRAI^IING 5, select your route.

SITUATION GROUP

SPACE QUALITY THAT

INFLUENCED YOUR DECIS]ON

1. DESTINAT]ON ORIENTED
RUSHED.

'rIrve got only f ive
minutes to get there".

2 DESTINATION ORIENTED
BUT LEISURELY.
"I've got to get there
by nine and its onIY
seven-thirty.'

J EXPLORATORY, &

LEISURELY

"Irve got some extra
time, why not Iook at
some interesting Places
along this routerr.
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TABLE 1b: DESIGN YOUR O\^IN ROUTE

From places Iisted below, sort through the pictures in
DRAI,IING 5 to find the route spaces you prefer to connect
each pair. For each route select at Ieast three and state
the reason fot it. Set your choice in order of preference.

ORIGIN ROUTE DESTINATION
TRANSPORT

USED

REASON

home shop

home best friend
hou se

home community
cent re

home bus stop

park ing
lot

shopp i ng
cent re
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GAME IIe : RESIDENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS PREFERENCE

A dwelling is not only a shelter, but also a spatial
manifestation of human exisËence in space. Its spaces are

an expression of the activities, personalLzatLon and

intentionality of the inhabitants. Besides, the personal

emotion triggered by Ëhe building image is apparently a

result of present feelings and past experiences. It is
therefore safe to assume that it presents a very personal

form of expression.

This game is based on photographs representing a

broad range of houses with different images. Some are

vernacular, while others are architect-design. It is

assumed that a playerts response to a particular house and

setting is based on what he/she has been familiar with

previously and the characteristics he/she associate with

his/her image and ideals of an appropriate environment.

Therefore Lhe player's choice will indicate the visual

quality he/she desires in his/her dwelling.
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Diagram 8: Me¡hodology of Game IIE

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

SUB-GROUP LEVEL:

THE I^THOLE GROUP LEVEL:

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

THE I^/HOLE GROUP LEVEL:

IND]VIDUAL LEVEL:

choice of like &
dislike of houses
I,rlhy ?

choice of like &
dislike of houses
!/hy?

OBJECTIVES IIEII

formulate strategies
to achieve OBJECTIVES
I'E'r & outline new ob-
jectives if necessary

selection of
s trat egie s

choice of priorities
& rank strategies

Iist of strategies
order of priorit.ies

rank houses in
order of priorities
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DRA.\il'ING-6 - residential characteristics
I Ur.L the houses You like best-

2 wn^t characterj-stics do You
Iike ? l'/hy ?

Preference
3 t¡arX the houses you dislike

4'l¡¡^t characteristics do You
disl-j-ke? Why?

9

't"!lr!t

: J"¿



INSTRUCTIONS FOR GAME IIE:

!. To each of the participants distribute Drawing 6

person is to Point

state the reason for

500

out his/her most liked houses

his/her choices.

2 Each

and

3 Each person is

houses and state

up the participants into sub-groups.

his/her most disliked

his/her choices.

a consensus on

theand state

to

the

point out

reason for

4

5

Break

Have

the

each

most

sub-group discuss and come to

liked and disliked houses

their choices.

6

reason for

Have each

OBJECTIVE

their
their

choice
choice

sub-group formulate strategies for achieving

tEr and outline new objectives if necessary'

7 Have each sub-group discuss and argue in front of all

participants:

a

b

of
of

like and dislike of houses

strategies to achieve OBJECTIVE 'E' '

8. Have

list

the whole group come to a consensus on the final

of strategies.

9 Instruct each Person

of priorities ( i.e. ,

the next, etc...).

to rank the stratgegies in

1 for the most imPortant,

number each Person had assigned to

one with the least score will be

order

2 for

10. Add up the rank

strategies. The

most imPortant.

the

the

LL. List the sËraËegies in order of priorities'
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GAME III. EVALUATION FOR THE GAMING SIMULATION I,üORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION

Previously, it was stated that through a gaming

simulation the participants are to evaluate the comprehen-

sibility and practicality of the workshop. Ideas that may

be revised and clarified from the reaction of the players

with their own experience, is assumed to be an aPPropriate

approach. In fact, it is expected that this stage will

identify certain factors that may revise many stages and

continously rnodify the gaming process. This implies an

internal operation for the evaluation of Èhe planning and

design process. It is therefore strongly proposed for

measuring the achievement of the aim and objectives.

The result and assessmenL of the gaming simulation

are paramount to the Same designers and players. It can be

achieved by a discussion among the participants that

converts personal experience into valuable knowledge. For

more objectivity the evaluation may also be assessed

through an explicit questionnaire.- Such action is also

proposed to evaluate the learning aspect of the workshop.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1. I,Iould you describe your feeling about the workshop

A - excellent
D - mediocre

interesting C

uninterestíng F
- all right
- r¡raste of time

B-
E-

2. I^lhat are the strongest points about. the workshop?

3. V,Jhat are the weakest points about the workshop?

4 Did you find any design aspecLs that are useful to you? llhat are
they?

5. Would you consider the workshop important fof identifying your
environmental needs and aspirations? I,lhy?
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6. Do you think this type of exercise is important before actually
planning and designing your environment? I'lhy?

I'louId you consider the method used.for grouP participation in
planning and design effective? llhy?

1

ö Taking into
environment
consider this

consideration your investment and desire for an
that can accommodate you appropriately, would you
exercise to be economical? !ihy?

9 Do you
t hrough

feel that you will be able to implement ideas gained
this experience?

10. llhenever you are building your home, do you think that this ÈyPe

of workshop

A strongly recommended B recommended C neutral
D not recommÞnded E strongly not recommended
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LL. Do you think after participating in this workshop, your house will
be

A very much better designed
B much beILer designed
C same
D much hTorse designed
E very much l^lorse designed

L2. Do you think the games are good for...

- gaining skills and improving ability Èo perform

- learning to negotiate and communicate? YES, N0.

- gaining experience in applying and testing knowledge learned
from reading and real life experience? YES, NO.

- acquiring critical thinking, analytic and decision-making
skills? YES, NO. ,

- Iearning the importance of establishing policies and making lotg
term plans? YES, N0.

- discovering criteria rarely thought of? YES, N0.

- learning how to communicate better with others who have differ-
ent perspectives? YES' NO.



MANAGERS' QUESTIONNAIRE
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DATEQUESTION NUMBER:

V]LLAGE NUMBER:

VILLAGE DATE:

VILLAGE ADDRESS;

NAME OF MANAGER:

TEL.

TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT:

1 - I^IHAT IS THE DI,üELLING SYSTEM 0F OIINERSHIP?

Housing TrusE
privaEe ownership
private company
community corporation
o ther

2 _ PLEASE ELABORATE THE SYSTEM OF OIITNERSHIP

privatè
deve troper

char ity
organization
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3 - TYPE/HOI'I MANY/VALUE/RENT OF DI^IELLING

B. S: bedsitter; 1BR: 1 bedroom;

condi t ionsPlease explain the

4 _ \^IHAT IS THE LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY?

5 _ HOI^T IS THE VILLAGE MANAGED?

Housing Trust
community co-operation
private company
other

PLEASE EXPLAIN THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT

DO THE OCCUPANTS PARTIC]PATE IN MANAGEMENT?

2BR: 2 bedroom

of rent lsal"e

6

7 - FOR RAISING ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, IS THERE A COMMUN]TY ACTION GROUP?

coup le single male single female total

no. of rooms

detached semi-detached terrace d f Iat

B.S 1BR 2BR B.S 1BR 2BR B.S 1BR 2BR B.S 1BR 2BR

a how many

b t2area/m

c rent /week

d - p.ice/unit

8 - DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURES: HO\,J MANY ARE THERE?



manager s professional white-collar
I abou r

b lue-co I lar
I abou r

9 - SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND: HOi^/ MANY ARE THERE?

10 - HOI^T MANY HAVE CARS?

11 - HOI^I OFTEN ARE THE FOLLO\^/ING COMMUN]TY ACTIVITIES USED?

a - dinner party

b - bingo

c - playing room

d - library

507

never

f - church

g - films/lecture

hobby room

12 _ I^IHAT ARE THE COMMUNITY FACILITES?

13 _ IN THE PAST S]X MONTHS, HAVE YOU HAD ANY COMPLAINTS FROM:

ne ighbou rs

a - lack of privacy

e - ex. trips

b - noise

c - security

-wice /week once /week twice /month once /month

outs ide the
vi 1 lage

commuter s

in vi llage
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14 - IN THE PAST ONE YEAR, HAVE YOU HAD ANY COMPLA]NTS ABOUT THE
VILLAGE LAYOUT?

15 - ]N THE PAST ONE YEAR, HAVE YOU HAD ANY COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE
LANDSCAPING?

16 _ I^THO }4AINTAINS THE:

other s

a private gardens
of dwelling

b - common village
gardens

c - residential
bui Idings

d common
bui ldings

17 - ARE THE RESIDENTS ALLOI^/ED TO DO THEIR OüIN GARDEN]NG IN:

a - private gardens of their dwelling?
b - public gardens of the village?

privat e
residents

private
comPany

Hous ing
Trus t

communi ty
corporat ion



s I ight Iy
good

neutra I slightly
bad

very
bad

extreme ly
good

very
good
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18 HOI^T DO YOU RANK THE FOLLOI^ITNG FEATURES OF THE VILLAGE?

extreme Iy
bad

a bui ld ing
layout

b bui 1d ing
characteristics

c - circulation
I ayou t

d pa rk ing
I ayou t

e acces s to
externa I
ameni t ie s

r landscaping

IÕ village
ameni t ie s

Layout

h social
activities

19 - IdHAT FEATURES DO YOU L]KE IN THE VILLAGE?

20 _ IIHAT FEATURES DO YOU DISLIKE ]N THE VILLAGE?

2L \^/HAT ADDITIONAL FEATURES, IF ANY, tr'iOULD YOU L]KE TO SEE IN THE VILLAGE?



RESIDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
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RESIDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE (NNVT.SNI)

VILLAGE NAME

VILLAGE NUMBER:

VILLAGE ADDRESS:

QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER:

INTERV]EI^/ER'S ADDRESS :

RECORD

TYPE OF RESTDENCE:

l- - detached

2 - semi-detached

3 - terraced
4 - flaL

DEVELOPER:

l- - Housing Trust

2 - private comPany

3 - corPoration
4 - religious institution

DATE:

1.

1.1-1.

1.

7

'[

1
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PART A . DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

1-AGE 1.7-1.8

2_SEX

L -. female

2 - male

3 - couple

3 - MARITAL STATUS: Present

Pa st

single - 1

married - 2

L.9

T.L

1.11

7.1

7.L3

4 - NUMBER OF CH]LDREN:

5 - ARE THE CHILDREN RESIDENTS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA?

6 _ PREVIOUS OCCUPATION:

1 - manager

2 - professional
3 - white-collar labour

4 - blue-co1lar labour

5 - housewife

7 - PRESENT OCCUPATION:

1 - manager

2 - professional
3 - white-collar labour

4 - blue-collar labour

5 - completely retired
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PART B - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PREVIOUS ENV]RON}'IENT

8 - I^IHAT I^IAS YOUR PREVIOUS ADDRESS?

1 - in the suburbs near the village
2 - in other areas

r.'on

9 - HOI^/ LONG DID YOU LIVE IN THE PREVIOUS NEIGHBOURHOOD 1.15-1.1

1O - I¡JOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR PREV]OUS NEIGHBOURHOOD AS BEING

attractrve

modern

s cenl c

I ive ly

clean

quiet

safe

pleasing

11 - \^/HAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT YOUR PREVIOUS NEIGHBOURHOOD?

12 _ I^THAT DID YOU DISLIKE ABOUT YOUR PREVIOUS NEIGHBOURHOOD?

slightly
4

very
5

s I ight ly
2

neutra I
3

very
1

unattractive 7.17

traditional 1.18

unscen].c r .1,9

7.2Adu 11

t.21.d irty

t.22noisy

dangerous 7.23

unpleasin g 7.24
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PART C _ CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PREVIOUS STREETS:

13 - I^TOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE STREETS IN YOUR PREV]OUS NE]GHBOURHOOD AS
BE]NG

attractive

scenrc

pleasant

invit ing

persona I

safe

clean

quiet

14 _ \^THAT D]D YOU LIKE ABOUT THE STREETS TN YOUR PREVIOUS NEIGHBOURHOOD?

15 - I^/HAT DID YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THE STREETS IN YOUR PREVIOUS NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD?

ve ry
L

s 1 ight ly
2

neutra I
3

slightly
4

very
5

unattractive I.25

unscenlc L.26

unpleasanL I.2l

uninviting 1.28

impersona I 1, .29

dangerous 1 .30

d irty 1 .31

noisy 1.32
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PART D - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PREVIOUS RESIDENCE:

16 - VJAS YOUR PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

1 - detached?

2 - semi=decached?

3 - terraced?

4 - flat?

17 _ HOI^I MANY BEDROOMS DID YOU HAVE IN THE PREVIOUS RESIDENCE?

I - bclcl room

2 - two bedrooms

3 - three bedrooms

4 - more than three bedrooms

18 -, DID YOU OI^rN/n¡nt YOUR PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

1-own
2 - rent

19 - I'IHAT DID YOU PLANT

none

front garden

back garden

none

1 .33

1.34

1.35

1.3

1.3

1.3

1 - 1 item, 2 - 2 items, 3 - more than 2, 4 - none

20 - I^THAT ACT]VITIES DID YOU HAVE ]N YOUR

front garden

back garden

1. f- item, 2 - 2 items, '3 - more than 2, 4 - none

flowers vegetablesshrub s trees lawn

ch i Idren
playing

o ther sentertain
gues t s

outdoor
family

1.3
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21 - DID YOU CONSIDER THE FRONT GARDEN PART OF YOUR DOMA]N? 1.

22 - TÑAS THERE A PHYSICAL BARRIER BETIilEEN YOUR GARDEN AND THE STREET?

'1 
- rra. ) - .- oor

1 - yes, 2 - oo:

23 _ 
,DID 

YOU DO ANYTHING SPECIAL TO PERSONALIZE YOUR FRONT GARDEN?

1 - yesr' 2 no, 7'42

24 - I^IOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR PREVIOUS RESIDENCE AS BEING

comfortab 1e uncomfortable

cosy monument a I

modern traditional

funct iona I no,n-functional 1.

r .47

repe 1 I ing

cramped

unscenlc

unsecure

unattractive

impersonal

1

1

1

4

1 .41invit ing

roomy

scen]-c

s ec ure

a t tra ct ive

r.4

5

5

5

L

1.

1

1pe r sona I

25 - \^IHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT YOUR PREVIOUS RESIDENCE?

very
5

neutra I
3

s I ight ly
4

ve ry
1

s 1 ight ly
2

26 - IíHAT DID YOU DISLIKE ABOUT YOUR PREVTOUS RES]DENCE?
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PART E - CHOICE OF THE NEI,I ENVIRONMENT

21 _ DO YOUR OI,.IN/RENT THIS RESIDENCE?

1 - ownt 2 - rentr-

28 _ HOI^I LONG HAVE YOU BEEN HERE?

29 _ DLD YOU KNOI,T ANYBODY HERE BEFORE YOU MOVED IN?

1 - yes t 2 - nor

,[

1

1.54-1.55

t

30 - DID YOU HAVE A CHOICE BETI,.IEEN THIS VILLAGE AND ANOTHER VILLAGE?

1.51- yes, 2 no,

3L - \^rHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS VILLAGE

it was recommended

I could afford the Price
I knew the neighbourhood

the environment is adequate

previous place unmanageable

health reason

se cur it.y

I did not hrant to depend on my children

other reasons

1.5

1.-
2-
3-
4-

6-
l-
8-
9-
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PART F - PREFERENCE, DEGREE OF PARTICIPATION AND UTILIZATION OF URBAN

ACTIVIT]ES AND AMENITIES:

32 - DO YOU HAVE A PRIVATE CAR?

1-Yest 2 -Dor

33-HOVTOFTENDOYOUUSETHEFOLLOIdINGACTIVITTES?

shopping

pos t of fice

bank

church

hotel

hairdresse

laundry

chemi s t

re s taurant

library

medical care

social clu

park

1.5

more

^

t.6

1

t

1

1

1.

1.

1

1

1

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

1

1

1

1.

1

1

7 - never

once / 3m

5
once /month

4
twice /month

3
once /week

2
:wice /week

t



the
city

,t

th is
neighbourhood

2

p revi ou s
ne ighbourhood

3

5 r.8

34 - \^THERE D0 YOU CARRY OUT THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES?

other
places

4

shopp ing

pos t office

bank

church

hotel

hairdresser

Laundry

chemist

re s tauran t

I ibra rv

medical care

social club

park

5 - never

35 _ I^/OULD YOU DESCRIBE THIS NEIGHBOURHOOD AS BE]NG

aLll:åcLive

modern

scen].c

I ive Iy

cLean

quret

safe

2.5

2.6

2.1

2.8

2.9

2.to

2. 11.

2.1.2

2,13

2.7

2.1

2 .16

2.r1

unaLLracLive 2.18

2 .19

2.20

2.21

traditional

unscenrc

dull

d irty

2.23no]-sy

dangerous 2.24

very
1

s I ight Iy
2

neutral
3

s I ight ly
4

very
5

pleasing unpleasing 2.25
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36 - i,lHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THIS VILLAGE?

37 - I,JHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THIS VILLAGE?

38 _ I,,IHAT MODE oF TRANSPORT DO YoU USE To CARRY oUT YoUR ACTIVIT]ES?

in this
ne ighbourhood

1 - public transPor

2 - taxí

3 - private car

4 - walking

2.2

2

in the
ci!y
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PART G - CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESENT VILLAGE/NEIGHBOURHOOD STREETS:

39 - \^/OULD

BE

YOU DESCRIBE THE STREETS IN TH]S NEIGHBOURHOOD/VILLAGE TO

attractive unattractive 2.2

scenlc unscen].c t ro

unp I ea santpleasant

invit ing

personal

safe

clean

uninvi t ing

impersona I

dangerou s

d irty

2.3

2.3

î2

2.3

2.3

3

quiet noisy 2.3

40 - T.IHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE STREETS IN THIS NEIGHBOURHOOD/VILLAGE?

41 - I^IHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THE STREETS IN THIS NEIGHBOURHOOD/

V ILLAGE ?

PART H - EVALUATION OF THE CITY OF ADELAIDE: ?

42 - HOI^I OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE CITY? 2.3

1 - twice/week, 2 - once/\^/eek
4 - once/month, 5 - once/3m.,

3 - twice/monlh,
6 - once 16^. , 7 - never

s light ly
4

very
5

very
7

s I ight 1y
2

neutra I
3



s Iight ly
4

very
5

very
1

s I ighc ly
2

neut ra I
-f

43 - IilOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE CITY OF ADELAIDE AS BEING

exc i t ing

expen s 1ve

fashionab 1e

fr iendly

I ive ly

colourful

safe

attractive

clear

44 - \^/HAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE CITY OF ADELAIDE ?

45 _ I//HAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THE CITY OF ADELAIDE ?

46 - I^/HY DO YOU GO T0 THE CITY ?

527

unexc i t ing o'l

cheap t'ì

unfashionable 2.3

unfriendly 2.

dull

drab

dangerou s

unattractive 2

confusing 2

2

2

2

4

43

2

- meeting fríends
- shopping
- entertainment
- busíness
- other reasons

1 - item
2 - 2 items
3 - more than 2

4 - none
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PART I - SOCIAL INTERACTION OF VILLAGE COM}4UNITY:

47 - HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE VILLAGE FACILITIES ?

shopp ing

post office

bank

church

hotel

hairdresser

laundry

cheml s t

re s tauran t

I ibra ry

medicaL car

soc ia I club

park

never

never
6

2 .41

2

2

2

2

2

4

5

5

2 .53

2.6

2.6t

2.62

2.63

2.6

2 .65

2.66

2.6

2

2

2

2

2

2

5

5

5

5

5

48 - I^IHICH AND HOI./ OFTEN OF THE COMMUNITY ACT]VITIES DO YOU PARTICTPATE ?

5

dinner party

b ingo

indoor games

outdoor games

ex. trips

film/ lectures

hobby room

churc h

2 6

once /m.
4

once /3m.
5

twice /week
7

once /\^teek
2

twice /month
3

2

very often often
3

rare ly
4

a lway s
I

others
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49 - HOI^/ MANY PART]CIPATE IN THE COMMUNITY ACTIVIT]ES ?

nobody
6

50 - TN YOUR OPINION, IS THERE A REASON I^IHY SOME DO NOT PARTICIPATE ?

51 - HOl^l MANY PEOPLE IN THE VILLAGE D0 YOU KNOI/¡ BY NAME ? 2.1

aLl
1.

alL
1

2.69

2.1

nobody
6

52 - HAVE YOU MADE ANY FRIENDS/ACQUA]NTANCES IN THE VILLAGE ?

1 - friends, 2 - acquaintances

soc ial club

at home

viLlage garden

church

outside vil lage

53 - WHERE AND H01^1 OFTEN D0 YOU MEET YOUR FRIENDS FROM THE VILLAGE ?

never
6

2.7

7

1

7

1

2

2

2

2

many
2

about 507"
3

some
4 5

very few

many
2 3

about 50% some
4

very few
5

dai 1y
1.

twice /week
2

once /week
3

twice /month
4

once /m.
5



tr.ric e /week
2

once /week
3

twice /month
4

once /m.
5

once/3m.
6
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54 - HOI^I OFTEN DO YOUR OLD FR]ENDS AND RELATIVES COME AND VISIT YOU ?

dai ly
1

never
1 2.11

2.78

a'l

2

55 _ DO YOU LIKE YOUNG PEOPLE TO BE ]NTEGRATED INTO THE VILLAGE COMMUNITY ?

1--yes, 2 -Dor

56 _ I^IHY DO YOU LIKE YOUNG PEOPLE TO BE INTEGRATED INTO YOUR COMMUNITY ?

57 _ DO THE RESIDENTS PARTICIPATE IN MANAG]NG THE VILLAGE ?

1-yes, 2 -Dor

58 - IN THE PAST ONE YEAR, HAVE YOU MET W]TH OTHER RESIDENTS TO DISCUSS
CERTAIN COMMUNITY ISSUES ?

1 - yes, 2 - no,

59 _ I^IHAT I,JHERE THE MA]N ISSUES ?

60 - ARE YOU AN ACT1VE MEMBER OF A POLITICAL PARTY

1yes, 2 -ror

61 _ ARE YOU ACTIVE IN THE LOCAL COUNCIL ACTIVITIES ?

I

3

1-yes, 2 -flor J

62 _ DO YOU HAVE A FRONT GARDEN ?

1 - yes, 2 - Dor 3.1
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63 - IS YOUR FRONT GARDEN,

1- - managed by you?
2 - semi-managed by you?
3 - not managed by you?

DO YOU L]KE TO HAVE A FRONT GARDEN?

- yes, 2 - Dor

64 - rF NO,

1

3.8

?o

3.1

3.11

3.1

65 - V'IHY DO YOU L]KE TO HAVE A FRONT GARDEN ?

66 - \^]HY DO YOU DISLIKE TO HAVE A FRONT GARDEN ?

67 - DO YOU HAVE A PRIVATE BACK GARDEN ?

'1 
- r¡ac ) -_ r__, - no,

68 - IF NO,

1

DO YOU LIKE TO HAVE A PRIVATE BACK GARDEN?

- yes, 2 - flo,

69 - I^THY DO YOU LIKE TO HAVE A BACK GARDEN ?

70 - WHY DO YOU D]SLIKE TO HAVE A BACK GARDEN ?

71 - rF yOU HAVE, I^IHAT D0 yOU LIKE ABOUT YOUR BACK GARDEN ?

72 - I^IHAT D0 YOU DISLIKE ABOUT YOUR BACK GARDEN ?

73 _ I^/HAT DO YOU PLANT TN YOUR .. .

none

front garden

back garden

1-1item, 2-2 items, 3- morethântT^ro, 4-none

shrubs trees lawn flowers vegetab les

3.1



othersou tdoor
family

ch i I dren
p lay ing
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74 - I^/HAT ACTIVITIES DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR

nt er ta-in
gues ts

front garde

back garden

none

1 f- item, 2 2 items, 3 - more than 2, 4 - none

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.19

3.20

3.21.

a aaJ. LL

3 .1.1

3.18

75 - DO YOU CONSIDER THE FRONT GARDEN PART OF YOUR DOMAIN ?

1 - yes, 2 - flor

76 - IN GOOD I^TEATHER, HOI^/ OFTEN DO YOUR USE THE COMMUNAL GARDENS FOR

never
5

leisure walk

sitting

77 - VJOULD YOU DESCR]BE THE LANDSCAPING AS BEING

beautiful ug ry

calming upsett ing

colourful drab

personaL imper s ona I

natura I artificial

neat messy

private public

a aa

3.24

3.25

3.26

a lway s

1 2

very often often
3

rare ly
4

s I ight ly
4

very
5

very
1

s I ight ly
2

neut ra I
3

s cenl c uns cenl c
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78 - \,JHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE VILLAGE LANDSCAPING ?

79 - I^IHAT DO YOU DISL]KE ABOUT THE VILLAGE LANDSCAPING ?

80 - WHAT DO YOU L]KE ABOUT THE PARKING ARRANGEMENT

81 - I^IHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THE PARKING ARRANGEMENT ?
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PART J - EVALUATTON OF THE NEI^I RESIDENCES:

82 - HOI^I MANY BEDROOMS DO YOU HAVE ?

L - one bedroom

2 - two bedrooms

3 - bed-sitter

83 - \^IOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR NEI'I RESIDENCE AS BEING

comfortab I

3 .27

cosy

modern

funct iona I

inviting

roomy

s cen]- c

secure

attract].ve

per sona I

uncomfortable

monumen ta I

traditional

non-funct iona I

repe I 1 ing

cramped

unscenrc

uns ecure

unattract ive

imper sona I

3.28

3.29

3 .30

3.31

3.32

3 .33

3.34

3 .35

3 .36

3.31

84 - hrHAT D0 YOU LIKE ABOUT YOUR NEi^r RESIDENCE ?

85 - \,JHAT DO YOU D]SLIKE ABOUT YOUR NE\,I RESIDENCE ?

very
1

s I ight ly
2

neutra 1

3

s I ight ly
4

very
5




